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1 Introducing lahai 
This chapter gives an introduction to Jahai, the Mon-Khmer language which is the 
subject of the present grammatical description. The first section (§1.1) provides a brief 
ethnographic account of the Jahai-speaking community. The following sections outline the 
linguistic relationships of Jahai (§1.2), its sociolinguistic situation (§1.3) and previous 
linguistic research related to Jahai and its close relatives (§ 1.4). The final section (§ 1.5) 
presents the background, aims, fonn and outline of the present study. 
1.1 The Jahai 
The Jahai are a group of hunter-gatherers, traders and occasional swidden cultivators 
inhabiting the montane rainforests of the Malay Peninsula. Their territory covers an area 
on both sides of the main Titiwangsa watershed around the upper reaches of the rivers 
Perak, in Perak state, and Pergau, in Kelantan state, Peninsular Malaysia, as well as the 
adjoining parts of Yala and Narathiwat provinces of southernmost Thailand. Being mobile 
foragers until recently, many Jahai today lead a settled or semi-settled life in regroupment 
programs established by the Malaysian government following the construction of the 
Temenggor hydroelectric dam in the late 1970s, notably that of Air Banun, in Hulu Perak 
district, Perak state. A regroupment village has also been established at Sungai Rual, near 
Jeli, in Kelantan. Some Jahai still pursue a mobile existence; in 1993 their number was 
estimated at 150 (van der Sluys 1996:2, 1999:310). The total number of Jahai is usually 
estimated at around 1000, the latest official figure from the website of the Jabatan Hal 
Ehwal Orang Asli (Department of Aboriginal Affairs) being 1049. 
The Jahai fonn the largest ethnic group of a cluster of hunter-gatherer populations in the 
Malay Peninsula referred to generically as 'Semang'. Because of their physical 
characteristics, the Semang are often also referred to as 'Negritos', a racial label given to a 
number of small groups of Southeast Asian hunter-gatherers which are found in the Malay 
Peninsula, the Philippines and the Andaman Islands, and which are sometimes believed to 
be descendants of the original population of the region. However, as pointed out by van 
der Sluys (1999:307), the present-day Jahai do not make up a physically homogeneous 
population. The indigenous populations of Peninsular Malaysia, of which the Semang only 
form a small portion, are referred to generically in Malaysia as Orang Asli 'aboriginal 
people'. 
1 
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2 Chapter 1 
The traditional subsistence system of the Jahai is flexible and opportunistic. It is based 
on hunting, fishing and the collecting of wild tubers and vegetables. Occasionally they 
make small swiddens where they grow mainly cassava and dry rice. They are also engaged 
in the collecting of commercial forest products, mainly rattans, gaharu (Aquillaria spp.) 
and honey, and recently some groups have taken up commercial fishing in Lake 
Temenggor. Traditionally, the Jahai live in mobile groups of 15-50 people, sheltering in 
windbreak huts and moving camp every one to two weeks. When engaged in swidden 
cultivation and commercial collecting of forest products, a group may settle down for a 
month or so in more permanent houses (van der Sluys 1999:308-309). 
Jahai society is egalitarian, with a strong emphasis on individualism, sharing and 
non-aggression (van der Sluys 1996, 1999:310, 2000). Authority, often associated with 
spirit-mediums, is based on charisma and the art of persuasion, but society is otherwise 
non-stratified. Nowadays the Malaysian authorities appoint headmen (penghulu) among 
the Jahai for dealings with officials. 
The exact etymology of the ethnonym lahai is unknown. It is suggested by van der 
Sluys (1999:307) that it is a compound of ja 'time before' and hai 'to walk in single file 
along the forest trails' and roughly means 'we who walk the trail of our ancestors'.1 This is 
also the explanation given by some Jahai. Alternative spellings are lahay and lehai. The 
Jahai frequently also refer to themselves as mendraq 'people', as opposed to gop 
'strangers', 'outsiders'. 
Early ethnographic accounts of the Jahai are found e.g. in Skeat and Blagden (1906), 
and more systematic anthropological work was later carried out by Schebesta (1928b, 
1952, 1954, 1957). In the early 1990s, van der Sluys (1996, 1999, 2000) conducted 
anthropological research among the still mobile groups of the Temenggor area in Perak. 
1.2 Linguistic classification and history 
The language of the Jahai, referred to by the same name, is a member of the Northern 
Aslian subgroup of the Aslian languages, a geographically and genetically distinct branch 
of the Mon-Khmer language family, and, ultimately, the Austroasiatic stock. The Aslian 
languages (from Malay Orang Asli 'aboriginal people'), spoken by some 60,000 tribal 
people in the interior parts of the Malay Peninsula, are conventionally divided into three 
separate subgroups, Northern Aslian being one, and Central and Southern Aslian 
representing the other two. The characterisation of Aslian linguistic classification 
presented here is based on Diffloth (1975) and Benjamin (1976a, 2001, in press). The 
spelling conventions of language names are drawn from the latest writings of Benjamin 
(2001). 
In the present work, this would correspond to the relational tense proc1itic Ija=1 (see §4. 10. 1. I) and the 
verb /haj/ 'to follow'. The relational tense proc1itic has not been found to attach to dynamic verbs in the 
present study of contemporary Iahai, so this interpretation of the ethnonym finds no synchronic 
linguistic support. 
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Map 1.1: Approximate distribution of Aslian languages 
(adapted from Benjamin 1976a:46, in press). 
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The Northern Aslian languages range from Trang Province in southern Thailand down 
into the Malaysian states of Kedah, Perak, Kelantan, Trengganu and Pahang. Northern 
Aslian may be further subdivided into three groups: a western one containing the closely 
related Kensiw and Kintaq languages, which are spoken on the border between Thailand 
and the Malaysian states of Kedah and Perak, and possibly also varieties spoken 
exclusively in Thailand, such as Tonga; an eastern one, including Jahai, Mendriq and 
several varieties of Batek, which together form a continuum of dialects ranging from 
southern Thailand down to Pahang; and the southerly and more distantly related outlier 
Chewong, spoken in western Pahang. To some extent, the Northern Aslian languages are 
associated with the Semang cultural sphere, introduced in § 1.1. However, there are 
exceptions to this generalisation. Thus, the Chewong language, unquestionably a member 
of Northern Aslian, is spoken by people who are not Semang. And, inversely, some 
Semang groups speak languages which do not belong to the Northern Aslian subgroup. The 
total number of Northern Aslian speakers is estimated at a little more than 3000, of which 
speakers of Jahai represent about one-third. 
The Central Aslian languages are spoken in a continuous area covering the interior of 
western Peninsular Malaysia, including parts of Perak, Kelantan and Pahang. The group 
includes at least four languages: Lanoh (which itself contains several distinct varieties, 
including Semnam and Sabtim), Temiar, Semai and Jah Hut. However, the status of the 
latter as a Central Aslian language is uncertain, and it has been suggested that it may form 
an independent, fourth branch of Aslian. Central Aslian languages are largely associated 
with populations subsisting on swidden horticulture; speakers of Lanoh, however, are 
usually considered part of the Semang cultural sphere. The total number of Central Aslian 
speakers is estimated at around 45,000. 
The southern Aslian languages are found in two separate areas of Peninsular Malaysia. 
Three of the four languages - Semaq Beri, Semelai and Temoq - are spoken in an area 
stretching through much of central Pahang and adjacent parts of Trengganu and Negri 
Sembilan, whereas Mah Meri (or Besisi) is spoken in the coastal parts of southern 
Selangor. Southern Aslian is associated with popUlations primarily engaged in a 
subsistence system based on collecting and trading. The total number of speakers is 
approximately 9000. 
The Aslian languages are firmly placed within the Mon-Khmer language family. 
Relatives thus include languages belonging to a number of branches scattered widely 
throughout Southeast Asia, including Bahnaric, Kammuic, Katuic, Khasi, Khmer, Mon, 
Nicobarese, Palaungic, Pearic and Viet-Muong. In the wider Austroasiatic context, distant 
relatives also include the Munda languages of India. However, the exact relation between 
Aslian and other branches of Mon-Khmer remains unclear. Some evidence appears to 
suggest a rather close relationship with Mon (Diffloth 1984), and that Mon, Aslian and 
Nicobarese may make up a Southern Mon-Khmer constellation. However, this is 
questioned by Bauer (1992:537). 
Northern Aslian 
Central Aslian ---' C 
Southern Aslian 
Figure 1.1: Aslian genetic relationships 
(simplified from Benjamin, in press) 
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Going beyond genetic relationships, there is evidence to suggest substantial secondary 
borrowing of vocabulary between the Aslian languages, and such intra-Aslian loans appear 
to have been particularly common among the Northern Aslian languages (Benjamin 
1976a:74). For instance, Mendriq has exchanged vocabulary with both Batek and Kensiw, 
whereas the latter has a high loan rate with Lanoh, which, in tum, has exchanged loans 
with Jahai and Central Aslian Temiar. Moreover, Mendriq and some Batek varieties 
display a fairly significant loan rate with Southern Aslian languages (notably Semaq Beri) 
and, more surprisingly, Kensiw shows traces of vocabulary exchange with geographically 
distant Chewong (Benjamin 1976a:76-81; Bauer 1991:313). 
In addition to such intra-Aslian loans, Aslian speakers have also borrowed extensively 
from non-Aslian languages. For instance, Malay, the unrelated Austronesian majority 
language in the peninsula, has had a considerable influence on the Aslian vocabulary. This 
was noted already by Blagden (1902, 1906a:435), and Benjamin (1976a:72-73) provides 
• 
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figures of the loan rates from Malay in several Astian languages. These show that, among 
the Northern Aslian languages, some varieties of Batek display the largest number of 
Malay loans, whereas Kensiw and Kintaq have the lowest rates. 
Furthermore, some scholars have noticed that certain loan words in Aslian look 
conspicuously Austronesian but are clearly not of Malay origin, giving support to the idea 
of a pre-Malay Austronesian stratum in the peninsula (Blagden 1902, 1906a:435-438; 
Benjamin 1987:130-131; Bauer 1991:313). It has also been proposed that such loans 
provide evidence of some historical connection between Aslian and the Austronesian 
languages of Borneo (Adelaar 1995:87-91). Yet another source of loans is Thai, especially 
among some Northern Astian languages, although Bauer (1991:313) comments on the 
scarcity of such loans in Kensiw. Bauer (1992:536-537) also points to the possibility of 
loans due to historic contact with Mon. 
It should also be mentioned that some early writers pointed out that Northern Aslian 
languages contain quite a few lexical elements of unknown origin, that is words that appear 
to be neither Mon-Khmer cognates nor secondary loans of any sort. These were interpreted 
as remains of a non-Mon-Khmer substratum language spoken by the Negritos before the 
arrival of Aslian. On account of the physical and cultural similarities between the 
peninsular Negritos and the indigenous population of the Andaman Islands, in the Bay of 
Bengal, attempts were made to link these supposed substratal remains to the distinctive and 
genetically isolated Andamanese languages according to what Zide and Pandya (1989:648-
650) and others have labelled the 'Proto-Negri to Hypothesis' (see e.g. Trombetti 1923:64). 
The ideas of a Negrito substratum and an Andamanese 'link' have remained popular and 
are cautiously maintained by e.g. Benjamin (1976a:83) and Matisoff (2003:8-9). However, 
the number of corresponding lexical items has not been significant enough to warrant a 
clear genetic connection (Bloch 1952:512), and some researchers, notably Gerard Diffloth, 
have argued that much of the supposed substratum vocabulary is indeed of Mon-Khmer 
origin (Diffloth, pers. comm.; Zide and Pandya 1989:649). The 'Proto-Negri to 
Hypothesis' must therefore be regarded as highly speculative. 
1.3 The sociolinguistic situation 
1.3.1 Idiolects, dialects and multilingualism 
Anthropologists have frequently commented on the high degree of idiolectal variation 
and change in Northern Aslian languages (Endicott 1990; Benjamin 1976a:76, 1985a:234-
235; 1987: 114, in press a). The mobile lifestyle of Northern Aslian speakers, manifested in 
their system of intermarriage between individuals of widely dispersed groups, as well as in 
their marked pattern of group disintegration and regrouping into new constellations as an 
adaptive response to ever-changing subsistence conditions, has implications on the 
language of individual speakers. A speaker may move through several linguistic 
environments throughout his or her lifetime, leading to an overt and unusually high rate of 
idiolectal change. At the same time, the manifold linguistic origins of the members of a 
group also lead to marked variations in the language use of different individuals. Benjamin 
(in press) speaks of 'a mesh-like relation between different varieties of Northern Aslian, 
which is as much idiolectal as dialectal'. As a result of the mix of language varieties, it is 
difficult to identify clear-cut language boundaries within the Northern Aslian group. A hint 
of the intricacy of the problem is provided by Bishop and Peterson (1993: 1), who report 
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that in one Semang settlement of southern Thailand they came upon six languages and/or 
dialects among the 13 adults present. 
A related characteristic of Northern Aslian speech communities is the multilingualism 
exhibited by their speakers. It is not unusual for them to speak two or more languages 
fluently (Benjamin, in press). This is due to their frequent contact with speakers of 
neighbouring Northern Aslian languages, as well as languages belonging to other branches 
of Aslian, and majority languages like Malay and Thai. 
These typically Northern Aslian patterns of idiolectal variation and multilingualism 
largely apply to the Jahai speech community. Although speakers claim that different Jahai 
groups speak differently, it is very difficult to find systematic dialectal variation between 
groups, idiolectal differences within one and the same group being more prominent. 
Manifold linguistic origins of members of the Jahai speech community are evident, and it 
is not uncommon to find individuals whose native language is not Jahai but Mendriq, 
Batek, Lanoh or Temiar. It is consequently also common for speakers to have parents from 
two different speech communities. Temiar holds a special position in this respect, since 
intermarriage between Jahai and Temiar is common. 
As to multilingualism, many Jahai speak both Temiar and the local dialect of Malay 
fluently as second languages. Temiar is the lingua franca used when talking to speakers of 
other Aslian languages in the area; Malay is used in dealings with the Malay-speaking 
majority. Gender differences may exist, women generally being less proficient in these 
second languages. This is most probably due to the fact that it is the men who are engaged 
in wage-labour and trade and for whom a lingua franca is necessary. Native Jahai speakers 
who have remained within the Jahai speech community generally do not speak additional 
Aslian languages other than Temiar. Some individuals who trace their origin to northerly 
groups can speak Southern Thai. Reportedly, northerly groups of Jahai (notably in the 
remote Belum River area) are less proficient in Temiar and Malay. 
1.3.2 Schooling and literacy 
Adult Jahai lack formal education and are generally non-literate. However, an 
increasing number of children living in the regroupment areas receive primary education 
locally in Malay. Jahai is not used in education, and it is not a written language. 
1.3.3 Endangerment 
Northern Aslian languages have very few speakers, figures varying from about 150 
(Mendriq) to a little more than 1000 (Jahai). Some Northern Aslian languages are known 
to have died out during the past two centuries, including the 'Bila', 'Wila' or 'Lowland 
Semang' language spoken on the coast opposite Penang in the early 1800s (Blagden 
1906a:390-391; Benjamin 1976a:50), as well as varieties spoken in Kedah and lowland 
Perak until the 1920s (Benjamin, in press). This is in part connected to a general long-term 
trend of cultural and linguistic assimilation of Aslian speakers, either to the Malay 
community or to a larger Aslian-speaking group. Using population figures gathered during 
the past century, Wazir (1996:9-11, 2001) argues that the Semang show a discouraging 
pattern of population growth and expresses concern about the future of their languages. 
According to the population figures given, the number of speakers of some languages 
(notably Mendriq) has dropped by almost two-thirds between 1924 and 1994, whereas the 
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number of speakers of Batek has increased by over 700 per cent during the same period. 
The number of speakers of Jahai, for comparison, has increased by approximately 26 per 
cent. The total population growth for all Semang groups in Malaysia was 41 per cent 
between 1969 and 1994. 
Benjamin (in press), on the other hand, suggests that the Northern Aslian speech 
communities are not necessarily in immediate danger of becoming extinct and points out 
that their small numbers of speakers have been maintained for a very long period of time as 
a consequence of their small-scale and mobile lifestyle. He also argues that Northern 
Aslian speakers have long been used to linguistic contact and linguistic non-uniformity and 
are therefore likely to be well-prepared to maintain their own linguistic identity. 
Jahai, being the largest Northern Aslian language, does not appear to be in immediate 
danger of extinction. For children of Jahai parents, Jahai always represents the first 
language, and, in the absence of people who do not speak Jahai fluently, it is the language 
used in everyday situations by most Jahai. It is possible, however, that increased 
permanent settlement and contact with the outside world, facilitated by the recently 
constructed East-West Highway, which runs straight through Jahai territory, may pose a 
long-term threat to the language. Perhaps a more immediate linguistic threat to some 
southerly groups of Jahai, who are increasingly settling down in villages also populated by 
speakers of Central Aslian Temiar, is the frequent intermarriage with the Temiar. Children 
of such mixed descent almost invariably grow up with Temiar as their dominant language. 
It is possible that an expanding Temiar language represents a greater long-term threat to the 
existence of Jahai than does Malay. 
1.4 Previous research 
Section 1.4.1 describes previous linguistic sources pertammg specifically to Jahai. 
Section 1.4.2 summarises research and references related to other Aslian languages or to 
the Aslian sub-branch as a whole. 
1.4.1 Research on Jahai 
The earliest available sources containing linguistic data which can be possibly identified 
as Jahai are word lists collected during the 1800s and early 1900s, e.g. Miklucho-Maclay 
(1878) and Savage (1926).2 However, the first account explicitly concerned with Jahai 
language is a brief grammatical sketch by the ethnographer Father Paul Schebesta (1928a). 
This work is described in detail in § 1.4.1.1. More recently, Geoffrey Benjamin and Gerard 
Diffloth have collected Jahai lexical items for lexicostatistical and comparative studies of 
Aslian languages (see e.g. Benjamin 1976a; Diffloth 1975). Benjamin has also used such 
lexical material to study intra-Aslian and Malay loan rates. He notes for Jahai a 
conspicuous absence of vocabulary exchange between Jahai and its Northern Aslian 
neighbours Kensiw and Mendriq but a high loan rate between Jahai and Central Aslian 
Lanoh. This leads him to believe that Jahai has expanded to its present area of distribution 
from the south in relatively recent times (Benjamin 1976a:77). Furthermore, brief reference 
2 Geoffrey Benjamin (pers. comm.) suggests that Semang songs recorded early on by W.W. Skeat in 
Kedah and Pattani and transcribed by R.J. Lloyd in Skeat and Blagden (1906:627-629) are in lahai. 
Although much of this transcribed material does bear some similarity to the variety of 1 ahai described in 
the present work, it has not been possible to confirm this suggestion. 
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to the Jahai vowel system, based on unpublished field-notes, is made in Benjamin (1986:6). 
Previous papers on Jahai by the present author include Burenhult (2000, 2001a, 2001b, 
2003, 2004a and 2004b). 
1.4. 1 . 1  Schebesta's grammatical sketch 
Father Schebesta's (1928a) brief description of Jahai, translated and reworked by 
Charles Otto Blagden, provides one of the first grammatical accounts of any Aslian 
language. It introduces some aspects of the sound system, the word classes and word 
formation in Jahai, and it also includes three short texts. It is richly illustrated with what 
appears to be examples of spontaneous Jahai language use, but the various grammatical 
phenomena are discussed only summarily. It is not stated whether the description covers a 
particular variety of Jahai, nor is it said where Schebesta's informants lived. However, 
according to Geoffrey Benjamin (pers. comm.), Schebesta did most of his ethnographic 
work on the Jahai in Bersiak (present-day Kampung Bersia), a village on the Perak river 
about 10 kilometres upstream from Gerik, in Hulu Perak district, Perak state. It is therefore 
likely that the account is based on information from that area. Reportedly, the area is 
nowadays not inhabited by Jahai speakers, the nearest present-day Jahai settlements being 
located on Lake Temenggor, a further 30 kilometres or so upstream. 
The description begins with an introductory note by C.O. Blagden on the orthography 
employed; apparently the Jahai examples in Schebesta's original version were written in 
the Anthropos alphabet but transcribed into the International Phonetic Alphabet by 
Blagden. This is followed by a short account of the sounds of the language, including 
phonetic exemplification of the various vowels and consonants and some discussion on the 
syllable- and/or word-final segments referred to in the present work as unreleased stops and 
prestopped nasals (cf. §2.3.1.1 and §2.3.1.2). The latter are interpreted as word-final stops 
followed by 'an obscure nasal release'. A number of diphthongs are listed, exhibiting 
either an [i] or [u] offglide; these correspond in the present work to vowel + approximant 
/j/ or /w/ (cf. §2.2 and §2.3.1.5). Two of the vowels listed are described as having nasal 
counterparts: [i] and [:l]. As mentioned, the representation is phonetic and no attempt is 
made to systematise the sounds phonemically. Syllable structure is only briefly touched 
upon, and it is stated that initials and finals may be either a vowel or a consonant. Stress is 
said to fall on the last syllable of a word. It is further suggested that there are tonal 
differences in a limited set of lexical items, and a short list of minimal or near-minimal 
pairs is given (see §2.5.2). 
The description of word classes treats numerals, pronouns, nouns, adjectives and 
adverbs. Numerals are only briefly introduced, and it is stated that Jahai has only one true 
numeral, nai 'one' , and that other numerals are borrowed from Malay (cf. §4.5.1). The 
system of pronouns involves singular, dual and plural number, with first, second and third 
person distinction for singular pronouns, but only first and non-first distinction for dual and 
plural pronouns. Inclusive and exclusive forms are given for first person plural. Two forms 
of first person dual are given, both labelled 'inclusive' and apparently in free variation. 
Two forms of second person dual are labelled 'exclusive'. It is not entirely clear what this 
terminology signifies, but it is stated that one of the forms is used to refer to two persons 
who are not present (cf. §4.3). Pronominal use is amply illustrated for subject and object 
position as well as in possessive constructions. The same pronominal forms are used for 
these three functions. As for demonstratives, three basic distinctions are given, 
corresponding to 'this', 'that' and 'that yonder' (cf. §4.4). These are said to be linked to 
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the pronoun or noun that they follow by means of -t-. Additional locatives include two 
forms signifying location upstream and downstream, and four forms correspond to the four 
cardinal points. Relative pronouns are said to be usually absent, 'the relative clause being 
merely co-ordinated with the principal clause' (Schebesta 1928a:810). However, a particle 
na is considered to be used occasionally to mark relativisation (cf. §4.12). Interrogatives 
are introduced briefly and exemplified by forms corresponding to 'who/whose?', 
'what/why?', 'how many?' and 'where?' (cf. §4.6). An interrogative particle ha is also 
exemplified (cf. §4.1O.3). 
The section on nouns begins with a description of morphology related to number. 
Several plural-marking affixes are introduced, most of which are clearly associated with 
human nouns. Plural forms are said to be usually identical to the singular ones, and plural 
marking gives the impression of being optional (cf. §4 .1.1). However, one of the affixes 
listed as a plural marker, usually involving an infixed -n- after the first consonant, is said to 
occur when the noun follows a numeral or the word for 'many'. This affix is not restricted 
to human nouns but may occur with most nouns (cf. §4. 1 .3). In a subsection on case, the 
syntactic behaviour of nouns is richly exemplified and a set of case-marking prepositions is 
introduced (cf. §5.2). The nominative is said to come first in a sentence, usually repeated 
by a pronoun. If occurring after the predicate, the nominative is expressed by putting the 
preposition ka, or occasionally de, before the noun. The genitive is expressed by placing 
the possessor after the possessed noun, sometimes possibly with the preposition de before 
the possessor. Dative is marked by the preposition ke or de, or without any preposition at 
all. Locative and instrumental are marked with the preposition ke. The accusative, finally, 
is described as usually occurring after the verb without any preposition, but occasionally it 
is introduced by ke. 
Adjectives are said to follow the noun. With a few exceptions, adjectives used as 
attributives receive the prefix t- (cf. §4. 12.2); adjectives used as predicates are unmarked 
(cf. §4.7). In the section on verbs, usage is exemplified with paradigms involving different 
subject pronouns. Several preverbal particles are introduced, including a past tense marker 
(cf. §4.10.1. 1)  and a particle ia (lla in third person singular) which expresses desire, will or 
future (cf. §4.7.4.1). A prefix pi is considered to form a sort of causative (cf. §4.7.2). 
Finally, examples of different moods are given, including conditionals, interrogatives, 
imperatives, negatives and prohibitives. A short section on adverbs suggests that these 
may be formed by means of a prefix Ie. 
A brief section on word formation exemplifies reduplication, which is said to be 
particularly common with verbs but not leading to any significant change in meaning. The 
examples given are not systematically analysed but include full as well as partial 
reduplication, sometimes with vowel alternation (cf. §3.2). 
Although short, laconic and tentative, Schebesta's description provides an interesting 
and enlightening early glimpse of Jahai language. It forms an excellent piece of 
comparative material for the present-day Aslianist, its main virtue perhaps being the great 
number of authentic examples given. 
1.4.2 Other research related to Aslian 
This section outlines research related to Aslian languages other than J ahai. An overview 
of research pertaining to the Aslian branch as a whole is given in § 1.4.2.1, whereas sections 
§1.4.2.2, § 1 .4.2.3 and §1.4.2.4 describe work carried out on the respective subbranches of 
Aslian. 
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1.4.2. 1 General 
The term 'Aslian' (from Malay Orang Asli 'aboriginal people') as a generic designation 
of the group of Mon-Khmer languages spoken in the Malay Peninsula was first coined by 
Gerard Diffloth and later introduced in print by Diffloth (1974) and Benjamin (1976a). 
The three subbranches of Aslian were labelled Jahaic, Senoic and Semelaic by Diffloth, 
though the alternative, geographical terms proposed by Benjamin - Northern, Central and 
Southern respectively - have gained wider acceptance. 
One of the first to recognise that several of the minority languages in the Malay 
Peninsula were related to Mon-Khmer was Schmidt (1901, 1903), who made a detailed 
classification of Aslian based on vocabulary. This was followed by a refined classification 
by Blagden (1906b), based not only on vocabulary but also on phonological features. 
Other classifications include that of Pinnow (1959:4-5) and rely heavily on earlier work. 
In recent decades, two scholars have been particularly active within the field of Aslian 
linguistics: Geoffrey Benjamin and Gerard Diffloth. Benjamin, a linguistically trained 
anthropologist, made an extensive collection of lexical samples based on the Swadesh list 
from a large number of Aslian languages. Using lexicostatistical methods, he put forward 
a detailed genetic classification of Aslian and its sub-branches and advanced an historical 
interpretation of the linguistic data (Benjamin 1976a:37-94). Apart from his work on 
Central Aslian Temiar (see § 1.4.2.3), Benjamin has also produced several recent papers on 
general aspects of Aslian (Benjamin 2001, 2004). Furthermore, he has been very active in 
accentuating the need for urgent scientific attention to several topics of Aslian linguistics 
(see e.g. Benjamin 1989:20-23). He is also the author of a guide to the pronunciation and 
transcription of Aslian languages for anthropologists and other non-linguists working 
among speakers of Aslian languages (Benjamin 1985b, 1986). 
Diffloth, who conducted extensive linguistic fieldwork among speakers of Central 
Aslian Semai and Jah Hut, Northern Aslian Chewong and Southern Aslian Semelai in the 
1960s and 1970s (see §1.4.2.3), made a detailed genetic classification of the Aslian 
languages on the basis of comparative phonology (Diffloth 1968, 1975, 1977, 1979), the 
results of which are in accordance with those produced in Benjamin's lexicostatistical 
study. Diffloth's general work on Aslian also includes a study of numerals (Diffloth 
1976c). 
A summary of research carried out on the Aslian languages up until the early 1980s is 
given in a recently published paper by Matisoff (2003). Drawing on the works of Asmah, 
Benjamin, Diffloth and others, Matisoff provides an account of the phonological, 
morphosyntactical, semantic and lexical characteristics of Aslian, paying special attention 
to those features that are regarded as peculiar to this branch of Mon-Khmer. 
Other general work incorporating data from Aslian languages include e.g. Adams's 
(1989) study of numeral classifiers in the Austroasiatic language family, in which some 
older Aslian material plays an important role, as well as a short paper by Bauer (1992) on 
the relationship between Aslian and Mon. 
As far as bibliographical work is concerned, a rather aged list of works on Peninsular 
Mon-Khmer can be found in Shorto, Jacob and Simmonds (1963:30-32). This was 
compiled before Benjamin and Diffloth took to the field and therefore obviously lacks 
references to the more modem developments in Aslian linguistics. More recent 
bibliographies include those of Parkin (1991:152-159), Bishop and Peterson (1995) and 
Burenhult (1999), and quite a few references to work on Aslian appear in Huffman (1986). 
Also, an extensive list of references relating to Orang Asli research in general, including 
linguistic works, has recently been compiled by Lye (2001). 
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1.4.2.2 Northern Aslian 
Northern Aslian languages attracted some attention in the 1800s and early 1900s, and 
several vocabularies were collected. For example, see Crawfurd (1820:125-191), Hewett 
(1880), Swettenham (1880), Evans (1915), Evans (1927:8-12), Miklucho-Maclay (1878), 
Savage (1926) and Ogilvie (1949) for various Northern Aslian languages. Later collections 
include Carey (1970) for Mendriq. The first grammatical description was Schebesta's 
(1928a) account of Jahai, summarised in §1.4.1.1. 
Comprehensive work was carried out in the 1960s on Kintaq by Asmah (1964, unseen), 
although only a short essay based on parts of this work has been published (Asmah 1976). 
This deals exclusively with the Kintaq verb, notably a set of affixes signalling aspect 
(desiderative, perfective and imperfective) and causative. 
More recently, several scholars working on the Thai side of the border have produced 
works on various aspects of Kensiw, closely related to Kintaq. For example, Bishop (1992, 
1996a) provides accounts of the phonology of the Kensiw dialect spoken at Bansakai, in 
Yala Province, southern Thailand, including extensive descriptions of phonemes, prosodic 
features and word/syllable structure. Of particular interest i s  the complex vowel system, 
displaying five tongue heights (atypical for Aslian) and distinctive nasality. Pitch 
differences are said to be contrastive in a small set of lexical items, a feature similar to the 
one noted by Schebesta (1928a:805) in Jahai (see §1.4.1.1, §2.S.2). Previous accounts of 
Yala Kensiw phonology include that of Phaiboon (1984, unseen). Also, a phonological 
description of the northerly Kensiw dialect spoken in Trang Province, Thailand, has been 
produced by Bauer (1991). Kensiw vocabulary is treated in e.g. Bishop (1996b) and 
Bishop and Peterson (1994), and Peterson (1993, unseen) describes the use of spatial 
locatives in Kensiw. Bishop (2001) describes sociolinguistic aspects of Kensiw. 
On the basis of Schebesta (1928a), Bishop (1996a) and Phaiboon (1984), Hajek (2003) 
claims there is enough evidence to conclude that Northern Aslian languages exhibit some 
kind of tonal activity. 
1.4.2.3 Central Aslian 
Like Northern Aslian, languages of the Central subbranch of Aslian received some 
attention in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Early descriptions include that of Clifford 
(1891), and for vocabularies, see e.g. Daly (1880) and Wilkinson (1915). Schebesta (1931) 
provided a short description of the grammar of the so-called 'Ple-Temer' language. On the 
basis of this description, Benjamin (in press) states that this language is notably different 
from Temiar proper. Failing to find evidence for it in the field, he suggests that it is an 
extinct intermediate dialect between Temiar and Lanoh. Schebesta's account, which is 
preceded by a note by the translator c.o. Blagden on transcription, treats word classes and 
also includes two texts. 
Three Central Aslian languages have been subjects of scholarly attention in recent years. 
Temiar has been studied by Carey (1961, unseen) and Benjamin (1976b, 1996), whereas 
Diffloth has produced several articles on Semai (see e.g. Diffloth 1968, 1972, 1974, 1976a, 
1976d, 1977). Benjamin's (1976b) study involves a concise account of Temiar grammar, 
including phonetics, phonology and the morphosyntax of nominal and verbal elements. 
His unpublished essay The anthropology of grammar: self and other in Temiar (Benjamin 
1996) is an extension and partly a revision of this study, involving an attempt at explaining 
significant features of Temiar grammar in light of a cultural notion of a Self/Other 
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distinction present i n  the Terniar-speaking society. Benjamin claims that this distinction i s  
manifested through phonetic iconicity in a large number of linguistic forms, including e.g. 
deictic categories like pronouns and demonstratives, verbal affixes signalling voice, modal 
particles, role-marking particles as well as number affixes on human nouns. Self­
associated forms are shown to display sounds that can be characterised as 'front' and 
'closed',  whereas Other-associated forms are phonetically open. Thus, Benjamin argues 
that phonetic iconicity based on a cultural notion imbues the whole Terniar grammatical 
system and links seemingly disparate areas of grammar. 
Benjamin's writings on Terniar have opened the eyes of the linguistic community to the 
morphological complexity exhibited by Aslian languages. Matisoff (2003:22) has since 
suggested that the morphological resources of Aslian are 'among the richest in all of 
Southeast Asia, unrivalled even in most of the rest of Austroasiatic ' .  The Terniar verbal 
paradigm - with its many distinctions of voice, aspect and nominalisation - is 
sometimes described as the most regular and productive within Mon-Khmer. Furthermore, 
processes of reduplication and infixation described in Benjamin 1 976b have played an 
important role in the development of various prosodic approaches to non-concatenative 
morphology (McCarthy 1 982:208-22 1 ;  Broselow and McCarthy 1983:38-43; Ter Mors 
1 984:279-295). They have also been treated within the framework of Optimality Theory 
(Gafos 1998). 
Diffloth's  work on Semai covers various linguistic domains, although much of the 
literature deals with historical phonology and the reconstruction of Proto Semai (Diffloth 
1968, 1977). Diffloth ( 1 972) discusses the ambiguity of certain Semai morphemes, and his 
1 974 paper describes how transitive sentences involving body movement behave 
differently from other transitive sentences with regard to word order shift. Diffloth (1976d) 
describes the peculiar word class known as expressives, and the Semai data presented has 
shaped much of the subsequent discussion of this category of words. The reduplicative 
features of Semai expressives illustrated in Diffloth's article have recently been analysed 
within the framework of the Compression Model of Optimality Theory (Hendricks 2001). 
Diffloth (1976b) provides a concise and comprehensive description of Jab Hut that 
includes discussion on its genetic affiliation, phonology, morphology and syntax. The 
syntactic section contains among other things an account of expressives and also a 
description of the distribution of an agentive particle which suggests that Jab Hut displays 
an unusual type of ergativity. 
1.4.2.4 Southern Astian 
For a long time, scholarly work specifically devoted to Southern Aslian was markedly 
scanty compared to that of Northern and Central Aslian. Early descriptions are rare and 
include notes on Temoq and Semelai (Collings 1949). A short description of Semaq Beri is 
to be found in Nik Safiab and Ton (1979). Diffloth's fieldwork on Semelai remains 
unpublished. However, in recent years extensive work has been carried out on Semelai by 
Kruspe (1999, 2004). Her (2004) grammar forms the most comprehensive description of 
any Aslian language, containing exhaustive treatment of phonology, morphology and 
syntax. The work examines in detail several aspects of Semelai which are relevant to the 
Aslian branch as a whole but which have been touched on only briefly in earlier descriptive 
work, e.g. its intricate morphological processes of reduplication and infixation, as well as 
the distribution of case-marking prepositions. 
---���---
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1.5 The present study 
1.5.1 Background and aims 
The present work is a descriptive study of contemporary Jahai. It was conceived in 
1997 and initiated in 1998 with the primary aim of charting the morphology of the 
language. During the course of the data collection, the need for a more general linguistic 
description became increasingly evident, and a wider approach incorporating phonology, 
morphology and syntax was assumed. The purpose of this work, however, is not to 
provide a complete and exhaustive linguistic description; in that sense it is not to be viewed 
as a reference grammar. Rather, it should be regarded as a general introduction to the 
subject and a basis for further research. 
Although the study largely aims at providing an unbiased description of Jahai on the 
language's own merits, certain general problems have inevitably served as starting-points 
and sources of inspiration for the line of work. One such problem is the question of 
morphological complexity. As we have seen, Aslian languages, especially those of the 
Central subbranch, are known to exhibit some of the most regular and productive systems 
of inflectional and derivational morphology in Mainland Southeast Asia. Northern Aslian 
languages, on the other hand, are occasionally described as exceptions to this pattern. For 
example, Benjamin (pers. comm.) suggests that Northern Aslian morphology is largely 
fossilised and unproductive, and Bauer (199 1 :3 13) describes 'progressive loss of 
morphology without extensive reanalysis' as a typical Northern Aslian feature. The 
writings of Schebesta (1928a) and Asmah (1976) provide indications to the contrary, and 
an important initial issue for the present study was to elucidate the status of Northern 
Aslian morphology on the basis of data from Jahai. Another question at issue was previous 
claims that some Northern Aslian languages exhibited contrastive tone, at least in small 
sets of lexical items. Tones are otherwise not a feature of Aslian languages, and one could 
speculate that the proximity of Northern Aslian to tonal Thai would have led to the 
adoption of this feature. Thus, Schebesta (1928a:805) believed he had identified tonal 
differences in some words in Jahai, as does Bishop (1996a:238-239) for Yala Kensiw. 
Phaiboon (1984, unseen) treats Yala Kensiw as fully tonal, which is rejected by Benjamin 
(in press). Bauer (199 1 )  does not identify tones in Trang Kensiw. New research on the 
sound system of Jahai was likely to shed further light on this problem. 
The present work is the first grammar of a Northern Aslian language to appear since 
Asmah's unpublished 1964 description of Kintaq. As such, it is intended to expand our 
knowledge of Aslian as a whole, grammatical descriptions of which have so far been 
largely concerned with Central Aslian languages, notably Terniar (Benjamin 1 976b) and 
Jah Hut (Diffloth 1976b). In this respect, its appearance is timely because it coincides with 
the publication of the first comprehensive description of a Southern Aslian language, 
Kruspe's  (2004) grammar of Semelai. It is also intended as a contribution to Mon-Khmer 
and Southeast Asian language studies in general, and, hopefully, also to a wider linguistic 
context. Furthermore, it is hoped that it may serve as a source of linguistic information for 
anthropologists and others working among the Jahai and other Northern Aslian speakers. 
Finally, a central aspect of any study of a language with few speakers is the sheer 
documentation. With their limited number of speakers, Jahai and the other Northern 
Aslian languages represent some of the many endangered languages of the world. 
Although Jahai does not appear to be in immediate danger of extinction, it is clear that the 
gradually changing lifestyle of the Jahai presents a long-term threat to the existence of their 
language. Every linguistic extinction represents a serious loss of information about 
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linguistic variation, and the documentation of small and endangered languages is therefore 
of great scientific interest. 
1.5.2 Fieldwork, methodology and data 
The data on which the present description of Jahai is based was collected intermittently 
in the field among Jahai speakers during the period 1998-2000. The total amount of time 
spent in direct interaction with Jahai speakers was about six months, distributed over four 
field trips of one to two months' duration each. In the intervening periods, the data was 
systematised and continuously analysed. This periodic approach furthered the data 
collection in that the systematisation away from the field served as a useful foundation for 
each new round of fieldwork and facilitated the author's acquisition of Jahai. 
The fieldwork was carried out in a regroupment program area, or Rancangan 
Pengumpulan Semula (RPS), called Air Banun, located on the eastern shores of Lake 
Temenggor, south of the East-West Highway, and administered by the Jabatan Hal Ehwal 
Orang AsH (JHEOA, Department of Aboriginal Affairs). The RPS is situated in an area of 
mostly primary Dipterocarp rainforest and contains a few permanent villages located along 
the lake or the major rivers, including Sungai Banun, Sungai Raba, Permai and Damai, all 
of which are predominantly inhabited by Jahai speakers. It also has an administrative 
centre with a school, a JHEOA office and basic medical facilities. An additional eight 
permanent or semi-permanent villages are scattered throughout a large area outside the 
RPS, from which they are administered. Most of these villages are also inhabited by Jahai 
speakers, although three of them are inhabited predominantly by Temiar speakers. 
Fieldwork was mainly restricted to the village of Sungai Banun, located within the RPS 
at the confluence of the Banun and Raba rivers, not far from where the Banun empties into 
Lake Temenggor. The village, inhabited by some 80-100 Jahai speakers, is permanent and 
constantly inhabited, but its population can be characterised as semi-settled as parts of it 
may spend longer or shorter periods on the move or in other settlements. Although the 
inhabitants of the village are likely to originate from various scattered groups, many of 
them (including most of the informants of this study) claim to be members of a band which 
originally roamed an area centred on the Mangga and Kelap rivers, two northern tributaries 
of the Singor located some 15-25 kilometres east of RPS Air Banun. If questioned about 
the ethnonym of this particular group, some of its members will refer to it as Jahai To' ,  
'ancestral Jahai ' .  However, there does not appear to  be a generally agreed-upon system of 
ethnonyms for the different subgroups of Jahai. The present linguistic description rests 
almost entirely on data collected from members of this group; however, comparative data 
has occasionally been obtained from inhabitants of other villages, including Sungai Raba, 
Permai, Damai, Pulau Tujuh, Sungai Tekam and Ulu Tiang, as well as visitors from RPS 
Sungai Rual, in Kelantan, and members of still mobile groups east of RPS Air B anun. 
However, no systematic comparison of different speech vaneties has been made for the 
present study. 
Apart from what could be gathered from Schebesta's (1928a) sketch of Jahai, the author 
had no prior knowledge about the language. At first, questioning was done in basic Malay 
but after a few weeks increasingly in the author's own hesitant Jahai. During the last period 
of fieldwork, in October-November 2000, there were also opportunities to make interviews 
with a Jahai man who knows basic English. For the most part, however, data collection 
has been conducted in Jahai. 
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At the beginning, work focussed on the collecting of an extensive Jahai word list. The 
starting-point for this was the list of items used in the vocabulary compiled for Kammu by 
Lindell (1974), which in turn is based on Egerod (1965), a list specifically developed for 
Southeast Asian languages. The Jahai list has been continuously expanded and currently 
contains 1730 items (see Appendix I). Collection of faunal terminology was made with the 
help of the photographically illustrated works of Whitten ( 1 998), Strange ( 1 998) and Cox 
et al. (1998). Also, translation of numerous lexical items was made via Malay with the 
help of Coope (1993). The lexical material has since served as a basis for the phonological 
analysis presented in Chapter 2. Much of the subsequent fieldwork was concerned with the 
identification of bound morphemes, and extensive lists of derived word forms were elicited 
in order to chart the allomorphy of specific morphemes. Initially, Schebesta's 1928a 
description provided helpful hints for the discovery of some such morphemes, and several 
more were identified and investigated as the material grew larger. The morpheme 
inventory was also occasionally cross-checked with that of other Aslian languages, and, in 
at least one case, descriptive material from another Aslian language (Asmah' s  1976 
account of the Kintaq verb) has helped to reveal a morpheme in Jahai which would 
otherwise possibly have gone unnoticed. Elicitation of syntactic and morphological 
phenomena was also largely inspired by the Lingua Descriptive Studies questionnaire in 
Reichling et al. (1977 : 1 1-57). Such elicitation typically involved the presentation by the 
author of potential, artificial Jahai forms to the informant for judgement of acceptability 
and possible correction. 
Thus, elicitation has been an important tool in the field for the detection and 
identification of various linguistic phenomena. However, it became clear early on that 
elicited material was not entirely reliable, partly because informants tended to equate 
acceptability of linguistic forms with comprehensibility rather than grarnmaticality. Also, 
elicitation sometimes proved to result in misleading over-generalisations on the 
informants' part. So whereas elicitation has been invaluable as a primary means of 
detecting patterns and tendencies, it was decided that the final analysis would rather rest 
mainly on recordings of authentic language use. These recordings, made continuously 
during the fieldwork periods, involve eleven hours of video material and fifteen hours of 
audio material and include long sequences of spontaneous conversation as well as 
narratives3. The latter includes e.g. hunting-stories and myths, particularly from genres 
referred to by the Jahai as fcnel/, which explain the genesis of animal species (van der 
Sluys 1996 : 1 3-15). Unless stated otherwise, the Jahai examples given throughout this 
work are drawn from such authentic text materials. 
Much of the elicitation was done with a single informant, the middle-aged headman of 
Sungai Banun. Thus, the word list and the phonological analysis rests almost exclusively 
on his idiolect of Jahai, although pronunciation has been frequently cross-checked with 
other speakers. The recordings of spontaneous language use, however, involve an 
additional number of mostly male speakers of different ages. Analyses based on such 
recordings thus draw on the language use of several speakers. The idiolectal variation 
described in § 1 .3 . 1  has generally not presented any significant difficulties in the analysis 
of linguistic forms. An important exception is the class of expressives (see §4.8 and 
Chapter 6), some manifestations of which are intimately associated with specific 
individuals who are not originally members of the group studied. Thus, only two persons 
made use of what is referred to here as 'expressive elaboration' ,  both of whom originated 
3 I am grateful to Dr Marianne Gullberg. Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. Nijmegen. for 
equipping me with a video camera. 
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from distant groups and both of whom were unusually knowledgeable about other AsIian 
languages. Such expressive elaboration was rejected by other speakers. Furthennore, some 
discrepancies encountered in the vowel system (see §2.2) may be attributed to similar 
individual variation. The present study is concerned with the language use of most of the 
Jahai speakers of Sungai Banun and does not claim to describe other varieties of Jahai. For 
the sake of completeness, however, deviant linguistic behaviour such as that encountered in 
expressive elaboration is also described but treated separately (Chapter 6) and not 
considered a general feature of Jahai. 
The overriding aim of the present work is linguistic description, and it is therefore to be 
regarded as essentially non-theoretical. This means that the purpose of the study is not 
primarily to create, develop, modify, support, refute or in other ways evaluate particular 
theoretical frameworks. However, where considered particularly suitable and helpful, 
specific theoretical models are adopted as descriptive tools in order to provide as explicit, 
economic and systematic an account as possible of the material available. For example, 
this applies to the models of Prosodic and Template Morphology used to describe 
processes of affixation (§3.2). Similarly, the monostratal approach to syntactic 
fonnaIisation proposed by Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) has inspired some of the 
terminology employed here to illustrate syntactic structures (Chapter 5 ). 
1.5.3 Outline 
This chapter has provided a brief introduction to the Jahai, their language and related 
research. The following chapters are concerned with the results of the present study. 
Chapter 2 analyses the phonological system of the language and provides the basis for the 
orthography used. Chapter 3 examines the units and intricate processes of Jahai 
morphology. Chapter 4 identifies and describes the word classes as well as the 
morphological categories associated with them. Chapter 5 outlines tentatively the main 
features of Jahai syntax. Chapter 6 provides a short account of the enigmatic phenomenon 
referred to here as 'expressive elaboration' .  Some concluding remarks are given in 
Chapter 7. The appendices, finally, contain the full list of Jahai words collected for the 
present study. 
1.5.4 Transcription, glossing and translation 
Jahai is transcribed here in full accordance with the standards of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Thus, the orthographic system employed departs slightly from 
that of some other authors on Aslian and Man-Khmer linguistics, including Benjamin, 
Diffloth and Kruspe. They write the voiced palatal stop as Ij/ and the palatal approximant 
as Iyl, whereas these are represented here as Ijl and Ijl respectively. As pointed out by 
Benjamin (2001:120, note 10), this inconsistency of Aslian orthography may lead to some 
confusion. For the sake of international consistency, however, complete adherence to the 
IP A is preferred here. 
Phonemic transcription is indicated by solidi / /, whereas phonetic transcription is 
indicated by square brackets [ ] . English translations of fonns are indicated by apostrophes 
, " and wherever direct translation is not possible an explanatory description is given in 
brackets ( ). Examples of Jahai text are always given in their phonemic fonn, and words 
are consistently segmented and glossed morphemically. Following Kruspe ( 1999, 
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2004:xx), morpheme boundaries are represented by a hyphen (-) in the case of prefixes, 
arrows « » in the case of infixes and an equals sign (=) in the case of clitics. From 
considerations of space, glossed translations of individual words are sometimes simplified; 
for complete translations, see the glossary (Appendix I). Grammatical morphemes are 
glossed with the items given in the list of abbreviations. Translations of text examples are 
in colloquial English. As far as possible, the translation aims to give the reading intended 
in the original utterance. Parts of translated texts which do not have Jahai equivalents but 
which are necessary for comprehension in English are represented in square brackets [ ] .  
Unless stated otherwise, examples are taken from spontaneous text materials. Elicited 
examples are marked '(elic.)' . 
2 Phonology 
This chapter describes the phonological system of Jahai, including its phonemic 
inventory of vowels and consonants and the phonetic realisation of phonemes (§2.2 and 
§2.3), phonotactic properties (§2.4) as well as prosodic features (§2.5). In addition, a 
specific section is devoted to the phonological characteristics of Malay loanwords (§2.6). 
Some preliminary remarks are given in §2. 1 .  
2.1 Preliminaries 
This account of Jahai phonology is based on the forms listed in the glossary 
(Appendix 1). By and large, these are citation forms of words, which generally represent 
synchronically minimal free forms, so-called lexemes (see §3. 1).  One significant 
consequence of this is that lexemes set the standard for phonotactic well-formedness. The 
many forms borrowed from Malay, which are included in the glossary, usually conform to 
the same pattern as indigenous forms and are therefore not treated separately. They 
occasionally differ in terms of phonotactic structure and have then not been incorporated 
into the general analysis. 
The phonetic analysis is based mainly on auditory impression, although selective 
instrumental analyses have been carried out on some segments, notably final nasal 
consonants.4 
The marginal phenomenon referred to here as expressive elaboration exhibits features 
which present particular difficulties with regard to phonology. These are introduced 
separately in §6.2 and are not incorporated into the general analysis made here. 
Results are frequently compared with those of other phonological accounts of Jahai and 
Aslian as a whole, notably Schebesta (1928a:803-805); Bishop ( 1996a); Bauer (1991);  
Benjamin (1976b: 130-153, 1985b, 1986); Diffloth (1976b: 102- 1 1 1 ); and Kruspe (2004: 
32-60). 
2.2 Vowels 
Judging from the data available at present, the Jahai vowel system is distinguished by 
three degrees of vowel height for the front, central and back positions (see Table 2. 1). This 
4 I am grateful to Dr Mechtild Tronnier, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University, for 
conducting these preliminary acoustic analyses. 
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is in line with the system attributed to Jahai by Benjamin (1986:6). It is also in accordance 
with the systems described for some other Aslian languages, including Jah Hut (Diffloth 
1976b: 103), Temiar (Benjamin 1976b: 1 3 1 )  and Trang Kensiw (Bauer 199 1 :3 16). 
However, it contrasts sharply with the complex pattern claimed by Bishop ( l996a:228-
232) for Yala Kensiw.5 
The oral vowels contrast with a slightly smaller set of phonemically nasal counterparts, 
but these are not very frequent (present in about ten per cent of the lexical items collected) 
and do not carry a heavy functional load (see §2.2. 1 for further discussion on contrastive 
vowel nasality). As in other Northern Aslian languages as well as Southern Aslian 
languages, vowel length has no phonemic significance. The back vowels display 
considerable rounding, especially lui and 10/. Front and central vowels are unrounded. As 
to the high central vowel, which is usually described as rounded and symbolised by lui in 
other Aslian languages, minimal rounding is limited to certain environments. Thus, to mark 
the contrast between the rounded back and the non-rounded non-back vowels, the symbol 
Iii is preferred to lui. 
Segments which were interpreted by Schebesta (l928a:803, 804) as diphthongs are 
always word-final and are more appropriately described as vowel + approximant (/wl or Ijl) 
in accordance with the requirement that word-final syllables are always closed (see §2.4. 1). 
No phonemically significant diphthongs have been identified in the present material. Non­
significant diphthongisation has been observed in final-syllable vowels before some palatal 
consonants: [seic'] /sec! ' meat' ,  [loic'] Ibc! 'bow' ,  [raI)90ijp] /raI)90p/ 'mouth-harp' .  
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Table 2.1 :  Vowel phonemes in Jahai 
ORAL NASAL 
Front I Central I Back Front I Central I Back 
i i u i 1 il 
e a 0 � 
e a :> e a 5 
Although the 3 x 3 vowel system may well be applied to the present material, it is not altogether 
unproblematic. For example, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish auditorily between high and mid 
vowels, particularly the front vowels Iii and leI, which could perhaps be interpreted as an indication of 
an intermediate, fourth vowel height. Similar hesitation is expressed by Bauer (1991 :3 16) for Trang 
Kensiw. Furthermore, at least one speaker, originally from a different group of Jahai, made use of an 
additional unrounded close-mid central vowel /o/, between Iii and /�/, which has so far only been attested 
in one word but which can be easily contrasted in the following minimal set for central vowels (cf. the 
full minimal set presented in §2.2): 
/giS! 'to climb down' 
/gos! 'to apply make-up' 
/g�s! 'to carve' 
Igas! '(a type of skin disease)' 
In the idiolects of other speakers, however, this vowel appears indistinguishable from the high centrai /il. 
It cannot be determined at this point whether Ifjl represents a marginal phoneme or if it reflects idiolectal 
or dialectal variation in the Jahai vowel system. Bauer (199 1:3 16) and Matisoff (2003:16) suggest that 
any additions to the basic 3 x 3 vowel system in Northern Aslian languages could be explained as 
compensation for their lack of contrastive vowel length. For the time being, however, a 3 x 3 system 
will be posited for Jahai. 
The following near-minimal set illustrates the full system of oral vowels: 
lkis/ 'to dig' /gis/ 'to climb down' /gus/ 
Igesl 'smell' Ig�sl 'to carve' Igos/ 
Igesl 'to descend' Igasl '(skin disease)' Ig':)sl 
2.2.1 Phonemic vowel nasality 
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'to be together' 
'belch' 
'to live' 
Although functionally marginal, lexically contrastive vowel nasality is very apparent in 
Jahai. Nasal counterparts of the oral vowels Ii, e, i, �, a, u, ':)1 have been identified. These 
occur only in final syllables. Nasal counterparts of the mid vowels lei and 101 have been 
found only in marginal instances of expressive elaboration and are therefore not considered 
part of the general phonemic inventory (see §6.2). The following lexical pairs illustrate the 
oral/nasal contrast: 
lkisl 'to dig' Il<1s/ 'ghost' 
Ipek/ 'to split' Ipek/ 'to sting' 
Isit! 'honeycomb' Isit! 'to rub oneself 
lul;)t! 'to stare' Ikl�t! 'to swallow' 
/kawawl 'bird' Iwawl '(a type of civet)' 
Isiruc/ 'to slurp' Igruc/ 'slender-toed gecko' 
/habk/ 'to throw' /hok5k/ 'to bum off fur' 
2.2.2 Phonetic description of vowel phonemes 
Iii is a close front unrounded vowel [i] : [kit'] /kit! 'buttocks' ,  [sill Isill '(a type of 
tortoise)' . 
(11 is the rather common nasal counterpart of Iii: [hic'] Ih1cl 'to rain' ,  [k;)nl] /k.till 'wrist ' .  
lei is  a close-mid front unrounded vowel [�], slightly more raised than [e] : [h�?] /he?1 
' IP.INCL', [t�k'] Itek/ 'to sleep' .  It has no nasal counterpart. 
lei is an open-mid front unrounded vowel [e] :  [?ek'] nek/ 'to give ' ,  [ges] Igesl 'to 
descend' . 
leI is the rather common nasal counterpart of leI: [lapek'] /lapek/ 'mud',  [�cl'e?] IpcNI 
'to be wet' . 
Iii is a close central unrounded vowel, which is slightly more backed than [i] : [hip'] /hipl 
'forest ' ,  [sin Isit! 'honeycomb ' .  Before glottal consonants it becomes a slightly 
lowered [�] : [b�?] fbi?1 'mother' . Occasionally it is in free variation with a slightly 
rounded [u] . Conditioned rounding is also evident following the bilabial approximant 
Iw/: [wun] Iwinl 'to crawl ' .  
(J!, the nasal counterpart o f  Iii, i s  infrequent: [sit'] Isit! 'to rub oneself, [ta.?iiC'] Ita?icl '(a 
type of large bird)' . 
1;)1 is a mid central unrounded vowel [;)] : [g;)s] Ig;)sl 'to carve' ,  [?�h�j] nh�j1 'to be small ' .  
I�I is the nasal counterpart of  1;)/: [CI'3nh�f] IcnhW 'to be short' , [s�h] Is�b/ 'to meet' . 
Ial is an open central unrounded vowel [a]: [?ap'] napl 'tiger' , [cl'adn] Ican! 'foot' .  
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laJ, the nasal counterpart of Ia/, has been identified in only a few lexical items: Uapah] 
Ijapah/ '(name of Jahai group)' ,  [waw] Iwawl ' (a type of civet)' . 
lui is a close back rounded vowel [u], frequently in free variation with a significantly 
advanced [\1]: [duk'] Idukl 'to pounce upon' ,  [tu9I)] ltuI]/ 'to fell' .  
lUI is the nasal counterpart of  lui: [ceu?] Icu?1 'blind' , [rus] lrusl 'to grub ' .  
101 is a close-mid back rounded vowel [0]: [sop'] Isopl 'lung', [tobm] /tom! 'tree-trunk' . It 
has no nasal counterpart. 
I'JI is an open-mid back half-rounded vowel ['J] : [g'Js] Ig'JsI 'to live', [t'Jbm] It'Jm! 'water' . 
It is in free variation with an infrequent unrounded [A] .  
151 is the rather common nasal counterpart of I'J/: [?5f] /?5t1 'dog' , [l5r: ] 115rl 'to hiss' .  
2.2.3 Environmentally conditioned nasalisation o/vowels 
All nine phonemic ally oral vowels may be phonetically nasalised by surrounding nasal 
segments, mainly nasal consonants. Nasalisation is bidirectional (see §2.2.3 . 1 )  and often 
unpredictable (see §2.2.3.2). Under certain conditions, oral vowels may also be nasalised 
by phonemic ally nasal vowels in the same word. This phenomenon appears to be restricted 
to words where the final syllable onset is a glottal or an approximant, which suggests that 
only such consonants are transparent to nasalisation: [cuM?] IcuM?1 'to flow', [ha?ef] 
/ha?etl 'stench' ,  [kaw5f] lkaw5t1 'bird' , [haje?] /haje?1 'house' .  
2.2.3. 1 Directionality of nasalis at ion 
It can be suggested on the basis of the present data that nasalisation is bidirectional, i.e. 
both progressive and anticipatory, although it is not possible at this stage to determine 
whether one is stronger than the other and therefore 'primary' (see Blust 1 997: 1 50-151 for 
a discussion on 'primary' versus 'contragrade' nasalisation). What is  clear, however, is 
that anticipatory nasalisation under certain circumstances is avoided in final syllables by 
means of pres topping of nasal consonant codas, which effectively seals off the preceding 
vowel nucleus from nasal ising influences (see §2.3 . 1 .2). Progressive nasalisation from the 
onset, on the other hand, is allowed - [mif] Imitl 'eye', [?�I)uf] /?I)utl 'throat', [m5h] 
Im'Jh/ 'nose' - and may even be desirable, as suggested by Malay loanwords in which 
voiced stop onsets which follow homorganic nasals are assimilated and lost: [l�mu?] llmu?1 
from Malay lembu 'cattle' ,  [rnn§h] Imahl from Malay rendah 'low', [laI)uf] /JaI)utl from 
Malay janggut 'beard' (see also §2.6.3.3). 
In pre-final syllables, however, nasal codas are not prestopped and anticipatory 
nasalisation is allowed to operate freely, affecting not only the preceding vowel but 
sometimes also the consonant onset: [miiI)ker] /bUI)kerl 'to wake up' ,  [minte9I)] fbinteI)/ 
'star' (from Malay bintang). Anticipatory nasalisation of word-initial consonants becomes 
particularly apparent during infixation of In! (see §4. 1 .3 and §4. 1 .4. 1 ). Word-initial fbI, 
Iwl and 11/ are then consistently realised as [m] and [n] respectively as the infixed In! forms 
the onset of the following new syllable: [m�nawaic'] /b<n>awacl from /bawac/ 'pig-tailed 
macaque',  [m�naw�f] Iw<n>aw�tI from Iwaw�tI 'rat' ,  [n�nata?] 11<n>ata?1 from Ilata?1 
'waterfall' . 
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2.2.3.2 Variability in degree ofnasalisation 
There appear to be some differences in degree of nasalisation in the production of nasal 
vowels. In some lexical items nasal vowels are consistently distinctly pronounced and 
easily recognised, whereas those in other items are more subtle and characterised by much 
greater variation and unpredictability. In cases where nasal vowels occur in non­
conditioned environments, and where phonemic vowel nasality thus can be posited, the 
former pattern is always the case. However, in conditioned environments the nasal element 
in vowels is commonly less salient and less predictable. Still, it cannot be made clear at 
this point whether this difference in degree of nasalisation really reflects a distinction 
between conditioned nasalisation and phonemic nasality, although potentially contrastive 
pairs like [lpk' - 1)3k'] 11)"k/ 'to sit' , in which the nasalisation of the vowel is not always 
apparent, and [�fl)3k'] 1bfl)3k/ '(a type of frog) ' ,  in which the vowel appears to be 
consistently and distinctly nasal, may point in that direction. In the phonetic examples 
given here, only the distinctly nasal vowels are consistently transcribed as such. Non­
distinct examples are transcribed without the tilde, e.g. [m"h] Im"h/ 'nose' ,  unless some 
point is made about their nasalisation, in which case the tilde is added for clarity: [m3h] 
Im"h/ 'nose'. 
2.3 Consonants 
The consonant system of Jahai includes 20 phonemes (see Table 2.2). 
Table 2.2: Consonant phonemes in Jahai 
Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop p b t d c j k 9 ? 
Nasal m n Jl I) 
Fricative cP s h 
Lateral I 
Rhotic r 
Approximant w j 
Features of particular interest include the common presence of 'prestopped' allophones 
of nasals in word-final position, the neutralisation of syllable-final stops, as well as the 
presence of the unusual voiceless bilabial fricative phoneme Icp/. 
The two near-minimal sets shown in Table 2.3 contrast the consonant phonemes in 
initial and final position respectively. 
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Table 2.3: Contrastive sets for consonant phonemes in Jahai 
INITIAL CONTRAST FINAL CONTRAST 
Stop Ipl Ip:>h! 'to fan' Ibpl 'to move hut' 
Ibl Ib:>h! 'fruit' -
Itl Ito?1 'ancestor' Ibtl 'to take' 
Idl Id:>k/ 'ipoh poison' -
lei Ic:>h! 'to bite' Ibcl 'to gnaw' 
Ijl Iph! 'to ascend' -
IkJ Ibh! '(a type of tortoise), Ibk/ 'to call' 
Igl Igoh! 'manchild' -
nt noh! 'to cough' Imak:>?1 'egg' 
Fricative I�I - Ib�1 '(sound of falling), 
lsI Isoh! 'game animal' Ig:>s/ 'to live' 
/hi 1h:>?1 'jar' Ibh! '(a type of tortoise)' 
Nasal 1m! Im:>h! 'nose' Ibm! 'many' 
In! In:>jl 'to copulate' non! 'there' 
Ip! IJl:>pl 'to chew' Igop! 'outgrowth on tree' 
IrY Irpk/ 'to sit' IbI]! 'to plait' 
Lateral III 11:>?1 '(toponym)' Ig:>l1 'to carry' 
Rhotic Irl Ir:>h! 'to cut' Itg:>rl 'to allow' 
Approx. Iwl Iw:>h! 'to call' Ibak:>wl '(a type of tree)' 
Ij/ Ij:>h! 'to drop' Itak:>jl 'sail-fin lizard' 
2.3.1 Description of consonant phonemes and allophonic variation 
2.3. 1 . 1  Stops 
Syllable-initially, voiceless Ip, t, c ,  k/ and voiced Ib, d, j, 91 are usually realised as 
unaspirated bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops. The palatals Icl and Ijl are affricated 
[c<:] and ell, although affrication of Icl does not usually occur before epenthetic [i] in pre­
final syllables: [cijas] Icjasl 'hand' . Non-significant aspiration of word-initial /pl has been 
noted occasionally. Word-initial lbl is usually nasalised and realised as em] if followed by 
a nasal segment: [mfu.Jke:r] /bUIJke:rl 'to wake up' .  The voicedlvoiceless contrast is 
illustrated by the following minimal pairs: 
[p:>h] 
[t�?] 
[c<:oh] 
[kedn] 
Ip:>hI 
Ite?1 
Ic:>h! 
/ke:n! 
'to fan' 
'soil' 
'to bite' 
'child' 
[b:>h] 
[d�?] 
[l:>h] 
[gedn] 
Ib:>h! 
Ide?1 
Ij:>h! 
Ige:n! 
'fruit' 
'to make' 
'to ascend' 
'(a type of tree)'  
In syllable-final position, the bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops are unreleased and 
the voicedlvoiceless distinction is lost. These unreleased stops are here transcribed 
phonetically as [p', C, c" k'] and symbolised phonemically by the voiceless Ip, t, c, k/: 
[c<:ip'] Icipl 'to go' 
[duf] IdUtl 'navel' 
[seic'] Isecl 'meat' 
[s:>k'] Is:>k/ 'hair' 
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However, speakers sometimes produce a delayed and heavily aspirated voiceless oral 
release of final stops after words uttered in isolation, particularly following lei and Ik/ but 
occasionally also Itt: [seic<:h] Isecl 'meat' ,  [wcrkh] Iwcrkl 'to return' .  There is no regular 
pattern to suggest that this voiceless release has any contrastive significance. 
The glottal stop m is realised as [?] : [?ap'] Rapl 'tiger' , lf�;:}?cr91)] Ij?e1)1 'bone' ,  [hali?] 
/hali?1 'leaf' , [la?pa?] /l?pa?1 ' (eastern Negritos)' .  In connected speech, the glottal stop is 
frequently lost syllable-finally. 
2.3.1.2 fVasals 
The nasal phonemes 1m, n, ]1, 1)1 display the same places of articulation as the voiced 
stops and occur in both syllable-initial and syllable-final position. In all positions except 
some word-final environments (see below) they are realised as [m, n, ]1, 1)] : 
[m::>h] Im::>hI 'nose' 
[n::>j] In::>jl 'to copulate' 
[p.::>p'] 1]1::>pl 'to chew' 
[1)::>k'] 11)::>k/ 'to sit' 
In word-final position, nasals are commonly initiated by a short and very characteristic 
voiced stoJr-like onset: 
[1;:}kE:bm] Ilkern/ 
[p::ltobm] Iptorn/ 
[W\:ldn] Iwin! 
[c<:adn] IcanJ 
[tcri1]1] IteJ1l 
[pi.J1.bi1.J1] Ip]1bJ1l 
[tab;:}91)] Itaoo1)1 
[gahu91)] IgahUI]/ 
'brain' 
'day before yesterday' 
'to crawl' 
'foot' 
'to plait' 
'to sing' 
'leaf monkey' 
'cave' 
Such nasal segments have been recorded in several Aslian languages, as well as in many 
Austronesian languages, notably in Borneo (Blust 1997: 154-169). They are varyingly 
described as predenasalised (Diffloth 1 975 :7, 10-12; Benjamin 1985b: 14-16), 
preocclusivised (Matisoff 2003: 19,  fn 89), preploded (Blust 1997: 154-1 55) and pres topped 
(Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 128-129; Bishop 1996a:228, 235-236; Kruspe 2004:34-
35). The tenn 'prestopped' will be employed here. The segments were noted in Jahai by 
Schebesta (1928a:805) but interpreted by him as word-final stops followed by 'an obscure 
nasal release' ,  which rather makes one think of the postnasalised stops described phrase­
finally by Benjamin (1976b: 1 34) for Temiar. Also, Bishop (1996a:235) analyses similar 
nasals in Kensiw as the syllable-final allophones of voiced stops. 
In the present Jahai material, however, there are several reasons for analysing the 
pres topped nasals as allophones of the simple nasals. First, the nasal portion of the 
segments in question is perceptually  clearly more salient than the stop-like portion. The 
latter, which is conventionally transcribed as a homorganic stop, [bm, dn, 1]1, 91)] or [bm, dn, 
j]1, g1)], is caused by a delayed and abrupt lowering of the velum simultaneously with, or 
following, the oral closure. Preliminary spectrogram studies of Jahai samples do not give a 
very unifonn picture of the stop-like portion but they do indicate that there is not always an 
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apparent occlusive or plosive element involved in its production, homorganic or otherwise. 
However, the conventional way of transcribing pres topped nasals, i .e. a nasal preceded by 
its homorganic stop [bm, dn, jJl, 91)], has been retained in the present work. 
Second, as also acknowledged by Bishop (1996a:235) for Kensiw, the prestopped nasals 
are historically developments from simple nasals and have simple nasal reflexes in other 
Mon-Khmer languages; compare e.g. [cCadn] lean! 'foot' with Vietnamese chan 'foot' and 
[tt;ijJl] IteJ1l 'to plait' with Kammu ItaaJ1l 'to weave' .  
Third, there i s  evidence to suggest that prestopped nasals are cognitively variants of 
simple nasals. Notably, reduplications of prestopped nasals are always realised as the 
simple nasal counterpart: 
[s�ms�bm] Isms�m1 'to buzz around a nest' 
[h�nh�dn] Ihnh�n! 'to devour' 
[jiJljeijJl] l.iJljeJ1l 'to dream' 
[l�1)le91)] Ijl)je1)1 'wide' 
Furthermore, Malay loanwords which originally have final nasals are usually realised with 
the prestopped counterpart (cf. §2.6. 1 . 1): 
[hajabm] from ayam 'poultry' 
[buladn] from bulan 'moon' 
[kucCt;91)] from kucing 'cat' 
Fourth, there is a clear tendency for the pres topped nasals and the word-final simple 
nasals (the latter making up about 22 per cent of the word-final nasals) to tum up in 
different phonetic environments, and the nature of the environmentally conditioned 
nasalisation of vowels discussed in §2.2.3 may be helpful in stating these conditions. 
Drawing on data from several Austronesian languages in Borneo, B lust (1997: 161-163) 
suggests that the stop portion of pres topped nasals is intended to prevent so-called 
contragrade, anticipatory (or coda-driven) nasalisation from spreading from word-final 
nasals to the preceding vowel in languages whose primary nasalisation is progressive (or 
onset-driven). It is  further predicted that syllable-final nasals are not prestopped in final 
syllables whose vowel nucleus is preceded by a nasal segment, since the syllable nucleus 
has already been nasalised in the 'right' direction and there is therefore no need to seal off 
the vowel from contragrade nasalisation by means of pres topping. 
Although it has not been possible to determine which direction of nasalisation is 
primary in Jahai (see §2.2.3. 1), the model proposed by Blust appears to be largely 
applicable to the present material. First, spectrogram studies of prestopped nasals in J ahai 
confirm Blust' s suggestion that prestopping prevents anticipatory nasalisation. Second, the 
nuclei of those final syllables that are closed by a simple nasal are indeed commonly 
preceded and nasalised by a nasal segment: 
[k�n5m] 1kn�m1 'to urinate' 
[g�m1n] Ignunl 'bamboo' 
[s�meJl] IsmeJ1l 'to request' 
[?ame1)] Rameq/ 'siamang' 
Accordingly, the nucleus of final syllables ending with a pres topped nasal is almost 
always preceded by a non-nasal segment. There is a number of exceptions to this latter 
pattern, some of which can be explained as Malay loans in which clusters of homorganic 
nasal and voiced stop are reduced to the nasal: [kami91)] /kami1]1 from Malay kambing 
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'goat ' ,  [k;)ma9I)] /kmaI]! from Malay kembang 'to swell ' ,  [h;)I)a9I]] llu:Jaql from Malay 
enggang 'hornbill' and [paI)a9I)] Ipal)aI]! from Malay panggang 'to roast' (see also 
§2.6.3.3). Exceptions not yet accounted for include [tamabm] Itamam! '(a type of small 
animal)" [IUl)adn] IlUI)anI 'binturong' , [h;)miijJl] lhmi]1l '(magic word)" [b;)rama9I)] 
Ibramal)l '(a type of tree)" [7;)na91)] I?naI]/ 'side',  [g:m09I)] Ignol)l 'wooden material' and 
[lam09I)] IlamoI]! '(a type of fruit)' . 
This explanation of the distribution of prestopped nasals should also predict that the 
prestopping of a syllable-final nasal is suspended if the syllable nucleus consists of a vowel 
with phonemic nasality (Blust 1997: 172). Since the syllable nucleus in that case is already 
nasal, there is no need to block coda-driven nasalisation from the final nasal segment. The 
problem here is that there is at present no way of positively determining whether the vowel 
of the final syllable in words like [c(;;)kim] 'peacock-pheasant' , [hawen] 'wild boar',  [hE]1] 
'mouth' and [kat5I)] 'claw' is phonemically nasal or if it is nasalised by the following nasal 
coda which for some unknown reason is not prestopped. It will be assumed here, however, 
that most of the words displaying such a pattern do involve a phonemically nasal vowel. 
More revealing is the fact that there is no example of phonemic nasality in vowel nuclei of 
syllables ending in a prestopped nasal. According to this analysis, the following phonetic 
pairs then reflect the contrast between oral and nasal vowels in words with final nasal 
consonants: 
[cC;)kibm] 
[jidn] 
[goij]1] 
[b;)li9I)] 
'lump' 
'to hop on something' 
'outgrowth on tree' 
'upper arm' 
[c(;;)k'im] 
[jio] 
[g5]1] 
[b;)rJi1]] 
'peacock-pheasant' 
'to stop' 
'to refuse to gi ve' 
'long-tailed parakeet' 
Thus, although the distribution of pres topped nasals is not entirely clear-cut, several 
factors indicate that an analysis of them as allophones of simple nasals is preferable to one 
in which they are treated as separate phonemes or as word-final allophones of voiced or 
voiceless stops. According to the present analysis, voiced and voiceless stops merge to 
become unreleased stops in syllable-final position (see §2.3 . 1 . 1 )  and therefore contrast with 
the prestopped nasals, as illustrated by the following minimal pairs: 
[bp'] /bpl 'to move hut' [bbm] Ibm! 
[duf] Idutl 'navel' [dudn] Idunl 
[S£iC'] Is£cl 'meat' [S£ij]1] Is£]1I 
[pok'] Ipok/ 'round object' [p09I)] Ipol)l 
2.3. 1.3 Fricatives 
'many' 
'to cover' 
'front' 
'to tap poison' 
The voiceless palatal fricative lsI is commonly an alveolo-palatal [c], midway between 
[s] and [cr] , in both syllable-initial and syllable-final position. It is in free variation with a 
less frequent alveolar [s] but, as described by Bishop (1996a:234) for Kensiw, individual 
speakers tend to use one variant consistently. For easier transcription and legibility, [s] -
lsI will be used here, although the characteristics of this phoneme are usually palatal. (See 
Kruspe (2004:35) for a discussion on the similarly problematic lsI in Semelai). Examples 
of lsI include e.g. [sobm] Isom! 'bird's nest' ,  [k;)Jlsi9I)] /k]1siI]l 'banded palm civet' and 
[70S] I?osl 'fire' .  
The voiceless glottal fricative /hi occurs frequently in syllable-initial and, especially, 
word-final position: [hok'] /hok/ 'to throw' ,  [sib] Isih/ 'to pound' ,  [pa7ah] Ipfahl 'to 
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kneel' .  It is not always strictly glottal, as the point of friction is dependent on the 
surrounding vowels. However, it is consistently transcribed here as [h]. 
The infrequent voiceless bilabial fricative I�I has been identified in some 30 lexical 
items and its distribution is restricted to syllable-final position. Word-finally it is realised 
as a compressed and barely audible [�] . In pre-final syllables it is usually realised as an 
unreleased bilabial stop [p']. It is likely to have iconic properties, as its expiratory and 
fricative character appears to be largely associated with words denoting phenomena that set 
air in motion. Examples include [C�E�] ICE�I 'to fan fire' ,  [c��nc�] Icm;�1 'tail feathers ' ,  
[r1i4>] 1.J1i4>1 'to blow smoke' ,  [k�t:)�] /kt:)<j>1 'to splutter', [�s:)�] /bs:)�1 'to be quick' , [b<j>] 
Ib�1 'to leak' , and [JY.)15<j>] Ip15<j>1 '(sound of blowpipe)' .  Syllable-final 1<j>1 has been 
identified in other Northern Aslian languages as well, including Kensiw (Bishop 1996a:23) 
and Batek (Benjamin 1985b: 1O). 
2.3. 1.4 Liquids 
The voiced apico-alveolar lateral liquid III is found in syllable-initial and syllable-final 
position and has approximately the same phonetic shape in all positions: [bj] Ibj/ 'to run' ,  
[halc;h] Ihalehl 'hungry', [?el] neU 'to see' .  
The voiced alveolar rhotic Irl is subject to considerable individual and free variation. 
Syllable-initially, it is realised phonetically as an alveolar trill [r), flap [r] or approximant 
[1] : [res - res - les] Iresl 'to fall' . After en], it is usually realised as an approximant [1] 
and is preceded by a short epenthetic stop transition: [s3ndlek'] Isnrek/ 'to go out', 
[JY.)ndla?] Ipnra?1 '(a type of flower)' ,  [m:mdJa?] Imnra?1 'human being' , [c�3ndl:)s] /cnr:)s/ 
'finger' , [mandl:)9l)] /manr:)I]/ 'skink' (see Benjamin (1985b: 12) for some discussion on 
this feature in Aslian and Malay). Syllable-finally, it is realised either as an approximant 
[1] or as a very distinct trill [r: ] :  [d:)r:] /d:)r/ 'to spread something' ,  [saj�r:] /saj�r/ 'herd' . 
2.3. 1.5 Approximants 
The voiced bilabial approximant /w/ is found in both initial and final position: [waw�f] 
Iwaw�t/ 'rat ' ,  [�iw] /bgiw/ 'wind', [lit:)w] Ilit:)wl 'boy'. 
Similarly, the voiced palatal approximant /j/ is found in initial and final position. Word­
finally (at least in isolation), it is subject to partial, barely audible nasality: 0], This 'semi­
nasal' phrase-final allophone does not appear to be a source of nasalisation as it has no 
effect on the preceding vowel. Examples: [j:)k'] /j:)k/ 'to undress ' ,  [jij] /jij/ 'to carry in 
one's hand' ,  [gyJ] /gej/ 'to eat', [kuJ] /kuj/ 'head'. 
2.4 Phonotactics 
2.4.1 Syllable structure and types 
2.4. 1 . 1  Syllable structure 
The maximal syIIable in Jahai consists of a simple onset, nucleus and coda: [CVC]a. 
Onsets are obligatory but codas are not, and the minimal syIIable is therefore [CV]a. 
Syllable structure is represented here as a flat consonant-vowel tier (see e.g. Clements and 
Keyser 1983): 
Syllable-tier 
CV-tier 
Segmental-tier (example) 
cr 
C/t�c 
I I I 
c e p 
Figure 2.1 :  Maximal syllable structure in Jahai 
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This type of model is preferred to a hierarchical branching structure involving onset and 
rhyme, since constraints on the combination of nucleus and coda are marginal and not more 
significant than constraints on the combination of onset and nucleus (see §2.4.3. 1) .  
Furthermore, it can be motivated on morphological grounds, since reduplicative processes 
regularly involve the coda but never the nucleus and coda as a unit. For a different 
approach, see Kruspe' s  (2004:39�O) treatment of syllable structure in Semelai. 
2.4. 1.2 Syllable types 
Syllables may be broadly divided into light syllables and heavy syllables, in 
consequence of the absence or presence of a coda. In their surface forms, light syllables are 
open, [CV]a, and heavy syllables are closed [CVC]a. In the underlying form of both light 
and heavy syllables, however, the vowel nucleus may be either non-predictable and 
prespecified (/CV/, ICVC/), or predictable and underspecified and thus omitted in 
phonemic transcriptions (/CI, ICCI). The following table separates the four underlying 
syllable types: 
Table 2.4: Underlying syllable types in Jahai 
ICI ICVI ICCI ICVCI 
Heavy - - + + 
Prespecified nucleus - + - + 
A further distinction needs to be made between full syllables and half syllables. Half 
syllables are those which are neither heavy nor have a prespecified vowel nucleus: ICI. The 
other three syllable types are regarded here as full syllables: ICV/, ICCI, ICVCI. This 
distinction between half and full syllables is necessary in order to separate disyllabic words 
from sesquisyllabic words (see §2.4.2.2, §2.4.2.3). Syllable types may then be summarised 
as in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5: Syllable types in Jahai 
LIGHf HEAVY 
Half Full 
Underlying form C CV CC CVC 
Surface form CV CV CVC CVC 
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2.4.2 Word structure 
Jahai lexemes may be monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic. 
Tetrasyllabic lexemes appear to be consistently avoided (although the marginal instances of 
expressive elaboration deviate in this respect as well; see §6.2). Word-final syllables 
(including monosyllabic words) are invariably maximal, and, since all syllables require an 
onset, words therefore always begin and end with a consonant. 
The final syllable, which is always a heavy syllable with a prespecified nucleus, ICVC/, 
may be regarded as the main (or major) syllable of a word. This always bears stress and 
displays the greatest phonemic variation. It thus forms a natural starting point for a 
leftward word analysis. 
2.4.2. 1 Monosyllabic words 
Monosyllabic words always consist of a heavy syllable with the canonic structure 
ICVC/, e.g. [c�ep'] Icepl 'to catch' . 
2.4.2.2 Sesquisyllabic words 
Sesquisyllabic words consist of a final ICVCI syllable preceded by a penultimate half 
syllable: IC.CVC/, e.g. [k�neic'] /knecl 'comb' .  They are phonetically disyllabic ,  but the 
vowel of the penultimate syllable is epenthetic and predictable and therefore omitted in 
phonemic transcriptions.6 However, note that a syllable boundary still separates the two 
consonants in the phonemic transcription. Phonetic variation in the epenthetic vowels is 
discussed in §2.4.3 .2. 1 .  
2.4.2.3 Disyllabic words 
Disyllabic words consist of a final ICVCI syllable preceded by a penultimate full 
syllable. This may be either open and then has a non-predictable vowel nucleus, usually 
Ia/: ICV.CVC/, e.g. [kawip'] /kawipl 'sun bear' ; or it may be closed and then have either a 
predictable or a non-predictable vowel nucleus: ICC.CVC/, e.g. [t�mkal] Itmkal/ 'male' ;  
or ICVC.CVC/, e.g. [kalt091)] /kaltol)l 'knee' .  
A distinction between sesquisyllabic and disyllabic words is  motivated here on 
morphological grounds, as the two types of word structure are sometimes subject to 
different morphological processes. This is illustrated in §3.2. It is such morphological 
behaviour that motivates the treatment of words of the form ICC.CVCI (conventionally 
treated as sesquisyllabic) as disyllabic in the present study. The following lexical pairs 
illustrate the contrast between sesquisyllabic words and disyllabic words with an open 
penultimate syllable: 
6 The tenn 'sesquisyllable' was coined by Matisoff (1973:86) and literally means 'one-and-a-half 
syllable' .  Most writers on Aslian (including Diffloth 1976a; Matisoff 2003; and Kruspe 1999, 2004) 
prefer to exclude the epenthetic vowel from phonemic transcriptions, and this is also the orthography 
employed here. For reasons of clarity and legibility, Benjamin ( 1976b: 152-153) argues in favour of 
including it. 
SESQUISYLLABIC 
[l�b?] IJb?1 
[t�wijJl] /twiJ1l 
[�iijJl] ItgiJ1l 
[ly,)li9I)] /bliI]! 
[sij�r:] Isj�rl 
[l;;,we1] Ilwej/ 
2.4.2.4 Trisyllabic words 
'hole' 
'headache' 
'to tear apart' 
'upper arm' 
'to swim' 
'honey' 
DISYLLABIC 
[lab?] 
[tawPJl] 
[tagiijJl] 
[bali9I)] 
[saj;;,r:] 
[Hiw£j] 
IJab?1 
ItawiJ1l 
ItagiJ1l 
lbaliI)/ 
Isaj�rl 
Ilaw�j/ 
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'casting-net' 
'(a type of spider)' 
'firewood' 
'tiger' 
'herd' 
'leech' 
Indigenous trisyllabic words consist of a final ICVCI syllable preceded by a full 
penultimate syllable, which is either open or closed and has a non-predictable vowel 
nucleus. This, in tum, is preceded by an antepenultimate half syllable. These trisyllables 
are then in effect two-and-a-half-syllabic: IC.CV.CVC/, e.g. [k�laI)is] lklaI)isl 'heart' ; 
IC.CVC.CVC/, e.g. [cC�malp::>k'] Icmalp::>k/ '(a type of millipede)' .  Full penultimate 
syllables with a predictable vowel nucleus also exist but only in derivatives (fossilised or 
productive) involving coda copy (see §2.4.4, §3.2), e.g. [�rnI)g�9I)] IpTI)g�IJI 'pharynx' .  
This means that indigenous trisyllabic forms never have a half penultimate syllable. One 
item with a seemingly non-predictable antepenultimate nucleus has been found, [kuruhu1] 
lkuruhuj/ '(a type of owl)' , although this may be onomatopoeic and therefore uncertain. 
As described for other Northern Aslian languages (see Asmab (1976:952) for Kintaq 
and Bishop (1996a:240) for Kensiw), trisyllabic roots are commonly Malay borrowings. 
Table 2.6: Word structure in Jabai 
Word type Canonic structure Example Translation 
Monosyllabic ICVCI /cepl 'to catch' 
Sesquisyllabic IC.CVCI /knecl 'comb' 
Disyllabic ICV.CVCI /kawipl 'sun bear' 
ICC.CVCI Itmkall 'male' 
ICVC.CVCI /kaltoI)1 'knee' 
Trisyllabic IC.CV.CVCI /klaI)isl 'heart' 
IC.CC.CVCI IpTI)g;;'I)1 'pharynx' 
IC.CVC.CVCI Icmalp::>k/ '(a type of millipede)' 
2.4.3 Distribution of phonemes 
There are clear differences in terms of phonemic variation between final syllables and 
pre-final syllables, the former displaying a greater variety than the latter. This pattern 
applies both to vowels and (to a lesser extent) to consonants. For example, the nucleus of 
final syllables may consist of any of the 16  vowel phonemes, whereas pre-final nuclei with 
occasional exceptions are restricted to oral Iii, Ia! and lui. There is also a difference 
between onset and coda consonants in that onsets can generally be drawn from a greater 
variety of phonemes than codas. A summary of phoneme distribution is given in Tables 
2.7 and 2.8, and each syllable type is described in the following sections. 
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Table 2.7: Vowel distribution in Jahai 
Oral Nasal 
0 i e e i a a u 0 0 r t 1 a a il 5 
Final - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Penultimate + + - - - - + + + + - - - - - - -
Antepenultimate + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 2.8: Consonant distribution in Jahai 
P t c k '] b d j 9 <I> s h m n Jl I) I r w j 
#CVh# + + + + + - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + 
Coda .CVh# 
.CVh· 
- - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + - -#C(V}h. 
#hVC# 
.hVC# + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + + + + + 
#hV. 
Onset #h. 
#h(V}C . + + + + + + + + + 
- + + ? - - - + + - -
. hV(C). - - - - - - - - - - - - + + - - + + + -
2.4.3. 1 Final syllables 
Final syllables (including monosyllabic words) invariably display the canonic structure 
ICVC/. All consonant phonemes in Jahai can occur as the coda of such syllables except the 
voiced stops (see §2.3. 1 . 1). Under certain conditions, nasals are prestopped in word-final 
position (see §2.3 . 1 .2). Every consonant phoneme may occur as syllable onset, with the 
exception of the voiceless bilabial fricative I�/. However, onsets consisting of a voiced 
stop seldom occur after a nasal penultimate coda (see also §2.2.3 . 1  and §2.3 . 1 .2). There 
are also some restrictions as to the possibility of having a phonemically identical onset and 
coda. Thus, the palatal stops Ie, j/, fricative lsI and nasal IpI almost never occupy both 
onset and coda position, the one exception being Icoc/ 'scar' . A similar restriction applies 
to the alveolar rhotic Ir/. 
All 16 vowel phonemes may occur as syllable nucleus in final syllables, the oral vowels 
Ie, E, i, al and all nasal vowels occurring only in final syllables (again, the marginal 
instances of expressive elaboration display some exceptions; see §6.2). There are no clear 
constraints on the oral vowels as to their co-occurrence with initial and final consonants, 
although the close central and back vowels Iii and lui have not been found in combination 
with a bilabial approximant coda I-wI. Nasal vowels, on the other hand, do not usually 
occur with initial voiced stops Ib-, d-, j-, g-I. There are occasional exceptions to this 
pattern, e.g. MkI 'to untie' ,  Idad511 '(a type of reed snake)' ,  Ipij�?1 'to fly up' ,  Igecl 'to 
scratch' .7 
7 Similar restrictions have been noted in other Aslian languages. e.g. 1ah Hut (Diffloth 1976b:103) and 
Semelai (Kruspe 2004:53). 
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2.4.3.2 Pre-final syllables 
2.4.3.2.1 The penultimate syllable in sesquisyllabic words 
In sesquisyllabic words, the penultimate syllable is a half syllable lei, consisting 
phonetically of a consonant onset and a predictable vowel nucleus, usually [�] . A limited 
set of consonant phonemes can occur as onset: the voiceless bilabial fricative I�/, the 
approximants Iwl and Ij/, and all nasals are absent.8 There also appear to be other 
restrictions in sesquisyllabic words as to which penultimate onset may be combined with 
the onset of the final syllable. For example, the penultimate onset is seldom identical to the 
onset of the final syllable, and, moreover, homorganic voiced and voiceless stops are 
almost never found in combination. Similarly, stops are not usually combined with their 
homorganic nasals. Similar restrictions have been noted in Jab Hut by Diffloth (1976b: 
104-105). 
As noted, the predictable, epenthetic vowel nucleus is usually realised as [�], but it 
shows clear tendencies to change in response to certain phonetic environments. Thus, it is 
usually realised as [i) if followed by an onset consisting of the palatal approximant Ij/: 
[tij5k'] Itj5k1 'to point' 
[cijas] Icjas/ 'hand' 
[siji9IJ] IsjiI]1 'to burn' 
[sijul] Isjull '(a type of cobra)' 
If the following onset is a glottal stop nt or fricative /hi, the epenthetic vowel sometimes 
takes on the same phonetic quality as the vowel nucleus of the final syllable: [kcr?crp'] 
Ik?epl 'centipede' ,  [tara?] It?a?1 'vegetable ' .  This pattern is much less apparent and [�] is  
equally common in this environment: [cC�?!)?] Ic?i?1 'to pour' . Furthermore, if a 
penultimate stop onset is combined with a liquid onset in the final syllable, especially Ir/, 
[�] is commonly dropped altogether in fast speech: [�ra? - bra?] !bra?1 'NEG', [g�re:9I) -
gre:9IJ] Igre:1]I '(a type of monitor lizard), [�15� - p15�] Ip15�1 '(sound of blowpipe)' .  
Realisation is variable, even in the same word, and cannot be stated as rules but should 
rather be described as tendencies. 
2.4.3.2.2 The penultimate syllable in disyllabic words 
In disyllabic roots with an open penultimate syllable, onset position can probably be 
filled by any consonant phoneme except the voiceless bilabial fricative I�/, which is never 
an onset. However, no unequivocal examples of the syllable-initially rare nasals Ipi and 11]1 
have been found. There appear to be no clear restrictions as to which penultimate and final 
onset phonemes may be combined. There are several examples of words in which the two 
syllables have identical onsets, although it cannot be determined at this point whether these 
are instances of frozen morphology involving copy of the final onset: 
8 
Iwaw�tI 
lJ1aJ1url 
Imamupl 
Idad511 
lcicarl 
'rat' 
'to die' 
'to beg' 
' (a type of reed snake)'  
'(a type of tree)' 
Onsets in the form of [m] occur only when the final syllable onset is a nasal, and they are interpreted 
here as a nasalised allophone of fbI, e.g. [man�?] fbne?1 'size' (cf. §2.3 . 1 . 1 ) .  
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The non-predictable vowel nucleus of these open penultimate syllables usually consists of 
la!, but there are also several examples of Iii, and lui, whereas 101 and 1':)1 occur only 
sporadically. The remaining oral vowels, as well as the phonemic ally nasal vowels, are not 
found in this position. 
nalicl 
Itim:)?1 
IcuM?1 
Ipok;;)h/ 
/h:)k5k1 
'to pass' 
'hard surface' 
'to flow' 
'(a type of gecko)' 
'(sound of a leaf-monkey)' 
In disyllabic roots with a closed penultimate syllable there appear to be some restrictions 
as to which consonant phonemes may fill the penultimate onset position: voiced stops are 
notably rare, and approximants and nasals are usually absent (with the possible exception 
of 1m!, although this almost invariably turns up before a nasal segment and may then be 
interpreted as a nasalised allophone of fbI; cf. §2.3 . 1 . 1). The coda position is always 
occupied by a nasal or a liquid. Nasal codas are homorganic with the onset of the final 
syllable, unless the final onset is a glottal, in which case they are represented by In!: 
nmp:)I]1 
nnteIJI 
lkaJlc:)?1 
IsaI]koh/ 
Icnh5t! 
Ikn?acl 
'hole' 
'ear' 
'grandchild' 
'wreathed hornbill' 
'to be short' 
'father-in-law' 
There are a few exceptions to this pattern, e.g. Itmke:t! 'to be cold' and Itmkall 'male' .  
However, in  derivatives involving coda copy, any consonant phoneme allowed as  a final 
syllable coda may be reduplicated and fill the coda position of the penultimate syllable (see 
§2.4.4). 
The vowel nucleus of closed penultimate syllables is usually a predictable epenthetic 
[;;)] : [h;;)rkif] Ihrkit! 'night' . If the surrounding onset and coda are both alveolar or palatal, 
the epenthetic vowel frequently becomes a slightly lowered and fronted [3] : 
[t3rhiic'] Itrhlcl '(a type of small bird)' 
[s3nbic'] Isnbel 'blowpipe dart' 
[CC3nd1,:)S] Icnr':)sl 'nail' 
[s3Ituh] Isltuhl 'to attack' 
lt�3lm':)l] Ijlm':)l1 'mountain' 
lt�3rwe:J] Ijrwe:jl '(a type of tree)' 
There are also numerous examples of non-predictable Ia! in this position, e.g. lkarw':)?1 '(a 
type of terrapin), and Iramp':)wl 'long-tailed macaque' .  The close vowels Iii and lui are 
much less frequent and mainly confined to Malay loans: Ilinte:sl 'to go across ' ,  Icun(IIJI 
'temple' . One example of 1':)1 has been identified, /h':)rfIIJI '(a type of small animal)" but it 
is possible that this is in fact a compound of two free forms: /h:)r f11)/. The remaining oral 
vowels, as well as the phonemically nasal vowels, are not found in this position. 
2.4.3.2.3 Pre-final syllables in trisyllabic words 
Typical examples of indigenous trisyllabic forms include the following: 
/hlal)ketl 
Icmalp:>kI 
Icrik5k1 
Iklal)isl 
/brub:>hI 
Ihmirinl 
Ijritewl 
'(a type of ant)' 
'(a type of millipede)' 
'to jabber' 
'heart' 
'yellow-vented bulbul' 
'to extinguish by itself 
'to squat' 
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It is possible that many trisyllabic forms contain archaic morphemes which cannot be 
analysed synchronically. Thus, such forms are regarded here as monomorphemic. 
The penultimate syllable of trisyllabic words is always full. The onset position is 
always filled by a sonorant: 1m, n, 1, r, wI; the coda position of closed penultimate syllables 
is always filled by a liquid or, usually, a nasal, in which case it is homorganic with the 
onset consonant of the final syllable. In derivatives involving coda copy, however, any 
consonant phoneme allowed as a final syllable coda may be reduplicated and fill the coda 
position of the penultimate syllable (see §2.4.4). The vowel nucleus of penultimate 
syllables in monomorphemic trisyllabic words is always a non-predictable Ii/, Ial or lui; in 
derivatives involving coda copy it may be epenthetic and predictable. 
Antepenultimate syllables are open, and their onset is typically a stop (voiced or 
voiceless) or a fricative (lsI or 1hI), although sporadic examples of the alveolar rhotic Irl 
have been found. The vowel nucleus is always predictable, with the possible exception of 
lkuruhujl 'a type of owl'. 
Occasional Malay loans fail to conform to the patterns outlined above. Thus, Idahaga71 
'to be thirsty' (from Malay dahaga) and IpUl)huluh/ 'headman' (from Malay penghulu) 
have a non-sonorant penultimate onset, and the nucleus of the antepenultimate syllable may 
be non-predictable. 
2.4.4 Reduplicative processes 
Morphological processes commonly involve two types of partial reduplication which 
will be referred to here as coda copy and onset copy.9 Coda copy consists of the copying 
of a word-final syllable coda and its infixation before the final syllable onset, thereby 
creating a heavy penultimate syllable. It entails that, in derivatives involving this process, 
any phoneme allowed as a coda of final syllables may fill the coda position of the 
penultimate syllable. Onset copy is restricted to monosyllabic bases and involves the 
copying of the onset and its prefixation to the base, commonly in combination with coda 
copy (see §3.2). Although several such morphological processes are productive, there are 
numerous examples in the present word list which give the impression of being frozen 
forms, the roots of which are no longer independent morphemes. However, the realisation 
rules outlined below apply to both productive and non-productive cases of reduplication. In 
the examples given, synchronically non-existent roots are marked with (*). 
2.4.4. 1 Phonetic realisation of coda copies 
In most cases, the phonetic realisation of the copy is identical to that of the copied final 
syllable coda. This applies to stops I-p, -t, -c, -k, -7/, the fricatives I-s, -hi, liquids I-I, -rl 
and the bilabial approximant I-wI: 
9 This is the terminology introduced by Kruspe ( 1999, 2004), see §3.2. 
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[c�;}P 'rep'] Icprepl 'babbler' *crep 
[kiswes] Ik<s>wesl 'to be sweeping' Ikwesl 'to sweep' 
[�lpd] Ipl-pel! 'to be dripping' Ipel! 'to drip '  
[?;}Wl)iw] /?<W>Tjiwl 'to be gazing' /?Tjiwl 'to gaze' 
Nasals, however, which are commonly prestopped in word-final position (see §2.3. 1 .2), are 
always realised with the simple nasal counterpart; the voiceless bilabial fricative I�I is 
usually realised as an unreleased bilabial stop [p']; and the palatal approximant Ij/, which is 
partly nasalised word-finally, is  realised as a fully oral [j] :  
[l;}p 'li�] Il�-li�1 'fontanelle' 
[h;)riJlP�i!Jl] Iluppej1l 'goose-bumps' 
[�TjsegTj] IpTjseIJI 'to say' 
[h;}lijdij] /hljdij/ 'flat ground' 
2.4.4.2 Phonetic realisation of epenthetic vowels 
1li�1 
*hpeplhrpeJl 
*pseI) 
*hdij 
'fontanelle' 
Epenthetic vowel nuclei of penultimate syllables closed by a coda copy are subject to 
consistent phonetic variation conditioned by the copy. Thus, if the copy is a palatal Ic, s, Jl, 
j/, the preceding vowel is realised as [i]: 
[k;)lic'baic'] Iklcbacl '(a type of millipede)' *kbac 
[kiswes] Ik<s>wesl 'to be sweeping' /kwesl 'to sweep' 
[piJlbi!Jl] IpJlbj1l 'to sing' *pbJl 
[hijh;)j] /hjh;)j/ 'to be yawning' /h;)j/ 'to yawn' 
In cases where the copy is a glottal n, hi, the preceding vowel is realised as [a] : 
[sa?so?] Is?so?1 'blood vessel' Iso?1 'cubit' 10 
[ba?b:)?] lb?b:)?1 'to carry on one's back' *b:)? 
[taht�h] Ithtehl 'oriental pied hombill' *teh 
[nahl:)h] Inh-phl 'height' Ij:)hI 'to ascend' 
With other copies, the preceding vowel is realised as [;)]: 
[�t{ef] Ibt?etl 'good' *b?et 
[d;)k'duk'] Idkdukl 'chest' Idukl 'to pounce' 
[s;)ms:)bm] Isms:)m/ 'to buzz around a nest' Is:)m/ 'bird's nest' 
[ S;)I)p:)9I)] ISI)p:)TjI 'leafbird' *sp:)Tj 
[ d;)ldil] Idldil! 'heel' *dil 
[�rber] Iprberl 'lower arm' *pber 
[h;)whiw] /hwhiwl 'crested wood-partridge' *hiw 
Thus, the following rules may be set up for the realisation of epenthetic vowels 
preceding coda copies: 
(1) 0 > [i] I _ C[palatal) + 
(2) 0 > [a] I _ C[glottal) + 
(3) 0 > [;)] 1 _ Cr-palatal. -glottal) + 
10 The semantic connection between this root and the derivation is not clear. 
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Similar realisation rules have been described for Semelai (Kruspe 2004:46-47) and most 
dialects of Semai (Diffloth 1976a:237). 
2.4.5 Syllabification 
In surface representations, the syllabification procedure i s  straightforward and governed 
by the syllable structure as outlined in §2.4. 1 .  Moving from right to left, since the end of 
the word forms the most stable and significant part, nuclei are located and linked to a 
syllable node to which surrounding consonants are then assigned according to the maximal 
syllable [CVC]o, beginning with the obligatory onset and, i f  possible, concluding with a 
coda. This is in accordance with the Onset First Principle and its associated algorithm of 
syllabification proposed by Clements and Keyser ( 1983 :37-38). Such a procedure 
produces correctly syllabified forms like the ones shown in Figure 2.2. 
(J A ;1\ � 
[CVC] � c v c  [cvcVC] � C V c v  C 
(J (J (J (J ;1\ � /f\. !\ �  
[CVCCVC] � C V C c v c  [cvcvccVC] � C V C V C C V C  
Figure 2.2: Syllabification of surface fonns in J ahai 
Underlying representations frequently contain sequences of unsyllabified consonants 
which have the potential to be syllabified as either onsets or codas. In such cases, rules of 
vowel epenthesis are necessary to meet the requirements of syllable structure, and the task 
is to predict where such epenthesis will take place and to identify syllable boundaries. As 
with surface representations, predictions are uncomplicated as syllabification proceeds 
from right to left according to the general principle of maximality. Thus, in strings of 
unsyllabified consonants, the syllabification procedure strives to create maximal [CVC]o 
syllables, which have precedence over minimal [CV]o syllables. Two adjacent 
unsyllabified consonants will therefore always be syllabified as onset and coda of a 
maximal syllable, and a single unsyllabified consonant will always be syllabified as onset 
of a minimal syllable. Epenthetic vowels can then be inserted as nuclei. In the underlying 
forms ICCCVCI and ICCCCVCI, where two and three consonants respectively remain 
unsyllabified following syllabification of the syllable with an underlying vowel nucleus, 
this principle of right-to-Ieft maximality produces the correctly syllabified forms ICC.CVCI 
> [CVC.CVC] and IC.CC.CVCI > [CV.CVC.CVC].  It excludes the unattested forms 
*IC.C.CVCI, *ICC.C.CVCI and *IC.C.C.CVC/. Recall the requirement that penultimate 
syllables of trisyllabic words are always full (see §2.4.3.2.3). Recall also that tetrasyllabic 
words are not allowed in Jahai (see §2.4.2). 
In the underlying forms ICCVCI, ICCVCVCI and ICCVCCVC/, the only consonant left 
unsyllabified following syllabification of the syllables with underlying vowel nuclei is the 
leftmost one. This is consequently syllabified as onset of a minimal syllable, producing the 
correctly syllabified forms IC.CVCI > [ev.cvC], IC.CV.CVCI > [CV.CV.CVC] and 
IC.CVC.CVCI > [CV.CVC.CVC]. 
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An analysis based on the distributional characteristics of segments, phonotactically as 
well morphologically detennined (see §2.4.3 and §2.4.4), would yield identical results but 
is superfluous given the sufficient tools provided by word structure constraints. 
2.5 Prosodic features 
2.5.1 Stress 
As also noted by Schebesta (1928a:805), Jahai has non-contrastive stress that falls 
invariably on the last syllable of a word, and there is no secondary stress. This applies as 
much to recent loans from Malay as to indigenous words. 
2.5.2 Tone 
Schebesta (1928a:805) believed he had identified tonal differences in a limited set of 
lexical items in Jahai and provided a short list of minimal pairs. Similarly, Bishop 
( 1996a:238-239) suggests that pitch difference (mid versus high level) is lexically 
contrastive in a small number of words in the closely related Kensiw language. These 
descriptions lead Hajek (2003) to conclude that Northern Aslian languages exhibit tonal 
activity. However, no such distinctions can be posited for the present Jahai material. 
Significant pitch contrasts have not been noted, and the contrastive pairs listed by 
Schebesta have in general been found to contain either contrasting vowel quality or 
contrasting final consonants rather than tone in the variety of Jahai studied here. The 
following tables compare the contrastive pairs given by Schebesta (in his original 
orthography) with the contemporary Jahai equivalents: 
Schebesta ( 1928a:805): 
HIGH LEVEL LOW LEVEL 
IO? 'part of a blowpipe' )o? 'bough' 
nus 'sleeping mat' -nus 'lip' 
Ie? ' IS' Je? ' 1D INCL' 
-he? ' IP INCL' -he: i  ' 1D INCL' 
-
e9? 'to give' _e9? 'belly' 
-
'to rub fat into the face' 'to come down' gus _gus 
Contemporary Jahai: 
Ijo?1 'outer shaft of blowpipe' Ijoh/ 'crown of tree' 
lnisl 'sleeping mat' /nus/ 'upper lip' 
/je?/ ' IS' /jeh/ ' 1D EXCL' 
/he?/ ' IP INCL' /hej/ ' 1 D INCL' 
/?ek/ 'to give' /?ec/ 'belly', 'excrement' 
/gis-g::ls/ 'to apply make-up' /gis/ 'to climb down' 
2.6 The phonology of loanwords 
It has been customary in the field of Aslian linguistic research to comment on the 
phonological nature of Malay loanwords. For instance, see Benjamin (1976b: 147-152) for 
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Temiar; Diffloth (1976b: 1 12) for Jah Hut; Bauer (199 1 :3 13) for Trang Kensiw; Bishop 
(1996a:234-235) for Yala Kensiw; and Kruspe (2004:55-57) for Semelai . A short 
summary is also presented by Matisoff (2003:52-53). Focal points of interest include the 
presence of intervocalic /hi, the closure of open syllables by means of glottal /hi or nt, the 
realisation of the rhotic Irl, and the deletion of voiced stops in intervocalic clusters where 
such stops are preceded by their homorganic nasal. 
Some features are considered to be retentions of historic or dialectaUcolloquial Malay 
forms not found in present-day Standard Malay; others are viewed as Aslian innovations. 
An interesting example of the latter is given by Benjamin ( 1 976b:147-152), who describes 
a pattern of consonantal substitution in Malay words borrowed into Temiar, which he 
suggests is the result of a deliberate special phonological treatment of loans. For Malay 
loan rates in all Aslian languages, see Benjamin (1976a:73; in press). 
About one-fifth of the collected Jahai lexical items can be shown to be Malay 
loanwords, although such words are consistently integrated into the indigenous 
phonological system. The Malay loans probably represent several different strata and have 
been borrowed at different times in history. Many of them denote foreign phenomena 
which have been introduced into the Jahai community from outside, such as Ikri�h/ from 
kereta 'car' , /kamiI]/ from kambing 'goat' ,  and /jUwalJ from jual 'to sell ' .  Others represent 
more basic vocabulary, e.g. !batu?/ from batu 'stone' ,  /gajah/ from gajah 'elephant' ,  and 
/kuceI]l from kucing 'cat ' .  
A number of words can be tentatively identified as loans from Temiar, a Central Aslian 
neighbour, e.g. !babo?/ 'woman' and IjlmoU 'mountain' .  There is also a category of words 
which may have been borrowed historically from a non-Malay Austronesian source. 
Examples of such words include /kbiS/ 'to die' and /bgiw/ 'wind' . 1 1  
Furthermore, a rather large number of English words has entered the Jahai vocabulary. 
Some of these have been borrowed via Malay, but many may have been borrowed directly 
from British troops stationed in the area during the communist insurrection 1948-60. Such 
words typically include military terminology such as /grinetJ 'grenade',  !bubi? trep/ 
'booby-trap' , /posl 'post' ,  and ItrineI]l 'training' . 
As indicated earlier, words borrowed from Malay and other sources appear to become 
fully adapted to the indigenous phonological system. There i s  no sign, for instance, of the 
type of special treatment of loans described by Benjamin ( 1976b: 147-152) for Temiar, or 
of any retention of Malay features foreign to Jahai. Indeed, Jahai phonological features 
even pervade the Malay spoken by many Jahai as a second language. However, as pointed 
out by Kruspe (2004:55) for Semelai, it is sometimes difficult to establish whether Malay 
loanwords that do not conform to the phonology of Standard Malay involve indigenous 
adjustment or colloquial/archaic features already present in the Malay dialect from 
which they were borrowed. No systematic comparison has been made with the present-day 
Malay dialect spoken in Hulu Perak (predominantly Patani, see e.g. Zaharani 199 1 :5-7) 
and therefore no conclusions will be drawn about the origin of these unclear deviating 
patterns. Such features will be dealt with here on the basis of their divergence from 
Standard Malay. It is clear, however, that several patterns are indeed the result of 
indigenous innovation. 
The phonological changes discussed have been organised below into four categories: 
phonetic adaptation, phonemic replacement, reorganisation of syllabic structure and 
relocation of stress. 
1 1  I am grateful to Geoffrey Benjamin for bringing these examples to m y  attention. 
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2.6.1 Phonetic adaptation 
The phonetic realisation of segments is usually very similar to that of Malay, but there 
are some clear examples of phonetic adaptation to indigenous realisation rules. 
2.6.1.1 Prestopping of word-final nasals 
Recall that word-final nasal consonants preceded by an oral vowel are prestopped, 
whereas those preceded by a vowel nasalised by a nasal syllable onset are not (see 
§2.3 . 1 .2). This pattern is consistently applied to Malay loanwords, as illustrated by the 
following examples: 
[tancm] 
[tomen] 
[kun1t:J] 
[,tabm] 
[buladn] 
[gadi9I)] 
Itanem! 
Itomen! 
1kuniI]1 
Ijam! 
!bulan! 
IgadiI]1 
2.6.1.2 Nasalisation ofword-initial lbl 
from tanam 
from toman 
from kuning 
from jam 
from bulan 
from gading 
'to plant' 
'snakehead' 
'yellow' 
'hour' 
'moon' 
'elephant' s  tusk' 
According to a rather regular Jahai pattern, the voiced bilabial stop Ibl becomes 
nasalised [m] word-initially if the following consonant is nasal: [minte9I)] lbinteI]l from 
Malay bintang 'star' ,  [mmata9I)] lbinataI]l from Malay binatang 'animal ' .  This process 
occasionally results in ambiguous fonns, as in the case of [m�neI)], which is phonemic ally 
either ImneI]l 'to win' (from Malay menang) or IbneI)1 'thread' (from Malay benang). 
2.6.1.3 Palatalisation of lsi 
The voiceless alveolar fricative of Malay is usually realised as the alveolo-palatal 
counterpart typical of Jabai. 
2.6.2 Phonemic replacement 
Many loanwords contain examples of often systematic replacement of certain 
phonemes. Only the most conspicuous processes will be described here. 
2.6.2.1 Substitution offinal syllable Ia! 
Final syllable Ia! in S tandard Malay is in Jahai often replaced by other vowel phonemes. 
These varied substitutions possibly reflect different stages and sources of borrowing. The 
most common substitute is  leI: 
rliI]et/ from ingat 'to remember' 
lbUI)e?1 from bunga 'flower' 
Itaneml from tanam 'to plant' 
IpgeI)1 from pegang 'to hold' 
/bileI)1 from bilang 'to count' 
/taI)ell from tanggal 'to fall' 
/lantej/ from lantai 'floor' 
Sometimes lal is replaced by I';}/: 
Itm�tI from tempat 
Igul';}h/ from gula 
Ikat';}m/ from katam 
/hanbrl from hantar 
'place' 
'sugar' 
'to cut' 
'to send' 
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In other cases it i s  replaced b y  10/. This substitution i s  consistent before word-final /wl as 
part of a reinterpretation of the word-final vowel sequence au in Malay. It is not 
phonotactically determined, however, as the word-final sequence [-awl is allowed in Jabai, 
e.g. in Ibukawl 'flower' and Iblawl 'blowpipe' . 
lkapo?1 from kapak 'axe' 
Ijab?1 fromjala 'casting-net' 
Ikrbowl from kerbau 'buffalo' 
/hijOwl from hijau 'to be green' 
Ipubwl from pulau 'island' 
Igurowl from gurau 'to jest' 
However, there are also numerous examples of Malay loanwords in which final syllable Ia! 
has been retained: 
ltiI]kapl from tingkap 'window' 
Ikilatl from kilat 'lightning' 
lbada?1 from badak 'Sumatran rhinoceros' 
Ibrasl from beras 'husked rice' 
Igajah/ from gajah 'elephant' 
Ipapan/ from papan 'plank' 
2.6.2.2 Word-final glottal stop 
In Malay, the glottal stop [?] is an allophone of the voiceless velar stop /kI in word-final 
position. In Jahai, however, the glottal stop has full phonemic status and contrasts with /kI 
word-finally: Itekl 'to sleep' ,  Ite?1 'soil ' .  The final /kI in Malay is therefore consistently 
represented as phonemic m in loanwords: 
I?ite?1 from itik 'duck' 
Itase?1 from tasik 'lake' 
lbada?1 from badak 'Sumatran rhinoceros' 
ISjU?1 from sejuk 'to be cold' 
Ilobo?1 from lobok 'pool' 
lkapo?1 from kapak 'axe' 
2.6.2.3 Voiceless labiodental fricative 
Standard Malay has a rather rare voiceless labiodental fricative phoneme If I of Arabic 
origin. In Jabai, this is consistently represented by the voiceless bilabial stop Ipl in all 
positions. Most probably, this realisation has been taken over from the local Malay dialect. 
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/ma?ap/ 
/paham/ 
/pikir/ 
from maaJ 
from Jaham 
fromjikir 
2.6.3 Reorganisation of sylklbic structure 
'pardon' 
'to understand' 
'to think' 
Malay fonns that do not confonn to the syllabic structure of Jahai are modified in 
different ways so that they fit the indigenous system. Such modifications include the 
closure of certain syllables, the reinterpretation of vowel sequences, the deletion of voiced 
stops in some positions, and the reinterpretation of some disyllabic words as 
sesquisyUables. 
2.6.3. 1 Closure oj syllables 
Recall that syllables in Jahai require a consonant onset, and word-final syllables are 
always closed by a consonant coda, implying that words always begin and end with a 
consonant. Malay words beginning with a vowel receive an initial consonant onset in the 
fonn of glottal lbJ or nI: 
!hobi?/ 
!hajaml 
/hr]aI)/ 
l?a1)ketl 
I?asirj/ 
from ubi 
from ayam 
from enggang 
from angkit 
from asing 
'root-crop' 
'pOUltry' 
'rhinoceros hornbill ' 
'to take' 
'to be different' 
Similarly, words ending with a vowel receive a glottal final coda in Jahai, usually nI and 
occasionally /hi: 
/nasi?/ from nasi 'cooked rice' 
Ilime?/ from lima 'five' 
/lata?/ from lata 'waterfall ' 
Ikritlhi from kereta 'car' 
/puqhuluhl from penghulu 'headman' 
Both of these processes of syllable closure may have been present in the variety of Malay 
from which the words were borrowed. 
The final consonant requirement is also enforced on Malay words displaying the word­
final vowel sequences -au and -ai, in which the offglides are reinterpreted as approximant 
consonants /w/ and /j/ respectively: 
!habw/ from halau 
/pubw/ from pulau 
/lantej/ from lantai 
'to scare' 
'island' 
'floor' 
2.6.3.2 Reinterpretation oJword-medial vowel sequences 
Intervocalic IbJ in Malay loanwords has been described for other Aslian languages (see 
e.g. Kruspe 2004:56; Bauer 1991 :3 13; Diffloth 1976b: 1 12; Matisoff 2003:52-53) and is 
considered to reflect borrowing and retention of dialectal/archaic Malay fonns not found in 
present-day Standard Malay (compare dialectal/archaic tihang and standard tiang 'house 
pole' ). This retention is in keeping with the syllable structure of Jahai in that sequences of 
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vowels are not allowed and that the retained /hi forms the obligatory consonantal onset of 
the final syllable. It is surely also motivated by stress, which in Jahai is always on the final 
syllable. However, Jahai has only sporadic examples of this phenomenon, e.g. !tuba?! 'to 
ripen' (cf. tua), !prahu?! 'boat' (cf. prau). Instead, vowel sequences of Malay words are 
much more likely to be broken up by the approximant consonants !w! and !j1, as in the 
following examples: 
!lawotl from laut 'sea' 
!duwa?! 
lbaWUIJ! 
Ilajin/ 
!cjUI]l 
/kajil/ 
from dua 
from baung 
from lain 
from tiung 
from kail 
'two' 
'a type of catfish' 
'to be different' 
'mynah' 
'to fish ' 
Again, the inserted consonant occupies the final syllable onset position and thereby splits 
up the two vowels of the original vowel sequence between different syllables, in order to 
bring the word into conformity with Jahai word structure and stress patterns. This process 
appears to be productive and is likely to be a case of indigenous adaptation rather than 
borrowing from local Malay dialects. There i s  also one isolated example in which Malay 
intervocalic /hJ is replaced by !w/: !tawonl from tahun 'year' . 
2.6.3.3 Deletion of voiced stops 
In Jahai, clusters of nasal consonant and its h omorganic voiced stop are very rare (see 
§2.2.3. 1 ,  §2.3 . 1 .2). When Malay words containing such clusters are borrowed into Jahai, 
the voiced stop is invariably assimilated and lost. The nasal, originally in coda position, is 
thereby transformed into onset of the following syllable. The same pattern of assimilation 
occurs in Semelai (Kruspe 2004:56). 
Ilmu?! from lembu 'cattle' 
!tmabw! 
!mahl 
lbanit:JI 
!jaI)utl 
lhI]aI]l 
from tembakau 
from rendah 
from Banding 
from janggut 
from enggang 
'tobacco' 
'to be low' 
' (toponym)' 
' beard' 
'rhinoceros hombill' 
2.6.3.4 Reinterpretation of disyllabic words as sesquisyllables 
Pre-final e in Malay words (phoneticall y  [�]) is typically interpreted as a strictly 
epenthetic schwa and the word thus assumes a sesquisyllabic structure: 
!pti?! from peti 'box' 
Ibm! from beli 'to buy' 
!pniI)! from pening 'headache' 
2.6.4 Relocation of stress 
Malay loanwords receive the final syllable stress characteristic of Jahai, rather than the 
penultimate syllable stress typical of Standard Malay: /ga'jah/ from 'gajah 'elephant' ,  
lbi'leI]l from 'bUang 'to count'.  
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2.7 Summary 
This chapter has provided an introduction to the contemporary Jahai sound system. One 
obvious conclusion to be drawn is that Jahai conforms to the general phonological patterns 
described for most other languages of the Aslian branch of Mon-Khmer. Thus, Jahai 
appears to display a typical 3 x 3 vowel system, phonemically significant vowel nasality, 
peculiar realisations of word-final nasal consonants, closed final syllables, as well as 
polysyllabic lexemes. It is also characterised by features which are usually associated with 
Northern Aslian, such as the lack of contrastive vowel length and the presence of the 
unusual syllable-final voiceless bilabial fricative I�/. Claims as to the presence of 
contrastive tone in Northern Aslian languages are not supported by the present work. 
As to the phonological treatment of Malay loanwords, Jahai behaves in many ways like 
other Aslian languages. Patterns of phonetic adaptation, phonemic replacement, 
reorganisation of syllabic structure and relocation of stress bear witness to extensive 
adaptation of foreign elements to the indigenous phonological system. 
3 Word formation 
This chapter describes the system of word formation in Jahai, defining its morphological 
units (§3 .1)  and examining the morphological processes of affixation (§3 .2) and 
c1iticisation (§3.3). It is systematised strictly according to process rather than morphemic 
function and is mostly organised along a spectrum of what will be referred to below as 
'base-dependence' .  For descriptions of individual morphemes, their allomorphs and 
function, see Chapter 4. Much of the analysis rests on knowledge of the phonotactic 
characteristics of the language, described in §2.4. Also, several aspects of the analysis are 
significantly inspired by Kruspe's  ( 1999:92-159, 2004:61-93) treatment of similar 
morphological processes in Semelai. 
3.1 Morpbological units 
The following sections define the structural units of Jahai word formation that are 
relevant to the subsequent description, including roots (§3. 1 . 1 ), lexemes (§3 . 1 .2) and bases 
(§3 .1 .3), which are typically free forms, as well as affixes (§3. 1 .4) and c1itics (§3. 1 .5), 
which are always bound morphemes. Terminology, definitions and notation have been 
adapted from Kruspe ( 1999:92-95, 2004:61-63). 
3.1.1 Roots 
Roots may be defined for Jabai as morphologically simplex words - that is, words that 
are both synchronically and diachronically monomorphemic and therefore unanalysable. 
Most roots are free morphemes and therefore also represent lexemes (see §3.1 .2). 
However, it is also very common for roots to occur only in units which bear the hallmarks 
of morphological complexity but which are synchronically unanalysable (cf. §2.4.4). Such 
postulated, obsolete Jahai roots are marked here with an asterisk (*). Some examples 
follow (see also §4. 1 and §4.7). 
*teh Ithtehl 
*twaI) 
*b::>? 
*pbJ1 
ltI)waI)1 
lb?b::>?1 
IpJ1bpJ 
'oriental pied hornbill' 
'blue coral snake' 
'to carry on one's back' 
'to sing' 
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3.1.2 Lexemes 
Lexemes are synchronically minimal free forms and may occur independently. Thus, 
they differ from roots in that they also include morphological ly  complex forms that are 
synchronically unanalysable. Lexemes are usually represented in the citation forms of 
Jahai words and are therefore those forms which feature in the glossary (Appendix I). 
Lexemes also represent those forms on which the analysis of phonotactic restrictions is 
based (§2.4); lexemes thus set the standard for phonotactic well-formedness. 
3.1.3 Bases 
Bases are units in the form of roots, lexemes or any morphologically complex form to 
which a bound morpheme (i.e. affix or clitic) can be added. In the subsequent analysis of 
processes of affixation and cliticisation, this umbrella term is the preferred one for such 
units. 
3.1.4 Affixes 
Affixes are phonologically bound morphemes whose domain of attachment is words. 
They are either prefixes or infixes, never suffixes. Morpheme boundaries are marked here 
with a hyphen (-) in the case of prefixes and with arrows « »  in the case of infixes. 
Affixes represent an inner layer of derivational morphology and are always attached to 
their bases prior to clitics. 
3.1.5 Clities 
Clitics are phonologically bound morphemes whose domain of attachment is a phrase, 
clause or some other unit of words. The base to which they attach functions as a 
phonological host within that domain. They are invariably proclitics. Morpheme 
boundaries are marked here with an equals sign (=). Clitics represent an outer layer of 
syntactically determined post-derivational morphology and are always attached to the 
periphery of the base. 
3.2 Affixation 
When analysing processes of affixation in Jahai, three determining factors need to be 
addressed, including (1)  the domain of attachment, (2) the structure of the base to which an 
affix is attached, and (3) the degree of phonologically pre specified material in the affix. 
These factors interplay to form a spectrum of what may be called 'base-dependence' ,  along 
which the present analysis of bound morphemes is organised. Allomorphic variation is 
largely insensitive to base-dependence; that is, different allomorphs of the same morpheme 
may differ in terms of their dependence. Thus, the description is organised strictly 
according to process rather than morpheme. For characterisations of morphemes and their 
allomorphy, see Chapter 4. 
Affixation involves the creation or reorganisation of a syllable. Usually a new syllable 
is created, which means that monosyllabic forms become disyllabic (or, unusually, 
sesquisyllabic; see §3.2.2.2), whereas sesqui- and disyllabic forms become trisyllabic. In 
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some cases, however, affixation instead involves a change in syllable type, whereby, for 
example, half syllables become full, and light syllables become heavy (cf. §2.4. 1 .2). 
As to domain of attachment, affixes may be broadly divided into two types. One type, 
which is predominant, takes the penultimate syllable as its domain and thus occurs as 
prefixes or infixes which in whole or in part make up the syllable to the immediate left of 
the stressed final syllable of the base. The form of such affixes is typically detennined by 
the structure of the base to which the affix is attached, and the resulting words meet the 
phonotactic constraints outlined in §2.4. Such processes will be referred to here as inner 
affixation (§3.2. 1). The other type of affixes attaches concatenatively to the left edge of a 
base, thus occurring only as prefixes, and is not sensitive to the structure of the base. The 
resulting forms frequently violate word-structure constraints. Such processes are referred 
to here as outer affixation (§3.2.2).l2 The origins of inner and outer affixation are 
discussed in §3.2.3. A third type of affix, involving total reduplication of the base and 
displaying features of both inner and outer processes, is treated separately (§3.2.4). 
Inner affixation may be further subcategorised according to the degree of phonologically 
prespecified material present in the affix. Many affixes are fully prespecified with regard 
to their segmental content, whereas others are only partly prespecified or wholly 
underspecified and borrow their segmental material from the base to which they are 
attached. Hence, in the following description, inner affixation is subdivided into three 
types: underspecified, partly prespecified, and prespecified affixation. 
Returning to the issue of base-dependence, it is evident that the distinction between 
inner and outer processes of affixation reflects a fundamental difference in the degree of 
attachment to the base, where outer affixation represents a more independent process which 
shares some features with cliticisation (§3.3). In a similar way, the differences with regard 
to phonological prespecification in inner affixation reflect varying degrees of phonological 
dependence on the base, where some fully prespecified forms share features with the more 
independent outer affixes. The following sections are organised according to this cline of 
base-dependence, beginning with highly dependent processes of inner and underspecified 
affixation, and ending with the least dependent process of outer affixation. This, in turn, 
provides a natural transition to the description of cliticisation in §3.3. 
3.2.1 Inner affixation 
As noted, inner affixation takes the penultimate syllable as its domain. Depending on 
the structure of the base, it therefore involves either prefixation or infixation of segmental 
material which in whole or in part makes up the syllable to the immediate left of the 
stressed final eve syllable of the base. This means that affixation sometimes also entails 
syllabic reorganisation of existing base segments. 
Inner affixation produces morphologically complex forms that meet the phonotactic 
constraints outlined in §2.4. Thus, a fundamental feature of inner affixation is the creation 
of well-formed penultimate syllables, the result being that the penultimate syllable of an 
'innerly' affixed form is full.  In the case of sesqui- and disyllabic bases this feature is 
12 A similar distinction of affixational processes is made for Semelai by Kruspe (2004:64--66), who 
employs the more conventional terms non-concatenative and concatenative to refer to inner and outer 
affixation respectively. The terms inner/outer affixation are preferred here since they are devoid of the 
bias which might be associated with the term concatenative and its negative derivation non­
concatenative. This is in accordance with the primary, predominant and presumably autochthonous 
nature of inner affixation in J ahaL 
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perhaps only to be expected, since word structure constraints do not permit half 
penultimate syllables in trisyllabic forms (cf. §2.4.2.4, §2.4.3 .2.3). In the case of 
monosyllabic bases, however, the motivation behind the phonotactic well-formedness of 
affixed forms must be a different one, since a half syllable added to a monosyllabic base 
produces a sesquisyllabic form, which is not in violation of word-structure constraints. 
Instead, the reason is possibly to be found in the restrictions on the distribution of 
phonemes that affect the penultimate onset of sesquisyllabic forms. Recall that several 
phonemes, notably nasals, are not allowed in this position (see §2.4.3.2. 1 and Table 2.8). 
Given the fact that numerous affixes consist of sonorant, notably nasal, phonemes (cf. 
§3.2. 1 .2, §3.2. 1 .3), this restriction would seriously hamper the ability of affixes to attach to 
monosyllabic bases as half syllables. Furthermore, the restriction against combinations of 
identical final and penultimate onsets in sesquisyllabic forms (see §2.4.3.2. 1 )  would, for 
example, prevent processes whereby the onset of the monosyllabic base was copied and 
attached to the base as a half syllable (cf. §3.2. 1 .2). In both cases, then, constraints on the 
distribution of phonemes make half syllable affixes inexpedient. Thus, the fact that 
penultimate syllables of affixed forms must be full may be fully attributed to phonotactic 
constraints. 
Given the significance of syllabic structure in inner affixation, as well as its frequent use 
of processes of reduplication and infixation, it is convenient to describe such affixation in 
the light of non-linear theories of morphology, such as Prosodic Morphology and Template 
Morphology. The descriptive methods used here have been worked out on the basis of 
works like McCarthy (1982), Marantz (1982), Broselow and McCarthy ( 1983), and Ter 
Mors (1983), as well as the summary given by Spencer ( 199 1 : 133-172). This approach is 
also significantly inspired by Kruspe' s  (1999:97-137, 2004:69-82) utilisation of such 
models in her exhaustive account of non-concatenative morphological processes in 
Semelai. 
The fundamental idea of Prosodic and Template Morphology is that morphemes are 
represented on different levels or tiers. One tier, called the C V  tier, consists of a prosodic 
template representing the canonical pattern of the morpheme without any indication of the 
precise identity of phonemic segments. These segments are instead represented on a 
second tier, the so-called phonemic melody. Melody elements are linked to the CV tier by 
means of association lines, and every slot in the CV tier must be associated with a melody 
element, and vice versa. Affixation involves the addition of material to both CV tier and 
phonemic melody, and every morpheme of a word is assigned to a separate tier according 
to the so-called Morphemic Tier Hypothesis. Such an approach to affixation has the 
advantage of being able to account for non-linear types of affixation, such as affixation in 
discontinuous morphemes or processes of reduplication. It has been of particular interest 
in discussions of combinations of such processes, so-called internal reduplication 
(Broselow & McCarthy 1983 ; Ter Mors 1983). 
Crucial to the argument are the notions of prespecification and underspecification. In 
the case of 'ordinary' affixation, the added material is fully prespecified in terms of both 
canonical form and segmental content. In the case of reduplication, however, the 
reduplicated affix is specified only for its canonical form whereas its segmental slots are 
empty and have to be filled with segmental material copied from the base. 
This section has indicated that there is a fundamental association in Jahai between inner 
affixation and phonotactic well-formedness. It could be argued that the location and form 
of inner affixes are wholly determined by syllable structure and phonotactic constraints, 
and, in effect, that inner affixation is designed to create phonotactically acceptable forms. 
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Its processes of copying could then be largely explained as a means of satisfying 
phonotactic constraints in cases where the prespecified phonemic content of an affiX is  
insufficient for the creation of well-formed words. An analysis could thus set out from the 
assumption that affixes are assigned according to fixed, syllabified ev templates in which 
fullness of the penultimate syllable is the all-important feature. However, such an 
approach would result in unnecessarily circumstantial procedural accounts. For the sake of 
descriptive economy and elegance, therefore, the following analysis of inner affixation 
involves the assignment of affixes to ev templates representing unsyllabified underlying 
forms. Rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis subsequently produce correct surface 
forms. This approach appears to presuppose that the phonotactic well-formedness of 
affixed forms is simply a consequence of syllabification following affixation and not that it 
determines the shape of affixes already from the beginning. It should be pointed out that 
no such standpoint is taken and that it will not be concluded here which order is the most 
plausible one from a psychological point of view. 
As will be illustrated, the affixed melody elements associated with the ev slots of the 
template may be underspecified (§3.2. 1 . 1), partly prespecified (§3.2. 1 .2) or ful ly 
prespecified (§3.2. 1 .3). Underspecified slots are filled with segmental material copied 
from the base, namely the consonants of the eve string that corresponds to the stressed 
final syllable. Affixes involving such copied segments are always attached to the left edge 
of this final eve string. Following the generalisations of Ter Mors ( 1983:284-288), the 
final eve string, not the whole base, is regarded in the following analysis as the unit 
which is copied and from which consonant segments are associated with the template of 
the affix. This descriptive approach is adopted in order to emphasise the significance of 
the final eve string as the only unit from which material may be copied, and as the only 
unit to which affixes involving copied material may be attached. However, an approach 
involving the copying of the whole base would produce identical results. 
In the examples given, prespecified segmental information is represented in a melody 
tier below the ev tier, whereas reduplicated material from which segments are associated 
to fill underspecified slots is represented in a melody tier above the ev tier. Reduplicated 
material which is left unassociated after the template has been satisfied is subject to stray 
erasure. 
3.2. 1 .1 Underspecified affixation 
Jahai exhibits several affixes which are not fully prespecified phonologically. In such 
cases, phonemic content of the affix is copied from the base, or, more specifically, the final 
eve string of the base (corresponding to the stressed final syllable), in order to make the 
affix phonologically complete. Phonological prespecification is commonly partial, in 
which case the affix is only partly made up of copied material. Such processes are 
described in §3.2. 1 .2. Some other affixes, however, are completely underspecified with 
regard to their phonemic content and are thus made up entirely of segments copied from 
the final eve string of the base. Such affixation is characteristic of the morpheme 
signalling imperfective aspect in verbs (see §4.7. 1 . 1 )  and the nominalising collective 
morpheme added to numerals (see §4. 1 .5.2). 
Copying - which is always a form of partial reduplication that involves only the 
consonants of the final eve syllable, never the vowel nucleus - is of two types. One type 
involves the first consonant of the eve string, the other type involves the second 
consonant. Following the terminology introduced by Kruspe ( 1999: 1 12-121, 2004:72-76) 
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for Semelai , these two processes will be referred to here as onset copy and coda copy 
respectively. As described by Kruspe, it is not only the segmental features which are 
copied, but also the 'prosodic identity' of the segment. In other words, onsets are always 
copied as onsets; codas are always copied as codas. As will be illustrated below, this fact 
can be fully accounted for by means of principles of directionality, where right-to-left 
association of segments forms the unmarked pattern in Jahai . 
As always in Jahai inner affixation, processes of copying affect only the penultimate 
syllable and produce forms that satisfy phonotactic constraints, notably the requirement 
that the penultimate syllable of an affixed form is full .  The form of the affix is  determined 
by the structure of the base, as the degree of prespecification of segments in the 
penultimate syllable of the resulting form varies according to the status of the penultimate 
syllable of the base. The following sections describe how underspecified affixes are 
realised in bases of different structure through the processes of onset and coda copy. 
3.2.1.1.1  Coda copy 
With sesqui- and disyllabic bases, underspecified affixation invariably involves the 
addition of an underspecified consonant segment at the left edge of the final evc string of 
the base. This underspecified slot is filled by a copy of the final consonant of the final 
CVC string, which corresponds to the coda of the final syllable; hence the term coda copy 
to refer to this process. 13 In the present description, coda copy is explained as the result of 
reduplication of the final CVC string and the right-to-left association of its consonant 
segments with the underspecified slot of the template of the affix. 
In the following procedural description, the copying process is illustrated by the 
sesquisyllabic Jahai verb root /kjeI]l 'to listen' ,  the underlying structure of which is CCVC, 
and its disyllabic imperfective form /k<I» jeIJI 'to be listening' . 
( 1 )  
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation: 
C C V C � C <C> C V C 
I I I I I I I I 
k j e I] k j e I] 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
j e I] 
I 
C <C> C V C 
I I I I 
k j e I] 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: /k<I]>jeI]/ � /k<I» .jeIJI � [k;:)IJj:l�gI]]. 
With disyllabic bases with an open penultimate syllable, the process is identical. 
However, the vowel nucleus of the penultimate syllable is prespecified and therefore no 
13 Matisoff (2003:28) refers to this process of reduplicative infixation as incopyfixation. 
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realisation rule for that vowel is necessary. This is illustrated here by the disyllabic Jahai 
verb root IgulE:mJ 'to carry' , the underlying structure of which is CVCVC, and its 
imperfective form /gu<m>lE:m/ 'to be carrying' : 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation: 
(2) C V C V C C V <C> C V C 
I I I I I 
9 u e m 
I I I I I 
9 u I e m 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
I e  m 
I 
C V <C> C V C 
I I I I I 
9 u 1 e m 
gu<m>lem 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: 
Igu<m>lemJ � Igu<m>.lem/ � [gumlebm]. 
In the case of penultimate syllables with a vowel nucleus la!, there is an unusual pattern 
of vowel suppression and replacement, whereby the prespecified penultimate nucleus is not 
associated with the template of the affixed form. Instead, the realisation rules for 
underspecified vowels are applied, as in the case of sesquisyllabic bases. The reason for 
this epenthetic-like behaviour and suppression of penultimate Ia! i s  unc1ear. 14 Note that it 
is fully non-predictable and prespecified. In the following description the affix simply 
replaces the Ia!. The pattern is exemplified with the verb root /bakEsI 'to grow up' and its 
disyllabic imperfective form /b<s>kesl 'to be growing up' :  
(3) 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation, replacing the first vowel Ia! of the base: 
C V C V C 
I I I I I 
b a k e s 
C <C> C V C 
I I I I 
b a k e s 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
k e s 
I 
C <C> C V C  
I I I I 
b k e s 
b<s>kes 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: /b<s>kesl � /b<s>.kesl � [biskes] . 
14 One possible explanation is that speakers may interpret a penultimate faJ as a separate affix and not part 
of the root (cf. the reciprocal morpheme described in §4.7.1 .6). For some reason it would therefore not 
be licensed to form part of the base and fill the vowel slot. Affixation would thus be applied to an 
imagined, non-existent root reminiscent of a back-formation. 
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Affixation in disyllabic bases with a heavy penultimate syllable involves the same 
strategy, although coda copy now entails a reorganisation of segments with regard to their 
syllabic position. As a consequence, the resulting form is trisyllabic, and the coda of the 
penultimate syllable of the base instead turns up in onset position. The process is 
illustrated here by the disyllabic verb /krlep/ 'to forget' ,  the underlying structure of which 
is eecve, and its trisyllabic imperfective form /kr<p>lepl 'to be forgetting' :  
(4) 
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation: 
C C C V C � C C <C> C V e 
I I I I I I I I I I 
k r I e p k r I e p 
ii .  Copy the phonemic content of the final eve string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in  the template: 
I e p 
I 
C C <C> C V C 
I I I I I 
k r I e p 
kr<p>lep 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: /kr<p>lep/ � Ik.r<p> . lepl � [k�:r;;)p 'lcrp '] . 
3.2. 1 . 1.2 Onset copy + coda copy 
In the case of monosyllabic bases, that is bases that are tantamount to a CVC string, 
copying for underspecified affixation involves both consonants of the CVC string, 
corresponding to the onset and coda. These form a ee affix which is prefixed to the left 
edge of the base and creates a heavy penultimate syllable. As was the case with coda copy, 
onset + coda copy is explained here as the result of reduplication of the final CVC string 
and the right-to-left association of its consonant segments with the underspecified 
consonant slots of the affix template. The procedure is exemplified here with the 
monosyllabic Jahai verb root /piS! 'to sweep' and its disyllabic imperfective form Ips-pisl 
'to be sweeping' . 
(5) 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation: 
c V C 
I I I 
p s 
C C - e v e 
I I I 
p i s  
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final eve string and associate its consonants 
from right to left with the underspecified consonant slots in the template: 
p i s  
I I 
C C - C V C 
I I I � ps-pis 
P s 
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iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface fonn: Ips-pisl � Ips-.pis! � [pispis] .  
Note that direction of association i s  irrelevant to the outcome in the case of 
underspecified affixation to monosyllabic bases. Right-to-Ieft association is employed here 
by analogy with the process of coda copy described in §3.2. 1 . 1 . 1  and processes of partly 
prespecified affixation described in §3.2. 1 .2. 1 .  
3.2.1.2 Partly prespecijied affixation 
Morphological processes frequently involve the affixation of fonns in which 
phonological prespecification is partial. In other words, the phonemic content of the affix 
is partly external and prespecified, and partly underspecified and then copied from the final 
eve string of the base. Partly prespecified affixation is mostly applied to mono- and 
sesquisyllabic bases and is only marginally associated with disyllabic bases. It is the only 
type of morphological process that necessitates a distinction between sesqui- and disyllabic 
forms. The prespecified content of the affix may consist of a consonant (§3.2. 1 .2. 1 )  or a 
vowel (§3.2. 1 .2.2). The underspecified content is copied according to the same principles 
as those described in §3.2. 1 . 1  (although onset copy in the fonnation of the marginal 
reciprocal affix with monosyllabic bases requires a reversed direction of association; see 
§3.2. 1 .2.2). As in other types of inner affixation, processes of partly prespecified affixation 
affect only the penultimate syllable and produce fonns that satisfy phonotactic constraints. 
Partly prespecified affixation is found in such divergent morphological categories 
as unit (§4. 1 .3 ,  §4.2. 1), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4, §4. 1 .4.3, §4. 1 .5 . 1 ), progressive aspect 
(§4.7. 1 .2), iterative aspect (§4.7. 1 .3), distributive Aktionsart (§4.7. 1 .5), reciprocal 
Aktionsart (§4.7. 1 .6), affixation of 1m! (§4.7. 1 .7), and causative (§4.7.2. 1) .  
3.2. 1.2.1  Prespecijied consonants 
The most common process of partly prespecified affixation involves the attachment of a 
ee affix to the left edge of the final evc string of the base. This affix thus forms a heavy 
penultimate syllable. The first consonant of this affix is prespecified and external, whereas 
the second consonant is underspecified and copied from the final CVC string of the base. 
The process is characteristic of both monosyllabic and sesquisyllabic bases. In the 
following procedural description, the process is illustrated by the monosyllabic Jahai noun 
root Ite?1 'soil ' and its disyllabic unitised fonn In?-te?1 ' [unit of] soil ' ,  involving an affix 
with a prespecified In!: 
(6) 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic infonnation: 
e V C 
I I I 
e ? 
e e - c v e  
I I I I 
n t e ? 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final cve string and associate its consonants 
from right to left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
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t e ?  
I 
c c 
I 
- c v c  
I I I 
n t e ? 
n?-te? 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: In?-te?1 � In?-.te?1 � [na?t�?] . 
The same procedure may be applied to the monosyllabic verb root Ipel! 'to drip' and its 
disyllabic iterative form Ill-pel! 'to drip repeatedly' , which involves an affix with a 
prespecified Ill: 
(7) 
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic information: 
c V c 
I I I 
p e 
c c - c v c  
I I I I 
I P e 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final eve string and associate its consonants 
from right to left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
p e l  
I 
C C - C V c 
I I I I 
p e 
ll-pd 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: Ill-pel! � 111-. pel! --+ [l�lpd] . 
The process has been documented for affixation to monosyllabic bases involving the 
following pre specified consonants: 
In! unit and nominalisation (§4. 1 ,  §4.2) 
fbI progressive aspect (§4.7. 1 .2) 
11/ iterative aspect (§4.7. 1 .3) 
1m! [semantic function unclear] (§4.7. 1 .7) 
Ipl causative (§4.7.2. 1 )  
In the case o f  sesquisyllabic bases, a C C  affix, identical to that added to monosyllabic 
bases and consisting of one prespecified and one underspecified consonant, is affixed at the 
left edge of the final evc string of the base. This process is restricted to affixes involving 
In!, that is those that express the categories of unit and nominalisation (§4. 1 ,  §4.2). It is 
exemplified here by the sesquisyllabic verb root Itb:lh/ 'to beat' and its trisyllabic 
nominalised form It<nh>b:lh/ 'act of beating' :  
(8) 
i .  Add affix to the left edge o f  the final cve string o f  the template o f  the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic information: 
c e v e 
I I I I 
t b :l h 
C <c C> C V C 
I I I I I 
n b :l h 
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ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
b ;, h 
I 
C <C C> C V C  
I I I I I 
n b ;, h 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: It<nh>b;,h/ -7 1t.<nh>.b;,h/ -7 [t:;)nahb;,h]. 
A deviant but marginal type of process affects sesqui- and disyllabic bases in the case of 
the semantically unexplained affixation of 1m! (see §4.7. 1 .7). Here, the penultimate 
syllable of the base is disposed of completely in order to make way for a CC affix, resulting 
in forms that look like affixed monosyllabic bases of the type described in examples (6) 
and (7). The process is exemplified here with the sesquisyllabic base /bdell 'to shoot' and 
its disyllabic affixed form Iml-dell: 
(9) 
1. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation, replacing the initial consonant of the base, and associate 
prespecified phonemic information: 
C C V C 
I I I I 
b d e l  
C C - c v c 
I I I I 
m d e l  
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it  from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the CV template: 
d e l 
I 
C C - C V C 
I I I I -7 ml-del 
m d e 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: Iml-dell -7 Iml-.dell -7 [m�ldel]. 
3.2.1.2.2 Prespecijied vowels 
Another type of partly prespecified affixation involves the addition of an affix in 
which it is the vowel that is phonologically prespecified whereas its consonants are 
underspecified and copied from the final CVC string of the base. This type of affixation 
applies to the morpheme signalling distributive Aktionsart (§4.7. 1 .5), involving the vowel 
Iii, as well as one allomorph of the marginal morpheme signalling reciprocal Aktionsart 
(§4.7. 1 .6), involving the vowel Ia/. 
In the following procedural description, such a process is illustrated by the 
sesquisyUabic verb root Isj�rl 'to swim' and its distributive form /s<ir>j�rl 'to swim [here 
and there] ' .  Here, a VC affix consisting of a prespecified vowel Iii and an underspecified 
consonant is attached to the left edge of the final CVC string of the base. Segmental 
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material for the underspecified consonant is copied from the final CVC string according to 
the now familiar pattern. 
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of  the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic information: 
( 10) C C V C 
I I I I 
s j ::l r 
C <V C> C V C 
I I I I I 
s j ::l r 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final CVC string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
j ::l r 
I 
C <V C> C V C 
I I I I I � s<ir>j::lr 
s j ::l r 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: /s<ir>j::lr/ 
� /s<ir>.j::lrl � [sirj::lr]. 
The process is also applied to disyllabic bases with a light penultimate syllable, but, as 
was the case with some disyllabic bases subjected to coda copy signalling imperfective (cf. 
example (3» , the pre specified nucleus of the penultimate syllable of the base is not 
associated with the template of the affixed form. This vowel slot is instead filled with the 
prespecified Iii of the affix. The process is exemplified here with the verb root /taneml 'to 
plant' ,  a Malay loanword, and its distributive form /t<im>nem/ 'to plant [here and there] , : 
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation, replacing the first vowel of the base, and associate pre specified 
phonemic infonnation: 
(1 1 )  C V C V e 
I I I I I 
a n e m 
C <V C> C V C 
I I I I I 
n e m 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final cve string and associate it from right to 
left with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
n e m  
I 
C <V C> C v e  
I I I I I t<im>nem 
n e m 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: 
It<im>neml � It<im>.neml � [timnem]. 
However, unlike that associated with disyllabic bases subjected to coda copy signalling 
imperfective, the pattern of vowel replacement associated with distributives does not 
appear to be restricted to a prespecified nucleus Ia! but also affects other nuclei, as 
suggested by occasional examples like Ig<im>1em/, from Igu1em/ 'to carry' , and 
/t<iI:J>dUl)l, from ltudUI]l 'to cover one's eyes' .  
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In the case of monosyllabic bases, a CVC affix is attached to the left edge of the CVC 
base. The vowel slot is filled with the prespecified lif. There is no prespecified 
consonantal material available for the affix, which means that both its consonant slots are 
filled with material from the final CVC string through the processes of onset and coda 
copy. The procedure is similar to that described in §3.2. 1 . 1 .2 .  It is illustrated here with the 
monosyllabic verb root nell 'to look' and its disyllabic distributive form nil-?ell 'to look 
[here and there) ' :  
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final cve string of the template of  the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic information: 
( 1 2) e v e 
I I I 
? e 1 
e v c - c v e  
I I I I 
? e 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final eve string and associate its consonants 
from right to left with the underspecified consonant slots in the template: 
? e 1 
I I 
C V C - c v c 
I I I I 
? e 1 
?il-?d 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: nil-?ell 
� nil-.?ell � [?il?d]. 
It could be argued that processes of copying constitute the first operation in the creation 
of these forms, after which the prespecified vowel nucleus is added to signal distributive. 
This would entail that distributive forms are created from imperfectives (cf. §3.2. 1 . 1 ,  
§4.7 . 1 . 1), the latter thus serving as a base for the secondary affixation of distributive Ii/. 
However, such a connection between imperfectives and distributives cannot be motivated 
semantically on the basis of present knowledge. For the sake of consistency, therefore, an 
analysis is preferred whereby prespecified material is associated first. 
With monosyllabic bases, affixation of the marginal morpheme signalling reciprocal 
Aktionsart (§4.7. 1 .5) involves the attachment of a ev affix at the left edge of the CVC 
base. This affix is made up of a prespecified vowel fa! and a preceding underspecified 
consonant, the segmental material of which is copied from the base. It is the first 
consonant of the CVC base which is copied (corresponding to the onset), and this is the 
only morphological process in which onset copy is not associated with coda copy. It poses 
particular problems to the present account of copying in tenns of descriptive consistency. 
This is because the right-to-left association of consonants of the copied final CVC string, 
which is employed to account for other forms of copying, would produce incorrect forms of 
the reciprocal CV affix. More specifically, right-to-left association would result in coda 
copy rather than onset copy. Therefore, for this particular affix, an analysis involving left­
to-right association is proposed. Like the morpheme itself, this procedure is to be 
considered a very marginal feature of Jahai morphology. It is possible that the reciprocal 
morpheme is in fact a recent loan from a Central Aslian language like Temiar or Lanoh, 
which both display productive use of a morphophonemically similar affix expressing 
middle voice (Benjamin 1996). 
The process is exemplified here for Jahai by the monosyllabic verb root Igej/ 'to eat' 
and its disyllabic reciprocal form Iga-gej/ 'to eat together' . 
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i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate prespecified phonemic infonnation: 
( 13)  e V e � e V - e V e 
I I I I I I I 
9 e j a 9 e j 
ii. Copy the phonemic content of the final eve string and associate its consonants 
from left to right with the underspecified consonant slot in the template: 
9 e j 
I 
e V -
I 
e v e  
I I I 
a g e j 
ga-gej 
iii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface fonn: /ga-gejl 
-? /ga-.gejl � [gagcr1]. 
3.2. 1.3 Prespecified affixation 
Several processes of inner affixation involve the addition of affixes which consist of 
segments which are phonologically wholly prespecified. This entails that their attachment 
to the base is not associated with any fonn of copying. The following description of such 
phonologically fully prespecified affixes distinguishes between those which attach to 
sesqui- and disyllabic bases and which are therefore infixes, and those which attach to 
monosyllabic bases and are thus prefixes. Note that all such affixes take the penultimate 
syllable as their domain and always result in morphologically complex forms which adhere 
to the phonotactic constraints of the language, which is the reason for their inclusion under 
inner affixation. 
3.2. 1.3. 1 Prespecified infixation 
Phonologically fully prespecified affixes added to sesqui- and disyllabic bases may be 
either syllabic, in which case the affix makes up the whole penultimate syllable of the 
resulting form, or non-syllabic, in which case the affix makes up part of the penultimate 
syllable of the resulting fonn in the fonn of either the vowel nucleus or the onset 
consonant, whereas the remainder of the syllable consists of segmental material already 
available in the base. Non-syllabic affixes, which are described first, include collective 
plural l<a>1 (§4. 1 . 1 ,  §4. 1 .4.2), reciprocal l<a>1 (§4.7 . 1 .6), and the unitising and 
norninalising /<n>/ (§4. 1 .3 ,  §4. 1 .4. 1 ,  §4. l . S . 1 ,  §4.2. 1). 
The addition of the collective plural morpheme to bases with a heavy penultimate 
syllable involves the insertion of prespecified I<a>/ at the left edge of the final eve string 
of the base. This results in a reorganisation of the penultimate syllable, as the original coda 
of the penultimate syllable of the base is syllabified as an onset in the resulting form. Also, 
the form becomes trisyllabic, since the onset of the penultimate syllable of the base is 
syllabified as onset of the antepenultimate syllable in the resulting form. The process 
shows similarities to that described for coda copy in disyllabic bases with a heavy 
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penultimate syllable (cf. example (4) in §3.2. 1 . 1 . 1 ) .  It is illustrated here by the noun root 
Itmkall 'man' and its collective plural form Itm<a>kall 'men ' .  
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
( 14) e e e v e 
I I I I I 
m k a 
e e <e> e v c  
I I I I I I 
t m a k a 1 
� tm<a>kal 
ii .  Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: Itm<a>kall � It.m<a>.kall � [t�makal] . 
The affix <a> is also an allomorph of the reciprocal morpheme and as such is added to 
sesquisyllabic verb roots. In such cases, the penultimate half syllable of the base is turned 
into a light full syllable through the insertion of the pre specified <a> at the left edge of the 
final eve string of the base. This is exemplified here by the verb root Ismep/ 'to ask', the 
underlying structure of which is eeve, and its reciprocal form Is<a>mep/ 'to ask each 
other' . 
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final eve string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
(15) e e V e � e <V> e V e 
I I I I I I I I I � s<a>meJ1 
s m e J1 s a m e J1 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: 
Is<a>mep/ � Is<a>.mep/ � [samEJ1]. 
Non-syllabic prespecified affixes in the form of consonants only include 1<n>/, which 
has a variety of semantic functions and which is added to disyllabic bases (cf. the affixation 
of In! in mono- and sesquisyllabic bases, described in §3.2. 1 .2. 1). Productively, this affix 
appears to be found only in onset position of the penultimate syllable. This means that the 
affix is not attached at the left edge of the final eve string of the base, as has hitherto been 
the case. Instead it occupies a consonant position to the left of the e or V that precedes the 
final eve string. This entails that the original onset of the penultimate syllable of the base 
is syllabified in the resulting form as onset of a new antepenultimate half syllable. The 
process is illustrated in the following procedural description by the disyllabic noun lbabo?1 
'woman ' ,  displaying a light penultimate syllable, and its unitised form lb<n>abo?1 ' [unit 
of] woman ' .  
i .  Add affix to the left of the V that precedes the final eve string of the template of 
the underlying representation and associate phonemic information: 
( 1 6) e v e V e 
I I I I I 
b a b o ? 
e <e> v e  V e 
I I I I I I b<n>abo? 
b n a b 0 ? 
ii .  Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: 1b<n>abo?1 � 1b.<n>a.bo?1 � [m::inabo?]. 
Affixation of bases with a heavy penultimate syllable is illustrated here with the 
morphologically complex but synchronically unanalysable verb Ickwikl 'to talk', where the 
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coda of the penultimate syllable consists of a fossilised instance of coda copy, and its 
nominalised fonn Ic<n>kwik/ 'act of talking' , 'speech' . 
i .  Add affix t o  the left o f  the C that precedes the final CVC string o f  the template o f  
the underlying representation and associate phonemic information: 
(17) C C C V C 
I I I I I 
c k w k 
C <C> C C V C 
I I I I I I 
c n k w k 
c<n>kwik 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface fonn: Ic<n>kwik/ � /c.<n>k.wik/ � [cC�m�k'wik'] .  
A s  noted, the non-syllabic prespecified affix /<n>/ typically occupies onset position of 
the penultimate syllable and the process affects disyllabic bases. Recall that the affixation 
process of In! into sesquisyllabic bases involves the additional strategy of coda copy (see 
§3.2. 1 .2. 1). In the case of a few sesquisyllabic bases, however, a fully prespecified affix 
/<n>/ is attached in the usual position of affixation at the left edge of the final CVC string. 
This entails that it i s  syllabified as a coda. Consequently, the penultimate syllable becomes 
heavy and the resulting form is disyllabic, not trisyllabic. The formula for this affixation 
process is reminiscent of that describing coda copy (see example ( 1 )), the difference being 
that the affixed material is phonologically prespecified. It is illustrated here by the 
sesquisyllabic verb root Iksep/ 'to adorn oneself with leaves for good luck' and its 
nominalised fonn Ik<n>sep/ 'leaves that bring good luck'. 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
(18) C C V c 
I I I I 
k s e p 
� C <C> C V C  
I I I I I 
k n s e p 
k<n>sep 
ii.  Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface fonn: Ik<n>sep/ � Ik<n>.sep/ � [k�nsep']. 
Affixation of a prespecified coda is described as productive in some other Aslian 
languages, e.g. the causative <r> of Semelai (Kruspe 2004:76). Although this type of 
affixation cannot be regarded as productive in the present Jahai material, it is possible that 
codas (notably nasals and liquids, cf. §2.4.3.2.2) of some heavy penultimate syllables of 
what are presumed to be un analysable disyllabic roots are in fact traces of morphemes 
originally assigned according to such a process. 
The last type of process of prespecified infixation discussed in this section involves the 
addition to sesquisyllabic bases and disyllabic bases with an open penultimate syllable of a 
CV affix, attached at the left edge of the final CVC string of the base. The affixed material 
makes up the whole penultimate syllable of the resulting form. This process includes two 
affixes: /<ra>/, which is an allomorph of the collective plural morpheme added to human 
nouns and several verbs (cf. §4. 1 . 1 ,  §4. 1 .4.2), and /<Ii>/, an allomorph of the causative 
morpheme added to verbs (cf. §4.7.2.S). The affixation entails that the penultimate onset 
of the base is syllabified as onset of an antepenultimate syllable in the resulting form. 
Possible prespecified vowels of the penultimate syllable of the base are not associated with 
the template of the affixed form. The following procedural description illustrates the 
sesquisyllabic verb root Itb;,h/ 'to hit' and its nominalised collective plural form /t<ra>b;,h/ 
'fighters' . 
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i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
( 19) C C V C 
I I I I 
t b :> h 
C <C V> C V C 
I I I I I I 
r a b :>  h 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: ft<ra>b:>h/ -7 ft.<ra>.b:>h/ -7 [t�rab:>h]. 
The affixation of causative f<ri>f follows the same pattern and is exemplified here with 
the sesquisyllabic verb root Ihgik/ 'to be afraid' and its causativised form Ih<ri>gik/ 'to 
frighten' . 
i. Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
(20) C C V C  
I I I I 
h 9 i k 
-7 C <C V> C V C 
I I I I I I 
h r I g i k 
h<ri>gik 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: Ih<ri>gik/ -7 Ih.<ri>.gik/ -7 [h�rigik']. 
3.2.1.3.2 Prespecified prefixation 
Prespecified prefixation involves the addition of a phonologically prespecified syllabic 
affix at the left edge of a CVC string corresponding to a monosyllabic base. The affix may 
be of the form CV or CC. Such affixes include the three allomorphs of the causative 
morpheme that are associated with monosyllabic roots - fpi-f, fpr-f and ftr-f (see §4.7.2) 
- as well as the rare allomorph Ibr-f of noun-to-verb derivation (see §4.7.3). 
This type of affixation is difficult to distinguish in a straightforward manner from outer 
affixation (discussed in §3.2.2), the affixes being fully pre specified and, at least 
superficially, prefixed to the left edge of the base. It is described here as a form of inner 
affixation rather than outer affixation on the basis that ( 1 )  it takes the penultimate syllable 
as its domain, and (2) it produces morphologically complex forms that always meet 
phonotactic constraints (see §3.2. 1 ). 
The process is first exemplified by the monosyllabic verb root /hit! 'to tremble' and its 
causative form fpr-hit! 'to cause someone to tremble' .  
i .  Add affix to the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
(21 )  C V C 
I I I 
h 
C C - C V C  
I I I I I pr-hit 
p r h 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis in order to produce the correct 
surface form: fpr-hit! -7 fpr-.hit! -7 [�rhif] . 
The following example shows the monosyllabic verb root n�mI 'to drink' and its causative 
form fpi-?�m1 'to suckle' .  
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i .  Add affix t o  the left edge of the final CVC string of the template of the underlying 
representation and associate phonemic information: 
(22) C V C � C V  - C V C 
I I I I I I I I � pi-?em 
? e m p i ? e m 
ii. Apply rules of syllabification in order to produce the correct surface form: Ipi-?ernJ 
� Ipi-.?ernJ � [pi?em]. 
3.2.2 Outer affixation 
Outer processes of affixation are those involving affixes that attach concatenatively to 
the left edge of a base. Thus, unlike inner affixation, outer affixation does not specifically 
take the penultimate syllable as its domain and does not necessarily result in 
morphologically complex forms that conform to word-structure constraints (cf. §2.4). 
Therefore, resulting forms frequently violate such constraints. This is because outer 
affixation, unlike inner affixation, is applied subsequently to the syllabification of the base. 
This non-conformity to word structure constraints is a feature that outer affixes share with 
clitics (see §3.3). However, like inner affixes, outer affixes attach at word level, as 
opposed to clitics, which attach at phrase level. In a way, then, outer affixes may be 
thought of as representing an intermediate category of bound morphemes between inner 
affixes and clitics. 
Outer affixes consist invariably of a consonant attached to the left edge of a base. 
Following syllabification, it is realised as the onset of a half syllable. Outer affixes include 
the following: 
It-I 
/b-I 
II-I 
Ip-I 
relative (§4. 12.2) 
progressive aspect (§4.7. 1 .2); verbalisation (§4.7.3 . 1 ,  §4.7.3.2) 
iterative aspect (§4.7. 1 .3) 
causative (§4.7.2.1) 
Note that some of these outer affixes are allomorphs of morphemes which also display 
allomorphs which are assigned according to inner affixation. This applies in particular to 
iterative II-I, causative Ip-I and, to some extent, progressive and verbalising /b-I. Thus, 
allomorphs of one and the same morpheme may be attached to a base according to what is 
considered here to be fundamentally different processes of affixation, highlighting the 
necessity of keeping the notions of morpheme and process firmly apart. 
Outer affixes may be subcategorised according to their flexibility in terms of domain of 
attachment. Members of one category - including progressive Ib-/, iterative 11-1 and 
causative Ip-I - can occur only in antepenultimate position. They cannot be attached to 
monosyllabic bases, and, as noted, with such bases they display allomorphs assigned 
according to inner affixation, notably in connection with coda copy. Correspondingly, 
these affixes cannot attach to bases that are trisyllabic, which means that they adhere to the 
restriction that Jahai words are maximally trisyllabic. This type of outer affixes is 
exemplified below as antepenultimate outer affixes (§3.2.2. 1 ). 
Members of the second category - including relative-marking It-I and some instances 
of verbalising Ib-I - are much more flexible with regard to their domain of attachment. 
They are not restricted to antepenultimate position but may also be attached to 
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monosyllabic bases and thus turn up in the same form in penultimate position. Hence they 
do not display any allomorphic relationship to inner affixation. Also, there are occasional 
examples of these affixes being attached to trisyllabic bases, thus turning up in pre­
antepenultimate position and creating tetrasyllabic forms that are in violation of the 
restriction that Jahai words are maximally trisyllabic. This category of affixes is therefore 
notably clitic-like in its behaviour (cf. §3 . 3 . 1 ). Such affixes are exemplified below as 
flexible outer affixes (§3.2.2.2). 
Forms derived through antepenultimate outer affixation may feed further derivation in 
the form flexible outer affixation, but the reverse is never the case. Antepenultimate outer 
affixes are syllabified prior to flexible outer affixation. 
3.2.2. 1 Antepenultimate outer affixes 
As noted, antepenultimate outer affixes include progressive Ib-/, iterative 11-1 and 
causative Ip-I and may be attached to the left edge of sesqui- and disyllabic bases. The 
following examples illustrate the pattern. Note that affixation to a sesquisyllabic base 
produces a morphologically complex form that violates the restriction that the penultimate 
syllable of a trisyllabic form must be full .  
(a) Sesquisyllabic bases: 
/kdih/ 'to say' 
Ibde:lI 'to shoot' 
/hgik/ 'to be afraid' 
(b) Disyllabic bases: 
/kan�rl 
Ibj-baj/ 
Isa?otl 
'to carry on shoulder' 
'to be digging' 
'to call someone' 
3.2.2.2 Flexible outer affixes 
Ib-kdih/ 
/l-bde:lI 
/p-hgik/ 
Ib-kan�rl 
Ib-bj-baj/ 
Il-sa?otl 
'to be saying' 
'to shoot repeatedly' 
'to frighten' 
'to be carrying on shoulder' 
'to be digging on' 
'to call someone repeatedly' 
Flexible outer affixes include relative-marking It-I and some instances of verbalising Ib-I 
and may be attached to the left edge of monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, disyllabic and 
trisyllabic bases. The following examples illustrate affixation to monosyllabic and 
trisyllabic bases. (Affixation to sesqui- and disyllabic bases would produce forms similar in 
syllabic structure to those exemplified in §3 .2.2. 1) .  Note that affixation to a monosyllabic 
base results in a sesquisyllabic form. This is the · only situation in which sesquisyllabic 
forms may be morphologically complex. Also note that affixation to a trisyllabic base 
produces a tetrasyllabic form, which is in violation of the restriction that words are 
maximally trisyllabic. 
(a) Monosyllabic bases: 
/kull 'to call' It-kull 'calling' 
�wl 'to be big' It-�wl 'big' 
It:>m/ 'water' 
(b) Trisyllabic base: 
lb-tad:>?1 'to be waiting' 
Ib-t:>m/ 'to have water' 
It-b-tad:>?1 'waiting' 
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3.2.3 The origins of inner and outer affixation 
Kruspe (2004:64) cautiously proposes for Semelai that non-concatenative affix ation 
(which corresponds to inner affixation in the present account of Jahai) is particular to 
indigenous morphology, whereas concatenative (outer) affixation is characteristic of affixes 
borrowed from Malay. No such clear correlation between the origin of affixes and type of 
affixation can be posited for Jahai. This is because there are patterns, evident albeit not 
very widespread, in which affixed material of apparent Malay origin under certain 
circumstances is added to bases according to the principles of inner affixation. The most 
significant example of such a pattern is that allomorph of the progressive morpheme which 
is affixed to monosyllabic verb roots. Here, the borrowed Malay affix segment fbI is  added 
to the base in conjunction with coda copy according to a partly prespecified process of 
inner affixation (cf. §3.2. 1 .2 . 1 ,  §4.7. 1 .2). 
Other affixes may bear witness to similar use of borrowed affix segments in processes 
of inner affixation, one example being IV in combination with coda copy, which forms that 
allomorph of the iterative morpheme which is added to monosyllabic verbs (§3.2. 1 .2. 1 ,  
§4.7 . 1 .3). However, the origin of these segments, including IV, is not known i n  detail .  It is 
important in this context to reiterate that two different allomorphs of the same morpheme, 
although making use of the same affix segment (borrowed or not), may be assigned 
according to different processes of affixation. This rule applies to both the progressive and 
the iterative morphemes, where affixation to monosyllabic bases is inner, w hereas 
affixation to sesqui- and disyllabic bases is outer. This allomorphic inconsistency with 
regard to process of affixation alone goes to prove that there is no absolute c orrelation 
between the origin of the affix and type of affixation. 
This is not to say that autochthony versus foreignness necessarily is of no relevance to 
the distinction between processes of inner and outer affixation in Jahai. The predominant 
and primary nature of inner affixation may well indicate that it represents the i n digenous 
type of affixation, and the secondary nature of outer affixation (recall its application 
subsequently to inner affixation and the syllabification of the base) may point to a 
borrowed process. If this should prove to be the case, indigenous processes in Jahai, unlike 
those of Semelai, are able to some extent to integrate foreign morphological elements, 
pointing to a high degree of adaptability and productivity of such processes. 
3.2.4 Total reduplication 
The last type of affixation process described here is that of total reduplication of a base. 
It is applied to nouns to form diverse plurals (see §4. 1 .2), to verbs to signal continuative 
aspect (see §4.7 . 1 .4) and to some interrogatives to create indefinite forms (see §4.6). The 
process involves the total copying of the base and its concatenation to the left edge of the 
base. The syllabic structure and phonemic content of the base is thus fully retained in the 
reduplicated portion, the only difference being that the latter does not receive stress. In 
terms of segmental realisation, the reduplicated portion retains its word-like characteristics. 
In this respect, totally reduplicated forms bear some structural similarity to compounds (cf. 
§4. 1). 
In the present notation, the reduplicated portion is joined to its base with a hyphen and is 
glossed as a grammatical morpheme according to the pattern of affixes. The process is  
illustrated here for (a) monosyllabic bases, (b) sesqui- and disyllabic bases, and (c)  a 
morphologically complex disyllabic base. 
(a) CVC � CVC - CVC 
Imejl 'what' � Imej-mejl 'whatever' 
Itekl 'to sleep' � Itek-tekl 'to keep on sleeping' 
(b) ceV)CVC � ceV)CVC - CcY)CVC 
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IkjeI]l 'to listen' 
Ipagi?1 'morning' 
� /kjel)-kjeI]l 'to keep on listening' 
� Ipagi?-pagi?1 'various mornings' 
(c) CC-CVC � CC-CVC - CC-CVC 
Ij?-ji?1 'to be burning' � Ij?-ji?-j?-ji?1 'to be keeping on burning' 
Although this process, like many of those of inner affixation (cf. §3.2. 1 ), utilises the 
strategy of copying material from the base, it is evident that it is fundamentally different 
from the copying processes of inner affixation, the latter targeting only the consonants of 
the final CVC string of the base and resulting in well-formed penultimate syllables. 
Structural as well as semantic features (cf. Zaharani 1991 : 1 13-1 19, for example) suggest 
that the process of total reduplication has been borrowed from Malay. A similar stance is 
taken by Kruspe (2004 :8 1 )  on 'light syllable reduplication' in Semelai. 
Totally reduplicated forms feed further derivation only in the form of outer affixation. 
In spite of their otherwise restricted domain of attachment, antepenultimate outer affixes 
(cf. §3.2.2 . 1 )  may attach to the reduplicated portion of totally reduplicated forms, e.g. 
Ib-kdih-kdih/ 'to be keeping on saying' . 
3.3 Cliticisation 
The second morphological strategy involving bound morphemes is that of cliticisation, 
and the morphological units used in this strategy are clitics. Clitics are characterised in the 
present description straightforwardly as bound morphemes which attach syntactically 
to phrases, clauses or some other unit of words. This definition distinguishes clitics from 
affixes, which must attach at word-level, and from words in that they must attach 
phonologically to a host. The characterisation conforms to that proposed for clitics by 
Klavans ( 1982, 1985) and is explained further in §3.3 . 1  and §3.3.2. 
However, it should be clear from the previous discussion of affixation that bound 
morphemes in Jahai do not admit of any uncomplicated division into affixes and clitics, 
some outer affixes being notably clitic-like in their phonotactic behaviour (cf. §3.2.2). The 
proposed continuum of base-dependence of bound morphemes appears to display a number 
of gradations in terms of such dependence, only one of which represents the difference 
between affix and clitic. This suggests that a sharp differentiation between affixes and 
clitics may tum out to be artificial, and perhaps a use of Klavans's term phrasal affix to 
refer to clitics would better express the undramatic transition between these two types of 
bound morphemes. The use of the terms clitic and cliticisation in the present account is 
motivated only by way of descriptive convention. 
3.3.1 Phonological and phonotactic characteristics 
As noted, the one factor that distinguishes clitics from words is that they must attach 
phonologically to a host. More specifically, clitics need a host and do not qualify for 
wordhood because ( 1 )  they cannot receive stress, and (2) they do not usually fulfil the 
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requirement that the minimal canonical structure for a word is a heavy syllable eve with a 
phonemic vowel nucleus. Instead, most clitics take the form of a minimal syllable C(V). 
The one clitic that does represent a heavy syllable with a phonemic nucleus and which 
might therefore be considered a possible word on canonical grounds - the prepositional 
proclitic allomorph Ican=1 'SOURCE' (§4.9.3) - does not qualify as a word as it cannot 
receive stress and does not behave phonetically in a word-like manner, as its final nasal 
segment is realised phonetically as a simple nasal [-n] and not as the pres topped allophone 
[_dn] typical of word-final position (cf. §2.3 .1 .2). 
A problematic category of words in this context are personal pronouns (cf. §4.3), the 
pre-verbal subject-marking allomorphs of which (the so-called subject particles, see 
§5. 1 . 1 . 1 ) cannot receive stress. Also, pronouns ending in a glottal stop fil are frequently 
reduced phonologically in this position in the sense that the glottal stop is elided and the 
pronoun then takes the form of a minimal syllable ev. It might therefore be argued that 
pre-verbal allomorphs of personal pronouns exhibit the characteristics of dependence 
associated with clitics. Indeed, in most accounts of other Aslian languages, pre-verbal 
allomorphs of personal pronouns are described as bound, e.g. for Temiar (Benjamin 
1 976b : 158-159, 1996), Jah Hut (Diffloth 1976b:86-87) and Semelai (Kruspe 2004:88-89). 
However, it is important to point out that phonological reduction of pre-verbal pronouns 
appears to be much greater in these languages and that Jahai does not conform to the same 
pattern. Thus, in Jahai, the elision of syllable-final glottal stops is a common phonetic 
reduction in connected speech (§2.3 . 1 . 1 ) and should perhaps not be considered a significant 
argument for the 'clitic-hood' of pre-verbal allomorphs of pronouns, especially since 
pronouns ending in other consonants retain their word-like characteristics, notably the form 
Igin! '2/3P' , the final nasal of which is realised phonetically in the typically word-final 
pres topped manner: [gidn]. Against this background, the only feature which distinguishes 
these forms from other allomorphs of pronouns (as well as words in general) is their 
inability to receive stress. This would suggest that they display features of both words and 
clitics and that they therefore hold an intermediate position between these two categories. 
Refutably, pre-verbal allomorphs of personal pronouns will be described here as free forms 
rather than clitics on the basis of the meagreness of evidence of phonological attachment to 
a host. 
Phonotactically, clitics are by and large insensitive to the structure of the base to which 
they are attached. Thus, they generally do not display allomorphs detennined by base 
structure, and they are not characterised by any distributional restrictions detennined by the 
number of syllables of the base. For example, forms consisting of a base + a clitic 
frequently violate the restriction that well-formed words are maximally trisyllabic. These 
are features which clitics share with the flexible outer affixes discussed in §3.2.2. The 
following examples of irrealis clitics attached to trisyllabic bases illustrate this insensitivity 
to the number of syllables of the base. 
(a) ja=b-I]k-Ipk 
IRR=PROG-IMPF-to.sit 
'[I] will be sitting. ' 
(b) wa=b-nasi? 
IRR.3S=PROP-rice 
'He will have rice.' 
However, in the case of some clitics, the vowel nucleus may be either underspecified or 
prespecified, and this allomorphic variation is to some extent determined by base structure 
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(see also §4.9). This is  particularly apparent in the case of the prepositional proclitic 
Ican=1 'SOURCE' (§4.9.3), the phonologically reduced form of which, Icn=l, is the preferred 
form with disyllabic words with a penultimate nucleus Ia!. The following examples 
illustrate this: 
(a) can=hip 
SOURCE=forest 
'from the forest' 
(b) can=jhii? 
SOURCE=tree 
'from the tree' 
(c) cn=hawen 
SOURCE=pig 
'from the pig' 
3.3.2 Domain and location of attachment 
As noted, the domain of attachment of clitics is a phrase, clause or some other unit of 
words. The location of attachment refers to that word within the phrase or clause which 
acts as the base, or host, of the clitic - that is, the word to which the clitic is 
phonologically attached. Jahai clitics invariably attach to the left edge of their base; hence 
they are always proclitics. The following description, influenced by Klavans's ( 1985) 
typology of clitics, discusses clitics from the point of view of domain and location and, in 
keeping with the present account of bound morphemes as a reflection of a spectrum of 
base-dependence, it is organised according to the degree of flexibility of clitics in relation 
to the categorial identity of the host, beginning with those types of clitics that are least 
flexible in this respect. 
3.3.2.1 Clities hosted by verbs 
The modal proclitics (see also §4.7.4) include the categories of irrealis (lja=1 'IRR', 
Iwa=1 'IRR.3S'), desiderative (/ma=1 'DES') and hortative (lba=l, Ica=l, lka=1 'HORT'). The 
host of these clitics is always a verb, a feature which makes them difficult to distinguish 
from affixes. The irrealis proclitics are coreferential with an optional phrase denoting the 
subject and mutually exclusive with the subject-marking pre-verbal pronouns (cf. §5. 1 . 1) .  
Although their host is  always a verb, they will be interpreted here as  attaching at clause 
level. This may be formalised as follows: 
[( . . . ) clitic=V ( . .  ' )]CLAUSE 
The following clauses exemplify the pattern: 
(a) wa=pi-?em W:)l) to? 
IRR.3S=CAUS-to.drink child 3S 
'She wil l  suckle her baby.' 
(b) ja=ceq, ka=je:? 
IRR=to.fan.fire SUBJ=lS 
'I will fan the fire.'  
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The syntactically detennined nature of the irrealis proclitics, as well as their post­
derivational attachment and insensitivity to the phonotactic structure of the base, confirm 
their clitic-like status. The desiderative marker Ima=1 displays similar characteristics and 
appears to be mutually exclusive with the irrealis markers. However, due to its marginal 
status, it will not be considered further here. 
The hortative proclitics take the imperative clause as their domain. An example is given 
below. 
(a) ha=cip ba=?�h 
HORT=tO.go GOAL=here 
'Please, come here! '  
Modal proclitics, always being phonologically attached to a verb, constitute the least 
flexible type of clitic in terms of the categorial identity of its host. 
3.3.2.2 Clitics hosted by the first constituent a/the NP 
The prepositional proclitics (see §4.9), including the categories of location! 
instrument/subject (/ka= - k=1 'LOC'I'INSTR'I'SUBJ'), goal (lba=1 'GOAL'), source (/ean=1 
'SOURCE'), contrast (/d=1 'CONTR') and equation (/pn=/ 'EQU'), as well as the 
identification-marking proclitic 11= - la=1 (see §4. 1 2.3), take the noun phrase as their 
domain of attachment. Their host is always the first constituent of the noun phrase and 
may be represented by a noun, pronoun, demonstrative, interrogative, numeral or 
quantifier. The following formula summarises the pattern: 
clitic=[NP] 
The following phrases serve as examples: 
(a) ba=w;)I) kjm je? t�h 
GOAL=child boy lS  this 
'to this son of mine' 
(b) l=nej ?�h 
lD=one here 
'the one here' 
3.3.2.3 Clitics hosted by the first constituent a/the core 
The proclitic signalling relational tense (/ja=1 'RT', see also §4. 1O. 1 . 1 )  takes the 
obligatory part of the clause, referred to here as the core, as its domain of attachment (cf . .  
§5. 1 . 1 ). Its host is always the first constituent of the core and may thus be represented by 
the preverbal subject-marking pronoun, an irrealis-marked verb or, in the case of some 
stative verbs, the verb itself. 
clitic= [CORE] 
This is illustrated in the following examples: 
(a) ja=je? ?t?et 
RT=l S  to.know 
'I already know. '  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- l 
(b) ja=wa=cip 
RT=IRR.3S=to.go 
'Then he would leave.' 
(c) ja=s:lc 
RT=to.be.gone 
'It 's  already finished.' 
3.3.2.4 CUtics hosted by the first constituent of the clause 
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The proclitic signalling interrogative (lba=! 'Q', see §4. 1O.3) takes the clause as its 
domain of attachment (cf. §5. 1 . 1) .  Its host is the first constituent of the clause and may be 
represented by the pre-verbal subject-marking pronoun, an irrealis-marked verb, the verb 
itself (all of which may also be relational tense-marked, cf. §3.3.2.3), or a clause-initial 
subject NP in the form of a noun or a pronoun. 
clitiC=[CLAUSE] 
The following examples illustrate the pattern: 
(a) ha=m:lh ?t?et 
Q=2S.FAM to.know 
'Do you know?' 
(b) ha=wa=cip 
Q=IRR.3S=to.go 
'Is he leaving?' 
(c) ha=bt?et 
Q=to.be.good 
'Is it good?' 
(d) ha=tmkal wa=wek 
Q=man IRR.3S=to.return 
'Will the man return?' 
3.3.2.5 CUtics hosted by any constituent 
The relative-marking proclitic (Ik=! 'REL', see also §4. 12 .1)  may take any relative 
clause or phrase as its domain. Its host is the first constituent of that domain and may be 
represented by a noun, a pronoun, a demonstrative, a verb or a prepositional proclitic. The 
following examples illustrate the pattern: 
(a) k=babo? 
REL=woman 
'who [is a] woman' 
(b) k=hapa? kt:l? wej 
REL=to.die day past 
'who died yesterday' 
(c) k=pn=?�h 
REL=EQU=here 
'that [is] like this' 
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Cd) k=je? 
REL=lS to.hit 
'that I hit' 
The disjunctive co-ordinating proclitic fha=1 'or' may be similarly attached to the first 
constituent of any unit (see §4. 1 1). 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter has defined the units and outlined the processes of word formation in Jabai. 
It has been primarily concerned with the characteristics of bound morphology, the 
processes of which were organised according to their degree of 'dependence' on the base to 
which they are applied. Factors determining such base dependence include e.g. the domain 
of attachment, the structure of the base and the use of reduplication. Thus, apart from a 
conventional distinction between affixation and cliticisation, a fundamental distinction was 
also made between inner affixation and outer affixation. Inner affixation takes the 
penultimate syllable as its domain; it frequently copies phonemic information from the 
base; and it results in forms that adhere to the phonotactic constraints of the language. 
Outer affixation, on the other hand, affects the left edge of a base; it involves no copying; 
and it frequently produces forms that violate phonotactic constraints. 
The idea that inner and outer affixation represent an indigenous and a borrowed system 
respectively was discussed tentatively. At any rate, it is clear that Jabai makes productive 
use of affix elements borrowed from Malay in both types of process. However, an 
additional type of morphological process, total reduplication, was suggested to have been 
borrowed from Malay. 
By and large, the processes discussed here appear to correspond to those described for 
some other Aslian languages. For example, very similar processes have been described for 
Semelai by Kruspe (2004:61-93), and the intricate patterns of copying find equivalents in 
accounts of Temiar (Benjamin 1976b: 168-169), Semai (Diffloth 1 976a:234-237) and Jab 
Hut (Diffloth 1976b: 105-109). 
4 Word classes 
This chapter describes word classes in Jahai and the morphological categories 
associated with them. The description begins with the nominal classes of nouns (§4. 1) ,  
classifiers (§4.2), personal pronouns (§4.3), demonstratives (§4.4), numerals/quantifiers 
(§4.5), and interrogatives (§4.6). These are followed by the verbal classes of verbs (§4.7) 
and expressives (§4.8). These, in turn, are followed by the closed classes of prepositions 
(§4.9), auxiliaries and adverbs (§4. 10), conjunctions (§4. 1 1) and co-ordinating morphemes 
within the NP (§4. 12). A summary is given in §4. 13.  The description focuses on the 
identification and semantic characterisation of word classes and their categories. Where 
relevant, brief reference is made to morphological processes and syntactic characteristics. 
However, for more extensive treatment of these areas, see Chapter 3 and 5 respectively. 
4.1 Nouns 
Nouns form a semantically well-defined word class in Jahai. For example, as in other 
Aslian languages (cf. Diffloth 1976d:249-250), very few roots have both nominal and 
verbal meaning. Only the following equivocal indigenous roots have been recorded so far: 
Root Nominal meaning Verbal meaning 
nap/ ' large feline' 'to encounter a large feline' 
necl 'belly; excrement' 'to defecate' 
Iptisl 'pain; sickness' 'to be in pain; to be sick' 
Iwasl 'fork; confluence' 'to split' 
nem/ 'breast' 'to drink' 
/kn:>m/ 'urine' 'to urinate' 
llen! 'loincloth' 'to wear a loincloth' 
ISfprl 'silence' 'to be silent' 
The lexeme forms of nouns are generally morphologically simplex; that is, they are 
represented by monomorphemic roots and do not contain traces of morphological processes 
that are synchronically non-productive (see §3. 1). A conspicuous exception to this pattern 
is the class of animal names, the members of which frequently display fossilised 
morphology, notably in the form of copying. Some such instances of copying may have an 
onomatopoeic function. Some examples are given below: 
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Icprepl 'babbler' 
Iwtwiti '(a type of bird)' 
Iktliti 'glow-worm' 
Isla]ukI '(a type of frog)' 
Ickcok/ 'Diard's trogon' 
Ickc::>k/ 'banded palm civet' 
Irks::>k/ 'keelback' 
Ic?ca?1 'common kingfisher' 
Ithtehl 'oriental pied hornbill '  
/khkuh/ '(a type of hornbill)' 
1kuh?5h1 '(a type of turtle)' 
Ismsiml 'silver-eared mesia' 
Ipl)piIy' 'Philippine glossy starling' 
Ila]kal)l 'Asian homed toad' 
Itl)waIJI 'blue coral snake' 
Itl)tilI]I '(a type of spider)' 
Igl)gUI]l '(a type of civet)' 
Ikldil/ '(a type of snake)' 
Ibrhurl '(a type of snake)' 
/hwhiwl 'crested wood-partridge' 
Ibjb::>j/ '(a type of insect)' 
Furthermore, as in other Aslian languages, some animal names appear to contain remains 
of an affix involving the phoneme Ill, which is suggested by Diffloth (1976b: lOO-101) to 
represent a non-productive morpheme originally signalling erratic, 'step by step' movement 
(cf. §4.7. 1 .3  and Kruspe 2004:86). Jahai examples involve invertebrates and include the 
following: 
/hlal)keti 
Iklutboti 
Iklcbacl 
Iklukt::>k/ 
'(a type of ant)' 
'(a type of larva)' 
'(a type of millipede)' 
'(a type of terrestrial gastropod)' 
Morphological complexity in the form of copying may also be observed in several nouns 
denoting body parts, including the following: 
1krt15t1 'kidney' 
Ismutl5ti 
Idkdukl 
Is?so?1 
/kmk;)m/ 
ICl)ciIy' 
IdldiV 
Iprberl 
IjwpwI 
'brain' 
'chest' 
'blood vessel'  
'ankle' 
'(area around the eyes)' 
'heel ' 
'lower arm' 
'Achilles tendon' 
A connection between fossilised reduplicative morphology and names of animals and 
body parts has been noted in some other Mon-Khmer languages as well, e.g. Semelai 
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(Kruspe 2004:85-86) and Minor Mlabri, a Kammuic language spoken in northeastern 
Thailand (RischeI 1995:94-95). 
Nominal compounds are fairly common. These consist of a left-headed construction of 
two free nominal morphemes, where the modifying noun always bears stress. Names of 
body parts frequently occur as metaphorical heads of such compounds. Examples of 
compounds include the following: 
( 1 )  ?ap ?awej 
large. feline vine 
'leopard' 
(2) kit t:>m 
buttocks river 
'river mouth' 
(3) mit kt:>? 
eye sky 
(4) 
'sun' 
kdek ?abu? 
squirrel dust 
'Provost's squirrel ' 
(5) ?em kaji? 
breast bat 
'(a type of thorn)' 
Names of birds, fish, snakes, trees and vines frequently consist of a compound with the 
generic names of these classes as head. Examples include the following: 
(6) ?ik;:)? bawuI) 
fish type. of. catfish 
' (a type of catfish)' 
(7) taJU? sjul 
snake type. of. cobra 
' (a type of cobra)' 
(8) tom taI)uj 
tree rambutan 
'rambutan tree' 
Furthermore, a handful of locative nouns may combine with other nouns in compound­
like constructions where the locative noun forms the head. Such locative nouns signal a 
particular location in relation to the referent of the modifying noun. These constructions 
are frequently best translated into English as prepositional phrases. Locative nouns include 
/tkih/ 'backside', /kj:>m/ 'underside' ,  Isept 'front' , lkrpiI:JI 'upper side',  /kleI]l 'inside' ,  
I?naI)/ 'outside' and /sirl 'side' .  Examples are given in (9) and (10). 
(9) krpiI] haje? 
upper. side house 
'upper side of house'l'above the house' 
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(10) ldel) bulo? 
inside bamboo. tube 
'inside of bamboo-tube'l'inside the bamboo-tube' 
Syntactically, nouns fonn part of NPs, where they may function either as heads or as 
modifiers. As modifiers they generally represent a modifying possessor of a possessed 
head noun in constructions that are reminiscent of compounds, as in the following 
examples: 
( 1 1 )  haje? gop 
house stranger 
'the stranger' s  house' 
( 12) hall? ?ap 
tail tiger 
'the tiger' s tail '  
The following sections describe the derivative categories that are marked 
morphologically on the noun. These include collective plural (§4. 1 . 1 ), diverse plural 
(§4. 1 .2) and unit (§4. 1 .3), which all pertain to quantification. Nominalisations in the form 
of verb-to-noun derivation and numeral-to-noun derivation are described in §4. 1 .4 and 
§4. 1 .5 respectively. 
4.1.1 Collective plural 
A small set of human nouns and ethnonyms may be collectivised by means of a 
collective plural morpheme (COLL) which has two fully prespecified allomorphs: !<ra>! 
and !<a>!. These are determined by the structure of the base. The allomorph !<ra>! i s  
associated with bases with a light penultimate syllable, whereas the allomorph !<a>! i s  
associated with bases with a heavy penultimate syllable. The following fonns make u p  the 
full set of collectivised human nouns and ethnonyms recorded: 
!babo?! 'woman' Ib<ra>bo?! 'women' 
Itmkall 'man' !tm<a>kall 'men' 
I?anekl 'girl' n<ra>nekl 'girls' 
IkJihI 'boy' Ik<ra>jihl 'boys' 
!bakes! 'adult' Ib<ra>kes! 'adults' 
!mJlsawl 'daughterlson-in-Iaw' ImJl<a>sawl 'daughters/sons-in-Iaw' 
Ilamij/ 'sisterlbrother-in-Iaw' /l<ra>mij/ 'sisterslbrothers-in-Iaw' 
Imnra?1 'person' Imn<a>ra?1 'persons' 
Ijahaj/ 'Jahai' Ij<ra>haj/ 'Jahais'  
Ipl£h/ 'Temiar' Ip<ra>l£h/ 'Temiars' 
Iknsiwl 'Kensiw' Ikn<a>siwl 'Kensiws' 
Iknta?1 'Kintaq' lkn<a>ta?1 'Kintaqs' 
!batekl 'Batek' Ib<ra>tekl 'Bateks' 
Ismejl 'Semai' Is<ra>mej/ 'Semais' 
Itmwenl 'Temuan' Itm<a>wenl 'Temuans' 
Collective-like fonns of three non-human nouns have also been recorded: 
/haje?1 
/hap:>j/ 
IjhO?1 
'house' 
' lean-to' 
'tree' 
/h<ra>j£?1 
/h<ra>p:>j/ 
Ij<ra>hO?1 
'houses' 
'lean-tos' 
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'gaps (in canopy/wood)' 
Note that collective plural allomorphs associated with monosyllabic bases have not been 
documented. 
From Schebesta (1928a:8108 1 1) and onwards, the l<Ia>l<a>1 morpheme of Northern 
Aslian languages has been described as signalling plural number in human nouns. The 
present-day Jabai exponent is typically restricted to rather fixed constructions involving a 
human noun preceded by a determining attributive plural pronoun, e.g. /he? j<Ia>haji 'we 
J ahai' ,  Igin b<ra>bo?1 'you/them women' .  It is never used in counting or quantification. 
Its function is not primarily to signal true plural number, it seems, but rather to collectivise 
several referents of the same class into a common group. See also §4. 1 .4.2. for verb-to­
noun derivation of such collective human nouns. Collective plural forms do not feed 
further derivation, with the possible exception of relative (§4. 12 .2). 
4.1.2 Diverse plural 
Diverse plural (DP) is formed by means of total reduplication of the nominal lexeme. 
The resulting form signals diversity of members or kinds of a class. The process is 
probably borrowed from Malay and is mostly applied to Malay loan words, although 
indigenous nouns often receive the same treatment. A similar function of nominal 
reduplication is noted for Perak Malay by Zaharani ( 199 1 :  1 16, 129). 
Forms borrowed from Malay 
Itm�t/ 'place' 
Ipagi?1 'morning' 
lkri�hI 'car' 
Indigenous forms 
Imnra?1 'people' 
Ijlm:>1115 'mountain' 
Iken! 'child' 
4.1.3 Unitisation 
Itm�t-tm�t/ 
Ipagi?-pagi?1 
Ikrit;:)h-kri�hI 
Imnra?-mnra?1 
Ijlm:>l-jlm:>l1 
!ken-ken! 
'various (kinds of) places' 
'various (kinds of) mornings' 
'various (kinds of) cars' 
'various (kinds of) people' 
'various (kinds of) mountains' 
'various (kinds of) children' 
Nouns modified by a numeral, the quantifier !k:>mI 'many' or the interrogative Imej si?1 
'how many' typically receive an affix involving the phoneme In! when the number of 
referents is in focus. A similar situation was described by Schebesta ( 1928a:8 1 1)  for Jahai, 
and equivalent morphemes have been attested in Semai (Diffloth 1976a:236), Jab Hut 
(Diffloth 1976b:99-100) and Semelai (Kruspe 2004:218-219). This morpheme is intended 
to demarcate discrete units of the referent of the noun in order to make it more suitable for 
counting and quantification. It will here be labelled unitiser (UNIT), the resulting form will 
be called unitised noun, and the process will be referred to as unitisation. This terminology 
is inspired by that of Lucy (1992:73), who discusses unitisation in relation to numeral 
classifiers in Yucatec Maya. 
15 This is possibly not an indigenous Iahai form but a borrowing of Temiar /jlm:J1/ 'mountain' (/jelm:J1/ in 
Benjamin's 1976a: l 1 1  transcription). 
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The morpheme has three different allomorphs which are detennined by the structure of 
the base. With monosyllabic bases, a ee affix consisting of the prespecified In! and an 
underspecified consonant attaches as a prefix to the left edge of the eve string of the base. 
The underspecified slot is filled by a copy of the final consonant of the base through the 
process of coda copy. 
Isec! 'meat' 
Itdl 'soil'  
Ibm! 
Ican! 
'water' 
'leg' 
Inc-secl 
Inl-tel1 
Inm-t:->m! 
Inn-can! 
' [unit of] meat' 
' [unit of] soil ;  place' 
' [unit of] water' 
' [unit of] leg' 
Affixation in sesquisyllabic bases involves the infixation of a similar ee affix at the left 
edge of the final eve string of the base. 
Ikt:->?I 'daylight' Ik<:nl>t:->11 ' [unit of] day' 
Ij?esl 
nnarjl 
/lwejl 
'root' 
'side' 
'honey' 
Ij<:ns>les/ 
n<nI» naI)1 
II<:nj>wejl 
' [unit of] root' 
' [unit of] side' 
' [unit of] honey' 
In disyllabic forms, the prespecified In! is infixed to become onset of the penultimate 
syllable: 
lbabo?1 'woman' 1b<:n>abol1 ' [unit of] woman' 
lkaJlc:->?1 'grandchild' lk<:n>aJlc:->11 ' [unit of] grandchild' 
Itmp<)tI 'place' It <:n>mP<)tI ' [unit of] place' 
/jlm:->l1 'mountain'  Ij<:n>lm:->l1 ' [unit of] mountain' 
The following examples illustrate the use of unitised nouns: 
(13) lp<)s tigal k<nl>t:->? ja=jok ba=klap 
after three day<UNIT> IRR=to.move GOAL=Kelap 
'After three days I will move to Kelap. '  
( 14) ?aket Ipk nej t<n>mp<)t 
PROH to.sit one place<UNIT> 
'Don't stay in one place. ' 
(15)  mej sil j<:n>lm:->l 
what number mountain<UNIT> 
'How many mountains?' 
( 16) 101 ?ek nej nc-sec 
3S to.give one UNIT-meat 
'He gave away one piece of meat.' 
( 17) duwa? t<n>agiJl blap 
two woOd<�T> nothing 
'Two pieces of wood is nothing. ' 
Most nouns, including several borrowed from Malay and English, are susceptible to 
unitisation, and the process therefore appears to be fully productive. Nouns which refer to 
substances, which are conventionally considered to be 'mass nouns' ,  are treated the same 
way as nouns which refer to inherently discrete (or bounded) entities such as physical 
objects, so-called 'count nouns' .  But whereas unitisation of inherently discrete nouns 
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usually appears to simply actualise the natural 'discreteness' which already belongs to the 
concept of the noun in question, unitisation of non-discrete (or unbounded) entities such as 
substances rather creates the unit to be counted (see Croft 1994: 162-163 and Bisang 
1999: 120-121 for discussions on creative and actualising individuation in relation to 
quantifiers and classifiers). This creative aspect of unitisation of non-discrete entities 
leaves room for a variety of context-dependent interpretations of unitised mass nouns. 
Hence, the construction Incj nm-tom! 'one [unit of] water' (from Itom! 'water') may refer 
to any amount of water. 
Still, the morphologically identical treatment of count and mass nouns and the 
frequently utilised possibility of unitising inherently discrete nouns in counting and 
quantification indicate that all nouns may be characterised by a high degree of 
indeterminateness, as is common in Southeast Asia, and that all nouns in their underived 
form are basically unspecified as to unit. 
A special interpretation is encountered with unitised forms of nouns which may be 
considered to be containers of some form. In such cases, the referent of the noun functions 
as a measurement and is referred to by its unitised form to indicate that its contents make 
up a full unit. Similar meanings have been identified in Semelai by Kruspe (2004:219). 
!bani?1 'quiver' 1b<n>ani?1 'quiverful ' 
!basI 'bus' Ins-basI 'busload' 
Igunih/ 'sack' Ig<n>unih/ 'sackful' 
/kapall 'aircraft' Ik<n>apal/ 'aircraftload' 
Unitised nouns do not feed further derivation. 
4.1.4 Verb-to-noun derivation 
4. 1.4.1  Nominalising In! 
Affixation of In! in verbs typically derives verbal nouns which denote the state of being 
or actlmanner/way of doing whatever is denoted by the verb. The process is fully 
productive and may be applied to any verb, including borrowings from Malay. The affix 
will here be labelled nominaliser (NM). Nominalised verbs behave syntactically like 
ordinary nouns and become NP heads or modifyin g  nouns of NP heads. The morphological 
processes involved are identical to those described for the unitisation of nouns (§4. 1 .3) and 
allomorphs of the In! affix are thus determined b y  the structure of the base. Examples 
include the following: 
Monosyllabic: Icipl 
Sesquisyllabic: 
Disyllabic: 
Isam! 
Icoll 
IJhiti 
Itbohl 
nnajl 
Ickwikl 
/kajill 
Ipikirl 
'to go' 
'to hunt' 
'to tell' 
'to smoke' 
'to beat' 
'to bathe' 
'to talk' 
'to fish' 
'to think' 
Inp-cipl 
Inm-sarn/ 
Inl-col/ 
Ij<nt>hitl 
It<nh>bohl 
n<nj>najl 
Ic<n>kwik/ 
Ik<n>ajil/ 
Ip<n>ikirl 
'act of going' 
'act of hunting' 
'act of telling' 
'act of smoking' 
'act of beating' 
'act of bathing' 
'act of talking' 
'act of fishing' 
'act of thinking' 
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As noted, verbal nouns in Jabai typically name the general state or activity designated by 
the verb. All verbal nouns appear to be able to have this unmarked interpretation. In the 
terminology of Comrie and Thompson (1985:350), for example, such general verbal nouns 
are referred to as action/state nominalisations. The following sentences exemplify such 
readings: 
( 1 8) c<n>kwik ?o? ton lajin-Iajin, bra? ja=?t?et 
to.speak<NM> 3S that CONT -to. be. different NEG IRR=to.know 
'That way of speaking of his is very different. I don't understand [it] . '  
( 19) l�s nk-jok japeh wek 
after NM-to.move IP.EXCL to.go.back 
'After moving we went back. ' 
(20) tm�t nk-Ipk japeh p�h 
place NM-to.sit IP.EXCL to.be.near 
'Our place of residence is nearby. ' 
(21 )  slamat nk-wek bt?e:t 
safety NM-to.go.back to.be.good 
'Have a good trip back! '  
In addition to these general state and action/manner interpretations of nominalisations, 
more specialised and concrete meanings of the kind described by Benjamin (1976b: 1 76-
177) for Temiar, Diffloth ( 1976b:98-99) for Jab Hut, Kruspe (2004:222-223) for Semelai 
and Svantesson ( 1983:92-94) for Kammu, where nominalisations may denote different 
roles associated with the nominalised verb, are also present in Jabai. Thus, Jahai 
nominalisations frequently also denote the patient/theme (object nominalisation), 
instrument (instrumental nominalisation) or location (locative nominalisation) of an action. 
Most nominalised verbs have such specialised extensions but the process does not appear 
to be quite as productive as that of action/state nominalisation. Table 4. 1 exemplifies the 
different meanings of nominalisations. 
Table 4.1 :  Examples of meanings of nominalisations in Jabai 
ACTION OBJECT INSTRUMENT LOCATION 
Inp-cipl 
'act/manner 
'legs' 
'route' 
from /Cipl - 'car' 
'to go' 
of going' 
• wheelchair' 
'path' 
Inc-keel 
'act/manner 
'thing cut' 
'cutter' 
from lkecl 
of cutting' 
'circumcised 
'knife' 
'place of cutting' 
'to cut' person' 
Inm-com! 
'act/manner 
from /com! 
of buming' 
'fuel' 'fire' 'swidden' 
'to bum' 
1k<n>ajiU 
'act/manner 
from lkajiU 
of fishing' 
'fishing catch' 'fishing rod' 'fishing place' 
'to fish' 
Ih<n>aluhl 
from Ihaluhl 'act/manner 'game' 
'blowpipe' 'hunting place' 'to shoot with of shooting' 'quarry' 
blowpipe' 
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The meanings of some concrete nominalisations may become very narrow and specific, 
such as the object interpretation of the nominalisation Inc-kEel 'thing cut' (from !kEel 'to 
cut'), which is sometimes used to mean 'circumcised person' ,  'Muslim' . Also, the 
instrumental interpretation of Ik<n>ajil/ ('fishing-rod')  has become so specific that other 
types of fishing gear, such as casting nets, cannot be referred to as !k<n>ajil/. 
Nominalised forms do not feed further derivation. The syntactic behaviour of 
nominalisations is briefly introduced in §5. 1 .4.3 . 
4. 1.4.2 Collective plural l<ra>1 and l<a>1 
Most stative and several dynamic verbs may be nominalised by means of the collective 
plural morpheme (COLL) described for human nouns in §4. 1 . 1 .  The resulting form is a 
collective noun denoting a group of people characterised by the state, or performing the 
action, designated by the verb. The process appears to be fairly productive. The pattern of 
allomorphic variation is identical to that described for human nouns in §4. 1 . 1 .  Also, like 
the collectivised human nouns, collective plural nominalisations are typically restricted to 
rather fixed constructions with a preceding determining attributive plural pronoun. 
/hJ1jUtI 'to be heavy' /hJ1<a>jUtI 'heavy people' 
/hgik/ 'to be afraid' /h<ra>gik/ 'frightened people' 
Icr�?1 'to be hungry' Ic<ra>r�?1 'hungry people' 
!kbisl 'to be dead/to die' lk<ra>biS/ 'dead people' 
Iptisl 'to be sick' Ip<ra>tisl 'sick people' 
ImanEh/ 'to be old' Im<ra>nEh/ 'old people' 
Ipcah/ 'to break' Ip<ra>cah/ 'breakers' 
Itb�h/ 'to hit' It<ra>b�h/ 'fighters' 
Collective plural nominalisations do not feed further derivation, with the possible 
exception of relative (§4. 12.2). 
4.1.4.3 Nominalising 1m! 
The presence of a nominalising morpheme involving the phoneme 1m! is not so much in 
evidence in Jabai as in some other Aslian languages, such as Jab Hut (Diffloth 1976b:98) 
and Semelai (Kruspe 2004:224-225), where it is described as a non-productive morpheme 
once used to derive agentive- or instrumental-like nominalisations. The two examples 
identified in Jabai can be given a related interpretation: 
Iwi?1 
Item! 
'left' 
'right' 
4.1.5 Numeral-to-noun derivation 
4. 1.5.1  Nominalising In! 
Im?-wi?1 
Imm-tem! 
'left-handed person' 
'right-handed person' 
Affixation of the morpheme involving In! (NM) in numerals produces nouns which 
denote the state of being the number designated by the numeral. The process, the 
allomorphic patterns of which are identical to those described for unitisation of nouns 
(§4. 1 .3) and nominalisation of verbs (§4. 1 .4. 1 ), is marginal and involves the numerals 1-8. 
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Inej/ 'one' 
Iduwa?/ 'two' 
/tiga?/ 'three' 
Rmpat/ 'four' 
!lime?/ 'five' 
Inernl 'six' 
Itujohl 'seven' 
/lapan/ 'eight' 
4.1.5.2 Collectivising coda copy 
Inj-nejl 
Id<J.J>uwa?1 
It<J.J>iga?/ 
R<J.J>mpat/ 
II<J.J>ime?1 
Inm-nern/ 
It<J.J>ujoh! 
II <J.J>apan/ 
'the state of being one' 
'the state of being two' 
'the state of being three' 
'the state of being four' 
'the state of being five' 
'the state of being six' 
'the state of being seven' 
'the state of being eight' 
Affixation of a morpheme involving coda copy (COLL) in numerals produces nouns 
which denote a group of the number of referents (usually humans) designated by the 
numeral. The process is marginal. Like the collectivised nouns (§4. 1 . 1 ), collectivised 
numerals are usually restricted to fixed constructions with a preceding determining 
attributive plural pronoun. 
/duwa?/ 
/tiga?/ 
/spulohl 
/sblas/ 
4.2 Classifiers 
'two' 
'three' 
'ten' 
'eleven' 
/d<1>wa?/ 
/tk?>ga?/ 
/spu<h>loh/ 
/sb<s>las/ 
' [group of] two' 
' [group of] three' 
' [group of] ten' 
' [group of] eleven' 
Enumeration and other types of quantification often involve the use of a noun 
functioning as a classifier (CLF). The set of classifiers is rather small, and only two are of 
frequent occurrence: /ken! 'child' for human nouns, and Ikm::>? - kbi?/ 'fruit' for all non­
human animate and many inanimate nouns. !6 These may be considered as making up a 
basic, primary two-way system of classification. In addition, there is a handful of 
sporadically occurring classifiers with more specific usage. Some of these are indigenous 
forms and others are Malay loans. It is possible that many of the indigenous forms are in 
fact calques of Malay classifiers. To some extent, the use of these peripheral classifiers 
appears to overlap that of the more basic non-human classifier Ikm::>? - kbi?/, and idiolectal 
and contextual variation in usage is evident. Table 4.2 lists the full set of classifiers so far 
identified for J ahai. 
As is evident from the description of unitised nouns in §4. 1 .3, counting/quantification 
does not require classifiers. Furthermore, if used, a classifier and its modifying numeral 
seldom form a phrasal unit with the noun they refer to. Instead, the numeral and the 
classifier typically make up a separate NP which is in some way detached from and 
syntactically opposed to the noun. Frequently, the classifier NP is separated from the noun 
by a pause, or it may be used anaphorically to replace a noun which has been introduced 
earlier in the discourse or an implicit noun not previously introduced overtly. 
16 The form 1km':J?1 is in free variation with /lcbi?/, which is possibly a loan of Terniar /Ic�b;J�?I, which also 
means 'fruit' (Benjamin, pers. comm.). 
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Table 4.2: Classifiers i n  Jahai 
Classifier Original meaning Class Examples characteristics 
ken 'child' human all human nouns 
animals 
kmo? - kbi? 'fruit' non-human fruit 
various objects 
trees 
tom 'tree' vegetation plants 
Indigenous grass 
fonns leaves 
hali? 'leaf small flat objects paper sheets 
notes 
tUI]k51 'stone' spherical! stones cubical objects 
mit 'eye' small objects seeds stones 
bidaI] mats 'broad/flat piece' large flat objects blankets (from bidang) fields 
bataq 'tree-trunk' , trees oblong objects pencils (from batang) 'stick' , 'shaft' cigarettes 
kpiI] 'portion' flat objects plates 
Fonns (from keping) 'piece' helpings of food 
borrowed biji? 'seed' small objects seeds from Malay (from biji) stones 
buwah 'fruit' spherical! houses (from buah) cubical objects 
?ikor 'tail' animal all animal nouns (from ekor) 
prdu? 'base of tree- clusters clusters of objects bunches (from perdu) trunk' banana stems 
Classifier constructions can thus be largely seen as pragmatically motivated references to 
and emphases and specifications of the noun they refer to rather than syntactically 
obligatory components of quantified NPs. Examples are given below. For further 
discussion of the syntactic characteristics of classifier constructions, see §5 . 1 . 1 . 1 .4. 
(22) je? b?bo? tomeo, duwa? k<n?>mo? 
IS to.carry.on.back snakehead two CLF<UNIT> 
'1 carried snakeheads. Two of them. ' 
(23) ja=je? bdil ?ameI) k=tom marph ?on leh, 
RT=IS to.shoot siamang LOC=river Mangga there EMP 
duwa? k<n?>mo? 
two CLF<UNIT> 
'Then 1 shot siamangs by Mangga river! Two of them. '  
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(24) d=je?, m:j k<n?>mo? 
CONTR=l S  one CLF<�T> 
'One for me.' 
[Uttered by a man who distributes quartered quarry among his group] 
In the few recorded cases where the classifier and the numeral appear to form a phrasal 
unit with the noun, the order of constituents is numeral-classifier-noun. This is illustrated 
in the following example: 
(25) je? bdil spuloh k<n?>mo? kasa? 
IS to.shoot ten CLF<UNIT> sambar.deer 
'J shot ten sambar deer.' 
Jahai classifiers, it seems, therefore have mainly discourse-related functions, and it is 
noteworthy that discourse-related features have been of great importance in explaining the 
function of classifiers in neighbouring Malay (see e.g. Hopper 1986), a long-standing and 
important source of influence on J ahai. 
4.2.1 Unitisation 
Like ordinary nouns, indigenous classifiers are frequently unitised by means of the In! 
morpheme (�) described in §4. 1 .3 .  This obviously follows from their co-occurrence 
with numerals. The noun to which the classifier construction refers is never unitised, since 
the numeral in such cases co-occurs with the classifier, not the noun. 
Inn-ken! from Ikenl CLF: human 
Ik<nDmo?1 from Ikmo?1 CLF: non-human 
10m-tom! from Itom! CLF: vegetation 
/h<n>ali?1 from /hali?1 CLF: small flat objects 
It<n>uI)k5l/ from ItUI)k5l/ CLF: spherical/cubical objects 
Int-mit! from Imit! CLF: small objects 
Unitised forms have been identified occasionally for two of the classifiers borrowed from 
Malay: 
R<n>ikorl 
Ip<n>rdu?1 
from 
from 
Rikorl 
Iprdu?1 
CLF: animal 
CLF: clusters of objects 
The fact that classifiers are unitised by means of a separate morpheme is interesting 
because it suggests that the classifier does not itself carry the semantic component of unit 
(which is one of the functions traditionally associated with classifiers) but only adds a 
classifying dimension to the construction. At the very least, any component of unit in the 
classifier would be made redundant by the use of the unitiser. The general and rather 
unspecific nature of the classifier system would thus suggest that classifiers are 
semantically more or less dispensable, just as they are syntactically dispensable, which 
would seem to support the notion that their common presence is mainly discourse­
motivated. 
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4.3 Personal pronouns 
4.3.1 Pronominal distinctions 
Jahai personal pronouns are marked obligatorily for singular, dual and plural number. A 
first vs second vs third person distinction is made for singular and dual pronouns, whereas 
plural pronouns have a first vs non-first person distinction. Inclusion vs exclusion of the 
second person is distinguished in first person dual and plural. At least three degrees of 
familiarity/politeness are distinguished in second person singular: intimate, familiar and 
distant. The former two are used with close friends and familiar persons respectively, the 
latter with strangers, children and spouses. No gender distinctions are made (see Table 
4.3). 
Table 4.3: Personal pronouns in Jahai 
Si�ular Dual Plural 
Inclusive Exclusive Inclusive Exclusive 
1 je1 
hej jeh hel japeh-peh 
Intimate Familiar Distant 
2 mil m:>h paj jill 
gin 
3 101 wih 
A special system of honorific pronoun use indicates in-law relationship of the speaker to 
the referent in the second and third person singular (see Table 4.4). This system is drawn 
from the second and third person dual and plural forms of the general system of personal 
pronouns. 
Table 4.4: In-law pronouns in Jahai 
Singular 
to father-in-law to daughter/son-in-Iaw 
2 
3 
gin 
4.3.2 Allomorphs of personal pronouns 
wih 
gin 
to sisterlbrother-in-Iaw 
wih 
Pronouns occur in stressed and unstressed form. The stressed form is used in answer to 
questions of the type 'who is that?' , in prepositional phrases, and as argument NPs. The 
unstressed form is used as a pre-verbal subject agreement marker (a so-called subject 
particle; see §5. 1 . 1 . 1), a pre-nominal determiner in NPs (e.g. /gin ken! 'them children')  
and sometimes postverbally in imperative constructions. As a modifying postnorninal 
possessor in NPs, a pronoun may be either stressed or unstressed, depending on whether 
emphasis is placed on possessor or possessed: /w:JIj 'je?/ 'my child' , tW:>Ij je?/ 'my child' . 
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Unlike some other Aslian languages, Jahai is not analysed here as having a set of bound 
allomorphs of pronouns (pronominal clitics), although somewhat reduced forms are in free 
variation with some of the unstressed pronouns when these occur as preverbal subject 
agreement markers. !7 This applies only to pronouns with a final glottal stop nl, which is 
usually dropped in this position: [je - je?] Ije?1 ' IS ' ,  [?o - ?o?] Ro?! '3S ' ,  [hy - hy?] !he?! 
'IP INCL'. Such deletion of syllable-final glottal stops is a common phonetic reduction in 
connected speech (see §2.3 . 1 . 1 ). Otherwise final consonants are retained and display 
word-final characteristics. Notably, the typically word-final prestopped allophone of In! is 
retained in the unstressed form of !gin! '213P' . The unstressed pronouns are treated here 
then as free forms and not as c1itics on the basis that they behave segmentally like 
phonological words (see also §3.3 . I  and §5. 1 . 1 . 1) . 18  
4.4 Demonstratives 
4.4.1 Basic demonstratives 
Jahai has a multiterm system of basic demonstratives involving eight distinctions 
encoding accessibility, exteriority and elevation of locations in relation to the speaker and 
the addressee. These eight terms are given here, but, for a more detailed semantic 
description, see §4.4. 1 . 1�.4. 1 .8. 
R�bJ 'here' 
Ronl 
mnl 
Rani?! 
Radehl 
RJli?! 
mtihl 
Rujih/ 
'there (you know)' 
'there (you don't know)' 
'there (away)' 
'there (beyond me)' 
'there (beyond you)' 
'there (up)' 
'there (down)' 
These demonstratives may function as either heads or modifiers in adverbial NPs. As 
heads of NPs they usually occur in prepositional phrases and then combine with any of a 
set of four prepositional proc1itics expressing location at (lka=!), motion to (lba=!), motion 
from (lcan=/) and similarity to (!po=/) the location designated by the demonstrative (see 
also §4.9). The following examples illustrate such constructions: 
(26) ja=wek ba=?�h kh 
IRR=to.go.back GOAL=here EMP 
'I will return here ! '  
(27) cao=?oo je? Jok ba=pubw tuJoh 
SOURCE=there IS to.move GOAL=Pulau Tujuh 
'From there I moved to Pulau Tujuh. '  
The Ik=! allomorph of the locative prepositional prociitic is  not found in immediate 
combination with basic demonstratives but with the corresponding nominal demonstrative, 
17  Bound allomorphs of pronouns have been described for e.g. Temiar (Benjamin I976b: 158-59), Jah Hut 
(Diffloth I976b:86-87) and Semelai (Kruspe 2004:88-89). 
1 8  The first person plural exclusive pronoun /japeh/ i s  in  free variation with a reduced variant /peh/ in the 
preverbal subject agreement position. 
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e.g. /k=�hI ' (at) here ' ,  literally 'at this' . However, i t  may b e  combined with basic 
demonstratives if the i dentification-marking proclitic na=1 is inserted between it and the 
demonstrative: lk=la=?�hI '(at) here' (see §4. 12.3). 
The following example illustrates a basic demonstrative in the form of a NP head which 
is not part of a PP. 
(28) to? b-tk-tek ?adeh 
3S PROG-IMPF-to.sleep there 
'He was sleeping there [beyond me]. ' 
Basic demonstratives are infrequent as modifiers of NP heads, as this position is usually 
filled by the c orresponding nominal demonstrative (see §4.4.2). They are found in 
postnominal position. Examples include the following: 
(29) kuci..t.J ?fin 
cat there 
'the cat over there' 
(30) slaj he? ?�h 
swidden I S  here 
'our swidden here' 
The following sections describe the semantic characteristics of the demonstrative terms. 
4.4. 1.1 Speaker-anchored accessible �hI 
This distinction is  associated with referents conceived of as in some way accessible to 
the speaker, e.g. with regard to their proximity, perceptibility, reachability/approachability, 
possession and topicality in discourse. Speaker-proximal location is typical. 
4.4.1.2 Addressee-anchored accessible nonl 
This distinction i s  associated with referents considered by the speaker to be 'cognitively 
accessible' to the addressee, i.e. referents which have the addressee's  current or previous 
attentionlknowledge. Proximity to addressee is common. 
4.4.1.3 Speaker-anchored inaccessible nani?1 
This distinction is  associated with referents conceived of as inaccessible to the speaker, 
e.g. with regard to distance, imperceptibility, unreachability etc. Speaker-distal location is 
typical. 
4.4. 1.4 Addressee-anchored inaccessible nfml 
This distinction is  associated with the introduction of new referents, i.e. referents which 
do not have the addressee' s  current or previous attentionlknowledge and therefore are 
'cognitively inaccessible' to the addressee. There is no typical spatial patterning of 
referents; location is flexible. 
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4.4. 1.5 Speaker-anchored exterior I?adeh/ 
This distinction is associated with referents located on the other side of the speaker from 
the addressee's position; distance is irrelevant. 
4.4.1.6 Addressee-anchored exterior I?p!?1 
This distinction is associated with referents located on the other side of the addressee 
from the speaker's position; distance is irrelevant. 
4.4. 1 .7  Superjacent I?itih - ?otihl 
This distinction is associated with referents located above the speech situation, either in 
the immediate area of the speech situation (including vertically above) or with reference to 
landscape contour (uphill) or river profile (upstream). The allomorphs I?itih - ?otihl are in 
free variation and idiolectally determined. 
4.4.1.8 Subjacent l?ujih/ 
This distinction is associated with referents located below the speech situation, either in 
the immediate area of the speech situation (including vertically below) or with reference to 
landscape contour (downhill) or river profile (downstream). 
4.4.2 Nominal demonstratives 
The system of basic demonstratives described in §4.4. 1 provides the basis for an 
identically categorised system of nominal demonstratives. The initial glottal stop /?I of the 
basic demonstratives is replaced by It! to form such nominal demonstratives. 
ItfJh/ 
Iton! 
Ittin/ 
Itani?1 
Itadeh/ 
Itp!?1 
Ititihl 
ltujih/ 
'this' 
'that (you know)' 
'that (you don't know)' 
'that (away)' 
'that (beyond me)' 
'that (beyond you)' 
'that (up)' 
'that (down)' 
The primary function of nominal demonstratives is that of adnominal modifiers in the 
NP. They are always found in postnominal position. This is illustrated by the following 
examples: 
(3 1 )  haje? run 
house that 
'that house' 
(32) jhii? titih 
tree that 
'that [up] tree' 
Occasionally nominal demonstratives occur pronominally as NP heads: 
(33) ja=gej t�h 
IRR=eat this 
' [I] will eat this.' 
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The initial Itl of the nominal demonstratives is likely to be related to the relative 
marking affix It-I described in §4. 12.2, as both seem to serve to co-ordinate heads of NPs 
with modifiers. However, the Itl of the nominal demonstratives, unlike the relative marker, 
has fused phonologically with its host roots and the resulting forms are therefore 
unanalysable. 
4.4.3 Temporal demonstrative 
Jahai has a temporal demonstrative Iwejl 'past' which functions as a postnominal 
modifier in the NP. It signals past status of the noun it modifies. The following examples 
illustrate its use. 
(34) britis wej 
British past 
'those British [of the past]' 
(35) ?ej je? wej 
father l S  past 
'my late father' 
4.5 Numerals and quantifiers 
4.5.1 Numerals 
All Jahai numerals above the number one are Malay loans.l9 The basic numerals are the 
following: 
1 nej 8 lapan 
2 duwa? 9 smllan 
3 tiga? 10 spuloh 
4 ?mpat - ?m�t 1 1  sblas 
5 lime? 12  duwa? bIas 
6 nem 100 sratos 
7 tujoh 1000 sribuh 
Numerals typically represent prenominal modifiers of nouns or classifiers, which are then 
usually unitised (cf. §4. 1 .3 and §4.2. 1 ): 
(36) nej t<n>mkal 
one man<UNIT> 
'one man' 
19 Diffloth (l976c:33) suggests that the only Mon-Khmer numeral in Jahai, Inejl 'one', is a loan of Temiar 
Inej/ 'one' (or Ineyl in his transcription), the common Northern Aslian reflex being Inajl. However, 
Benjamin (l976a: l 13) gives the differing form Inejl (or Ineyl) for Temiar, and a sound shift of final 
syllable Ia! to leI appears to be a regular process that distinguishes Jahai from other Northern Aslian 
languages, so Diffloth's suggestion must be regarded as uncertain. 
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(37) tiga? nn-can 
three UNIT-foot 
'three feet' 
(38) spuloh nn-ken 
ten UNIT -CLF 
'ten people' 
Numerals may also function as heads of NPs, as in the following example: 
(39) ja=gej nej 
IRR=to.eat one 
'[I] will eat one.' 
As heads, they are frequently modified by preposed determining attributive dual and plural 
pronouns, as in the following examples (cf. §4.3.2): 
(40) wih duwa? 
3D two 
'them two' 
(4 1)  gin tiga? 
213P three 
'you/them three' 
The numeral /nejl 'one' may take the causative prefix /pi-/ (cf. §4.7.2.2) to signal 
'causation of oneness', the resulting form /pi-nej/ meaning 'one each' ,  'one by one',  'one 
at a time',  'one after another' or the like. This is illustrated by the following example: 
(42) co? ?ek pi-nej pi-nej k<n?>m::>? 
3S to.give CADS-one CADS-one CLF<UNIT> 
'He gave away one by one.' 
4.5.2 Quantifiers 
Like numerals, quantifiers are usually prenominal modifiers of a noun or classifier. 
Only two indigenous quantifiers have been recorded: /bml 'many' and /pEW/ 'other' . The 
former frequently co-occurs with a unitised noun or classifier (see §4. 1 .3 and §4.2. 1). 
(43) bm nb-b::>h 
many UNIT-fruit 
'many fruits' 
(44) pEW mnra? 
other person 
'other person' 
Other quantifiers are Malay loans and include /smwe?/ 'all' (from Malay semua 'all '), 
Itjap-tjap/ 'every' (from Malay tiap-tiap 'every') and /masiI.J-masi.Jy' 'each' (from Malay 
masing-masing 'each') .  These are exemplified below. 
(45) smwe? ?5t 
all dog 
'all dogs' 
(46) tjap-tjap 15t 
every dog 
'every dog' (elic.) 
(47) masiI]-masiI] 15t 
each dog 
'each dog' (elic.) 
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Quantifiers may also occur independently and then represent heads of NPs. 
4.6 Interrogatives 
The set of Jahai interrogative words (or WH words) display five basic distinctions of 
questioning, described in §4.6. 1-4.6.S. They are represented by five roots, four of which 
appear (optionally or obligatorily) in conjunction with an interrogative prefix Irna-/, the 
exact function of which is unclear (and it is therefore not glossed separately). 
Interrogatives are typically clause-initial elements questioning arguments or adj uncts in the 
clause, or NP-initial elements questioning modifiers of NP heads. Occasionally they are 
also found in predicate position. The syntactic characteristics of WH words are described in 
§S.1 .2.2 and §S. 1 .4.2. 
4.6.1 Person-questioning Imaken/ 
The interrogative Imaken/ is used for the questioning of person (typically human beings) 
and corresponds to English 'who?' and 'whose?' .  Its root /ken! is the classifier denoting 
human beings. The interrogative prefix Ima-/ is obligatory. 
(48) ka=pUJ]huluh ba=1ani1, maken 
SUBJ=headman GOAL=there who? 
'Who is headman over there?' 
(49) maken haje1 
whose? house 
'whose house?' 
The reduplication /maken-maken! represents an indefinite fonn meaning 'whoever' , 
'anybody' . 
4.6.2 Time-questioning /mapu1! 
The form /mapu1/ is a time-questioning interrogative and corresponds to English 
'when?' . There is no known root */pu1/. 
(SO) cn=mapu1 
SOURCE=when? 
'Since when?' 
4.6.3 Item/situation/reason-questioning /mamej - me,V 
The interrogative /mamej - mej/ is used for questioning item or situation, 
corresponding to English 'what?' and 'which?', or reason, then corresponding to English 
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'why?' .  The interrogative prefix /ma-/ is optional and does not appear to carry any 
additional meaning. 
(5 1 )  mamej k=hJlJUt 
what? REL=to.be.heavy 
'What [is it that] is heavy?' 
(52) mej paj d?-de? 
what? 2S.DIS IMPF-to.do 
'What are you doing?' 
(53) mamej m::lh jim 
why? 2S.FAM to.cry 
'Why do you cry?' 
If /mej/ is combined with the word Isi?/ 'number' , the resulting construction questions 
number and corresponds to English 'how many?' . 
(54) mej si? un-ken 
what? number UNIT -eLF 
'How many people?' 
The reduplication /mej-mej/ represents an indefinite form meaning 'whatever' , 
'whichever' , 'anything' . 
4.6.4 Manner-questioning /ma1acin - 1acinl 
The form /ma?acin - ?acinl is used for questioning manner and thus corresponds to 
English 'how?' .  The interrogative prefix /ma-/ is optional and does not appear to carry any 
additional meaning. 
(55) ma?acin m::lh de? 
how? 2S.FAM to.do 
'How do you do it?' 
4.6.5 Location-questioning nbahl 
The interrogative /lbahl is used to question location and corresponds to English 
'where?' .  Unlike the other interrogatives, it is never found in combination with the 
interrogative prefix /ma-/. It frequently appears in conjunction with the prepositional 
proclitic !b=/ 'to ' .  
(56) b=lbah mi? ja=jok 
GOAL=where? 2S.INT IRR=to.move 
'Where will you move?' 
(57) lbah paj Ipk 
where? 2S.DIS to.sit 
'Where did you live?' 
The reduplication /lbah-lbahl represents an indefinite form meaning 'wherever', 
'anywhere' . 
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4.7 Verbs 
Verbs, which function as predicates of clauses, are defined syntactically for Jahai as 
words which may be negated, that is, they may be preceded by the negative marker !bra?1 
and receive an irrealis proclitic. 
Like those of nouns (cf. §4. 1), the lexeme forms of verbs are usually morphologically 
simplex; that is, they are represented by monomorphemic roots and do not contain traces of 
morphological processes that are synchronically non-productive. However, numerous 
exceptions to this pattern display fossilised morphology in the form of copying and thus 
resemble structurally the imperfective forms described in §4.7. 1 . 1 .  Such exceptions have 
no identifiable synchronic roots. Verbs from different semantic domains are represented 
among these morphologically complex lexemes, although a great majority of them denote 
bodily (especially oral) actions. Some examples are given below: 
/hch;;)cl 
Isksekl 
IJkJikI 
Ickwikl 
Ip�kI 
Ilklukl 
Itkj::>kI 
llu?le?1 
lb?b::>?1 
Itsdesl 
Ilsbsl 
/kmJiml 
1.J1Ilpin/ 
/hJ1Japl 
IpJ1bpl 
IpI)se:I]! 
ISI)seI)1 
1kI]je:I)1 
ItaI)woI]! 
IpIJjU1]l 
Ikrke:rl 
'to whistle' 
'to devour' 
'to breathe' 
'to talk' 
'to smack' 
'to laugh' 
'to pluck' 
'to roll' 
'to carry on one's back' 
'to stumble' 
'to gnaw' 
'to taste' 
'to hop' 
'to stand up' 
'to sing' 
'to say' 
'to walk with a limp' 
'to flap wings' 
'to carry on one's shoulder' 
'to play a flute' 
'to yell' 
A small set of complex lexemes denote mental states or processes, e.g. the following: 
nt?etl 
lhmh::>mI 
Ijp j e: pi 
'to know' 
'to like' 
'to dream' 
Occasional examples of stative verbs denoting properties also occur, including the 
following: 
!bt?e:tI 'to be good' 
Ibclacl 'to be smooth' 
IJI)je:I]! 'to be wide' 
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A handful of verbs appear to be derived from nominal roots through an identical process of 
copying. This type of derivation is marginal and unproductive. Examples include the 
following: 
Iktkit! 'to fart' /kit! 'buttocks' 
rlt?5t! 'to stroke an animal' R5t! 'dog' 
Ismsom/ 'to buzz around a nest' Isom/ 'nest' 
IkI.Jlit]! 'to make sound' 1kliI]! 'sound' 
Isrsirl 'to move along the side of something' Isirl 'side' 
The lexeme form of a verb is semantically rather neutral and non-specific with regard to 
e.g. its temporal location (tense) and internal constituency (aspect and Aktionsart). Thus, 
for example, verbs in their lexeme form may be used to denote situations that are past and 
bounded as well as present and unbounded. They may also be used to denote future 
situations if these refer to recurrent, predictable phenomena. Furthermore, lexeme forms of 
verbs are used in imperative constructions. Some examples of such uses of lexeme forms 
of verbs are given in the following sentences: 
(58) japeh cip kto? wej 
IP.EXCL to.go day past 
'We went yesterday.' 
(59) je? hgik ba=taju? 
IS to.fear GOAL=snake 
'I'm afraid of snakes.' 
(60) bolan lime? co? hic 
month five 3S to.rain 
'It will rain in May. ' 
(61) !oj 
to.run 
'Run ! '  
The bare lexeme form of a verb i s  not used i n  isolation as a citation form. Instead, the 
preferred citation form for most verbs is the irrealis-marked lexeme form (cf. §4.7.4. 1): 
(62) ja=cip 
IRR=to.go 
' [I] will go.' 
For other verbs, typically those denoting situations that are usually not associated with a 
first person subject, the preferred citation form consists of the lexeme combined with a 
preverbal subject-marking third person singular pronoun: 
(63) co? kapij 
3S to.fly 
'It flies. '  
For some speakers, however, the desiderative-marked verb i s  the preferred citation form 
(cf. §4.7.4.2): 
(64) ma=cip 
DES=to.go 
'to want to go' 
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A basic semantic distinction, relevant to several of the aspectual categories described in 
§4.7 . 1 ,  needs to be made between stative and dynamic verbs. Stative verbs inherently 
denote situations that lack internal change. A subset of stative verbs is made up of 
adjective-like verbs that denote properties. The syntactic behaviour of these property verbs 
deviates to some extent from that of other verbs (see §5. 1 . 1).  Also, the citation forms of 
property verbs do not include an irrealis proclitic or preverbal pronoun (cf. above). They 
are treated as verbs on the basis that they are negatable. Hence Jahai is described here as 
not having a separate class of adjectives.20 Some examples of property verbs follow: 
/tmketl 'to be cold' 
/bkitl 'to be hot' 
/cnMtI 
/btec/ 
/pce?/ 
/la?isl 
/pd�h/ 
1kriI]/ 
/ghel/ 
�w/ 
nh�j/ 
'to be short' 
'to be long' 
'to be wet' 
'to be bad' 
'to be near' 
'to be dry' 
'to be tired' 
'to be big' 
'to be small' 
Dynamic verbs, which inherently denote situations that involve some form of change, 
may be subdivided into several classes, and the main distinctions relevant to the following 
analysis include punctual verbs, which denote instantaneous situations, and durative verbs, 
which denote situations that last for a period of time. 
Jahai exhibits a host of affixes and clitics which are added productively to verbs in order 
to specify their meaning, and the following sections describe the grammatical categories 
that are marked morphologically on the verb. These include aspectiAktionsart (§4.7. 1 ), 
causative (§4.7.2), and verbalisation of nouns and numerals (§4.7.3), which are expressed 
through derivational affixation, as well as modality (§4.7.4), expressed through 
postderivational procliticisation. The paradigm of derivational morphology associated with 
verbal lexemes is exemplified in Table 4.5. Many derived forms may, in turn, feed further 
derivation. 
4.7.1  Aspect and Aktionsart 
Jahai exhibits a rich set of derivational affixes which are added to verbs to describe the 
characteristics of the situation denoted by the verb. Such characteristics often pertain to the 
internal temporal constituency of the situation and may then be assigned to the grammatical 
category of aspect (Comrie 1 976:3). Four such aspectual distinctions may be identified in 
Jahai, each of which is represented by a separate morpheme: imperfective (§4.7. 1 . 1 ), 
progressive (§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7. 1 .3) and continuative (§4.7. 1 .4). The terminology 
and definitions of aspects employed here draw on those of Comrie ( 1976), Dahl (1985), 
B ybee ( 1985) and Bybee et al. ( 1994). 
20 The treatment of property-signalling words as verbs rather than adjectives finds further support in the 
fact that they do not typically occur in their underived form as modifiers in the NP. 
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Table 4.5: Paradigm of verbal derivation in Jahai. (?) = unattested 
Derivational Monosyllabic Sesquisyllabic Disyllabic 
morpheme /cip/ 'to go' /lCjel)! 'to listen' /guleml 'to carry' 
Imperfective cp-cip k<I]>jel) gu<m>lem 
� Progressive21 b-cpcip b-kI]jel) b-gulem en 
c Iterative lp-cip l-kjel) l-gulem 0 ....... 
� ;  Continuative cip-cip kjeIJ-kjeIJ gulem-gulem � ;z,  � '-'  Distributive cip-cip k<iIJ>jel) g<im>lem 0-en 
< Reciprocal ca-cip k<a>jel) -
Affix /m1 mp-cip ffiIJ-jeIJ (?) mm-Iem (?) 
Causative (§4.7.2) pp-cip, pi-cip, k<ri>jel) g<ri>lem pr-cip, tr-cip 
Nominalisation np-cip k<nl» jel) g<n>ulem (§4.1 .4. 1)  
Collective plural 
- k<ra>jel) g<ra>lem (?) nomin. (§4. 1 .4.2) 
Relative (§4. 12.2) t-cip (?) t-kjel) (?) t-gulem (?) 
Other morphemes express characteristics that mainly have to do with what a situation is 
like with respect to its inherent spatial or participant constituency or the manner in which it 
takes place. Such non-temporal characteristics will be referred to here unconventionally as 
Aktionsart, and the distinctions expressed morphologically in Jahai verbs include 
distributive (§4.7. 1 .S) and reciprocal (§4.7. 1 .6). An additional morpheme, /rnJ, whose 
function is unknown, is treated tentatively in this context (§4.7.1 .7). 
However, it is inappropriate in the case of Jahai to make too sharp a distinction between 
temporal aspect and non-temporal Aktionsart, because the two categories sometimes 
merge. Thus, the morpheme signalling progressive aspect frequently also conveys notions 
of Aktionsart-like characteristics like automaticity, randomness and aimlessness. Indeed, 
in some cases the main purpose of the progressive morpheme is to give such non-temporal 
meanings (see §4.7. 1 .2). Similarly, the continuative morpheme is often used to indicate 
non-temporal intensity in addition to its basically temporal meaning of extended action (see 
§4.7 . 1 .4). In this work, therefore, aspect and Aktionsart are not treated as distinctly 
separate categories and they are discussed under a common heading. 
4. 7. 1. 1  Imperfective 
Most verbs have a corresponding imperfective form (IMPF).22 The imperfective 
morpheme is an affix made up only of underspecified consonants, the positions of which 
are filled through the morphological process of copy. AlJomorphs are determined by base 
21 With mono- and sesquisyllabic lexemes, the progressive morpheme is usually added to the derived 
imperfective form and not to the underived lexeme. See §4.7. 1 .2. 
22 However, verbs whose lexeme forms exhibit morphological complexity in the form of copying 
(exemplified in §4.7) cannot feed imperfective derivation since they already display a structure identical 
to that of imperfectives and probably represent 'frozen' imperfectives. A similar situation is described 
for Semelai by Kruspe (2004: 108-1 09). 
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structure. The allomorph associated with monosyllabic bases is represented by a CC prefix 
consisting of copies of the consonants of the CVC string of the base. The allomorph 
associated with sesqui- and disyllabic bases consists of a C affix, infixed at the left edge of 
the final CVC string of the base and filled by a copy of the final consonant of the base.23 
IsutJ 'to sob' Ist-sutJ 'to be sobbing' 
/kecl 'to cut' /kc-kecl 'to be cutting' 
Iwe?1 'to exist' Iw?-we?1 'to be existing' 
Ici<p1 'to hiss'  IC<p-ci<p1 'to be hissing' 
Ipisl 'to sweep' Ips-pisl 'to be sweeping' 
Is am/ 'to hunt' Ism-sam/ 'to be hunting' 
lrin/ 'to sit down' Im-rin/ 'to be sitting down' 
Itepi 'to plait' Itjl-tepi 'to be plaiting' 
Iperj/ 'to chop' Ipl)-perj/ 'to be chopping' 
Idorl 'to balance' Idr-dorl 'to be balancing' 
Ijawl 'to wash' Ijw-jawl 'to be washing' 
/bj/ 'to run' /lj-bj/ 'to be running' 
Ipkipl 'to scorch' Ip<p>kipl 'to be scorching' 
Ikwacl 'to swim' Ik<c>wacl 'to be swimming' 
laoe! 'to ask' It<c>?ocl 'to be asking' 
/brik/ 'to brake' /b<k>rik/ 'to be braking' 
/bli?1 'to buy' /b<?>li?1 'to be buying' 
Irwisl 'to cut grass' Ir<s>wisl 'to be cutting grass' 
Iknom/ 'to urinate' /k<m>nom/ 'to be urinating' 
ISIDepi 'to ask' IS<jl>mepi 'to be asking' 
Ikjerj/ 'to listen' /k<I]>jel)1 'to be listening' 
/bddl 'to blowpipe' /b<l>deV 'to be blowpiping' 
Ic?aj/ 'to sing' Ic<j>?ajl 'to be singing' 
/krlepl 'to forget' /kr<p>lepl 'to be forgetting' 
Ijawapl 'to answer' Ij<p>wapl 'to be answering' 
Isirucl 'to slurp' Isi<c>rucl 'to be slurping' 
/bakesl 'to grow up' /b<s>kes/ 'to be growing up' 
/tureh/ 'to tap poison' Itu<h>reh/ 'to be tapping poison' 
/gul€m/ 'to carry' Igu<m>l€m/ 'to be carrying' 
ItigiV 'to go around' Iti<l>giV 'to be going around' 
The term 'imperfective' is not unproblematic. It is conventionally defined as an aspect 
that views a situation from within and thereby makes explicit reference to its internal 
temporal structure (Comrie 1976:24-25; Bybee et al. 1994: 1 25-127). This general 
definition includes as imperfective forms more specific aspects such as habitual, 
continuous, progressive and iterative. 
Jahai imperfectives have the purpose of describing a situation as prevailing at a 
particular reference point, and they are used frequently in discourse for setting up 
background situations to which the main course of events is related. However, they do not 
appear to have any habitual reading, for example, and it might therefore be argued that they 
23 For details of processes of copying, relevant to several derivational categories described in this chapter, 
see §3.2. 1 .  
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express an aspect more specific than the conventional imperfective and should therefore be 
given a different label, such as continuous or progressive (cf. the classification of aspects 
proposed by Comrie 1976:25). However, continuous/progressive readings are closely 
associated with another aspectual morpheme, fb-I, here referred to as progressive, which is 
frequently found in combination with imperfective forms (see §4.7 . 1 .2). The imperfective 
appears to convey a more vague notion of 'ongoing' which is superordinate to the 
'developing' and 'unfolding' nature of progressive forms. This more general meaning 
motivates the use of the term 'imperfective' in the present work. Still, the difference 
between imperrective and progressive in Jahai is very subtle and difficult to express 
formally. A similar stance is taken on aspectual distinctions in Temiar in the more recent 
works by Benjamin ( 1996). 
The following examples illustrate imperfective aspect: 
(65) to? k<c>wac haji? t:)m tani? 
3S to.swim<IMPF> also river that 
'He was also swimming in that river. ' 
(66) to? tk-tek d=?ej to? ton 
3S IMPF-to.sleep CONTR=father 3S that 
'That father of his was sleeping. ' 
(67) gin bj-baj k=haje? Ieh 
2J3P IMPF-dig LOC=house EMP 
'They were digging by the house! '  
(68) Ja=je? cip Ieh d=je? ton, jet dj-duj 
RT=lS to.go EMP CONTR=IS that IS IMPF-to.hunt 
'I [for my part] had already left. 1 was hunting. ' 
(69) 70? ks-kas leh ka=kn?ac 70? ton 
3S IMPF-to.pinch EMP SUBl=father.in.law 3S that 
'His father-in-law was pinching! '  
Imperfective forms feed further derivational morphology in the form progressive 
(§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7. 1 .3), continuative (§4.7. 1 .4), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1 )  and 
relative (§4. 12.2). 
4. 7.1.2 Progressive 
Virtually every verb may be given a progressive meaning by means of a derivational 
affix involving the phoneme fbI (PROG), originally borrowed from Malay. It usually occurs 
in combination with the imperfective form of the verb, especially in the case of mono- and 
sesquisyllabic bases. The progressive morpheme has two basic allomorphs determined by 
the structure of the base. With sesqui- and disyllabic bases the affix consists of a simple fbI 
prefixed to the left edge of the base. 
/Cip/ 'to go' 
/btl 'to take' 
Itekl 'to sleep' 
Iwe?/ 
/cara?/ 
!limbusl 
'to exist' 
'to talk' 
'to ambush' 
fb-cpcipl 
fb-ktbtl 
fb-tktekl 
fb-w?we?1 
fb-cara7/ 
fb-?imbusl 
'to be going' 
'to be taking' 
'to be sleeping' 
'to be existing' 
'to be talking' 
'to be ambushing' 
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Ikdihl 'to say' Ib-kdihl 'to be saying' 
Ibl;}h! 'to enter' Ib-bl;}h! 'to be entering' 
Ijim/ 'to cry' Ib-jmjim/ 'to be crying' 
Idun! 'to cover' Ib-dndun! 'to be covering' 
IsamOIY 'to put together' lb-s amoI]l 'to be putting together' 
Ibddl 'to blowpipe' Ib-bldell 'to be blowpiping' 
Ikan;}rl 'to carry on shoulder' Ib-kan;}rl 'to be carrying . . .  
, 
Ibajl 'to dig' Ib-bjbajl 'to be digging' 
The second allomorph, which occurs rarely, is associated with monosyllabic bases and is 
made up of a CC prefix consisting of the pre specified Ibl and an underspecified consonant. 
The latter position is filled by a copy of the final consonant of the base through the process 
of coda copy. 
Itek! 
nek! 
Ijok! 
Irpk! 
Icah! 
nell 
Ibj/ 
'to sleep' 
'to give' 
'to move' 
'to sit' 
'to cut' 
'to look' 
'to run' 
Ibk-tek! 
Ibk-lek! 
Ibk-jok! 
Ibk-l)Ok! 
Ibh-cahl 
Ibl-?ell 
Ibj-bj/ 
'to be sleeping' 
'to be giving' 
'to be moving' 
'to be sitting' 
'to be cutting' 
'to be looking' 
'to be running' 
The rare occurrence of this allomorph is due to the fact that the progressive morpheme is 
usually found in combination with imperfective fonns, which are minimally disyllabic. 
Progressive aspect is typically used in describing situations that prevail at a particular 
reference point, hence its frequent occurrence in  combination with imperfective forms. As 
noted in §4.7. 1 . 1 ,  the progressive adds to the rather vague imperfective meaning of 
'ongoing' a further notion of the situation being in progress and 'developing' or 
'unfolding' . In many cases, translating progressive forms into English as 'to be V -ing 
along' or 'to be V-ing on' is the best way of catching this subtle difference in meaning. In 
the examples listed above, however, progressives are given the same English translation as 
imperfecti ves. 
Note that stative verbs sometimes also take the progressive morpheme, implying that 
stative situations may also be thought of as being in progress. Following Comrie's 
definitions, such a distribution would occasion the use of the term 'continuous' rather than 
'progressive' (Comrie 1976: 12, 25). However, too little is known at this point about the 
use of progressive aspect with stative verbs, such as possible restrictions, for this more 
general term to be used. Using the term 'progressive' instead of 'continuous' also has the 
advantage of avoiding confusion of 'continuous' with 'continuative',  a form of aspect 
described in §4.7. 1 .4. 
The following examples illustrate the use of progressive aspect in combination with 
imperfective forms. 
(70) jel s�h kej kawip, 10? b-pk-pok 
IS to.encounter such bear 3S PROG-IMPF-to.stride 
'I saw such a bear! It was striding along.' 
(7 1)  hel b-jk-jok ba=pew hajel 
IP.INCL PROG-IMPF-to.move GOAL=other house 
'We were moving on to another house. ' 
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(72) je? ja=b-cp-cip ba=jlm�l 
IS IRR=PROG-IMPF-tO.go GOAL=mountain 
'I will be walking along towards the mountain.' 
(73) ?o? b-d?-de? bab? ka=?iin 
3S PROG-IMPF-to.make trap LOC=there 
'He was setting a trap over there.' 
(74) IUl)an ?o? b-tk-tek pn=?�h 
binturong 3S PROG-IMPF-to.sleep EQU=here 
'The binturong was sleeping like this. '  
(75) peh ja=b-b<l>dd 
IP.EXCL IRR=PROG-to.blowpipe<lMPF> 
'We will be blowpiping.' 
In addition to its basically temporal meaning, progressive aspect frequently also conveys 
non-temporal notions of the situation being characterised by randomness, aimlessness, 
casualness, routine or, sometimes, habituality. What these non-temporal notions appear to 
have in common is an element of automaticity: the situation does not need a lot of input of 
energy in order to occur or progress. Thus, in the following examples, the progressive not 
only signals that the situation is in progress, but also that it is performed in an aimless, 
casual or routinely fashion: 
(76) je? b-ch-cih slaj, japeh b-tanem padej 
IS PROG-IMPF-to.cut swidden IP.EXCL PROG-to.plant rice 
'I was clearing a swidden. We were planting rice.' 
(77) je? ja=b-rihat leh d=je?, ja=b-tk-tek 
IS IRR=PROG-to.rest EMP CONTR=IS IRR=PROG-IMPF-to.sleep 
'I [for my part] will be resting. 1 will be sleeping.' 
A more habitual interpretation of the progressive is illustrated in the following example: 
(78) japeh b-l)k-Ipk k=slaj he? ?�h wej 
IP.EXCL PROG-IMPF-to.sit Loc=swidden IP.INCL here past 
'We used to live in this swidden of ours. ' 
If combined with punctual verbs in their non-imperfective, lexeme form, the progressive 
fully takes on these non-temporal notions and loses its temporal meaning altogether. The 
resulting form signals randomness or casualness, as in the following examples: 
(79) l{Y.}s ton japeh b-jUmpa? paj 
after that IP.EXCL PROG-to.meet 2S.DIST 
'After that we ran into you.' 
(80) ?o? bk-?ek ba=je? 
3S PROG-to.give GOAL=IS 
'He gave [x] to me [in passing]. '  
Similar non-temporal meanings have been described for the her- prefix of Malay 
dialects, the source of Jahai /b-I. For example, Asmah (1985:204-206) reports that one of 
the functions of her- in Kedah peasant Malay is to signal 'action without specificity of 
purpose or target' . The full range of conceptually related meanings of Malay her- is 
discussed by Benjamin ( 1993:371-85). 
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Occasionally, the element of automaticity in progressive forms appears to result in a 
reduction of the valency of the verb, producing passive-like forms. These exceptional 
cases are discussed in §5.4.2. 
Progressive forms feed further derivational morphology only in the form of relative 
(§4. 12.2). 
4. 7. 1.3 Iterative 
Dynamic verbs are given an iterative meaning by means of a derivational morpheme 
involving the phoneme IlJ (ITER). This has two allomorphs determined by base structure. 
The allomorph associated with monosyllabic bases is a CC prefix consisting of the 
prespecified /lJ and an underspecified consonant. The latter is filled by a copy of the final 
consonant of the base through the process of coda copy. With sesqui- and disyllabic bases, 
the affix consists of a simple /lJ prefixed to the left edge of the base. 
/cip/ 'to go' /lp-cip/ 'to go repeatedly' 
/h�k/ 'to throw' Ilk-h�k/ 'to throw repeatedly' 
/pelJ 'to drip' lll-pelJ 'to drip repeatedly' 
IkulJ 'to call' lll-kulJ 'to call repeatedly' 
/gej/ 'to eat' /lj-gejl 'to eat repeatedly' 
/sa10tl 'to call someone' /l-sa10tl 'to call someone repeatedly' 
/kdih/ 'to say' /l-kdih/ 'to say repeatedly' 
/bdelJ 'to shoot' /l-bdelJ 'to shoot repeatedly' 
Defined in the widest possible way, the Jahai iterative signals temporal multiplicity of the 
event or process designated by the verb. Commonly, this entails a truly iterative 
interpretation - that is, the multiple repetition of a complete action on a single occasion 
(cf. Bybee et al. 1994: 160, 317). This meaning is particularly apparent with punctual verbs 
but may also be applied to durative verbs. The following examples illustrate this typically 
iterative sense: 
(81)  101 It-sot 101 It-but, 101 sot, 101 but, 101 sot, 101 but 
3S ITER-tO. cut 3S ITER-to.eat 3S to.cut 3S to.eat 3S to.cut 3S to.eat 
'He cut [repeatedly] and ate [repeatedly] . He cut, he ate. He cut, he ate. ' 
[Of a man who carved up meat and ate the pieces successively] 
(82) 101 ll-1d k=jam 
3S ITER-to.look LOC=watch 
'He looked at his watch now and then. '  
However, the iterative is not limited to actions repeated on a single occasion but may also 
be used to indicate temporally separated and irregular repetition, which gives more of a 
frequentative or even habitual reading (cf. Bybee et al. 1994: 127, 165, 3 17). This is 
illustrated in the following two examples: 
(83) pagi1-pagi1 japeh lr-pir 
DP-morning IP.EXCL ITER-to.court 
'We courted in the mornings. '  
(84) ha=m�h lj-gej k=�h 
Q=2S.FAM ITER-to.eat Loc=this 
'Do you usually eat here?' 
[Uttered by a man who joined the author at a food stall in Grik] 
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With durative verbs, the iterative form is frequently also used to indicate that the process 
designated by the verb is not continuous but is taking place intennittently, that is by stages, 
by instalments, at intervals or the like: 
Icipl 'to go' /lp-cipl 'to go by stages' 
necl 'to defecate' /lc-?ee! 'to defecate little by little' 
Iwek/ 'to return' /lk-wek/ 'to return by stages' 
nEm! 'to drink' /lm-?Em/ 'to drink little by little' 
!baj/ 'to dig' /lj-bajl 'to dig a little at a time' 
Ickwikl 'to talk' /l-ckwikl 'to talk now and then' 
!kjer]l 'to listen' II-kjeI]! 'to listen now and then' 
The fol lowing examples illustrate the use of iterative aspect to signal such an intennittent 
process: 
(85) hej lc-?ec, bokan hej ja=?ec btol 
lD.INCL ITER-to.defecate NEG lD.INCL lRR=to.defecate straight 
'We defecated little by little. We didn't defecate in one go.' 
(86) ja=je? lp-cip leh ba=?�h 
RT=lS ITER-to. go EMP to=here 
'Then I walked here [bit by bit] . '  
Iterative forms derived from monosyllabic bases feed further derivational morphology in 
the form of progressive (§4.7 . 1 .2), continuative (§4.7. 1 .4), distributive (§4.7 . 1 .5), 
norninalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1 )  and relative (§4. 12.2). Iterative forms derived from sesqui- and 
disyllabic bases possibly only feed further derivation in the form of relative. 
Productive use of iterative IV in verbs has not been described for other Aslian languages. 
However, fossilised traces of an IV morpheme indicating intensity or great numbers have 
been identified in Jah Hut expressives (Diffloth 1976b:84). Also, many animal names in 
several Aslian languages contain traces of an infixed IV which is suggested by Diffloth 
( 1 976b: l00-101)  to be linked to the erratic, 'step by step' movements of these animals (see 
also Kruspe 2004:86). For Jahai examples, see §4. 1 .  
4. 7. 1.4  Continuative 
Verbs are given a continuative and intensive interpretation by means of total 
reduplication. This will be referred to here as continuative aspect (CONT). The process 
usually applies to lexeme forms of verbs: 
Icepl 'to catch' Icep-cepl 
IgetJ 'to cut' Iget-get! 
Imue! 'to eat' Imuc-mucl 
Itek/ 'to sleep' Itek-tek/ 
Irpk/ 'to sit' /rpk-rpk/ 
Ijampi?1 'to heal' Ijampi?-jampi?1 
!kwEsI 'to sweep' /kwEs-kwESI 
!bl<)h/ 'to enter' Iblah-bl<)h/ 
Ijim! 'to cry' Ijim-jim! 
ltanem! 'to plant' /tanem-tanem/ 
'to keep on catching' 
'to keep on cutting' 
'to keep on eating' 
'to keep on sleeping' 
'to keep on sitting' 
'to keep on healing' 
'to keep on sweeping' 
'to keep on entering' 
'to keep on crying' 
'to keep on planting' 
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IpJlbpl 'to sing' IpJlbJl-pJlbpl 'to keep on singing' 
IkjeI]/ 'to listen' IkjeI)-kjeI)1 'to keep on listening' 
Ibdell 'to blowpipe' Ibdel-bdell 'to keep on blowpiping' 
nell 'to look' nel-?ell 'to keep on looking' 
Igejl 'to eat' Igej-gejl 'to keep on eating' 
Ip':JjI 'to dry' Ip':Jj-p':JjI 'to keep on drying' 
It may also involve reduplication of derived forms such as imperfectives, iteratives and 
distributives. However, progressive forms do not reduplicate to form continuatives. 
Iji?1 'to bum' Ij?-ji?-j?-ji?1 'to be keeping on burning' 
Ikwesl 'to sweep' Ik<s>wes-k<s>wesl 'to be keeping on sweeping' 
IC':J1I 'to tell '  Icil-c':Jl-cil-c':JlI 'to keep on telling' 
Continuative forms feed further derivational morphology only in the form of progressive 
(§4.7 . 1 .2), as illustrated by the following examples: 
IjUffipa?1 'to meet' lb-jUmpa?-jUffipa?1 'to be keeping on meeting' 
Ikdihl 'to say' Ib-kdih-kdihl 'to be keeping on saying' 
Continuative aspect is used to signal that a situation is kept ongoing for an extended period 
of time, often with the additional notion that it is done to completion. It may also carry 
non-temporal meanings of intensity and commitment. The following examples illustrate 
the use of continuative aspect: 
(87) to? gej-gej nasi? ton 
3S CaNT -to.eat rice that 
'He kept on eating that rice [until he was finished]. '  
(88) to? ?el-?el ka=?ap cn=?ani? 
3S CaNT -to.look SUBJ=tiger from=there 
'The tiger kept on watching from over there. ' 
(89) wih p':Jj sec ton, sec kasa? ton, wih p':Jj-p':Jj kriI) 
3D to.dry meat that meat sambar.deer that 3D CONT-tO.dry dry 
'They dried that meat, that sambar meat. They kept on drying until it was dry.' 
(90) 
(91 )  
gin k<s>wes-k<s>wEs 
213P CaNT -to.sweep<lMPF> 
'They were keeping on sweeping.' 
je? I)':Jk k=ton le:h, je? I) ':Jk-I)':Jk 
IS stay Loc=that EMP IS stay-CONT 
'I stayed there ! I kept staying there. ' 
k=ton 
LoC=that 
Reduplicated property verbs do not carry the temporal notion of continuation but signal 
only intensity: 
/lajin/ 'to be different' 
nh.,jl 'to be small' 
Ilajin-Iajin/ 
nh.,j-?h.,j1 
'to be very different' 
'to be very small' 
Continuative forms are related to, but should not be confused with, the multiple 
repetition of verbs that occurs commonly in Jahai as a discourse strategy to signal 
continuation and extension of an action. Continuative forms, which always involve a 
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single reduplication, are distinguished from such purely discourse-motivated repetition by 
stress patterns. 
The Jahai continuative has meanings similar to those of reduplicated verbs in Malay 
(see e.g. Zaharani 199 1 : 1 14-1 1 5  for Perak Malay), and the process of total reduplication is 
likely to be a borrowing from Malay (cf. §3.2.4 and §4. 1 .2). 
4. 7. 1.5 Distributive 
Most verbs may receive a derivational morpheme indicating that the state or action 
designated by the verb is characterised by non-temporal multiplicity; that is, it signals 
distribution of action/state over several locations and/or participants. This will be referred 
to here as distributive Aktionsart (DISTR). The morpheme is constructed by means of copy 
(according to the same patterns as those encountered with the imperfective forms described 
in §4.7. 1 . 1 )  and a prespecified vowel lil. 
/cipl 'to go' lcip-cipl 'to go [here and there] ' 
/lwec/ 'to climb up' /kic>wecf24 'to climb up [here and there]' 
nekl 'to give' nik-?ekl 'to give [here and there] ' 
/jokl 'to move' Ijik-jokl 'to move [here and there]
, 
IIpki 'to sit' /IJik-tpkl 'to sit [here and there] , 
/sapuh/ 'to sweep' /s<ih>puh/ 'to sweep [here and there]
, 
/boh! 'to put' /bih-boh! 'to put [here and there] ' 
/tb�h! 'to hit' /t<ih>b�h! 'to hit [here and there]'  
Itanem! 'to plant' /t<im>nem/ 'to plant [here and there]' 
Ibm! 'to be many' /kim-bm! 'to be many [here and there]' 
1kriI)/ 'to be dry' /k<iI]>riI]/ 'to be dry [here and there] ' 
/kjeIJI 'to listen' /k<iI]>jeIJ/ 'to listen [here and there] , 
/bdil/ 'to shoot' /b<il>dill 'to shoot [here and there]
, 
nell 'to look' fiil-?ell 'to look [here and there] ' 
/joll 'to throw' /jil-joll 'to throw [here and there]
, 
/c�lI 'to tell'  /cil-c�lI 'to tell [here and there] ' 
/sj�r/ 'to swim' /s<ir>j�r/ 'to swim [here and there] ' 
/OOw/ 'to be big' /biw-�w/ 'to be big [here and there] ' 
Distributive Aktionsart may be used to denote an action carried out by, or a state 
characteristic of, more than one individual, location or object, typically more or less 
simultaneously. Indeed, distributive forms usually have a non-singular subject. However, 
it is not number of subject as such that is in focus (distributive is not obligatory with plural 
subjects), but rather the fact that the action or state is saliently distributed over several, 
often spatially distinct, subjects. The following examples illustrate this meaning: 
(92) he? ja=jik-jok haden 
IP.INCL IRR=DISTR-to.move tomorrow 
'We will move [in different directions] tomorrow.'  
24 Note that all forms ending in a palatal are homophonic with the corresponding imperfective form, the 
epenthetic penultimate nucleus of which is realised as [i] before the palatal coda (see the rules of 
epenthesis described in §2.4.4.2): n<c>wec/ [lic'wtfc']. 
(93) wih rib-r:>h slaj 
3D DISTR-to.clear swidden 
'They cleared [different parts of] a swidden.' 
(94) kri�h-krit;}h japeh biw-\X)w 
DP-car IP.EXCL DISTR-to.be.big 
'Our cars are big.' 
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Distributive is also used to express that a singular subject is involved in an action, or 
characterised by a state, which is distributed over multiple locations or multiple 
participants acted upon. Thus, if combined with a singular subject, a distributive form like 
nil-tell (from nell 'to look') suggests that the subject either looks at something from 
different locations, or looks in different directions from the same location. The following 
examples illustrate distributive with a singular subject: 
(95) mnrar ror hit-hOt can=jlm:>1 
person 3S DISTR-to.reveal.oneself SOURCE=mountain 
'The person revealed himself [here and there] on the mountain.' 
(96) fOf l)ik-Ipk pn=f�h 
3S DISTR-to.sit EQu=here 
'He sat down [here and there] like this.' 
Distributive Aktionsart typically implies simultaneity, but note that in some cases 
(especially with singular subjects) spatiallparticipant multiplicity necessarily also entails 
temporal multiplicity. Again, however, focus is on non-temporal distribution. Focus on 
temporal multiplicity is reserved for the iterative aspect (§4.7. 1 .3), which may feed 
distributive derivation to signal that an action is distributed over several locations and/or 
participants at multiple points in time: 
(97) to? lil-rd can=tkih 
3S lTER.DISTR-to.look SOURCE=backside 
'He looked [around now and then] from behind.' 
For some speakers, the distributive form of the verb is preferred in citation forms of verbs 
that denote actions that are inherently distributed in character. Examples include the 
following: 
/hip-hapl 
Isih-s�hI 
nim-f;}rn/ 
n<iw>l)iwl 
'to disperse '  
'to meet [each other) , 
'to embrace [each other} ' 
'to gaze around' 
The use of the close front vowel Iii as penultimate nucleus in distributive verb forms 
often creates a marked acoustic contrast to the final syllable vowel (except of course in 
those cases where the latter is represented by the same Iii and perhaps also the adjacent leI), 
and it might be suggested that this opposing variation in quality between nuclei is related 
iconically to the notion of spatial variation expressed by the verb form. A marginal parallel 
may be found in English forms l ike chit-chat, flip-flop, zig-zag, mishmash and tick-tack, 
where identical vowel alternation possibly reflects similar notions of spatial alternation. In 
his discussion of Semai expressives, Diffloth (1976d:254) refers to such alternation as 
'antiphonic reduplication' .  
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Distributive forms feed further derivational morphology in the fonn of progressive 
(§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7 .1 .3), continuative (§4.7. 1.4), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1 )  and 
possibly relative (§4. 12.2). 
4. 7.1 .6 Reciprocal 
Mono- and sesquisyllabic verbs may receive a rarely occurring, marginal but possibly 
productive derivational morpheme involving the vowel Ial (REe). This morpheme has two 
allomorphs, determined by base structure. With monosyllabic bases, a CV prefix is 
attached to the base, consisting of the prespecified Ial and an underspecified consonant 
filled by a copy of the initial consonant of the base. In sesquisyllabic bases, the Ia! is 
infixed at the left edge of the final CVC string of the base. 
Monosyllabic: lcipl 'to go' Ica-cipl 
Sesquisyllabic: 
Ic'JU 'to tell '  Ica-c'JU 
Igej/ 'to eat' Iga-gejl 
Ismep/ 
IbdiU 
rlnajl 
'to ask' 
'to shoot' 
'to bathe' 
Is<a>mep/ 
lb<a>diU 
rl<a>naj/ 
'to go together' 
'to tell each other' 
'to eat together' 
'to ask each other' 
'to shoot at each other' 
'to bathe each other' 
The function of this morpheme is not known in detail, but its distribution tentatively 
suggests that it signals some form of 'reciprocal' or 'joint' action. Stative verbs appear not 
to take the Ia! affix. Identical processes of affixation of Ia! have been described for Central 
Aslian languages, notably Semai (Diffloth 1976a:238-239), Temiar (Benjamin 1 976b : 172-
173;  1996) and Lanoh (Benjamin 1996). In Semai it is described as marking resultative, 
and in Temiar it signals the middle voice of the verb. It is possible that the Ia! in Jahai has 
a similar valency-related use, but, due to its rare occurrence, nothing i s  known of its 
syntactic properties and therefore no further conclusions will be drawn here. 
Reciprocal forms feed further derivational morphology in the fonn of progressive 
(§4.7 . 1 .2), iterative (§4.7. 1 .3), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1 )  and possibly relative (§4. 12.2). 
4. 7. 1 . 7  Affix 1m! 
A little-known process, described here tentatively and uncertainly in connection with 
aspect and Aktionsart, involves the rare affixation of 1m! to dynamic verbs (M). With 
monosyllabic bases, a ee prefix is added, consisting of the prespecified 1m! and an 
underspecified consonant. The latter position is filled by a copy of the final consonant of 
the base through the process of coda copy. With sesqui- and disyllabic bases, an identical 
CC prefix replaces base segments to the left of the final eve string, a process which has 
not been noticed elsewhere. Notably, the underspecified vowel nucleus of the affix is not 
always realised according to the rules of epenthesis outlined in §2.4.4.2. Thus, if the 
copied consonant is glottal, the epenthetic vowel is often represented by [;:)] instead of [a]. 
In two respects, then, affixation of 1m! deviates from related morphological processes. 
The use of the 1m! affix is restricted to isolated, occasional narratives, but may be very 
frequent within those narratives, sometimes being attached to almost every verb. Its 
distribution has not yet provided any clues as to its exact function, and speakers, claiming 
1m/-affixed forms to be obsolete, are unable to elaborate on its meaning. Features of the 
narrative delivery, such as articulation and gestures, occasionally suggest that it signals that 
an action is carried out with particular dedication and zest, but this interpretation is far 
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from certain. The fact that speakers claim the affix to be obsolete possibly also suggests 
that it represents an archaic morpheme which is currently used to add a flavour of 
ancientness and importance to a story. Its deviant morphophonemic characteristics may 
support such an interpretation. Still, it appears to be largely productive within its restricted 
domain. The following forms have been recorded: 
Imp-cipl lcipl 'to go' 
Imt-get! Iget! 'to cut' 
Imk-wekl Iwekl 'to go back' 
Im?-ji?1 Iji?1 'to burn' 
Im?-?i?1 Ic?i?1 'to pour' 
Im?-b-::J?I lb?b'J?1 'to carry on one's back' 
Ims-desl Idesl 'to move' 
Ims-lesl IpIesl 'to smear poison on blowpipe dart' 
Ims-g';}sl Ig';}sl 'to carve' 
Ims-wasl Iwasl 'to split' 
Imh-?';}h/ Ip?';}h! 'to heat' 
Imh-boh/ Iboh! 'to put' 
Imh-c-::Jh/ IC'Jh! 'to bite' 
Imm-?ern! neml 'to drink' 
I mI]-jiIy' Iftrj/ 'to take' 
Iml-pel! Ipell 'to cook' 
Iml-del! Ibdell 'to shoot' 
Iml-?el! nEll 'to look' 
Iml-pal! /kipall [meaning unknown] 
Iml-g-::Jl! Ig-::JlI 'to carry' 
Imr-brl n'Jrl 'to order' 
Imj-gej/ Igejl 'to eat' 
Imj-hajl !hajl 'to follow' 
The following examples illustrate its use: 
(98) je? mh-c'Jh to? 
IS M-to.bite 3S 
'I bit him . '  
(99) ja=je? ms-was 
RT= lS M-to.split 
'Then I split [x] . '  
1m/-affixed forms feed further derivational morphology i n  the form of progressive 
(§4.7. 1 .2), as shown by the following example: Ib-mr-?'Jrl from n'Jrl 'to order' . 
4.7.2 Causatives 
Jahai exhibits a variety of affixes which, when added to typically intransitive verb roots, 
turn the experiencing subject of the base verb into a direct object representing a causee, and 
enable the introduction of a new subject argument representing the causer (see §5.4. 1 ). 
Affixes include Ip-I, Ipi-I, Ipr-I, Itr-I and 1<ri>1 and variations of these, and the verb forms 
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which they derive are grouped together here as causatives. All of the affixes are glossed as 
CAUS. 
The rich set of causativising affixes can to some extent be explained as allomorphy 
detennined by either phonotactics or semantics; in some cases, however, affixes appear to 
occur in free variation. It has not been possible, for example, to detennine whether there 
are clear semantic differences between Ip-I, Ipi-I, Ipr-I and Itr-I, all of which are associated 
with monosyllabic bases; some bases are able to take any of these four prefixes, which 
would seem to suggest some semantic distinction, e.g. Ipp-cip/, Ipi-cip/, Ipr-cipl and Itr-cipl 
from leipl 'to go' .  It is possible that Ipr-I and Itr-I in such a case would represent more 
productive and semantically more general types of causativisation. On the whole, this 
varied system of causativising affixes seems to suggest that causative processes form a 
rather unstable and dynamic part of Jahai grammar. 
4. 7.2. 1  Causative Ip-I 
Infrequently, causatives are formed through the prefixation of Ip-I to the base. With 
sesqui- and disyllabic bases, this process has been attested only occasionally, e.g. Ip-hgik/ 
'to frighten' from /hgik/ 'to be afraid', the main causativising strategy for such bases being 
infixation of 1<ri>1 (see §4.7.2.5). With monosyllabic bases, the allomorph consists of a 
CC prefix composed of the prespecified Ipl and an underspecified consonant. The latter 
position is filled by a copy of the final consonant of the base. The following forms have 
been attested: 
Icipl 
Rekl 
Iji?1 
IC'JlI 
Igej/ 
'to go' 
'to give' 
'to bum' 
'to tell' 
'to eat' 
4. 7.2.2 Causative Ipi-I 
Ipp-cipl 
Ipk-?ekl 
Ip?-ji?1 
Ipl-c'JlI 
Ipj-gej/ 
'to help a child walk' 
'to make someone give' 
'to make something burn' 
'to teach someone to speak' 
'to feed' 
More frequently, causatives are formed through prefixation of a fully pre specified Ipi-I. 
This process is usually limited to monosyllabic bases, but occasional examples have been 
found in combination with sesqui- and disyllabic bases. In such cases, the initial consonant 
of the base is always a glottal, e.g. Ipi-?najl 'to wash' from Rnaj/ 'to bathe' . 
Causatives formed by means of Ipi-I often have rather specific and restricted meanings, 
and the process appears to be restricted to a limited set of roots, which suggests that this 
type of causativisation is not fully productive. Also, its valence-increasing properties are 
not always apparent, as the derived form sometimes does not carry a meaning very 
different from that of the base. Examples of Ipi-I in combination with monosyllabic bases 
include the following: 
leipl 'to go' 
/kapl 'to bite' 
Imue! 'to eat' 
Itekl 'to sleep' 
Iwekl 'to go back' 
Igisl 'to descend' 
Ipi-cipl 
Ipi-kapl 
Ipi-mue! 
Ipi-tekl 
Ipi-wekl 
Ipi-gisl 
'to help a child walk' 
'to tear apart with one's  teeth' 
'to feed' 
'to lull' 
'to lift' 
'to pour' 
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!boh! 'to put' Ipi-boh! 'to put' 
nern/ 'to drink' Ipi-?ern/ 'to suckle' 
!till 'to touch' Ipi-till 'to place/put' 
Idull 'to hide oneself' Ipi-dull 'to hide something' 
/hajl 'to follow' Ipi-hajl 'to make someone follow' 
The following examples illustrate the use of causative Ipi-/: 
(100) 10? pi-?em d=w:JI) 101 
3S CADS-to.drink CONTR=child 3S 
'She suckled her baby.' 
(101)  ja=?o? pi-gis t:Jm 
RT=3S CADS-to.descend water 
'Then he poured out the water. ' 
(102) 10? pi-wek hafi? 101 t�h 
3S CADS-to.go.back tail 3S this 
'He lifted its tail.' 
(103) gin pi-1naj pew bulo?, pew bul01, pew 
213P CADS-to.bathe other bamboo. tube other bamboo. tube other 
bul01 
bamboo. tube 
'They washed one bamboo tube after another. ' 
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Causatives derived by means of the Ipi-/ affix feed further derivational morphology in 
the form of iterative (§4.7. 1 .3) and possibly imperfective (§4.7. l . l), progressive (§4.7. 1 .2), 
continuative (§4.7 . 1 .4) and relative (§4. 12.2). 
4. 7.2.3 Causative Ipr-/ 
Another causative affix consists of a prespecified affix Ipr-/, which like Ipi-I is prefixed 
to monosyllabic bases. Examples of /pr-/ include the following: 
/cip/ 'to go' Ipr-cipl 'to cause something to move' 
!hit! 'to tremble' /pr-hit! 'to cause someone to tremble' 
Isocl 'to wash' /pr-socl 'to cause someone to wash' 
Iwekl 'to go back' /pr-wek/ 'to cause someone to go back' 
Ijoll 'to throw' /pr-joll 'to cause someone to throw' 
/hir/ 'to be frightened' /pr-hir/ 'to frighten' 
/gej/ 'to eat' /pr-gej/ 'to feed' 
/bj/ 'to run' /pr-bjl 'to cause something to run away' 
The following examples illustrate the use of causative Ipr-/: 
(104) ?o? pr-gej ba=kneh 101 ton 
3S CADS-to.eat GOAL=wife 3S that 
'He supported that wife of his.' 
(105) wa=b-pr-hit gin b<ra>bo? 10n 
IRR.3S=PROG-CADS-tremble 213P woman<COLL> there 
'He was going to make those women tremble [with fear]. '  
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Causatives derived by means of the /pr-/ affix feed further derivational morphology in the 
form of imperfective (§4.7. 1 . 1 ), progressive (§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7. 1 .3), continuative 
(§4.7. 1 .4), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1)  and possibly relative (§4.12.2). 
4.7.2.4 Causative /tr-/ 
Yet another causative affix which is prefixed to monosyllabic bases involves a 
prespecified Itr-/. Again, it is difficult to determine whether this causativising affix is 
semantically different from the others, but some of the translations seem to indicate that 
causatives derived with /tr-I are more likely to involve causation through intentional, often 
oral instruction. A similar but more evident distinction has been noted in Semelai by 
Kruspe (2004:127-129), who proposes that /tar-I (the Semelai equivalent of Jahai /tr-I) 
signals mediated causation. The following Jahai examples illustrate such instructional 
causation: 
/Cip/ 
/gim/ 
Ibjl 
'to go' 
'to deliberate' 
'to run' 
/tr-cipl 
/tr-girnl 
Itr-bjl 
'to train someone to walk' 
'to summon to a deliberation' 
'to tell someone to run away' 
Causatives derived by means of the /tr-/ affix feed further derivational morphology in the 
form of imperfective (§4.7. 1 . 1), progressive (§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7. 1 .3), continuative 
(§4.7. 1 .4), nominalisation (§4. 1 .4. 1)  and possibly relative (§4.12.2). 
4. 7.2.5 Causative 1<Ii>1 
The causative allomorph /<Ii>1 occurs as an infix in sesqui- and disyllabic bases and is 
wholly determined by base structure. It consists of a fully prespecified affix attached at the 
left edge of the final CVC string of the base. It will be regarded here as a phonotactically 
determined allomorph of all the causative morphemes described above. Examples include 
the following: 
Ickipl 
Ibkitl 
/hgik/ 
/sjU?/ 
Ikbisl 
Imam:hI 
/pcahl 
Ibt:>jI 
'to close one's eyes' 
'to be hot' 
'to be afraid' 
'to be cold' 
'to dielbe dead' 
'to be old' 
'to snaplbreak' 
'to be red' 
Ic<ri>kipl 
1b<Ii>kiti 
Ih<ri>gik/ 
Is<ri>jU?/ 
Ik<ri>bis/ 
Im<ri>nehl 
Ip<ri>cah/ 
Ib<ri>t:>j/ 
The following examples illustrate the 1<Ii>1 allomorph: 
(106) ja=je? k<Ii>bis ?o? 
RT=lS to.die<CAUS> 3S 
'Then I killed it. ' 
(107) he? ja=p<Ii>cah tawES 
IP.INCL lRR=to.break<CAUS> [type.of.tree] 
'We will fell a tawas tree.' 
'to close someone's  eyes' 
'to heat' 
'to frighten' 
'to cool something' 
'to kil l '  
'to make something old' 
'to break something' 
'to make something red' 
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Causatives derived by means of the 1<Ii>1 affix feed further derivational morphology in the 
form of imperfective (§4.7. 1 . 1), progressive (§4.7. 1 .2), iterative (§4.7 . 1 .3), continuative 
(§4.7. 1 .4) and possibly relative (§4.12.2). 
4.7.3 Nounlnumeral-to-verb derivation 
4. 7.3. 1  Noun-to-verb derivation 
Nouns may be turned into intransitive property verbs by means of the affix Ib-I (PROP), 
related to the progressive morpheme described in §4.7. 1 .2. The affix usually consists of a 
/b-I prefixed to the nominal base, but with some bases this is in free variation with a full 
syllable allomorph /br-I. The process, which appears to be productive but not very 
frequent, results in verbs that denote utilisation, possession or containment of the noun in 
question. What these meanings have in common is a notion of 'property' (hence the 
glossing of the morpheme as PROP) which is likely to be closely linked to the notions of 
automaticity, routine and habituality that are associated with the /b-I morpheme signalling 
progressive aspect in verbs. Similar denominal processes characterise the Malay prefix 
ber-, the source of Jahai /b-I. Zaharani ( 199 1 :87-88), for example, provides an almost 
identical semantic characterisation of ber- affixed to nominal roots in Perak Malay. Similar 
functions are also described for Semelai (Kruspe 2004: 153-155). 
Ite?1 'earth/soil'  /b-te? - br-te?/ 'to own/till land' 
/haje?1 'house' /b-haje?/ 'to reside in a house' 
nik';}?1 'fish' /b-?ik';}?1 'to have fish' 
Ikrit;}h/ 'car' 
It::>m/ 'water' 
/hawenl 'pig' 
/twipJ 'headache' 
/blawl 'blowpipe' 
The following examples illustrate its use: 
(108) ?o? b-kneh 
3S PROP-wife 
'He was married. ' 
( 109) ?o? b-slaj ka=?un 
/b-krit';}h/ 'to be motorised' 
/b-t::>m/ 
/b-hawen/ 
/b-twipJ 
/b-blawl 
'to have/use/contain water' 
'to have a pig/pork' 
'to have a headache' 
'to have/use a blowpipe' 
3S PRoP-swidden LOC=there 
'He tilled a swidden there.' 
(1 10) bra? wa=b-nasi? 
NEG IRR.3S=PROP-rice 
'He doesn't have any rice. '  
Such noun-to-verb derivations possibly only feed further derivation in the form of relative 
(§4. 12.2). 
4. 7.3.2 Numeral-to-verb derivation 
Similarly, numerals borrowed from Malay may be verbalised by the same Ib-/ affix 
(PROP). The resulting form means 'to be characterised by' the number designated by the 
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numeral. The only indigenous Jahai numeral /nej/ 'one' appears not to take this affix. 
Again, close parallels are found in Semelai (Kruspe 2004 : 1 52) and Perak Malay (Zaharani 
199 1 :88-89). 
/duwa?/ 'two' 
/tiga?/ 'three' 
fimpat/ ' four' 
!lime?/ 'five' 
4.7.4 Markers of modality 
Ib-duwa?/ 
Ib-tiga?/ 
Ib-?mpat/ 
Ib-lime?/ 
'to be two' 
'to be three' 
'to be four' 
'to be five' 
Jahai distinguishes at least three types of modality by means of proclitics attached to the 
verb: irrealis, desiderative and hortative. The domain of attachment of these proclitics is 
the clause, but their phonological host is always a verb; hence their treatment here in 
connection with verbal morphology. Following the definitions of Bybee (1985: 165-169) 
and Bybee et al. ( 1994: 176ff., 319ff.), irrealis and desiderative are mainly to be regarded as 
agent-oriented modalities; that is, they express internal or external conditions pertaining to 
the agent with respect to the predicate situation. Hortative, on the other hand, which is a 
type of directive or imperative, represents a speaker-oriented modality; that is, it expresses 
the speaker's imposition of conditions on the addressee. 
The use of the tenn 'irrealis' calls for some clarification. Irrealis may be defined as 
expressing situations which are unreal or non-actual in some sense (Bybee et al. 1994:236-
237). Strictly speaking, the three modal distinctions in Jahai may all be categorised as 
irrealis, since they all express non-actual situations. It may even be argued that the 
presence of modal proclitics distinguishes irrealis situations from realis ones. The reason 
for restricting the tenn irrealis to just one of the modal proclitics (/ja=/ - /wa=/, described 
in §4.7.4. 1 )  is that this has a number of typical irrealis meanings that are difficult to bring 
together under a different label. 
It should also be pointed out that it is difficult in the case of irrealis to make a sharp 
distinction between modality, tense and aspect. This is because the Jahai irrealis frequently 
conveys notions of both future and present as well as ongoing of a situation (see §4.7.4. 1 ). 
4. 7.4.1 Irrealis 
The irrealis morpheme has two allomorphs: /wa=/, which is used with subjects in third 
person singular (IRR.3S), and /ja=/, which is used with all other subjects (IRR). These 
portmanteau clitics replace the otherwise usually obligatory preverbal subject-marking 
pronouns, and, like these, are regarded as subject-agreement markers (§S . l . l . l ). A 
disambiguating pronoun or full NP denoting the subject may precede the irrealis marker 
but is syntactically optional. In the absence of a disambiguating pronoun or full NP, the 
/ja=/ allomorph usually implies first person, typically in the singular. 
Irrealis is used in a variety of contexts which are connected by the notion that the 
situation expressed by the clause is not a reality. Thus, irrealis may be used to indicate that 
a situation will happen at some point in the future (immediate or distant), either in relation 
to the time of speaking or to some other time of reference in the past. This tense-like, 
future sense of irrealis is also intimately linked to notions of intention and expectation. The 
following examples illustrate such future meanings: 
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( 1 1 1 ) ?nuj ja=cip, ja=sam ba=?�h, ja=bdil g aw, brij �h 
soon IRR=to.go IRR=to.hunt GOAL=here IRR=to.shoot pig evening this 
'I will leave soon. 1 will hunt nearby. 1 will shoot a pig. Tonight. ' 
( 1 12) he? ja=gej, m;)h pon, he? ja=gej skali? 
IP.INCL IRR=to.eat 2S.FAM too IP.INCL IRR=to.eat together 
'We will eat. You too. We will eat together.' 
( 1 13)  je:h duwa? haden ba=run, je:h ja=b-dkdak 
lD.EXCL two tomorrow GOAL=there lD.EXCL IRR=PRop-fish.trap 
'Tomorrow we will go there. We will trap fish.' 
( 1 14) wa=ll-c;)l s?o?, ja=de:s 
IRR.3S=ITER-to.tell just IRR=to.move 
'He will j ust go on telling stories. 1 will leave. ' 
( 1 1 5) wa=pi-?em W;)I) ?o? 
IRR.3S=CAUS-to.drink child 3S 
'She will suckle her baby. ' 
( 1 16) me:j wa=sam 
what IRR.3s=to.hunt 
'What will he hunt?' 
Irrealis is also used to denote ongoing present situations where the predicate i nvolves some 
type of goal that has not yet been reached and where the situation has therefore not been 
fully realised. The goal may be expressed by the inherent semantics of the verb and is then 
especially evident in verbs of achievement, as in the following example, where the verb 
Iwekl 'to go back - to return' refers to the whole process of going back and reaching one's 
starting-point: 
( 1 1 7) ja=wek 
IRR=to.return 
'I' m on my way back! '  
[Frequently uttered by people who, walking through the village, 
are about to reach their house after returning from the forest] 
The goal may also be expressed overtly, e.g. as a PP, as in the following case, where the 
situation is not con3idered to be completed until one has reached the stated endpoint: 
( 1 1 8) ja=cip ba=hip 
IRR=to.go GOAL=forest 
'I'm going to the forest ! '  
[Frequently uttered by people who are leaving the village] 
S uc h  present readings of the irrealis take on almost aspect-like properties in that they 
express that a situation is ongoing and will be completed at some point. 
Sometimes, irrealis is also used to indicate the desire or need of the subject to realise a 
situation, as in the following example: 
( 1 1 9) ja=kmm 
lRR=to. urinate 
'I' ve got to do a wee-wee ! '  
[Uttered by a man who was looking i n  vain for a secluded place to pass water] 
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Finally, irrealis is obligatory in  negated clauses. No distinction is made between 
negation of past, present and future situations. All display the same construction consisting 
minimally of the negative marker !bra?1 (which is in free variation with the borrowed 
Malay negative marker Ibokan!) and the irrealis-marked verb. 
(120) c<n>kwik ?o? ton lajin-Iajin, bra? ja=?t?et 
to.speak<NM> 3S that CONT-to.be.different NEG IRR=to.know 
'That way of speaking of his is very different. I don't understand [it]. '  
( 121)  bra? wa=mUl)ke:r lagi? ka=?ap ton 
NEG IRR.3S=to.wake.up again sUBJ=tiger that 
'That tiger never woke up again ! '  
(122) bra? wa=lr-gir ka=?On 
NEG IRR.3S=ITER-to.roll Loc=there 
'There was no thunder. ' 
( 123) bra? gin ja=wek 
NEG 213P IRR=to.go.back 
'They won't come back. ' 
4. 7.4.2 Desiderative 
The desiderative proclitic Irna=1 (DES), which expresses the desire, wish or intention of 
the subject to perform the action designated by the verb, is exceedingly rare and hardly ever 
occurs in spontaneous speech. For some speakers, however, the desiderative-marked verb 
is the preferred citation form. 
/Cipl 
Ilmahl 
!tigill 
'to go' 
'to find' 
'to go around' 
Ima=cipl 
Ima=lmahl 
Ima=tigiU 
'to want to go' 
'to want to find' 
'to want to go around' 
Like the irrealis proclitics, the desiderative appears to be mutually exclusive with the 
otherwise usually obligatory preverbal subject-marking pronoun. 
The desiderative may be combined with all pronouns and hence any person. However, it 
usually occurs only with animate, typically human, subjects. 
(124) japeh ma=plImc baraI) japeh 
IP.EXCL DES=to.take.back thing IP.EXCL 
'We want to take back what is  ours.'  
In the following sentence, the subject is represented by a natural phenomenon which is 
in some way animated: 
(125) kt::>? ma=rnc 
sky DES=to.rain 
'It will rain. ' (lit. 'The sky wants to rain. ' )  
A similar desiderative prefix Irna?-I is  described for Kintaq by Asmah (1976:955-956), 
and a proclitic Ima=/ signals irrealis in Semelai (Kruspe 2004:89). Similarly, an affix I-m-I, 
associated with pronominal proclitics and expressing modal categories like intentional, 
imperative and purposive, has been described for Temiar by Benjamin (1976b: 180-1 82; 
1996). 
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4. 7.4.3 Hortative 
Three modals, lha=l, Ica=1 and /ka=l, are procliticised to verbs to propose an addressee 
to carry out an action. Their domain of attachment is the imperative clause. They express 
meanings that range from mild commands, over incitements and encouragements, to 
humble suggestions. It has not yet been possible to discern any distributional differences 
between lha=l, Ica=1 and Ika=l, and they are referred to here under the common label of 
hortative (HORT). They are distinct from true imperatives, which are used to issue direct 
commands and which are expressed with the verb lexeme only (cf. §4.7). Presumably, the 
hortative proclitic lha=1 bears some semantic relation to the interrogative proclitic lha=l, 
described in §4. 1O.3. 
Icipl 
Iwekl 
/kjeI)/ 
nEll 
'to go' 
'to go back' 
'to listen' 
'to look' 
Examples include the following: 
( 1 26) ha=cip ba=?5h 
HORT=tO.go GOAL=here 
'Please come here ! '  
( 1 27) wek ha=?d 
to.go.back HORT=to.look 
'Come back and have a look! '  
( 128) ca=7d gamah 70? 
HORT=to.look picture 3S 
'Have a look at his photos ! '  
4.8 Expressives 
Iha=cipl 
Iha=wekl 
/ka=kjeI]l 
Ica=?ElI 
'please go' 
'please go/come back' 
'please listen' 
'please look' 
Expressives, a category of words which forms a distinct word-class in many 
Austroasiatic languages, denote sensory perceptions of the speaker - visual, auditory, 
tactile, olfactory, gustatory, emotional or other - in relation to a particular phenomenon 
(Diffloth 1972, 1976d). They differ from most other words in that they are largely iconic 
rather than symbolic; that is, the relation between their meaning and form is not 
characterised by arbitrariness but likeness of some sort. They often display peculiar 
phonological and morphological features, and they function syntactically like sentence 
adjuncts. For previous descriptions of expressives in individual languages, see e.g. Diffloth 
( 1976b:84-85) for Jab Hut, Diffloth ( 1976d) for Semai, Benjamin ( 1976b: 1 77-1 78) for 
Temiar, Svantesson (1983:78-79, 1 15-125) for Kammu and Kruspe (2004:396-402) for 
Semelai. 
The class of expressives does not appear to be as evident in Jahai as in other Aslian 
languages, or at least it takes a slightly different form. A distinction needs to be made on 
frequency and individual grounds between onomatopoeic forms (§4.8. 1 )  and what will be 
referred to here as expressive elaboration. This latter manifestation of expressives is a 
highly marginal phenomenon associated with only a couple of speakers and as such is 
treated separately in Chapter 6.  
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4.8.1 Onomatopoeic forms 
Onomatopoeic forms are words displaying acoustic iconicity; that is, their phonological 
form, drawn from the ordinary phonemic inventory, bears some resemblance to the 
acoustic characteristics of the phenomenon they denote. They usually serve as syntactically 
optional adjuncts that add life to a narrative. Frequently, however, they turn up in predicate 
position and then function syntactically like verbs. Some onomatopoeic forms in predicate 
position may be negated and also be subject to derivational processes normally associated 
with verbs, e.g. imperfective aspect (§4.7. 1 . 1 ). By definition, such forms are to be 
regarded as verbs in this position. Onomatopoeic forms are numerous, frequent, 
semantically specific, highly conventionalised and shared by the whole speech community. 
Examples include the following: 
/rop/ '(sound of a muntjac deer)' 
!bat! '(sound of a bird landing on a branch), 
/cikl '(sound of a blowpipe dart hitting muscle of prey)' 
IklikI '(sound of a person walking)' 
Iklakl '(sound of something falling)' 
/pok! '(sound of an animal falling to the ground)' 
/chok! '(sound of running water or waterfall), 
/bk! '(sound of a hornbill)' 
lh:Jk5k! '(sound of a leaf-monkey)' 
n:Jk! '(sound of boiling)' 
/riq>/ '(sound of flapping)' 
/ja<\>/ '(sound of flying or leaping)' 
Ilu<\>/ '(sound of dashing)' 
Iko<\>/ '(sound of a blowpipe dart hitting stomach of prey)' 
1k:J<\>/ '(sound of a small object falling to the ground)' 
/r:J<\>/ '(sound of a blowpipe dart hitting canopy)' 
/pI5<\>/ '(sound of a blowpipe being fired)' 
/ples/ '(sound of a blowpipe being fired)' 
/ceh! '(sound of a blowpipe dart hitting a vine)' 
/weh! '(sound of a blowpipe being fired)' 
/kral)/ '(sound of carving)' 
/�w/ '(sound of a shotgun)' 
/pr.Jw/ '(sound of an animal fleeing from one tree to another)' 
In some cases there is a correlation between size/speed and vowel quality, as illustrated by 
the following set of forms: 
/tikI '(sound of a small raindrop falling to the ground)' 
/t;:)k - tiki '(sound of a big raindrop falling to the ground)' 
/tak! '(sound of a big raindrop falling quickly to the ground)' 
/tuk - t:Jk/ '(sound of a big raindrop falling slowly to the ground)' 
Onomatopoeic forms which function as adjuncts are not subject to any morphological 
operations with the exception of iconic total reduplication. as in the following examples: 
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(129) 101 kr.JliI:J ka=bh:>l, rop-rop-rop-rop 
3S to.make.sound SUBJ=muntjac.deer [sound of a muntjac deer . . .  ] 
'The muntjac deer barked [sound] . '  
( 130) 101 bj prnw-prnw-prnw ba=lanil 
3S to.run [sound of an animal fleeing . . .  ] GOAL=there 
'It fled [sound] over there.' 
Sometimes different onomatopoeic forms are used in succession to convey whole 
sequences of events. Thus, in the following example, where the course of events involves 
a hornbill taking off, flying away and landing in a different spot, only the first event (the 
taking off) is described with an ordinary clause, whereas the following events (the flight 
and the landing) are described in a highly iconic fashion with only onomatopoeic forms. 
( 1 3 1) 101 kj:>w 
3S to. take. off 
bat 
[sound of landing] 
weI ka=laj ton, ja<l>-ja<l>-ja<l>-ja<l> 
again SUBJ=game that [sound of flying . . .  ] 
'That bird took off again [sound of flying] [sound of landing] . '  
The following example illustrates an onomatopoeic form in predicate position (see also 
§5. 1 . 1 .2): 
( 132) lu<l> ka=bh:>l 
[sound of dashing] sUBJ=muntjac.deer 
'The muntj ac deer [sound of dashing] ! '  
4.9 Prepositions 
As a rule, prepositions are obligatorily proclitics which attach to the initial constituent of 
a NP, including nouns, personal pronouns, demonstratives, interrogatives and numerals. 
They express the categories of location, goal, source and contrast. An additional 
preposition expressing the category of equation is proclitic to pronouns and demonstratives 
but is otherwise a free morpheme. Several of the prepositional proclitics also have two 
allomorphs, a full-syllabic form with a prespecified vowel nucleus la!, and a corresponding 
reduced, half-syllabic form with an underspecified vowel nucleus. The two allomorphs are 
usually in complementary distribution which may be determined by assimilatory or 
phonotactic factors but, at least in one case, also by semantics. 
Whereas most of the prepositions can be used to license the occurrence of a NP and are 
then predicative, one of them - /ka=l - may also be used non-predicatively to mark the 
grammatical relation of subject. Another one - contrastive Id=l - can only be used non­
predicatively to make pragmatic contrasts. Brief mentioning of such non-predicative usage 
is included here, but for a more detailed discussion, see §5.2. 
4.9.1 Location/instrument/subject lka=1 
The phonologically reduced form 1k=1 of the prepositional procIitic lka=1 expresses 
location in, at or by the referent of the NP (LOC):  
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( 133) japeh Ipk k=k1ap 
IP.EXCL to. sit LOC=Kelap 
'We stayed at Kelap.' 
( 134) je1 p1;}h k=bulo1 
IS  to.cook LOC=bamboo.tube 
'I cooked [it] in bamboo tubes. ' 
A more metaphorical reading is exemplified in the following sentence: 
( 135) 101 1£1 k=?awe1 ton 
3S to.look LOC=type.of.tortoise that 
'It looked at that tortoise. ' 
The fully syllabic form Ika=/ is used in the literally locative sense only with demonstratives 
and some monosyllabic nouns: 
( 136) je1 b-pI)se1) ka=run 
IS PROG-to.talk LOC=there 
'I was talking over there. '  
(137) cip ka=sej1 
to.go Loc=front 
'Walk in  front! '  
It i s  also used to  mark the thematic role of instrument. 
(138) je1 cek ?aj ka=taJi? 
IS to.stab game. animal INSTR=knife 
'I stabbed the animal with a knife.' (elic.) 
Otherwise Ika=/ is used non-predicatively to mark postverbal NPs that represent the 
syntactic subject of a clause (see §5.2. 1 . 1 . 1 ). 
( 139) je1 lkluk ka=je? 
IS to.laugh SUBJ=IS 
'I laughed. ' 
4.9.2 Goal lba=! 
The prepositional proclitic Iba=/ (GOAL) typically expresses concrete motion to or 
towards the referent of the NP: 
(140) japeh ja=wek ba=haje1 
IP.EXCL IRR=to.go.back GOAL=house 
'We will go back to the house.'  
It may also denote metaphorical motion to a recipient: 
(141)  101 1ek dwi1 ba=je1 
3S to.give money GOAL=IS 
'He gave me money. ' 
The phonologically reduced form Ib=/ is only found in combination with the 
demonstratives I?itihl 'there, above' and I?ujih/ 'there, below' and the interrogative flbahl 
'where?'. 
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4.9.3 Source Ican=1 
Corresponding to English 'from' , the prepositional proclitic Ican=1 (SOURCE) expresses 
concrete or metaphorical motion away from the referent of the NP. The full allomorph 
Ican=1 is normally in free variation with a phonologically reduced Icn=1 but is the preferred 
form with monosyllabic words, whereas reduced Icn=1 is the preferred form with disyllabic 
words with a pre-final vowel /a!. 
( 142) je? jok can=m;,h 
IS to.move SOURCE=headwaters 
c ;, s  tani? 
Cos that 
'I moved from those headwaters of the river Cos.' 
( 143) to? ?el-?el ka=?ap cn=?ani? 
3S to.look-CONT SUBJ=tiger SOURCE=there 
'The tiger kept on watching from over there.'  
(144) sec cn=kasa? 
meat SOURCE=sambar.deer 
'meat from a sambar deer' (elic.) 
4.9.4 Contrast Id=1 
The prepositional proclitic Id=1 (CONTR) i s  used to express that the referent of the NP is 
in some way contrasted with other explicit or implicit referents which are potential 
competitors for the same relation. In the following clause, it attaches to a postverbal subject 
NP to signal that the subject of the clause, as opposed to some other, implicit participant, is 
going to carry out the action (see also §S.2 . 1 . 1 .2) .  
( 145) hej ja=kajil d=hej 
lD.INCL IRR=to.fish CONTR= I D.INCL 
'We [as opposed to x] will go fishing. ' 
The following example illustrates similar contrasting, but this time of a direct object (see 
also §5.2.2. 1 ). 
(146) ja=?o? bdil leh d=hawen 
RT=3S to. shoot EMP CONTR=pig 
'Then he shot the pig [as opposed to s hooting X] . '  
If attached to a NP denoting a recipient, it signals that the referent receives some object for 
keeping, or is  rendered a special favour intended for his or her benefit, as in the following 
example (see also §S.2.3). 
(147) ?ek leh d=je? 
to.give EMP CONTR= lS 
'Give to me ! '  
It is occasionally also used in possessive-like constructions (see also §5.1 .4.3). 
4.9.5 Equation IpOD - pD=1 
The prepositional proclitic Ipn=1 (EQU), used with pronouns and demonstratives, and its 
corresponding free form /pon/, used with nouns, express likeness to the referent of the NP. 
This is most likely a loan of Malay pun 'also ' ,  'too ' .  Examples include the following: 
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( 148) Ja=jel tikah k=Jhii? leh pn=?�h 
RT=lS  to.spring LOC=tree EMP EQu=here 
'Then I sprang up in a tree like this ! '  
( 149) ?o? gej pon lap 
3S to. eat EQU tiger 
'He eats like a tiger.' (elie.) 
4.10 Auxiliaries and adverbs 
Jahai exhibits a number of proclitics, particle-like grammatical words and adverbs 
which modify verbs or clauses. Several of these can be arranged in the categories of 
temporal or modal auxiliaries (relational tense and root possibility), negation markers 
(negative and prohibitive) and interrogative particles (interrogative), all of which are found 
in preverbal position. These are described in §4. 1O. 1-4. 10.3. An emphatic particle is 
described in §4. 1O.4., adverbs are treated in §4. 10.5, and additional adverbial elements are 
listed in §4. 10.6. Many of these forms are of Malay origin. 
4.10.1 Temporal and modal auxiliaries 
4. 10. 1. 1  Relational tense 
The proclitic /ja=/ attaches to the first constituent of the obligatory part of the clause, 
referred to here as the core (cf. §3.3.2.3, §5. 1 . 1 ), to signal relational tense (RT). This may 
signify that a situation is anterior to the time of reference (cf. the terminology of Bybee 
1985: 159-16 1  and Bybee et al. 1994:54, 6 1-63, 3 18). It is then readily translated into 
English as 'already' or 'ever' .  The following examples illustrate its use: 
( 150) ja=jel ?t?et 
RT=lS to.know 
'I already know. ' 
( 1 5 1 )  ha=ja=m;,h bdil ka=mutah 
Q=RT=2S.FAM to.shoot INSTR=mortar 
'Have you ever used a mortar?' 
(152) ja=s:)c ka=snbc 
RT=to.be.gone SUBJ=blowpipe.dart 
'The darts are already used up! '  
( 153) hobi? ton ja=bJlji? 
root.crop that RT=to.be.tall 
'That root crop had already grown tall. '  
It may also signify that a situation is  posterior to the time of reference, and is then 
preferably translated into English as 'then' .  
( 154) ja=lo? bj ba=?ani? 
RT=3S to.run GOAL=there 
'Then it fled in that direction. ' 
(155) jet wk-wek, ja=je? ges k=slaj 
IS IMPF-to.return RT=IS to.descend Loc=swidden 
'I was going back. Then I went down through the swidden. '  
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If combined with irrealis forms, it signals that a situation is about to take place, as in the 
following example: 
( 156) ja=wa=s:)c tep @h 
RT=IRR.3S=to.be.gone cassette this 
'This cassette is about to run out. ' 
The common notion of these meanings is one of temporal contrast. 
The relational tense marker frequently merges with the third person singular pronoun 
nOlI to form a portmanteau morpheme /jO?/ (RT.3S). 
(157) jOt cip 
RT.3S to.go 
'Then he left.' 
The relational tense marker is likely to be derived from the Malay perfect marker sudah 
or dah 'done' ,  'finished' . 
4. 10.1.2 Root possibility 
The modal auxiliary Ibolehl (from Malay boleh 'to be able to' )  signals that the agent is 
able to or is allowed to carry out the action designated by the verb. Following Bybee et al. 
(1994: 178, 320), it will be referred to here as root possibility (RP). It occurs at the left edge 
of the core of a clause. 
(158) boleh ja=gej 
RP IRR=to.eat 
' [I] can eat. ' 
(159) boleh jEt cip 
RP IS to.go 
'I was able to leave.' 
4.10.2 Negation markers 
4. 10.2. 1 Negative 
Clause negation is expressed with a negative marker /bra?/ (NEG), which occurs in free 
variation with the borrowed negative marker Ibokanl (from Malay bukan 'no' ,  'not') before 
the core of the clause or, occasionally, before the preverbal subject NP. As a negator at 
clause level it always co-occurs with an irrealis-marked verb (see §4.7.4. 1 and §5. 1 . 1 .3). 
(160) bra? wa=bt?Et 
NEG IRR.3s=to.be.good 
'It's not good. ' 
(161)  bokan ja=b-I)k-lpk kampoI) 
NEG IRR=PROG-IMPF-to.sit village 
'I wasn't living in a village.'  
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( 1 62) bra? japeh ja=pkt:>k 
NEG IP.EXCL IRR=to.cook 
'We didn't  cook.' 
The negative marker may also be used to negate NPs and PPs. Furthermore, it 
sometimes occurs in predicate position, taking on properties associated with existential 
verbs (see also §S. 1 . 1 .2). 
An additional indigenous negative marker lbI)itl, recorded by Schebesta ( 1928a:822), 
has been noted only sporadically in the present material. Its function and distribution are 
unclear. 
4. 10. 2.2  Prohibitive 
The prohibitive marker naketl (PROH) is placed before a verb to express negative 
imperati ve. 
( 163) ?ake:t lkluk 
PROH to.laugh 
'Don't laugh ! '  
( 164) ?ake:t r:>h \Y.}w 
PROH to.cut to.be.big 
'Don't make a big clearing. ' 
( 165) ?ake:t de? pn=?on 
PROH to.make EQu=that 
'Don't do like that ! '  
( 166) ?ake:t bj, paj ton 
PROH to.run 2S.DIS that 
'You there! Don't  run ! '  
It i s  also used as an isolated interjection to issue admonitions or warnings: 
( 167) ?ake:t 
PROH 
'Don't ! '/'Watch out! '  
4.10.3 Interrogative 
Yes/no questions may be formed from any statement through the attachment of an 
interrogative proclitic /ha=1 (Q) to the first constituent of the clause. 
( 168) ha=ja=m:>h gej 
Q=RT=2S.FAM to.eat 
'Have you eaten?' 
( 169) ha=gin ja=ciweh 
Q=2I3P IRR=to.climb.up 
'Will you climb up?' 
(170) ha=wa=wek ba=?iin 
Q=IRR.3S=to.go.back GOAL=there 
'Will he return there?' 
( 171)  ha=m�h ja=haj tkih je? 
Q=2S.FAM IRR=to.follow backside IS 
'Will you follow me?' 
4.10.4 Emphasis 
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A particle fleh/ (EMP), from Malay lah, may be placed after any word, phrase, clause or 
sentence for emphasis and affirmation. Emphatic readings are illustrated in the following 
examples: 
( 172) japeh Ipk k=t�h leh 
IP.EXCL to.sit Loc=this EMP 
'We stayed here! '  
( 173) peh Ipk le:h k=ton 
IP.EXCL to.sit EMP LOC=that 
'We stayed there ! '  
( 174) bra? wa=?l)ic leh 
NEG IRR.3s=to.burn EMP 
'He didn't bum [xl ! '  
Affirmative use of /leh/ is  exemplified in the following answer: 
(175) ?oc leh 
3S EMP 
' [It's] him all right. '  
If combined with imperative forms, /leh/ adds additional emphasis to the exhortation: 
( 176) cip le:h 
to.go EMP 
'Now, go! '  
(177) ?ek leh d=je:? 
to.give EMP CONTR=IS 
'Now, give to me! '  
4.10.5 Adverbs 
The adjective-like property verbs usually function as predicates but may also modify 
other verbs, in which case they are regarded here as adverbs. In this capacity they always 
follow the verb they modify and are frequently separated from it by the emphatic particle 
/leh/ described in §4. 1O.4. 
( 178) ?aket r�h b::>w 
PROH to.cut to.be.big 
'Don't  make a big clearing.'  
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(179) gej leh hakij 
to.eat EMP to.be.slow 
'Eat slowly! '  
( 1 80) je? cip bJ1ji? 
IS to.go to.be.far 
'I walked far. ' 
Schebesta (1928a:822) stated that adverbs are regularly formed by means of the optional 
prefix Ie. This prefix is likely to be related to the interposed emphatic particle identified 
here. It should be noted that a few property verbs may contain frozen traces of a prefix /1-/ 
which originally had the function of co-ordinating verbs with modifying property verbs. 
These include /lktW;;)t/ 'to be quick' , /1wesl 'to be wide' and Ila?isl 'to be bad' . 
4.10.6 Other adverbial elements 
Additional adverbials include the following set of indigenous, postverbal forms: 
/haji?1 'also' ,  'too' 
Ijaga?1 'only' 
Is?o?1 'just' , 'only' 
Iwell 'again' 
nnuj/ 'soon' 
Also, the following forms borrowed from Malay occur frequently, usually clause-initially: 
Ilagi?1 'again', 'also', 'moreover' ,  'still ' ,  'yet' 
/bam?1 'again' ,  'anew' ,  'until' 
Itrosl 'at once',  'straightaway' 
Idah/ 'already' 
4.1 1  Conjunctions 
Jahai phrases and clauses may be related to each other by means of a set of five 
conjunctions. There are two indigenous, co-ordinating conjunctions: a disjunctive proclitic 
lha=1 'or' and an additive particle nab?1 'and' . These may be used to co-ordinate full 
clauses or phrases, typically noun phrases. The additive nab?1 is simply placed between 
the two co-ordinated elements, whereas the disjunctive /ha=1 is attached to the first 
constituent of each co-ordinated element. The co-ordinating function of the disjunctive is 
closely linked to the main function of /ha=1 as an interrogative (cf. §4. 1D.3), and it is  
mostly used in interrogative contexts. 
( 1 8 1 )  ja=cip ba=grik ?ab? ja=bli? bras 
IRR=to.go GOAL=Grik and IRR=to.buy rice 
'I will go to Grik and I will buy rice. ' (elic.) 
( 1 82) ha=m:)h ha=je? 
or=2S.FAM or=IS 
'you or me' 
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Subordinating conjunctions, of which three have been documented, are borrowings from 
Malay: a causal Isbapl 'because' (from Malay sebab 'cause'), a temporal 1l'[X)s/ 'after', 
'when' (from Malay lepas ' after' ), and a conditional Ikaluh - kabw/ 'if' (from Malay 
lealau 'if'). These are placed at the beginning of the subordinate clause. Subordinate clauses 
may either precede or follow the main clause (cf. §5. 1 . 1 .4). 
With the exception of the temporal ll'[X)s/, conjunctions are rare. Co-ordination normally 
involves the combination of phrases/clauses without conjunctions. 
4.12 Co-ordinating morphemes in the NP 
Jahai has two relative-marking morphemes, which have the purpose of subordinating 
heads of NPs with some of their modifiers: a proclitic 1k=1 (§4. 12. 1)  and a prefix /t-I 
(§4. 12 .2). Although the difference between them is not always clear-cut and speakers 
claim they are interchangeable, they usually display quite distinct characteristics from both 
a syntactic and a semantic point of view. A third co-ordinating morpheme, the proclitic 
11= - la=l, marks the identificational co-ordination of a NP with a deictic element 
(§4. 12.3). 
4.12.1 Relative marker Ik=! 
The relative marker Ik=/ (REL) is attached proclitically to the initial constituent of a 
phrase or clause to signal relativisation. Thus, any such element may become a modifier in 
the NP. The relative clause/phrase always occurs at the right edge of the NP (see also 
§5. 1 .3 and §5. 1 .4. 1). Some examples follow: 
( 183) 101 k=tmkal 
3S REL=man 
'the one who is a man ' 
[As opposed to another person, who is a woman; note that the relative phrase is intended to 
disambiguate the referent as no gender distinction is made in the third person singular 
pronoun] 
( 184) pUI]huluh k=hapa1 
headman REL=to.die 
'the headman who died' 
( 185) ja1 101 t�h k=lawa1 1ikan 
grandmother 3S this REL=to.collect fish 
'this grandmother of his, who caught fish' 
( 186) maken koleh k=pn=1�h 
whose cup REL=like=here 
'Whose cup [is it] that [looks] like this?' 
( 187) slaj k=wih rh-r:lh 
swidden REL=3D IMPF-to.clear 
'the swidden that they were clearing' 
Sometimes, the relative marker 1k=1 is replaced or supplemented by /jaI)/, a borrowing of 
the Malay relative marker yang: 
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( 1 88) pos jaIl �w 
post REL to.be.big 
'a military post that is big' 
( 1 89) hobi? jaq k=je? tanem kt:>? wej 
root.crop REL REL=lS to. plant day past 
'the root-crop that I planted yesterday' (elic.) 
4.12.2 Relative marker It-I 
Unlike the relative marker 1k=1, the marker It-I (also glossed as REL) does not appear to 
attach to phrases or clauses but only at word-level (hence it is treated here as an affix rather 
than a clitic), usually to verbs but occasionally also nouns and numerals.  Its main purpose 
therefore appears to be to derive adjective-like modifiers of NP heads from individual 
verbs, which makes the resulting forms reminiscent of participles. However, its additional 
albeit occasional use with nouns and numerals warrants the treatment of it here as a relative 
marker operating at word level rather than a morpheme for deriving a separate class of 
participles. Still, given their derived character, it is convenient to translate many of these 
forms into English as participles or adjectives rather than relative clauses. Also, unlike 
relative elements introduced by the relative marker 1k=1, It-I-affixed forms are not attached 
at the right edge of the NP, but are found postnominally between the NP head and other 
modifiers, notably demonstratives (see §5. 1 .4. 1). Examples of the relative marker It-I with 
verbs include the following: 
( 190) mnra? t-kul 
person REL-to.call 
'calling person' 
( 19 1 )  ken t-?ap? 
child REL-to.be.small 
'small child' 
( 192) ?o? t-�w 
3S REL-to.be.big 
'the big one' 
[A voidance term denoting elephant] 
( 193) ?o? t-des 
3S REL-to.move 
'the moving one' 
( 194) ?ap t-b-tad:>? 
tiger REL-PROG-to.wait 
'waiting tiger' 
The following phrases exemplify the relative marker It-I with nouns and numerals: 
( 195) he? t-mnra? 
lP.INCL REL-person 
'we humans' 
( 196) wih t-kjih ka=?On 
3D REL-boy LOC=there 
'those [two] boys' 
(197) ?o? t-m:j 
3S REL-one 
'the single one' 
4.12.3 Identification marker /1= - la=1 
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The identification marker 11= - la=1 (ID) is attached proclitically to the initial constituent 
of a NP to co-ordinate this NP with a preceding deictic element, typically a nominal 
demonstrative but occasionally also proper names. This signals that the NP affirmatively 
identifies or specifies the referent referred to by the deictic. The deictic element itself 
represents a NP, so the identification-marked NP is considered here to be a subordinate 
modifier similar to the relativised constituents illustrated in §4. 12.1  (see also §5 . 1 .3 . 1) .  The 
following phrases exemplify its use. 
(198) t�h, l=ksij ?o? ?�h 
this ID=husband 3S here 
'This [is] her husband here.' 
(199) t�h, l=nej ?�h 
this lD=one here 
'this one here' 
(200) ton, l=tahoh ?on 
that ID=Tahoh there 
'That [is] Tahoh there.' 
(201) tahanen. l=kneh ?o? 
Tah an an ID=wife 3S 
'Tahanan [is] his wife.' 
If a deictic head is absent, the identification-marked NP may make up an independent NP 
in its own right. Such constructions usually include a locative head noun. as in the 
following examples: 
(202) l=krpiI:J fOf 
ID=upper.side 3S 
'its upper side' 
(203) l=sejl ?o? 
lD=front 3S 
'its front' 
The allomorph lla=1 occurs when identification-marked demonstratives and nouns form 
part of a prepositional phrase headed by the prepositional proclitic Ik=/ 'LOC·. The set of 
nouns recorded in this position is limited and the construction gives the impression of 
being rather idiomatic. Some examples follow: 
(204) k=la=?�h 
LOC=ID=here 
'here' 
(205) k=la=?on 
LOC=ID=there 
'there' 
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(206) k=la=hip 
LOC=ID=forest 
'in the forest' 
(207) k=la=haj£? 
LOC=ID=house 
'in the house' 
Given its affinnative and identifying function, it is likely that the identification marker 
bears some relationship to the phrase-final emphatic and affirmative particle !lehl, 
described in §4. 1O.4. 
4.13 Summary 
This chapter has been concerned with the identification and characterisation of Jahai 
word classes as well as the morphological categories associated with them. Nouns were 
shown to be a semantically well-defined word class displaying productive derivational 
morphology related to quantification. This situation is similar to the one described by 
Schebesta ( 1928a: 810-812). The typologically unusual system of unitisation has parallels 
in some other Aslian languages. Furthermore, nouns may be formed by means of 
derivation of verbs and numerals, a productive pattern encountered in other Aslian 
languages as well. Other nominal classes of particular interest include pronouns and 
demonstratives, which display rich systems of distinctions. 
With regard to the class of verbs, a significant feature is its system of derivation, with 
various morphemes expressing aspect!Aktionsart and causative. In tenns of complexity, 
productivity and regularity, this system is to be placed on a par with the elaborate verbal 
paradigms described for other Aslian languages. As far as aspect! Aktionsart is concerned, 
Jahai appears to exhibit a somewhat richer set of distinctions than other Aslian languages 
described, the categories of iterative and distributive being unattested so far elsewhere in 
Aslian. A conspicuous feature is the presence of a number of grammatical morphemes 
borrowed from Malay, including the multifunctional Ib-/ prefix,  the continuative, and 
possibly some of the causative allomorphs, as well as several auxiliary and adverbial 
elements and conjunctions. 
Jahai was also shown to exhibit a set of morphemes used to co-ordinate heads of NPs 
with some of their modifiers. Manifold processes of co-ordination within the NP may be a 
feature peculiar to Jahai in the Aslian context, as similar morphemes are not well-attested 
in other Aslian languages. 
5 Syntax 
This chapter outlines the syntactic characteristics of Jahai. It should be viewed as a 
brief and tentative introduction to the subject, as several aspects of Jahai syntax are yet to 
be thoroughly examined and only the most manifest patterns are presented. Beginning with 
a description of the structure of clauses and phrases (§5. 1 ), the chapter goes on to cover the 
arguments of the clause (§5.2), valence and transitivity (§5.3), and valence-affecting 
operations (§5.4). Although not presented within a specific theoretical framework, the 
description has gained a lot of inspiration from the monostratal approach to syntactic 
formalisation proposed by Van Valin and LaPolla ( 1997). The account is based mostly on 
spontaneous rather than elicited data. 
5.1 The structure of clauses and phrases 
This section is concerned with the identification and order of syntactic constituents, 
investigating statements (§5 . 1 . 1 ), questions (§5. 1 .2), relative clauses (§5 . 1 .3), noun phrases 
(§5 . 1 .4) and prepositional phrases (§5 . 1 .5). 
5.1.1 Statements 
Clauses may be broadly divided into two types. One type requires a preverbal subject­
marking pronoun. Such clauses are referred to here as common clauses and are described 
in §5. 1 . 1 . 1 .  The other type, primarily associated with a subset of stative verbs, does not 
require an obligatory preverbal subject-marking pronoun. Such clauses are described in 
§5. 1 .  1 .2. Negated constructions are dealt with in §5. 1 . 1 .3 .  Subordination is discussed 
briefly in §5 . 1 . 1 .4. 
5. 1 .1 . 1  Common clauses 
5. 1 .1 . 1 . 1  The verb and its arguments 
The basic order of elements in the common clause may be summarised as follows: 
(SUB]) SUBJ:AGR v (DIRECT OBJECT) (OBLIQUE ARGUMENT) 
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The predicating element of common clauses is always a verb, dynamic or stative. This 
is preceded by an obligatory subject marker, in non-irrealis clauses represented by an 
unstressed pronoun. Such pronouns will be referred to as subject particles. The verb and 
its subject particle fonn the minimal common clause, referred to here as the core, as 
illustrated in the following examples: 
( 1 )  fOf bj 
3S to.run 
'He ran.' 
(2) fOf hic 
3S to.rain 
'It rains.' 
(3) jef hgik 
IS to.be.afraid 
'I'm afraid.' 
(4) hej pek 
l D.INCL to.split 
'We split. ' 
The subject particles will be viewed here as a kind of subject agreement on the verb, 
although this characterisation is not altogether unproblematic. Recall, for example, that 
subject particles are treated on phonological grounds as free forms rather than clitics (see 
§3.3 . 1  and §4.3), in spite of their inability to receive stress. This phonologically 
independent nature is somewhat at odds with the treatment of them as markers of 
agreement. Their absence from WH questions is also atypical of agreement (see §5. 1 .2.2). 
However, their syntactic behaviour is otherwise notably agreement-like, including their 
obligatory presence in clauses as well as citation fonns of verbs (but absence with the 
adjective-like property verbs), their mutual exclusivity with the vaguely subject-encoding 
irrealis proclitics (see below), their fixed pre-verbal position and inability to be separated 
from the verb by other elements, and the optionality of a full phrase denoting the subject. 
Such features motivate the treatment of them here as agreement markers rather than full 
subject arguments. In reality, they are likely to represent an intennediate stage between 
subject argument and agreement.25 
In irrealis constructions the subject particle is replaced by an irrealis proclitic, which on 
top of its mainly modal function also vaguely encodes person of subject. Recall that a third 
person singular fonn /wa=/ contrasts with a general fonn /ja=/ used with all other subjects 
(cf. §4.7.4. 1). Like the subject particles, these portmanteau clitics are to be regarded as 
subject-agreement markers. Their vague and generalised nature with regard to person is in 
accordance with the subject suppression associated with irrealis. Similar suppression has 
been noted in Semelai by Kruspe (2004: 161 ). In these constructions, it is the verb and the 
irrealis proclitic that fonn the core of the clause. Examples are given in (5) and (6). 
(5) ja=sam 
IRR=to.hunt 
' [I] will hunt.' 
25 I am grateful to Dr Arthur Holmer, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University, for his 
insightful suggestions in this context. 
(6) wa=cip 
IRR.3S=to.go 
'He will leave. ' 
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A full noun phrase denoting the subject may optionally precede the subject agreement 
marker. The position of such NPs is always to the immediate left of the marker. Their 
referent typically represents known information and may therefore be considered as topic; 
this would explain the relative infrequency of such NPs, as the subject agreement marker 
may often be sufficient for the identification of the referent. Examples (7) and (8) illustrate 
clauses in which subject particles are preceded by such full NPs. 
(7) pUl)huluh to? bj 
headman 3S to.run 
'The headman fled. ' 
(8) tap to? kbis 
tiger 3S to.die 
'The tiger died. ' 
Examples (9) and (10) illustrate clauses in which full subject NPs precede irrealis­
marked verbs. In (10), the subject NP is represented by a disambiguating pronoun. Note 
that this now occupies the optional NP position and is therefore not a subject particle. 
(9) W:>l) wa=gej 
child IRR.3S=to.eat 
'The child will eat.' 
( 10) japeh ja=cip 
IP.EXCL IRR=to.go 
'We will leave. ' 
Other arguments are typically found in postverbal position and consist either of an 
unmarked noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. Direct objects are usually represented by 
NPs and are typically found to the immediate right of the verb. This is exemplified in ( 1 1)  
and ( 1 2). 
( 1 1 )  ja=bdil gaw 
IRR=to.shoot pig 
' [I] will shoot a pig.' 
( 1 2) to? tamper jet 
3S to.claw IS 
'It clawed me. ' 
Third arguments typically follow the direct object and are always represented by a PP. 
They are referred to here as oblique arguments. Example (13) illustrates a clause with both 
direct object and an oblique argument in the form of a recipient. 
( 1 3) to? ?ek taji? ba=w:>l) 
3S to.give knife GOAL=child 
'He gave the knife to the child. ' (elic.) 
The linear order of these clause elements is rather fixed, with the subject agreement 
marker (subject particle or irrealis proclitic) always occurring immediately to the left of the 
verb, and the direct object to the right of the verb. The unmarked location of the oblique 
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argument is to the right of the direct object, as illustrated in ( 13), but occasionally it 
precedes it, as illustrated in the following clause: 
(14) je:? ?e:k ba=m:lh soret 
IS to.give GOAL=2S.FAM letter 
'I gave you a letter. ' (elic.) 
No verb requires a direct object or oblique argument, and the most stable and only 
obligatory portion of the clause is therefore made up of the verb and its subject agreement 
marker. Note also that an oblique argument does not require the presence of a direct 
object. This is further discussed in §5 .3 . 1 .  
The order of clause elements outlined here is considered here to be fundamental and to 
represent the basic word order of the language; hence Jahai may be characterised as an 
SVO language. 
5. 1 .1 . 1.2 Pennuted arguments 
Two processes of argument permutation may alter the basic order of elements outlined 
in §5. 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 .  One involves an optional postverbal prepositional phrase denoting the 
subject. In the unmarked case, this occurs to the immediate right of the verb, thus 
separating the verb from any subsequent arguments and adjuncts. Sometimes other 
elements may occur between the verb and the subject PP. It co-occurs with the 
coreferential obligatory preverbal subject marker. It is mutually exclusive with the 
preverbal subject NP - they typically cannot both occur in the same clause - and may be 
regarded as a permuted variant of this NP. It also appears to have a different pragmatic 
function, signalling that its referent is in focus. (However, the data contains one example 
of co-occurrence of a pronominal subject NP in preverbal position and PP in postverbal 
position ( 17), the significance of which is unclear.) Postverbal subject PPs may be headed 
by the prepositional proclitic lka=1 'SUB I' or, less commonly, Id=1 'CONTR' (see §5.2. 1 . 1). 
The following clauses exemplify the pattern. 
( 15) ?o? kec ka=kaj1c:l? ?awe:j 
3S to.cut sUBJ=grandchild rattan 
'The grandchild cut the rattan. '  
( 16) ?o? cip ka=?e:j je:? we:j ba=?�h 
3S to.go SUBJ=father IS past GOAL=here 
'My late father came here. ' 
( 17) wih ja=c:lm ka=wih ?:lS 
3D IRR=to.burn SUBJ=3D fire 
'They will make a fire.' 
( 18) je:? ji? d=je:? 
IS to.refuse CONTR=IS 
'I refuse.' 
( 19) je:? lkluk ka=je:? 
IS to.laugh SUBJ=lS 
'I laughed.' 
(20) ja=cip ba=?iin d=je? 
IRR=to.go GOAL=there CONTR=IS 
'I will go over there.' 
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(21 )  co? b-k<I]>jeI) leh 
3S PRoG-to.listen<IMPF> EMP 
'It was listening from down here ! '  
ka=?o? cn=kj;,m �h 
SUBJ=3S SOURCE=underside this 
The second type of permutation involves a noun phrase representing the direct object in 
clause-initial position; that is, to the left of the preverbal subject marker or the full subject 
NP if such an NP exists. As with subjects, preverbal and postverbal direct objects are 
mutually exclusive and cannot both occur in the same clause. Permutation of direct objects 
is relatively uncommon and the exact function of this operation is unclear. Examples are 
given in (22) and (23). 
(22) bli? co? co? gantoI) 
leg 3S 3S to.hang 
'He hung up its leg. ' 
(23) ?ik�? je? gj-gej 
fish IS IMPF-to.eat 
'I was eating fish.' 
5. 1 .1 . 1.3  Adjuncts 
Adjuncts may be defined as those elements of a clause which are not arguments of the 
verb. They typically include locative and temporal NPs and PPs, but also onomatopoeic 
forms and other adverbial elements. Adjunct elements are usually located to the right of 
the verb or any arguments following the verb, as in examples (24), (25) and (26), but they 
may occasionally tum up between the verb and the following argument, as in (27), or 
between postverbal arguments. Adjunct elements cannot occur between the verb and the 
preceding subject marker, or between the subject marker and a preceding subject NP, but 
they sometimes occur clause-initially, as in (28). 
(24) ja=kajil ba=tase? 
IRR=to.fish GOAL=lake 
' [I] will go fishing in the lake.' 
(25) jet s�h rap kt;,? wej 
IS  to.encounter tiger day past 
'I saw a tiger yesterday. '  
(26) je? bdd pIes 
IS to. shoot [sound of blowpipe] 
'I shot [sound] ! '  
(27) co? paI)koh pn=?on ?awej man;,w 
3S to.hold EQu=there vine manau 
'He held the manau vine like this.' 
(28) lime? kt;,? japeh I);,k b=?itih 
five day IP.EXCL to.sit GOAL=there 
'We stayed up there for five days. '  
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5. 1 .1 . 1.4 Detached phrases 
Phrases which are separated from the clause by a pause are referred to here as detached 
phrases. This is in accordance with the terminology of Van Valin and LaPolla ( 1997). 
These may be described as being located outside the clause but inside the sentence. If such 
a phrase represents an argument of the verb in the clause from which it is detached, it must 
be coreferential with an argument within the clause. This clause-internal coreferential 
argument may be represented by a pronoun or a full phrase. Detached phrases may occur 
in Jahai both before and after the clause, and hence a distinction is made between left­
detached phrases and right-detached phrases. As will be shown, these two positions assign 
phrases with different pragmatic functions. In the examples given, the pause separating the 
detached phrase from the clause is represented by a comma. 
Left-detached phrases contain topic ali sed NPs or PPs that represent either an argument 
of the verb or an adjunct element. As noted, those which represent arguments of the verb 
must be coreferential with an element within the clause. If the detached phrase denotes the 
subject of the clause, this is typically coreferential with the obligatory preverbal subject­
agreement marker. Such a construction is illustrated in example (29). 
(29) ?aleh, ?o? kul ba=bi? ?o? ton 
girl 38 to.call GOAL=mother 38 that 
'As for the girl, she called to her mother. ' 
In example (30), the left-detached phrase is represented by a noun denoting the direct 
object of the clause. This is coreferential with an NP within the clause in the form of a 
classifier construction. 
(30) ramp;)w, je? bdil duwa? kbi? 
macaque IS to.shoot two CLF 
'As for macaques, I shot two of them.' 
Left-detached phrases may also be represented by elements which are coreferential with a 
modifying referent of an argument within the clause. Example (3 1 )  illustrates a left­
detached NP which is coreferential with the possessing modifier of the direct object of the 
clause. This modifier is represented in the clause by a pronoun. 
(3 1 )  hobi? hej, kasa? ?o? gej hali? ?o? 
root.crop lD.INCL sambar.deer 3S to.eat leaf 3S 
'As for our root-crop, the sambar deer ate its leaves.' 
Like left-detached phrases, right-detached phrases contain NPs and PPs that represent 
either an argument of the verb or an adjunct element. Again, if such a right-detached 
phrase represents an argument of the verb, it must be coreferential with an argument within 
the clause. But whereas the function of left-detached phrases is one of topicalisation, right­
detached phrases can be said to be specifying in character. This is illustrated in examples 
(32) and (33), where right-detached NPs form specifications of a more generic coreferential 
direct object in the clause. 
(32) ja=lawa? t?a?, t?a? paku? 
IRR=to.collect edible.plant edible.plant paku 
' [I] will collect plants, paku plants.'  
(33) hej ja=b-dkdak ?ik�? ba=?adeh, ?ik�? 1:I]raJ) 
lD.INCL IRR=PRop-fish.trap fish GOAL=there fish tengrang 
'We will trap fish back there, tengrang fish.' 
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Classifier constructions are a very common type of right-detached NP. These consist of 
a numeral and a classifier and are typically coreferential with the direct object of the clause. 
Again, the purpose of the right-detached phrase is one of specification, this time with 
regard to the number of the referent. The following examples illustrate such a construction. 
(34) je? bdd ?ameI), duwa? k<n?>bi? 
lS to. shoot siamang two CLF<UNIT> 
'I shot siamangs, two of them.' 
(35) je? b?b:>? lUI)an, duwa? k<n?>m:>? 
IS to.carry.on.back binturong two CLF<UNIT> 
'I carried binturongs, two of them. ' 
As noted in §4.2, classifier NPs almost never include the noun itself. Instead, they are 
typically syntactically opposed coreferents of the noun, either in the form of right-detached 
phrases, as in (34) and (35), or, less commonly, arguments in the clause, in which case the 
coreferential noun may appear as a left-detached phrase, as was illustrated in example (30). 
5. 1.1.1.5 Summary 
As the preceding sections reveal, the typical Jahai clause consists of a stable unit made 
up of a verb and an obligatory preverbal subject agreement marker (subject particle or 
irrealis proclitic). This unit, referred to as the core of the common clause, may be preceded 
by an optional NP denoting the subject, and it may be followed by one or two optional 
phrases representing a direct object and/or an oblique argument. The linear order of these 
two latter arguments is free, but usually the direct object precedes the oblique argument. 
Adjuncts are non-arguments which may occur in any postverbal position but usually to the 
right of the arguments. They may also occur clause-initially. 
Two types of argument permutation may alter this basic clause structure. The first one 
involves the subject, the optional preverbal NP of which may be replaced by a postverbal 
PP. This is a very common type of operation. The second one involves the occurrence of a 
direct object in clause-initial position instead of the usual postverbal position. 
Another type of operation is that of detached phrases. Thus, any referential element in 
the clause may occur sentence-initially or sentence-finally, separated from the clause by a 
pause. If this referent is an argument of the verb, it also has to be represented in some form 
in its usual position within the clause. In other words, such detached phrases must be 
coreferential with an argument in the clause. The assignment of a detached phrase to the 
left of the clause signals topicalisation, whereas a detached phrase to the right of the clause 
is associated with specification. 
5.1.1.2 Clauses without subject particle 
A structure different from that outlined in §5. 1 . 1 . 1  applies to clauses whose predicating 
element is represented by a member of a subset of stative, intransitive verbs in the form of 
( 1 )  most property verbs (e.g. ilxJwl 'to be big', nh�jl 'to be small' and Ibt?etl 'to be good'), 
and (2) the existential verbs Is;)cl 'to be gone' and Iwe?1 'to exist', as well as less frequent 
clauses whose predicating element is represented by non-verbal classes like onomatopoeic 
forms, the negative marker, PPs or WH elements (see §5. 1 .2.2). These clauses differ from 
the common clause pattern in that they do not require - but may occasionally take - a 
preverbal subject particle. The subject is optionally represented either by a preverbal NP or 
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a postverbal PP, corresponding to the mutually exclusive subject phrases described in 
§5. 1 . 1 . 1 . 1  and §5. 1 . 1 . 1 .2. The core of such clauses is represented only by the verb. The 
following examples illustrate such clauses with property and existential verbs. 
(36) lej mit �w 
body 2S.INT to.be.big 
'Your body is big. ' 
(37) ghd ka=je? 
to.be.tired SUBJ= I S  
'I'm tired. ' 
(38) pinel] we? 
betelnut to.exist 
'There are betelnuts.' 
(39) we? ka=lwej 
to.exist SUBJ=honey 
'There is honey. ' 
(40) S:lC ka=gin gop 
to.be.gone SUBJ=2/3P stranger 
'Them26 strangers are gone.'  
Examples (41) and (42) illustrate the same pattern, but now with an onomatopoeic form 
as predicating element. 
(41)  lu<j> ka=bhol 
[sound] sUBJ=muntjac.deer 
'The muntjac deer [sound of dashing] . '  
(42) JY.)w ka=bdil g i n  
[sound] SUBJ=gun 213P 
'Their gun [sound of shotgun] . '  
Onomatopoeic forms i n  verbal position are negatable and sometimes also subject to 
derivative morphology associated with verbs. Thus, by definition, they are to be regarded 
as verbs in this position. 
The same clause pattern applies to constructions where the negative marker !bra?/ forms 
a predicating element. Such constructions denote non-existence of the negated argument 
and take on clause-like properties in that they frequently appear as isolated, full statements. 
The negative marker is here possibly to be likened to an existential verb denoting the state 
of non-existence. It is not classified here as a verb, however, as it is  not able to receive 
irrealis markers and itself be negated. The borrowed Malay negative marker Ibokan/, 
which is otherwise in free variation with /bra?/, cannot be used in such constructions. The 
following examples illustrate the pattern: 
(43) dwi? bra? 
money NEG 
'There is no money.'I'Money is non-existent. ' 
26 The colloquial/dialectal English form 'them' is preferred to standard English 'those' as a translation of 
the prenonUnal determining attributive plural pronoun as it corresponds better to the Jahai meaning. This 
is because the Iahai form lacks the locational deictic connotations which nUght be associated with 
'those' .  In Jahai NPs, locational deixis is instead expressed by postnorninal determiners (see §5. 1 .4. 1 ). 
(44) bra? ka=susuh 
NEG SUBJ=milk 
'There is no milk.' I'Milk is non-existent. ' 
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In the case of irrealis constructions, however, clauses which do not require a subject 
particle behave according to the same pattern as the common clauses described in §5. 1 . 1 . 1 .  
Thus, the verb takes a subject-encoding irrealis proclitic. The core of the clause now 
corresponds to the verb and the irrealis proclitic. Examples are given below: 
(45) ja=ghe:1 
IRR=to.be.tired 
' [I] will be tired.' 
(46) ?aj wa=s:>c 
game. animal IRR.3S=to.be.gone 
'The game will be gone. '  
5. 1.1.3 Negated constructions 
Negation is signalled by the negative marker !bra?!, which occurs in free variation with 
the borrowed negative marker Ibokanl (from Malay bukan 'no' ,  'not') before an irrealis­
marked predicate, or, occasionally, before the optional subject NP. Its combination with 
irrealis is obligatory. Clauses containing verbs which require a subject particle (cf. 
§5. 1 . 1 . 1 ) are negated in the same way as clauses containing verbs which do not (§5. 1 . 1 .2). 
The ability of property verbs to take the irrealis proclitic and thus to be negated motivates 
the treatment of them here as stative verbs rather than adjectives. 
In the unmarked case, a negative construction represents a propositional negation of the 
clause, signalling that the entire proposition expressed by the clause is negated. Some 
examples follow. 
(47) jEt bra? ja=?t?et 
IS NEG IRR=to.know 
'I don' t  know. '  
(48) bra? he? ja=kjeIJ kliI] krit�h 
NEG IP.INCL IRR=to.hear sound car 
'We didn' t  hear the sound of cars. '  
(49) kampoI] bra? wa=we? 
village NEG IRR.3S=to.exist 
'There was no village.' 
(50) bra? ja=?em tEh 
NEG IRR=to.drink tea 
' [!] didn't  drink tea.' 
(5 1) bra? wa=bl�h ka=pe? paj 
NEG IRR.3S=to.enter SUBJ=older.sibling 2S.DIS 
'Your brother didn't  go in.' 
In cases where the scope of negation is not on the whole proposition but only part of the 
clause, e.g. on one of its arguments, the use of the negative marker and the irrealis proclitic 
is identical to that of propositional negation. Such negation is disambiguated from 
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propositional negation by means of the contrastive prepositional proclitic /d=/ (cf. §4.9.4, 
§5.2), which is attached to the negated argument. This is exemplified in (52) and (53) 
below. In (52) it is the subject which is being negated. This is signalled by a postverbal 
subject PP, headed by the contrastive preposition. In (53) it is the direct object which is 
negated and represented by a PP headed by the same preposition. 
(52) bokan wa=gej d=?o? 
NEG IRR.3S=to.eat CONTR=3S 
'He [as opposed to Xl didn't eat.' 
(53) bra? japeh ja=pkt;,k d=gin kdek 
NEG IP.EXCL IRR=to.cook CONTR=2/3P squirrel 
'We didn't get to cook them squirrels [as opposed to cooking xl . '  
The position typically associated with the negative marker, that is the left periphery of 
the core of the clause, is the same as that associated with the relational tense proclitic /ja=/ 
(§4. 1 0. 1 . 1 )  and the modal auxiliary signalling root possibility Ibolehl (§4. 10. 1 .2). 
5. 1 . 1 .4  Subordination 
Subordination at clause level is not so much in evidence in Jahai (for subordination at 
NP level, however, see §5. 1 .3). Such co-ordination is instead rendered by placing two 
main clauses in series. Subordinator-like fonns, of which there are three, are borrowings 
from Malay (see also §4. 1 l ): causal /sbap/ 'because' ,  temporal nfXJs/ 'after'/ 'when' ,  and 
conditional Ikaluh - kabw/ 'if' . These may introduce either the initial or the final clause 
of such series. 
(54) ja=gej sbap je? cr;,? 
IRR-to.eat because IS to.be.hungry 
'I will eat because I'm hungry.' (elic.) 
(55) l�s je? gej je? cip 
after IS to.eat IS to.go 
'I left when 1 had eaten.' 
(56) kabw je? cr;,? ja=gej 
if IS to. be. hungry IRR=to.eat 
'I will eat if I'm hungry. '  (elic.) 
However, NPs headed by action/state nominalisations sometimes behave like contracted 
clauses and complement main clauses in a subordination-like manner. This is exemplified 
in §5. 1 .4.3. 
5.1.2 Questions 
5. 1 .2. 1 Yes/no questions 
As noted in §4. 1O.3, yes/no questions may be fonned from any statement through the 
attachment of an interrogative proclitic Iha=/ to the first constituent of the clause. 
(57) ha=m;,h ?t?et 
Q=2S.FAM to. know 
'Do you know?' 
(58) ha=gop ?o? bdil kasa? 
Q=stranger 3S to. shoot sambar.deer 
'Did the stranger shoot a sambar deer?' (elic.) 
(59) ha=wa=wek ba=?Cin 
Q=IR.R.3s=to.go.back GOAL=there 
'Will he return there?' 
(60) ha=we? ka=?aj ba=?ani? 
Q=to.exist SUBJ=game.animal GOAL=there 
'Is there game over there?' 
5. 1.2.2 WH questions 
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WH questions are typically formed by placing the WH element in clause-initial position. 
This applies to all WH words. The questioned position of the corresponding statement is 
empty. The pattern is illustrated in the following examples: 
(61)  maken but km:>? 
who? to.eat fruit 
'Who ate the fruit?' (elic.) 
(62) mej paj d?-de? 
what? 2S.DIS IMPF-to.do 
'What are you doing?' 
(63) Ibah ?o? I]Ok 
where? 3S to.sit 
'Where does he live?' 
(64) b=lbah m:>h cip 
GOAL=where 2S.FAM to.go 
'Where did you go?' 
(65) mapu? m:>h ja=wek 
when? 2S.FAM IR.R=to.go.back 
'When will you go back?' 
Person-questioning /makenl 'who?' and item-questioning Imej/ 'what/which?' typically 
replace subjects, direct objects or oblique arguments, time-questioning Imapu?1 'when?' 
and location-questioning Ilbahl 'where?' typically replace temporal and locative adjuncts 
respectively, manner-questioning Ima?acinl 'how?' replaces manner-related adverbial 
adjuncts, and reason-questioning Imejl 'why?' replaces causal clauses. The WH word fully 
replaces the questioned position; in the case of questioned subjects, for example, note that 
the subject agreement marker is absent (see example (61 )) .  
It is also possible to form WH questions by attaching the relative-marking proclitic Ik=/ 
to the first constituent of a clause preceded by the WH word. These constructions appear 
to represent relativisation of the clause to the WH element, and they look like NPs with 
relative clauses (cf. §5. 1 .3). Indeed, the WH words that appear in such constructions 
typically question the nominal categories person and item in the form of subjects, direct 
objects and, less evidently, oblique arguments. The constructions are infrequent and the 
examples given here have all been elicited. 
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(66) maken k=but kmo? 
who? REL=to.eat fruit 
'Who [is it that] ate the fruit?' (elie.) 
(67) mamej k=but kmo? 
what? REL=to.eat fruit 
'What [is it that] ate the fruit?' (elie.) 
(68) mamej k=?o? but 
what? REL=3S to.eat 
'What [is it that] he ate?' (elie.) 
(69) maken k=paj ?ek tmabw 
who? REL=2S.DIS to.give tobacco 
'Whom [is it that] you gave tobacco?' (elie.) 
A third type of WH question involves a WH word/phrase in predicating position. Such 
questions have a structure similar to that of clauses with predicates that do not require a 
subject particle, outlined in §5 . 1 . 1 .2. This is illustrated in the following examples: 
(70) pUl)huluh ba=?ani? maken 
headman GOAL=there who? 
'Who is headman over there?' 
(7 1 )  b=lbah ka=siput 
GOAL=where? SUBJ=snail 
'Where is the snail?' 
(72) ma?acin ka=moh ton 
how? SUBJ=2S.FAM that 
'How about you there?' 
(73) mej si? nn-ken ka=gop 
what? number UNIT-eLF SUBJ=stranger 
'How many strangers [were there]?' 
There are no apparent restrictions as to whieh WH words may be used in  this position, but 
location-specifying Ilbahl 'where?' is particularly frequent. 
5.1.3 Relative clauses 
Relativised elements occur at the right-hand periphery of NPs (see §5 . 1 .4 . 1 )  and are 
introduced by means of the relative-marking proclitic 1k=1, which is attached to the first 
constituent of the relativised element. Hence, relativised elements in Jahai are always 
externally headed. Not only clauses may be relativised, but also NPs and, occasionally, 
PPs. Such relativised elements are possibly to be likened to contracted or implicit clauses 
of some form. Some examples follow: 
(74) mnra? k=cip ba=hip 
people REL=to.go GOAL=forest 
'the people who went to the forest' (elie.) 
(75) slaj k=wih rh-roh 
swidden REL=3D IMPF-to.clear 
'the swidden that they were clearing' 
(76) 7.0? k=tmkal 
3S REL=man 
'the one who is a man' 
(77) koleh k=pn=?�h 
cup REL=EQU=here 
'the cup that [looks] like this' 
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The following discussion concerns only relative clauses proper, and not relativised NPs or 
PPs. 
Relative clauses differ from ordinary clauses only in that the relativised position is 
empty in the relative clause (cf. the WH questions described in §S . 1 .2.2). Relativised 
positions appear to be largely restricted to subject and direct object. Examples are given 
below. In the case of relativised subjects, note that the subject agreement marker is absent. 
Relativised subjects: 
(78) bdil k=pcah 
(79) 
(80) 
gun REL=to.break 
'the gun that broke' (elic.) 
hawen k=gej hobi? 
pig REL=to.eat root.crop 
'the pig that ate the root-crop' 
tmkal k=bdil kasa? 
man REL=shoot sambar.deer 
(elic.) 
'the man who shot the sambar deer' (elic.) 
Relati vised direct objects: 
(81) hobi? k=je? tam:m kt:>? wej 
root.crop REL=lS to. plant day past 
'the root-crop that I planted yesterday' (elic.) 
(82) tmak:>w k=?o? ?:>m ka=?o? 
tobacco REL=3S to. want SUBJ=3S 
'the tobacco that he wants' (elic.) 
(83) teh k=tmkal ?o? ?ek 
tea REL=man 3S to. give 
'the tea that the man gave away' (elic.) 
Relativised oblique arguments and other positions appear to be avoided, although 
recipients are occasionally accepted. 
(84) . tmkal k=je? ?ek tmabw 
man REL=lS to.give tobacco 
'the man whom I gave tobacco' (elic.) 
In terms of which positions may be replaced, this situation is parallel to that described for 
WH questions formed by means of the relative marker (see §S. 1 .2.2). However, 
restrictions are greater for relativisations than for clausal WH questions, the former being 
restricted to mainly subjects and direct objects whereas the latter also involves other 
arguments as well as adjuncts. 
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Occasional examples suggest that relative clauses may occur without a head and that 
they may therefore make up a NP on their own. There is also one example which suggests 
that such independent relative clauses may take the subject-marking proclitic Ika=/: 
(85) ma?acin ka=k=je? c:lI ka=ron 
how? SUBJ=REL=IS to. tell Loc=there 
'How about what Ijust said?' 
5. 1.3. 1  Subordination by means of the identification marker 
A second type of NP subordination involves the identification marker /1= - la=/ (see 
§4. 12.3), which is attached proclitically to the initial constituent of a NP to subordinate this 
NP to a preceding coreferential deictic element, typically a demonstrative pronoun. Such 
constructions always occur as independent statements, never forming part of clauses. 
(86) t�h, l=bawac 
this ID=pig.tailed.macaque 
'This [is] a pig-tailed macaque.' 
5.1.4 Noun phrases 
5. 1 .4. 1 The basic order of NP elements 
The Jahai noun phrase consists typically of a referent in the form of a head noun (or 
nominal compound) and possible modifiers of that noun. Such modifiers include 
pronominal determiners and quantifiers (including numerals), which precede the head 
noun, and nominal modifiers (nominal and pronominal possessors), verbal modifiers (the 
relativised participle-like forms, see §4. 12.2), deictic determiners (such as locative and 
temporal demonstratives, demonstrative pronouns or locative PPs) and relative clauses/ 
phrases (see §5. 1 .3), which follow the head noun. WH modifiers, which precede the head 
noun and display special characteristics, are treated in §5. 1 .4.2. The order of modifiers in 
relation to their head noun may be summarised as follows: 
(DET:PRO) (QNT) N (POSS:NIPRO) (V) (DET:DEIC) (REL) 
Thus, the head is preceded by modifiers associated with person and quantity, whereas it is 
fol lowed by modifiers primarily signalling quality and locality. The following constructed 
example il lustrates the maximal NP. The head is boldfaced. 
(87) gin tiga? W:>IJ je? t-row ton k=wek can=hip 
2I3P three child IS REL-to.be.big that REL=to.return SOURCE=forest 
'them three big children of mine there, who returned from the forest' 
The following examples represent authentic NPs: 
(88) W:ll) kjll je? �h 
child boy IS this 
'this son of mine' 
(89) gin bit 
2/3P ant 
'them ants' 
(90) hali? 10? ton 
leaf 3S that 
'that leaf of its' 
(9 1 )  ber 10? wej 
younger. sibling 3S past 
'his late brother' 
(92) mnra? can=tkam 
people SOURCE=Tekam 
'people from Tekam' 
(93) kdek ka=?iin 
squirrel LOC=there 
'the squirrel over there' 
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Prenominal modifiers, unlike postnominal ones, are frequently associated with affixal 
derivation of the head noun. Thus, a quantifier usually co-occurs with a unitised noun (cf. 
§4. 1 .3), and a determining attributive non-singular pronoun typically co-occurs with the 
collective plural/nominalising morpheme if the head noun is human (§4. 1 . 1 , §4. 1 .4.2). This 
is exemplified in (94) and (95). 
(94) duwa? h<n>rkit 
two nighkUNIT> 
'two nights' 
(95) he? tm<a>kal t;}h 
IP.INCL man<COLL> this 
'we men here' 
In the absence of a nominal head, the head position is interpreted here as belonging to 
another NP element, e.g. a pronoun (96), classifier (97), quantifier/numeral (98) or 
demonstrative (99), which then serves as a referring element on its own. 
(96) gin t-bm ?adeh 
2/3P REL-to.be.many there 
'the many ones back there' 
(97) tiga? kbi? 
three CLF 
'three heads' 
(98) hej duwa? 
lD.INCL two 
'we two' 
(99) t;}h 
this 
'this one' 
Interrogatives (WH words) may also in themselves serve as NP heads, as shown by several 
of the examples in §5. 1 .2.2. 
With head nouns representing single concrete referents, the postnominal position 
usually associated with possessor modifiers is sometimes filled by a third person singular 
pronoun nOlI, which cannot be interpreted as designating a possessor but which instead is 
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coreferential with the head itself. Such readings are exemplified below. Note that the 
postnominal third person pronoun is referentially ambiguous and can also be used to denote 
a possessor. 
( 100) ?ap ?o? 
tiger 3S 
'the tiger' 
( 101 )  mawe? ?o? ton 
gibbon 3S that 
'that gibbon' 
( 102) pew ?o? ton 
other 3S that 
'that other one' 
The significance of this reiteration of the referent of the head is unclear. It bears some 
functional similarity to the suffix -nya in Malay, which may signal both possession and 
definiteness. 
Another feature associated with the possessor position of NPs is that NP heads 
representing kinship terms and words denoting body parts or other parts-of-a-whole almost 
invariably display a possessing modifier, usually in the form of a pronoun. This is 
exemplified in (103) and (104). 
( 103) kapc::>? ?o? ton 
grandchild 3S that 
'that grandchild of his' 
( 104) j?eIJ bli? ?o? t�h 
bone thigh 3S this 
'this thighbone of its' 
5. 1.4.2 WH modifiers ofNPs 
WH modifiers of NPs include possessor-questlOnIng /make:nI 'whose?', item­
questioning /me:j/ 'what/which?' and number-questioning /me:j si?/ 'how many?' (see 
§4.6). These are located in NP-initial position and correspond to other NP modifiers, 
which they question and replace. More specifically, possessor-questioning /make:nI 
'whose?' replaces nominal or pronominal possessor modifiers; item-questioning /me:j/ 
'what/which?' replaces deictic modifiers, verbal modifiers, as well as relative clauses; and 
number-questioning /me:j si?/ 'how many?' replaces the quantifier modifier. In the 
following examples, proper (but constructed) answers to the WH-modified NPs have been 
included in order to illustrate the position of the questioned element (cf. also the order of 
modifiers given in §5. 1 .4. 1): 
( 105) make:n ?5t 
whose? dog 
'whose dog?' 
( 106) me:j haje? 
which? house 
'which house?' 
?5t je:? 
dog IS 
'my dog!' 
haje? tiln 
house that 
'that house!' 
(107) mej si? k<n?>t:J? 
what? number day<UNIT> 
'how many days?' 
tiga? k<n?>t:J? 
three day<VNIT> 
'three days ! '  
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This NP-initial location of WH modifiers of NPs, as well as their mutual exclusivity 
with the corresponding questioned modifiers, is analogous to the situation encountered in 
clausal WH questions (§5 . 1 .2.2), in which the WH element is found in clause-initial 
position and the position of the questioned element is empty. 
5. 1.4.3 Nominalisations 
Within the NP, nominalisations (cf. §4. 1 .4) generally behave like ordinary nouns, 
forming a NP head and taking the same modifiers. This applies to the action/state and 
concrete nominalisations formed by means of the In/ nominaliser as well as the human 
nominalisations formed by means of the collective plural morpheme. Some examples of 
such NPs follow: 
(108) nj-gej paj 
NM-to.eat 2S.DlS 
'your food' 
(109) c<n>kwik ?o? ton 
(1 10) 
to.speak<NM> 3S that 
'that way of speaking of his '  
nk-wek c an=slaj 
NM-to.return SOURCE=swidden 
'the return from Cerikai swidden' 
( 1 1 1 )  gin g<ra>hd tani? 
2/3P to.be.tired<COLL> that 
'them tired ones over there' 
crjkaj 
Cerikai 
As part of heads in  the form of compounds, nominalisations may represent either the 
head or the modifying element of the compound: 
( 1 12) t<n>anem hobi? 
to.plankNM> root. crop 
'tuber-planting' 
( 1 13) tmIJ.)t nk-rpk 
place NM-to.sit 
'living-quarters' / 'place of residence' 
With heads in the form of action nominalisations, nominal and pronominal modifiers in 
possessor position infrequently take the form of a PP headed by the contrastive proclitic 
Id=l, as exemplified in ( 1 1 4).  
(1 14) nt-gat d=japeh 
NM-to.waylay CONTR=lP.EXCL 
'waylaying of ours ' 
This construction has not been documented with other types of NP heads in the present 
material. However, Schebesta (1928a:8 14) speculates about the possibility of an optional 
genitive marker de and provides the following example (represented in Schebesta's original 
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orthography): kilad de karci 'Karei's lightning-flash' .  In the present orthography this 
would correspond to the following phrase: 
( 1 1 5) kilat d=karej 
flash. of. lightning CONTR=Karei 
'Karei' s  flash of lightning' 
It is possible that the contrastive preposition is used in this position to emphasise the 
possessor in some way (cf. the use of the contrastive preposition to mark arguments in the 
clause, described in §5 .2).27 However, it is not clear why it appears to be restricted in the 
present material to NPs headed by an action nominalisation. 
The syntactic behaviour of NPs headed by nominalisations is similar to that of ordinary 
NPs. Thus, they may function as arguments and adjuncts i n  the clause, and they can be 
headed by prepositional proclitics. This is exemplified in the following clauses: 
( 1 16) c<n>kwik 101 bt?et 
to.speak<NM> 3S to. be. good 
'His way of speaking is good. ' 
( 1 1 7) je? ?aIJket k<n>aji l  
IS  t o .  take to.fish<NM> 
'I took the fishing-rod.' 
( 1 1 8) jer sam ba=nm-sam raj 
IS  to.hunt GOAL=NM-to.hunt game.animal 
'I hunted at the [place of] game-hunting.' 
However, action/state nominalisations also occur in NPs which function as clausal 
complements and which may be described as contracted clauses. S uch complements are 
sometimes introduced by subordinators and other elements typically associated with 
clauses and do appear to represent a form of subordination. Examples are given below. 
( 1 1 9) ?aket cip ba=hip, ja=np-cip rap 1eh 
PROH to.go GOAL=forest RT=NM-to.go tiger EMP 
'Don' t  go to the forest. The tiger is already on the move ! '  
[lit. 'Don't go to the forest; already tiger-movement ! ' ]  
( 1 20) IJY.)s nk-jok japeh wek 
after NM-to.move IP.EXCL to.go.back 
'After moving we went back.' 
The characteristics of such constructions are not known in detail .  
5.1.5 Prepositional phrases 
Jahai adpositions usually occur as proclitics attached to the first constituent of the NP28 
and are thus prepositions. All such constructions are structurally identical and will be 
referred to generically as prepositional phrases. Their structure may be summarised as 
follows: 
27 Semelai exhibits possessive markers /d�= - d'J/ (Kruspe 2004:92), and Rischel (1995: 140-141 ,  145) 
describes possession-related usage of the words /di/ and /d'J/ in Minor Mlabri. 
28 The only exception to this is the equative preposition, a free-form variant of which is used with nouns 
(see §4.9.5). 
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PREP=[NP] 
In terms of function, however, prepositions may be broadly divided into two types. One 
type is predicative and licenses the occurrence of its NP in a clause. PPs headed by such 
prepositions represent either oblique arguments or adjuncts. Such PPs are illustrated in 
( 12 1 )  and ( 122). 
( 1 2 1 )  k=haje:1 
LoC=house 
'in the house' 
( 1 22) ba=woIJ je:1 
GOAL=child IS  
'to my child' 
The second type of preposition does not license the occurrence of its NP. This non­
predicative type of preposition is first and foremost associated with PPs denoting the 
postverbal subject (see §5. 1 . 1 . 1 .2 and §5.2. 1 . 1 ) and is then essentially a case marker. An 
example is given in ( 123). 
( 1 23) ka=woIJ 101 
SUBJ=child 3S 
'his child . .  . ' 
A non-predicative function is also associated with the contrastive preposition Id=l, which 
may be characterised as a pragmatic marker. 
The function of prepositions in relation to arguments is further discussed in  §5.2. 
5.2 The arguments 
The following sections describe arguments in the clause. These are organised into three 
categories: the subject, the direct object, and oblique arguments. This division is motivated 
by the syntactic behaviour of arguments in terms of their position and phrasal identity as 
outlined in §5. 1 .  The subject (§5.2. 1) is typically associated with a preverbal position and 
is usually represented by an agreement marker. The direct object (§5.2.2) is  typically a NP 
in postverbal position. Oblique arguments (§5.2.3) are typically postverbal PPs and 
represent a range of argument relations. A summary of prepositional usage with arguments 
is given in §5.2.4. 
5.2.1 The subject 
As has been shown, the syntactic subject of the clause is represented in common clauses 
by an obligatory preverbal agreement marker in the form of an unstressed but otherwise 
phonologically free personal pronoun (the subject particle) or, in irrealis constructions, by 
an irrealis proclitic, which vaguely encodes person of subject. The subject particle and the 
irrealis proclitic are mutually exclusive. This subject agreement marker may display cross­
reference with an optional full phrase denoting the subject. If occurring to the left of the 
verb, this phrase is represented as a NP; postverbally it is represented as a PP. 
As was noted in §5. 1 . 1 .2, a different pattern applies to clauses whose predicate is 
represented by a member of a subset of stative verbs (including existential verbs and most 
property verbs), an onomatopoeic form, a WH word or a negative marker. Here, the 
subject particle is typically absent and the subject is represented only by the optional 
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preverbal NP or postverbal PP. In irrealis constructions, however, it is also represented by 
the agreement-marking irrealis proclitie, as in common clauses. 
Subject is considered here to be a purely syntactic relation which is largely independent 
of semantic relations. This is suggested e.g. by the fact that the subject agreement marker, 
along with its possible cross-reference phrases, may denote participants representing 
diverse semantic roles. The most salient thematic roles so far identified for the subject are 
exemplified in the following sentences. 
AGENT: a. je? tb:)h paj 
IS to.hit 2S.DIS 
'I hit you.' 
b. gin jij bras 
213P to.carry rice 
'They carried rice. ' 
EXPERIENCER: a. ?o? ?eI-?eI ka=?ap cn=?ani? 
3S CONT-to.look SUBJ=tiger SOURCE=there.DIST 
'The tiger kept on watching from over there.' 
b. ha=mi? ?t?et ja? ?o? 
Q=2S.INT to.know grandmother 3S 
'Do you know his grandmother?' 
INSTRUMENT: a. taji? to? get 
FORCE: 
PATIENT: 
THEME: 
knife 3S to.cut 
'The knife made a cut.' (elie.) 
b. ?o? kac ka=cnr:)s to? 
3S to. scratch SUBJ=claw 3S 
'Its claw made a scratch.' 
a. ja=?o? tpis ka=t:)m 
RT=3S to.wash.away SUBJ=river 
'Then the river washed [it] away.' 
b. ?:)s to? gij 
fire 3S to.produce.smoke 
'The fire produced smoke.'  (elic.) 
a. lap to? kbis 
b. 
a. 
tiger 3S to.die 
'The tiger died. ' 
ja=s:)c ka=snbc 
RT=to.be.gone SUBJ=blowpipe.dart 
'The darts are already used up! '  
?o? jb<{> ka=pluruh kleI] 
3S to. whiz SUBJ=bullet inside 
'The bullet went into its mouth. '  
b. batu? ?o? res ba=t:)m 
stone 3S to. fall GOAL=water 
hEj1 ?o? 
mouth 3S 
'The stone fell into the water.' (elie.) 
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Thus, the syntactic subject may be represented by arguments which are either animate or 
inanimate, volitional or non-volitional, agent-like or patient-like, and so on, and the 
syntactic relation of subject therefore appears to neutralise the semantic relations. This 
relative independence of the subject from semantic relations can also be seen in a few 
exceptional cases where the progressive aspect morpheme added to verbs has a valence­
reducing effect, whereby a theme or patient which would be given object status in an active 
sentence is turned into subject in what looks like a passive construction. This is further 
discussed in §5.4.2. 
Just like the syntactic relation of subject can be shown to neutralise semantic relations, it 
appears to also operate independently of pragmatic relations. This is most apparent in the 
coding properties of the mutually exclusive preverbal subject NP, associated with topic, 
and postverbal PP, associated with focus. Although these two reflect different pragmatic 
functions, their coding properties are identical in that they are both cross-referenced by the 
subject agreement marker, suggesting that they represent the same syntactic relation. It is  
not possible therefore to place a pragmatic relation, say topic, on a par with a particular 
syntactic relation. In this case, the syntactic relation of subject neutralises the pragmatic 
relations of topic and focus. 
The pattern of subject assignment is also independent of the valence of the verb. In other 
words, the location and marking of the subject is identical in intransitive and transitive 
constructions. This is exemplified in the following clauses involving postverbal subject 
PPs: 
( 1 24) je? tek ka=je? 
IS to. sleep SUBJ=IS 
'1 slept.' 
( 1 25) to? sjit] leh ka=?ej je? wej slaj 
3S to. bum EMP SUBJ=father IS past swidden 
'My oid father burned a swidden.' 
The preverbal pronoun is here cross-referenced by the postverbal PP, which in both cases is 
headed by the preposition lka=l. No syntactic distinction is made between the subject of 
intransitive and transitive clauses, so Jahai, it seems, does not display the ergative-like 
patterns described for some other Aslian languages, including Jah Hut (Diffloth 1 976b:92-
94) and Semelai (Kruspe 2004: 106), or the unusual three-way system of alignment ascribed 
to Terniar by Benjamin ( 1996). 
The lack of a subject particle in clauses with some stative predicates calls for some 
elaboration. The stative predicates in question are typically property or existential verbs, 
and the essentially non-volitional and patient-like character of their single argument could 
be argued to have something to do with the fact that it is not represented by a subject 
particle. This may well be the case, but it should be noted that the argument in every other 
way behaves like other subjects. Thus, it turns up as a full phrase in the usual subject slots, 
taking a subject-marking prepositional proclitic in postverbal position, and in irrealis 
constructions (which include negated clauses) it is encoded in the irrealis proclitic. 
Therefore, the presence vs. absence of a subject particle cannot be conditioned by different 
syntactic identities of the argument. 
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5.2. 1 .1 The postverbal subject PP 
As noted, a full phrase denoting the subject takes the fonn of a prepositional phrase in 
postverbal position. Such PPs signal that the subject is in focus. Two prepositional 
proclitics may be used, /ka=1 and Id=l, the distribution of which appears to be detennined 
by syntax and pragmatics respectively. 
5.2. 1 .1 .1  Subject-marking /ka=1 
Postverbal subject PPs are typically headed by the prepositional proclitic /ka=l, glossed 
in such cases as 'SUB]'. The function of this PP is to disambiguate the referent of a subject 
from other potential subject referents in the discourse. For example, it is nonnally used in 
answer to 'who?' questions. Thus, it appears to be associated with subject focus. 
Examples are given in (126) and ( 127). 
( 126) ja=?o? bj wei ka=pe:w ba=?ani? 
( 127) 
RT=3S to.run again SUBJ=other GOAL=there 
'Then the other one fled over there again. '  
je? kul 
IS to.call 
'/ called.' 
ka=je? 
SUBJ=IS 
But whereas the presence of the PP has pragmatic motivation, the fonn of its 
prepositional proclitic is syntactically determined in that it cross-references the PP with the 
subject agreement marker, and it does so irrespective of the semantic relation of its 
referent; hence the treatment of it here as a syntactic marker and the glossing of it as 
'SUB!'. 
The situation is complicated by the fact that the semantic relation of instrument is 
similarly marked with the proclitic /ka=l. Such PPs are not cross-referenced by the subject 
agreement marker; hence their status is distinct from that of subject. Occasionally this 
leads to ambiguity between subject and instrument, as in the following two overtly 
identical clauses: 
( 1 28) ?o? get ka=taji? 
3S to.cut SUBJ=knife 
'The knife made a cut. ' (elic.) 
( 129) ?o? get ka=taji? 
3S to.cut INSTR=knife 
'He made a cut with the knife. '  (elic.) 
The distinct status of subject versus instrument is also evidenced by the fact that both PPs 
may occur in the same clause, as shown in (130). The first of the two PPs is cross­
referenced by the subject particle. 
( 130) ?o? get ka=tmkal ka=taji? 
3S to.cut SUBJ=man INSTR=knife 
'The man made a cut with the knife.' (elic.) 
In sum, argument-marking /ka=1 is primarily associated with the syntactic relation of 
subject, as PPs headed by it are typically cross-referenced by the subject agreement marker. 
So, whereas the presence of the PP is pragmatically motivated, the fonn of the preposition 
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itself is syntactically determined. Other use of argument-markin g  lka=1 is restricted to the 
semantic relation of instrument. Thus, although homonymous, subject-marking lka=1 is 
treated here as profoundly distinct from the instrumental-markin g  proclitic. It is possible, 
however, that both originate in the similarly homonymous locative proclitic.29 
5.2. 1. 1.2 Contrastive Id=1 
The subject may also be represented by a postverbal PP headed by the contrastive 
proclitic Id=l, glossed as 'CONTR' . As is the case with subject PPs headed by lka=I, the 
presence of those headed by Id=1 is pragmatically determined as they are associated with 
focus. Unlike lka=l, however, Id=1 is not specifically associated with the syntactic relation 
of subject. As will be further shown in §5.2.2. 1 and §5.2.3, contrastive Id=1 can also head 
other postverbal arguments of the predicate and therefore appears to operate independently 
of syntactic and semantic relations. As its name implies, its function is i nstead to contrast 
an argument with other explicit or implicit participants which are potential competitors for 
the same relation. Therefore it is not only the presence of the PP that is  pragmatically 
determined, but also the form of the preposition itself. Some examples of subject PPs 
headed by Id=1 follow. 
( 1 3 1 )  ?o? bj d=?o? 
3S to.run CONTR=3S 
'He [as opposed to Xl ran. '  
( 132) japeh wek l£h d=japeh 
IP.EXCL to.go.back EMP CONTR=IP.EXCL 
'We [as opposed to xl went back. ' 
( 133) ja=?o? cip l£h d=?ap �h 
RT=3S to.go EMP CONTR=tiger this 
'Then this tiger [as opposed to Xl left. ' 
( 134) je? g ej d=je? duwa? kpil] 
IS to.eat CONTR=IS two CLF 
'J [as opposed to Xl had two helpings. '  
( 1 35) tad�? k=t�h d=mi?, ja=cip ja=?d ba=?ani? 
to.wait Loc=this CONTR=2S.INT IRR=to.go IRR=to.look GOAL=there 
'You wait here. I will go and have a look over there. '  
So whereas subject PPs headed by lka=1 are associated with a subject in  focus, those 
headed by Id=1 are associated with a contrasted argument in focus which happens to be the 
subject. 
5.2.2 The direct object 
As was shown in §5. 1 ,  the direct object of a clause is  typically represented by a 
postverbal NP; it is the only argument which is not required to be represented by a PP in 
postverbal position. Alternatively, the direct object NP may occur to the left of the 
preverbal subject marker or the full subject NP if such an NP exists. The ability to occur as 
29 The semantic motivation for such an origin is unclear, however, although it could be suggested that a 
notion of 'location of action/state' would explain the connection. 
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a NP in postverbal position is what distinguishes the direct object syntactically from other 
arguments. 
Some direct object-like arguments represented by an unmodified noun are non­
referential (so-called inherent arguments), in which case they are considered an intrinsic 
part of the meaning of the predicate and therefore do not represent a true argument. The 
postverbal noun in the following example could be interpreted in this way: 
( 136) ja=sam ?aj 
IRR=to.hunt game 
' [I] will hunt game.' 
Such non-referential arguments, which are difficult to disambiguate from referential ones, 
will not be considered further here. 
The most salient thematic roles so far identified for the direct object include those of 
PATIENT, THEME, PERCEPT and BENEFICIARY. These are exemplified below. 
PATIENT: a. ja=gej bap je? 
THEME: 
PERCEPT: 
IRR=to.eat food IS 
' [I] will eat my food. ' 
b. ?o? tamper je? 
3S to.claw IS 
'It clawed me. ' 
a. wa=jij ?:>s k=tani? 
IRR.3S=to.carry.in.hand fire LOC=there 
'He will carry the fire over there. ' 
b. je? jll] ka=je? 1eh weI bdil 
IS to. take SUBJ=IS EMP again gun 
a. 
'I took the gun again.' 
mi? ?d haje? je? 
2S.INT to.see house IS 
'You see my house.' 
b. je? ji? ?o? 
IS to.dislike 3S 
'I dislike him. ' 
BENEFICIARY: a. japeh b-pimpin gin 
IP.EXCL PROG-to.guide 2/3P 
'We were guiding them.' 
b. ja=pr-gej w:>IJ je? 
IRR=CAUS-to.eat child IS 
'[I] will support my child. 'I' [I] will feed my child.' 
Other, less prominent roles would include e.g. LOCATION and DESIRE. When compared to 
those of the subject, the thematic roles associated with the direct object display less 
semantic variation. They all seem to fit into a generalised semantic role that Van Valin and 
LaPolla ( 1 997: 141)  refer to as the undergoer macrorole. Thus, there is a clearer connection 
between syntactic and semantic relations in the case of direct object than in the case of 
subject. 
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5.2.2.1 Oblique direct objects 
The overwhelming majority of direct objects are represented by NPs and, as noted, the 
ability to take on this phrasal identity in postverbal position is what distinguishes direct 
objects syntactically from other arguments, which are always represented by PPs 
postverbally. Sometimes, however, arguments which behave semantically like unequivocal 
direct objects appear as PPs. In many cases, these involve the pragmatically determined 
contrastive proclitic /d=/, which also has the ability to attach to other postverbal arguments 
to signal that an argument is contrasted with other explicit or implicit participants which 
are potential competitors for the same relation (cf. the contrasting of subjects in §S.2. 1 . 1 .2 
and the summary in §S .2.4). Such direct object PPs are exemplified in ( 137), (138) and 
( 139). 
( 1 37) ja=101 bdil leh d=hawEn 
RT=3S to.shoot EMP CONTR=pig 
'Then he shot the pig [as opposed to shooting x] . '  
( 138) japeh kJeI) d=mawe1 101 ton 
IP.EXCL to.hear cONTR=gibbon 3S that 
'We heard that gibbon [as opposed to hearing x].' 
( 139) bra1 japeh ja=pkt:1k d=gin kdek 
NEG IP.EXCL IRR=to.cook CONTR=2/3P squirrel 
'We didn't get to cook them squirrels [as opposed to cooking x]. '  
Furthermore, some verbs seemingly allow direct objects t o  appear either as the usual 
NPs or as PPs headed by the locative Ik=/ or goal Iba=/ prepositional proclitics. The 
infrequency of such PPs prevents a more thorough analysis, but Benjamin' s  ( 1996) account 
of the goal-marking preposition ma- 'to'/'towards' in neighbouring Temiar offers an 
illuminating parallel. In Temiar, the goal marker may be added to the transitive object of a 
verb of action 'to mark it as the Goal towards which action is directed, rather than as a 
Patient which undergoes the action and is affected by it' (Benjamin 1996:5 1) .  This implies 
that the action is attempted, partial or benefactive rather than leading to a complete change 
of state, and that emphasis is placed on the directing outwards of the actor's action rather 
than its result. Clear English parallels may be found in sentences like He shot the pig 
versus He shot at the pig, or She ate the apple versus She ate away at the apple. 
Presumably such readings are to be given to the Jahai examples below (140b-d), which 
also suggest that a further distinction is made in Jahai between the goal to which an action 
i s  directed, signalled by Iba=/, and the location at which an action takes place, signalled 
by Ik=/. 
( 140) a. j a=gej bap je1 
IRR=to.eat food IS 
' [I] will eat my food.' 
b. pEh gej ba=tahe1 
IP.EXCL to. eat GOAL=type.of.salty.tuber 
'We ate away at the tubers. '  
c.  gej s101 k=nasi1 tUn 
to.eat just LOC=rice that 
'Just eat away at that rice. '  
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d. gin get ba=bar:H] 
213P to.cut GOAL=tapir 
'They cut away at the tapir.' 
As noted by Benjamin for Temiar, these constructions are not as completely transitive as 
those involving an ordinary direct object. Structurally they behave like the true oblique 
arguments described in §5.2.3. 
5.2.3 Oblique arguments 
Arguments other than those representing the syntactic relations of subject and direct 
object are invariably oblique; that is, they are always marked with prepositions. Clause­
internally they are found only in postverbal position. These features characterise them 
syntactically. Such arguments are referred to here generically as oblique arguments. 
A number of prepositional proclitics have the ability to head oblique arguments, 
including Ik= - ka=1 (which usually introduces arguments representing the thematic roles 
of LOCATION and INSTRUMENT), lba=1 (GOAL and RECIPIENT) and Ican=1 (SOURCE). The 
contrastive preposition Id=1 sometimes replaces lba=1 to mark a RECIPIENT. Typical 
examples are given below. 
LOCATION: 
INSTRUMENT: 
GOAL: 
RECIPIENT: 
SOURCE: 
?aj lisi? k=buloh 
game. animal to.insert LOC=bamboo.tube 
'Put the meat in the bamboo tube. '  
mamej m::lh ja=d?-de? ka=?at ton 
what? 2S.FAM IRR=IMPF-to.do INSTR=stick that 
'What will you be doing with that stick?' 
gin ja=hant�r ba=kdah 
2/3P IRR=to.send GOAL=Kedah 
'They were going to send [X] to Kedah.' 
ja=je? ?ek ba=w::lI] kjm jet ton 
RT= l S  to. give GOAL=child boy lS that 
'Then I gave [X] to that son of mine.' 
to? h ant�r krb::lw can=taj len 
3S to. send buffalo SOURCE=Thailand 
'He sent buffaloes from Thailand.' 
However, these semantic relationships hold only as a general outline of the most typical 
meanings of prepositions, as there is no absolute correlation between prepositions and 
thematic roles. Instead, many thematic roles exhibit a marked flexibility in terms of which 
prepositions they are associated with. The choice of different prepositions for arguments 
representing one and the same thematic role reflects subtle semantic distinctions pertaining 
to e.g. motion and intention. This is illustrated in (141) by RECIPIENTS, which like GOALS 
are generally introduced by goal-marking lba=l, but which may also be introduced by 
contrastive Id=1 or location-marking 1k=1, each giving a slightly different meaning to the 
notion of receiving. 
(141) a. ?ek ba=w:)I) kjm je? 
to. give GOAL=child boy IS 
'Give [x] to my son ! '  
[with focus on change of location] 
b. ja=je? ?ek d=w:)I) kjih je? t�h 
RT=IS to.give CONTR=child boy IS this 
'Then I gave [x] to this son of mine.' 
[with focus on change of possessor] 
c. ?ek k=w:)I) kjih je? 
to.give Loc=child boy IS 
'Give [X] to my son ! '  
[with focus on location of recipient] 
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Similar flexibility may be illustrated by arguments representing the thematic role of 
LOCATION, which can be introduced by the location-marking 1k.=1 or the goal-marking 
lba=l. 
(142) a. ?o? boh k=haje? 
3S to. put LOC=house 
'He put [x] in the house.' (elic.) 
[with focus on location] 
b. ?o? boh ba=haje? 
3S to. put GOAL=house 
'He put [X] in the house.' (elic.) 
[with focus on change of location] 
Note that the semantic relation of RECIPIENT is not treated as a separate relation distinct 
from other oblique arguments. Thus, no separate syntactic relation of indirect object is 
posited. This is because RECIPIENTS generally do not behave differently from GOALS, e.g. 
they require a licensing preposition which, as we have seen, is variable and which does not 
mark a specific syntactic relation. However, RECIPIENTS do hold a special status among 
oblique arguments in that they appear to be the only such argument which can take the 
contrastive proclitic Id=l. The significance of this ability is unclear. 
5.2.4 The/unctions o/prepositions: a summary 
As is evident from the discussion in the previous sections, prepositions take on a variety 
of types and functions. Three categories will be summarised here. The first category 
corresponds to predicative prepositions. These semantically determined prepositions 
license the occurrence of a NP in a clause, and the resulting PP functions either as an 
adjunct or as an oblique argument. The prepositions /k= - ka=1 'LOC', lba=1 'GOAL', 
Ican=1 'SOURCE' and /ka=1 'INSTR' may be used to mark oblique arguments, whereas /k= -
ka=1 'LOC', lba=1 'GOAL' and Ipn= - ponl 'EQU' may occur as adjunct prepositions. 
A second category corresponds to argument-marking non-predicative prepositions. 
These syntactically determined prepositions, which do not license the occurrence of a NP, 
are essentially case markers. The resulting PP functions as a specific syntactic argument. 
Only one such preposition is posited for Jahai, subject-marking /ka=l, which heads subject 
PPs in postverbal position. Homonymous to the prepositions marking instrument and, 
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partly, location, subject-marking /ka=1 may possibly originate in the system of predicative 
prepositions, from where it has developed into a syntactic marker. 
The third category of prepositions, represented only by contrastive Id=l, poses a problem 
in that it cannot be clearly associated with fixed semantic or syntactic relations. Thus, it 
may introduce the syntactic arguments of both subject and direct object, as well as the 
oblique argument of recipient. Recall also that it occurs infrequently as a possessive 
marker on possessors (§5 . 1 .4.3). However, with none of these relations does it represent 
the primary type of marking; it either replaces a standard marker (as in the case of subject 
and recipient) or it attaches where there is typically no marker at all (as in the case of direct 
object and possessor). It therefore has no 'home base' in terms of syntactic or semantic 
relations and 'floats' more or less freely on top of these. As noted, however, its occurrence 
can be largely seen as pragmatically motivated, because wherever it attaches it appears to 
single out its argument and contrast it with other explicit or implicit participants competing 
for the same relation. This is particularly evident in the case of the syntactic relations of 
subject and direct object (cf. §5.2. 1 and §5.2.2), but also in the case of recipients is it used 
primarily to contrast its argument, albeit perhaps with greater semantic consequences (a 
contrasted RECIPIENT becomes BENEFICIARY; see e.g. example 141b).  Like subject­
marking /ka=l, contrastive Id=1 is non-predicative in that it does not license the occurrence 
of its NP (although in the case of RECIPIENTS it replaces prepositions that do). At the 
same time, however, it differs from both subject-marking lka=1 and most predicative 
prepositions in that it is not associated with a specific argument. It thus appears to 
represent a distinct type of pragmatically assigned prepositions. It is  likely that further 
investigation will reveal additional aspects of the nature of contrastive Id=l, wherefore the 
present characterisation is to be regarded as tentative. 
5.3 Valence and transitivity 
This section provides a brief discussion of the problems of valence and transitivity of 
J ahai verbs and their consequences for the argument structure of the clause. It is an area 
which has not been charted in detail,  so the intention here is simply to convey the basic 
patterns that emerge from the spontaneous text material. 
5.3.1 The optional nature of arguments 
As has been noted, the only syntactically obligatory portion of most Jahai clauses is the 
verb and the subject agreement marker, represented by the subject particle or the subject­
encoding irrealis proclitic. While this is true for the most part, the claim has to be modified 
somewhat. First, recall that a subset of stative verbs (as well as certain other predicating 
elements) do not require the subject particle, and, although they are frequently 
accompanied by a subject in the form of a NP or a PP, such verbs may occur in isolation. 
Notably, their citation form does not include the subject-marking element. If negated, 
however, they take the irrealis proclitic just like other verbs, and this is the reason for the 
treatment of them here as verbs rather than a separate class of adjectives. Second, the 
subject particle occurs in statements and questions, but no second person marking is 
involved in imperative constructions. Third, the subject particle may be left out of any 
clause if this clause forms part of a continuous sequence of clauses denoting the actions of 
one and the same subject, which has been introduced in the first clause of the sequence. 
This is illustrated in ( 143). 
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(143) he:j pe:k can=?�h, boh, pe:k can=?�h, boh ba=?�h 
1D to.chop SOURCE=here to.put to.chop SOURCE=here to. put GOAL=here 
'We chopped [off a piece] from here [and] put [it down]. Chopped from here 
[and] put [it] here.' 
Last, some speakers occasionally drop the subject particle if the predicate is followed by 
a subject PP, as illustrated in (144). The resulting clause is reminiscent of those involving 
the stative verbs mentioned above. However, it is not possible to omit the pronoun if the 
subject is represented by a preverbal NP. 
( 144) bj ka=?aj pr.:lW ba=?ani? 
to.run SUBJ=game.animal [sound] GOAL=there.DIST 
'The animal fled [sound] over there. '  
In spite of these variations, the predominant pattern that emerges is that a subject 
agreement marker is necessary for most clauses to be grammatical and complete. It is 
noteworthy that citation fonns of verbs other than the stative ones just mentioned include a 
subject particle or irrealis proclitic (cf. §4.7). 
However, overt subject arguments - in the form of preveral NPs or postverbal PPs -
are always syntactically optional. The subject agreement marker is frequently sufficient 
enough for the identification of the subject referent. Hence Jahai may be characterised as a 
pro-drop language. Similarly, no verb requires an overt direct object for a clause to be 
grammatical and complete. This is in spite of the fact that clauses lack direct object 
agreement. In fact, typical transitive verbs are more often used in an overtly intransitive 
manner. Some examples are given below. 
( 145) ?o? flIJ le:h ka=kaJlc�? ?o? ton, ?o? boh ba=hip 
3S to. take EMP sUBJ=grandchild 3S that 3S to. put GOAL=forest 
'That grandchild of his took [X] and placed [X] outside.' 
[The phrase Iba=hip/ 'to the forest' is synonymous to 'outside']  
(146) ja=gin b?b�? 
RT=2/3P to.carry.on.back 
'Then they carried [X]. '  
(147) ?e:k ba=w�IJ kjll je:? 
to.give GOAL=child boy IS 
'Give [X] to my son! '  
( 148) ?o? prise:? ka=kn?ac ?on 
3S to.keep SUBJ=father-in-Iaw there 
'That father-in-law kept [x] . '  
But although these clauses are considered to  be fully grammatical and complete, i t  is 
clear that they are typically used only when the referent of the absent direct object in some 
respect represents 'known information' .  Either it may have been introduced overtly earlier 
in the discourse, or it may constitute common knowledge of the speaker and addressee 
which is not introduced explicitly. A previously introduced referent need not be 
sequentially connected to the object-less clause. This distinguishes omitted direct objects 
from the omitted subject agreement markers described above, which implied overt 
agreement at the beginning of a tightly connected sequence of clauses (cf. example ( 143) 
above). As to implicit common knowledge, this may in some cases be encoded in the 
semantics of the verb. For example, in ( 146) above, the unmarked direct object referent of 
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the verb 1b1b':)1! 'to carry on one's back' is some type of quarry, and the verb itself 
therefore encodes enough information for the identification of the object. Only when this 
object needs to be disambiguated or specified in some way is it necessary to introduce it 
overtly. 
Similarly, potentially ditransitive verbs do not require an overt direct object or oblique 
argument if these are known from the discourse context. They may occur with subject 
agreement only, or with subject agreement and either the direct object or the oblique 
argument, or with all three. This is exemplified below with clauses involving the three­
place verb flekl 'to give' . Note that clauses exhibiting both direct object and an oblique 
RECIPIENT overtly, exemplified in ( 152) and ( 153), are rather uncommon in spontaneous 
speech. 
( 149) je1 1ek 
IS to.give 
'I gave [x to Xl.' 
( 1 50) gin 1ek gul�h 
2I3P to. give sugar 
'They gave sugar [to xl. ' 
( 1 5 1 )  Ja=je? ?ek k=w:)I) 
RT=IS to. give Loc=child 
'Then I gave [xl to the child.' 
( 1 52) 1ek d=je? ?:)s 
to.give CONTR=IS fire 
'Give me the lighter! '  
( 153) 10? ?ek taJi? ba=w':)I) 
3S to.give knife GOAL=child 
'He gave the knife to the child.' (elie.) 
5.3.2 Transitivity and imperJectivity 
Kruspe (2004: 1 1 1-115) describes for Semelai a c lear association between imperfective 
aspect and lowered transitivity, as does Diffloth ( 1976b:96) for Jah Hut and Benjamin 
( 1976b: 17 1-172; 1996) for Temiar. There may be a tendency towards a similar association 
in the present Jahai material (see §4.7. 1 . 1  for a description of Jahai imperfectives), 
although the situation is obscured by the fact that direct objects are frequently dropped and 
that transitive verbs thus frequently behave intransitively also in their root form, as shown 
in §5.3. 1 .  Thus, it is difficult to identify a clear association between verbs in the 
imperfective form and a lack of direct objects, given that direct objects are syntactically 
optional anyway. 
As also noted by Kruspe (2004: 1 14) for Semelai, direct objects that tum up in 
combination with verbs in the imperfective can often be interpreted as inherent arguments 
- that is, non-referential arguments which form an intrinsic part of the meaning of an 
activity verb (cf. §5.2.2) and which therefore do not represent a true transitive object. 
Possible such readings are illustrated in the following examples, where an unmodified 
direct object noun follows immediately after the verb. 
( 154) gin ja=p<l>'bl hobit 
2I3P IRR=to.roaskIMPF> tuber 
'They will be roasting tubers. '  
( 1 55) he? ja=b-gj-gej kInOt 
IP.INCL IRR=PROG-IMPF-to.eat fruit 
'We will be eating durian fruit.' 
( 156) tOt gu<m>lem tat 
3S to.carry.on.shoulders<lMPF> stick 
'He was carrying a stick. ' 
doren 
durian 
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A non-referential interpretation is possible also in clauses where the argument is not 
found to the immediate right of the verb, as when separated from the verb by some 
element, or fronted to a clause-initial position. This is illustrated below. 
( 157) jape:h ch-cih leh s laj 
IP.EXCL IMPF-to.cut EMP swidden 
'We were clearing a swidden. '  
( 1 58) tik�t je? gj-gej 
fish IS IMPF-to.eat 
'I was eating fish. '  
No clear examples have been identified in which a verb in the imperfective is combined 
with a direct object modified by determiners, relative clauses or the like, which would 
seem to indicate that such arguments are required to be non-referential. 
5.4 Valence-affecting operations 
Valence-affecting operations so far documented in Jahai include valence-increasing 
causativisation (§5.4. 1 )  and a marginal pattern of valence reduction associated with the 
progressive morpheme (§5.4.2). 
5.4.1 The causatives 
As noted in §4.7.2, Jahai has a number of causative affixes, the semantic differences of 
which are unclear. What they all have in common, however, is that they increase the 
valence of the verb and thereby allow for the introduction of an additional argument, 
resulting in changes in the grammatical relations. Thus, if an intransitive base verb is 
causativised, the subject of the base verb is turned into a direct object representing a 
causee, and a new argument representing the causer becomes subject. The causer always 
has to be animate and volitional. This is illustrated in ( 159). 
( 159) a. ?o? kbis 
3S to.die 
'It died. ' 
b. jet k<ri>bis tOt 
IS to.die<CAUS> 3S 
'I killed it.' 
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Transitive and ditransitive verbs are rarely causativised. If they are, the same argument 
pattern applies as in the case of intransitive verbs: the subject of the base verb is turned into 
a direct object representing a causee, and a new argument representing the causer becomes 
subject. The remaining arguments, including the direct object of the base verb, have not 
been found to be overt in such constructions. 
As other transitive verbs, causativised verbs do not require an overt direct object (cf. 
§5.3 . 1). This is illustrated in (160) and ( 16 1). 
( 1 60) je? pr-hir leh 
IS  CAUS-to.be.afraid EMP 
' I  scared [x] ! '  
( 1 6 1 )  ja=je? pi-dol k=la=hip 
RT=lS  CAuS-to.hide LOC=ID=forest 
'Then I hid [X] in the forest. ' 
5.4.2 The progressive as passive 
The progressive morpheme described in §4.7. 1 .2 is typically a strictly aspectJAktionsart 
marker affixed to verbs in the imperfective to signal that a situation is in progress and 
'developing' or 'unfolding' , often with an additional non-temporal notion of automaticity. 
As noted, its use indicates that the situation does not need a lot of input of energy in order 
to occur or progress. In combination with punctual verbs in their lexeme (non­
imperfective) form, the progressive fully takes on such non-temporal notions and loses its 
temporal meaning altogether. Usually, such forms do not exhibit an argument structure 
different from that of other forms of the verb. 
In a few exceptional cases, however, they attract subjects whose referents would 
normally be represented as direct objects with the verb in question. In example ( 162), 
involving the progressive form of the verb flek/ 'to give',  the subject-encoding irrealis 
proclitics are cross-referenced by postverbal subject PPs representing the thematic relation 
of THEME, that is the object that is given. 
( 1 62) wa=bk-?ek ka=gtah, wa=bk-?ek ka=klapah sawit 
IRR.3S=PROG-to.give SUBJ=rubber IRR.3S=PROG-to.give SUBJ=oil .palm 
'Rubber will be given. Oil palms will be given.' 
Thus, an original subject argument representing an AGENT is lost and replaced by the 
THEME in a valence-reducing operation that looks like a proper passive construction. The 
notion of automaticity encoded in the progressive morpheme appears to play down and 
suppress the AGENT role to a point where it is lost and its syntactic slot is filled by the 
THEME. As shown by example ( 163), however, the same verb form need not always be 
given a passive reading. 
( 1 63) to? bk-?ek ba=je? 
3S PROG-to.give GOAL=IS 
'He gave [X] to me [in passing] .' 
The reason for this discrepancy is not known, and the scarcity of examples precludes 
further conclusions. It is not unlikely that the valence-reducing effect of the progressive is 
a recent development (perhaps under influence from Standard Malay, the ber- prefix of 
which is used to create middle voice forms) and that we are witnessing a passive in the 
---- -----
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making. Kruspe (2004: 1 17-1 1 8) describes for Semelai a b(r)- prefix which is productively 
and regularly employed as a valence-reducing marker of middle voice. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced briefly the main features of Jahai syntax. Tentative and 
incomplete, the analysis will surely be subject to future revisions. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to draw some preliminary conclusions. Thus, the order of constituents appears 
rather straightforward and largely conforms to the patterns described for other Aslian 
languages. The pattern of agreement also finds similarities in closely related languages. 
The marking of postverbal arguments, with subjects of both intransitive and transitive 
constructions contrasting with the direct object, appears to reflect an accusative system of 
grammatical relations. This is in contrast to the ergative-like patterns identified in some 
other Aslian languages. 
Several features are unclear and in need of further investigation, including for example 
the syntactic behaviour of action/state norninalisations, the properties of the pragmatically 
determined preposition Id=/, as well as valence-affecting operations. 
6 Expressive elaboration 
This chapter provides a brief outline of a marginal linguistic phenomenon in Jahai 
referred to here as 'expressive elaboration' .  An introduction to the phenomenon and its 
status is given in §6. 1 ,  and a description follows of its phonological (§6.2), morphological 
(§6.3), semantic (§6.4) and syntactic (§6.5) characteristics. The analysis should be 
regarded as tentati ve. 
6.1 Introduction 
Many onomatopoeic forms (see §4.8 . 1 )  and a set of roots of primarily stative verbs may 
be subject to what will be referred to here as 'expressive elaboration' .  This involves a 
number of regular morphological operations and results in adjuncts at sentence level which 
express the sensory perceptions of the speaker (visual, auditory or tactile) in relation to the 
phenomenon described by the clause. In this respect, expressively elaborated forms behave 
in much the same way as expressives do in other Austroasiatic languages, as described e.g. 
by Diffloth (1972, 1976d). 
However, expressive elaboration, unlike the onomatopoeic forms described in §4.8. 1 ,  
gives the impression of being a highly marginal phenomenon i n  Jahai. It i s  very infrequent 
and not a feature of the whole speech community. Almost all of the elaborated forms 
analysed below were elicited from a single male speaker, originally from a different Jahai 
group sometimes referred to as Mengkah. Other speakers assumed a bewildered attitude 
towards them or rejected them outright, instead suggesting the corresponding verbal or 
onomatopoeic base as the correct form. All speakers agree on the existence of most such 
bases, as well as the ordinary verbal morphology associated with them. 
Spontaneous use of expressive elaboration was observed rarely in only one other 
individual, another male speaker who also originates from a different group and who grew 
up in a Temiar-speaking environment. It may be of some significance that both of these 
speakers have spent long periods away from the Jahai community in close contact with 
speakers of other Aslian languages like Temiar and Semai, where expressives form an 
important word class (see Benjamin 1976b: 177-178; Diffloth 1976d). It could therefore 
even be suggested that their habit of applying expressive elaboration to Jahai words is  
borrowed and that the phenomenon is foreign to Jahai.3o No systematic comparison has 
30 Interestingly, Gerard Diffioth (pers. comm.) notes that expressives have not previously been 
documented in Northern Aslian languages. 
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been made with expressives in neighbouring languages, s o  n o  conclusions will be drawn as 
to this possibility. At any rate, idiolectal variation clearly plays an important role in usage. 
A possible reason for the marginal position of expressive elaboration may be the 
complex aspectuallAktionsart system of Jahai verbs, with its unusual categories of iterative 
(§4.7 . 1 .3) and distributive (§4.7. 1 .5), which is likely to extend into semantic domains 
associated with expressives in many other Mon-Khmer languages. In other words, the 
'expressiveness' of the system of verbal derivation exists at the expense of the class of 
expressives. 
Expressive elaboration displays structural peculiarities which are not characteristic of 
the Jahai linguistic system as a whole, particularly with regard to the vowel inventory and 
word structure. The marginal, non-universal character of expressive elaboration is the 
reason why such deviant features are not included in the general analysis of Jahai but 
warrant separate treatment. 
Given the limited data and restricted usage, the following description should not be 
considered an exhaustive analysis of expressive elaboration. Further elicitation is likely to 
provide considerably more information about the characteristics of these processes. 
6.2 Phonological peculiarities 
On the whole, expressive elaboration involves the same phonemes as other words and 
are characterised by the same phonetic realisations. Interestingly, however, a nasal 
phonemic diphthong lfi5/, which is not attested elsewhere, has been found in two instances 
of expressive elaboration: 
Ilitlfi5t/ 'the appearance of leeches moving' 
lrir]rfi5I]1 'the appearance of a bird turning its head' 
Also, phonemic ally nasal counterparts of the mid vowels lei and 10/, which are not part 
of the ordinary phonemic i nventory (cf. §2.2), turn up occasionally in expressive 
elaboration. Furthermore, phonemically nasal vowels sometimes form nuclei in pre-final 
syllables. This is otherwise not allowed (cf. §2.4.3). 
Igli?we?f31  'the appearance of the fluttering wings of a butterfly' 
Ikpotpet/ 'the feeling of waking up to the sound of munching' 
Another characteristic is the common use of otherwise infrequent phonemes. For 
example, the phonemically nasal vowels, which are ordinarily rather infrequent, are 
commonplace in expressive elaboration. Similarly, the voiceless bilabial fricative I�/, 
the most infrequent consonant phoneme, is disproportionately common in expressive 
elaboration. Finally, expressively elaborated forms are often tetrasyllabic, a clear violation 
of ordinary word structure, which permits a maximum of three syllables (cf. §2.4.2). 
3 1  
/klawehw5h/ 
/prab�b�1 
/placi�c5�1 
'the appearance of several crooked objects' 
'the sound of a squirrel dropping empty nutshells' 
'the appearance of impressions in skin' 
No root */gwe?1 has been attested. Otherwise it would be possible to postulate a phonemically nasal 
counterpart of the vowel leI for the general phonemic inventory of Jahai. 
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6.3 Morphological characteristics 
Expressive elaboration involves morphemes which are partly similar to those of other 
word classes, especially verbs. Thus, expressive elaboration may include the use of the 
collectivising morpheme l<ra> - <a>1 (from nominal morphology, cf. §4. 1 . 1  and §4. 1 .4.2), 
infixed 1<la>1 (which is likely to have some connection with the iterative III of verbal 
morphology, cf. §4.7 . 1 .3), infixed l<na>1 (possibly linked to the nominalisinglunitising Inf, 
cf. §4. 1 .3 and §4. 1 .4.1), as well as reduplication with vowel alternation (according to a 
pattern similar to that found in the distributive form of verbs, cf. §4.7 . 1 .5). Of these, the 
equivalents of collective and distributive appear to be the most significant, as they are 
present in most of the recorded examples of expressive elaboration according to a very 
regular pattern. 
This similarity to primarily verbal morphology sometimes renders it difficult to make a 
sharp distinction on morphological grounds alone between verbs and examples of 
expressive elaboration. However, when forms are tetrasyllabic we can safely categorise 
them as examples of expressive elaboration, since tetrasyllabicity is otherwise disallowed 
(§2.4.2). The following exemplification is  restricted to such tetrasyllabic forms. 
Expressively elaborated tetrasyllabic forms assume what appears to be a regular and 
highly standardised shape consisting of a final eve syllable (a monosyllabic root or a final 
syllable of a sesqui- or disyllabic root) preceded from right to left by a penultimate 
reduplication of the final syllable (with or without vowel alternation), an antepenultimate 
syllable made up of one of the infixes l<ra>l, l<la>1 or l<na>1 (by far the most common 
being the collective plural morpheme l<ra>/), and a pre-antepenultimate half syllable. In 
the case of sesqui- and disyllabic roots, this half syllable is represented by the initial 
consonant of the root. In the case of monosyllabic roots, it is represented by another, non­
predictable consonant, usually a stop. The pattern is exemplified in the following forms: 
Root: Ickipl 'to close one's eyes' 
Ic<ra><kip>kipl '(appearance of many people closing their eyes)' 
Root: Icnh�tI 'to be short' 
Icn<a><hit>MtI '(appearance of many short objects) 
Root: /hJlJUtI 'to be heavy' 
/hJl<a><Jit>Jutl '(feeling of carrying many heavy objects)' 
Root: l�kI '(sound of a big raindrop falling to the ground)' 
lk<ra><tik>t�kI '(sound of many big raindrops falling to the ground)' 
Root: I�I '(sound of flapping)' 
Ik<na>�>�1 '(sound of something flapping repeatedly, like a bird's wings, 
or a piece of cloth being shaken, or a song ringing in one's  head)' 
Root: lko<j>1 '(sound of a small object falling to the ground)' 
Ir<la><k::><j» ko<j>1 '(sound of empty nutshells being thrown to the ground by a 
squirrel, one after another)' 
Root: Ir:J<j>1 '(sound of a blowpipe dart hitting canopy)' 
lk<na><r:J<j» r:J<j>1 '(sound of blowpipe darts hitting canopy, one after another)' 
Root: Igcihl 'to be dark' 
Ig<ra><cih>c1h/ '(appearance of many black objects)' 
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Root: IcgiU 'to be uneven ' 
Ic<ra><gi1>giU '(feeling of sitting on many uneven surfaces)' 
6.4 Semantic characteristics 
A distributive reading, represented by reduplication with possibly iconic vowel 
alternation (referred to as antiphonic reduplication by Diffloth 1 976d:254; cf. §4.7 .1 .5), is 
present in an overwhelming majority of the expressive forms recorded. This involves 
notions of spatial distribution and irregularity. Sometimes, however, the reduplication of 
the final syllable is total, which appears to represent iteration. 
The infixed l<ra >  - <a>1 is likely to carry collective meanings similar to the ones it 
conveys in nominal morphology. The meanings of l<la>1 and l<na>1 are less clear, but 
possibly they have some connection to iteration and unitisation respectively. 
There is frequently a direct correlation between the size of an entity referred to and 
vowel quality in the final syllable. Consistently, central and back vowels like Ii, ;}, a, 0, :)1 
or their nasal counterparts are associated with bigness, whereas the high front vowel Iii or 
its nasal counterpart signals smallness. Intermediate size is represented by the low front 
vowel leI or its nasal counterpart. The following forms exemplify such correlation: 
Ikramitmitl '(appearance of large impressions in skin)' 
Ikramitmet! 
Ikramitmlt! 
Icnahith�t! 
Icnahithet! 
Icnahith1t! 
Ikla?ic?ucl 
/kla?ic?ecl 
/kla?ic?icl 
'(appearance of small impressions in skin), 
'(appearance of tiny impressions in skin)' 
'(appearance of many short objects)' 
'(appearance of many very short objects)' 
'(appearance of many very short, hardly visible objects)' 
'(appearance of large larvae crawling)' 
'(appearance of small larvae crawling)' 
'(appearance of tiny larvae crawling)' 
6.S Syntactic characteristics 
Only sporadically have instances of expressive elaboration been recorded in 
spontaneous conversation, and therefore no firm conclusions will be drawn here about its 
syntactic behaviour. As described for other Aslian languages, however, they appear to 
function as a form of adjunct at sentence level, which follows the clause it modifies and is 
separated from it by a pause. It sums up the perceptions of the speaker and complements or 
specifies the information expressed in the clause. Such detached elements with specifying 
functions appear to be associated with a syntactic slot referred to here as a right-detached 
phrase (see §S . 1 . 1 . 1 .4). An example is given in (1 ). 
(1) ca=?d ton, klawehw5h-klawehw5h 
HORT=to.look that [appearance of several crooked objects . . .  ] 
'Look at those! [expressive] ' 
[Uttered by a man i nspecting the warped shafts of a blowpipe] 
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6.6 Summary 
Displaying a number of peculiar structural features not characteristic of the Jahai 
linguistic system as a whole, expressive elaboration gives the impression of being a highly 
marginal (and perhaps even foreign) phenomenon in Jahai . It is suggested that this 
marginal status is at least partly related to the complexity of the aspectJAktionsart system 
of verbs, some categories of which are likely to extend into semantic domains associated 
with expressives in other Man-Khmer languages. However, a more extensive analysis of 
expressive usage in other idiolectal and dialectal varieties of Jahai is necessary in order to 
evaluate the tentative results presented here. 
7 Concluding remarks 
The present work has provided a characterisation of the phonology, morphology and 
syntax of contemporary Jahai. Certain jssues have been dealt with in detail; others have 
been only briefly introduced. Indeed, much of the analysis is to be regarded as tentative 
and a basis for further research. Nevertheless, several conclusions may be drawn about the 
nature of the Jahai linguistic system. Thus, by and large, Jahai behaves in several 
i mportant respects like other Aslian languages. In most cases, this typical Aslian behaviour 
was expected; the 3 x 3 vowel system, the distinctive vowel nasality, the peculiar 
realisations of word-final nasal consonants, the lack of contrastive tone, the polysyllabic 
lexemes, the rich systems of pronominal and demonstrative distinctions, the great number 
of Malay loanwords, and the patterns of word order and agreement are all expected features 
shared by most of Jahai 's  closest relatives. 
However, at least one characteristic encountered in Jahai was more or less unexpected. 
The morphology of Northern Aslian languages has hitherto been tentatively considered to 
be less productive and more fossilised than that of languages belonging to other branches 
of Aslian, notably Central Aslian, frequently described as exhibiting some of the most 
regular and productive systems of verbal morphology in Southeast Asia. The present work 
indicates that Northern Aslian languages display equally impressive systems of derivation, 
if not more so. As has been shown, Jahai productively employs a range of intricate 
processes of word-formation to create distinctions pertaining to aspect, Aktionsart, 
nominalisation and causativisation of verbs, as well quantification and verbalisation of 
nouns. However, it is possible that this productivity and regularity of the morphological 
system is particular to Jahai and not characteristic of the whole Northern Aslian subgroup. 
If Benjamin (l976a:77) is correct in suggesting that Jahai has moved into its present area of 
distribution fairly recently from the south, as indicated by intra-Aslian lexical borrowing, it 
could be suggested that its morphological complexity results rather from early contacts 
with Central Aslian languages. Still, parts of the Jahai system of verbal derivation do not 
have known equivalents elsewhere in Aslian. Additional work on other Northern Aslian 
languages is necessary in order to solve this issue. 
As has been shown recurrently throughout this work, a pervasive feature of the Jahai 
linguistic system is its readiness to incorporate and adapt foreign elements. While this 
receptivity is perhaps superficially not surprising, its magnitude and significance should not 
be underestimated. Thus, at least one-fifth of the lexical items collected for the present 
study is of Malay origin. Furthermore, foreign segmental material, as well as complete 
affixes, have been incorporated into the Jahai system of word formation, and at least two 
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processes of affixation, referred to here as outer affixation and total reduplication, were 
suggested to have been borrowed from Malay. Moreover, the majority of auxiliary and 
adverbial elements and conjunctions identified are of Malay origin, and some of the 
prepositional proclitics also look conspicuously Malay. Also, much of the system of 
classifiers may be a calque of the Malay system. In addition, occasional lexical and 
morphological elements are likely to have been borrowed from Central Aslian languages 
like Temiar. Apparently, Jahai speakers have long been inclined to pick up useful 
linguistic features from their neighbours and make them their own. By analogy with the 
Jahai way of life, the Jahai language may with good reason be characterised as highly 
utilitarian, adaptable and opportunistic. 
This receptivity is in keeping with the dynamic linguistic situation of the Northern 
Aslian speech communities. In an age when governments worry about the future of 
languages of whole nations, the 1 000 or so Jahai proudly - and non-literately - maintain 
their linguistic identity in an environment where multilingualism and constant linguistic 
contact and change are the norm. For the Jahai as well as their language, flexibility and 
adaptation are tantamount to survival. 
With cultural and linguistic diversity on the retreat, the opportunities of studying 
traditional, small-scale speech communities are becoming increasingly rare. The language 
of the Jahai, spoken by people who belong to the tiny and constantly dwindling part of 
humanity that still pursues a hunter-gatherer existence, provides a precious source of 
information about communication systems in a traditional, non-literate society, and, 
essentially, about what it means to be human. 
Appendix I: lahai rhyming glossary 
The following glossary constitutes the full list of 1730 synchronic J ahai words collected 
by the author for the present study. Items represent lexeme forms of words, many of which 
are roots or may at least be regarded as synchronically monomorphemic (see §3. 1 ). In 
some cases the forms given here are derivations of existing roots. As a rule, however, 
derived forms are not included. The lexeme form of a word is usually tantamount to the 
preferred citation form; however, note that the agreement marker on verbs, which is part of 
the citation forms of most verbs, is not included here (cf. §4.7). Citation forms of names of 
birds, fish, snakes, trees and vines commonly include the generic names of these classes 
(Ikaw5ti, flik';1tl, ltaJUtl, Itoml and fla wEj! respectively) followed by a proper, specifying 
name, e.g. flik';1t bawury', literally 'fish baung' .  However, unless there i s  n o  ambiguity 
involved, only the more specific part of the names has been listed here. 
Employing the I nternational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), words are given in both phonemic 
and phonetic form, in order to fully illustrate the phonological analysis presented in 
Chapter 2. The phonetic transcriptions generally convey the exact pronunciation, although 
some standardisation has been made, especially in cases of free variation. For example, the 
alveolar rhotic Irl is consistently transcribed as a trill [r] except in cases where it is 
preceded by [n], in which case it is usually realised as an approximant preceded by a stop 
transition and transcribed accordingly: [dol] . In reality, however, the trill is in free variation 
with the approximant [.I] in all positions and a flap [r] in syllable-initial position (see 
§2.3 . 1 .4). In cases where there are similar but in some respect phonemically different 
varieties of the same word, the alternate forms are listed together and separated by -, as in 
ltip - tipl 'to be flat' . For a detailed discussion on the phonetic realisation of phonemes, 
see Chapter 2. 
Items are listed phonemically in rhyming format, which means that words are analysed 
backwards and therefore arranged according to their final phoneme. Phonemes, in tum, are 
arranged according to the following relative order of modes of articulation: vowels, stops, 
fricatives, nasals, laterals, rhotics and approximants. Furthermore, for each mode of 
articulation phonemes are ordered according to place of articulation, with 'front' phonemes 
first and 'back' phonemes last. Vowels are further ordered from high to low. Finally, 
where relevant, voiceless phonemes precede voiced ones. This gives the following order of 
phoneme presentation: Ii, e, E, i, ';1, a, u, 0, :J, p, b, t, d, c, j, k, g,  t, cp, s, h, m, n, j1, I), 1, r, 
w, j!. Nasal vowels are not ordered separately from oral vowels unless they occur in 
minimal pairs, in which case oral vowels precede nasal ones. The rhyming format may be 
confusing at first to readers accustomed to traditional alphabetic and initial ordering, but it 
has clear advantages in the case of Mon-Khmer languages. This is because Mon-Khmer 
languages seldom have suffixes, and the end of the word is therefore usually part of the 
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root and not affected by morphophonemic processes. Also, the final syllable is the most 
informative part of a word in that it always receives stress and contains the greatest 
phonemic variation (Diffloth 1 976b: 102). 
English translations express the meaning of the Jahai words as exactly as possible, and 
explanatory descriptions are provided within square brackets wherever direct translation is 
not possible. Latin names are given for identifiable species and genera of plants and 
animals; unidentified species are described in as much detail as possible, e.g. [a type of 
hornbill]. Proper names are divided up into toponyms (placenames) and ethnonyms (ethnic 
groups). English synonyms are separated by a solidus (I) and different meanings by a 
semicolon (;). 
Forms thus far identified as definite or likely loans from or via Malay, including words 
of English origin, are marked with an asterisk (*). 
Phonemic form 
I-pi 
tip - tip 
ctip - ctip 
sip 
kawip 
tep* 
pdep 
k?ep 
klep 
krlep 
titep 
ktep 
pdep 
cep 
kakep 
ksep 
mep* 
pep 
lep 
halep 
piplep 
cprep 
jep 
pipjep 
sntip 
cip 
sjip 
pkip 
crkip can 
kr?ip 
hip 
raIJip 
Phonetic form 
'tip' - 'tip' 
c��'tip' - c��'tip' 
'sip' 
ka'wip' 
'tep' 
�'dC;p' 
k�'?C;p' 
k;)'IC;p' 
k�I'IC;p' 
ti'tep' 
k�'tep' 
�'dep' 
'c�ep , 
ka'kep' 
k�'sep' 
'mep' 
]lep' 
'lep' 
ha'lep' 
pip'lep' 
c��p'rep' 
'jep' 
pip'jep' 
s3n'tip' 
'ccip' 
s�'lip' 
�'kip' 
cC3I'kip' 'ccadn 
k�I'?ip' 
'hip' 
ra'IJip' 
English translation 
to be flat 
to assemble; to grow together 
fruit without a seed 
sun bear (Helarctos malayan us) 
cassette 
to peep 
[a type of centipede] 
[a type of tuber] 
to forget 
opposite side 
to carry in one's  mouth 
to stare 
to catch 
to remember 
to adorn oneself with leaves for good luck 
map 
to be raw 
to fold; to plait 
to raft 
to blaze; to twinkle 
babbler (Malacopteron) 
to count 
to teach 
to pound 
to go; to move 
to flow (of tears) 
to scorch 
heel 
to crouch 
wood/forest; outside 
to crunch 
grlip 
t�p 
kr?�p 
harnp* 
bap 
sbap* 
ttap* 
stap 
kap 
tiI]kap* 
laI]kap* 
hagap 
?ap 
?ap tmtum 
?ap ?awej 
ma?ap* 
hap - hiphap 
blap 
klap 
slap 
jawap* 
hawap 
sajap* 
tjap-tjap* 
sagup 
jup 
cukop* 
gop 
?op 
sop 
rap 
hat5p 
d:)p 
bp 
kh:)p 
p:)p 
kar:)p 
/-tJ 
ptpit 
cpit 
bit 
g�r'lip , 
't�p' 
k�r'?�p' 
ha'rnp' 
'bap' 
s�'bap' 
t�'tap' 
s�'tap' 
'kap' 
tiI]'kap' 
laI)'kap' 
ha'gap' 
'?ap' 
'?ap' t�m'tubm 
'?ap' ?a'wej 
ma'?ap' 
'hap' - hip "'hap' 
�'lap' 
k�'lap' 
s�'lap' 
la'wap' 
ha'wap' 
sa'jap' 
tijap'-ti'jap' 
sa'gup' 
'jup' 
cCu'kop' 
'gop' 
'?op' 
'sop' 
'rap' 
ha't5p' 
'd:)p' 
'bp' 
k�'h:)p' 
jl5p' 
ka'r:)p' 
�t"'pif 
cC�'pif 
'bif 
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to lay a floor 
to carry on one's  back 
to burp 
to believe; to have faith 
rice; food 
because; but 
to stay in one place; to settle down 
to split 
to bite 
window 
[a type of palm (Arenga obtusifolia)] 
Sumatran rhinoceros (Dicerorhinus 
sumatrensis) 
[generic name for large felines (Panthera)]; 
to encounter a large feline 
black panther (Panthera pardus) 
leopard (Panthera pardus) 
pardon 
to spread in different directions 
nothing 
[toponym: Kelap] 
to die 
to answer 
[a type of large freshwater gastropod] 
wing 
every 
cloud; fog 
to be flat 
to be full 
stranger (derogatory) 
to stop 
lung 
to walk; [sound of walking; sound of 
muntjac deer] 
to be light (of weight) 
to sneak; to whisper 
to move hut 
to gobble down 
to chew 
dead bamboo 
[a type of small animal] 
to squeeze 
[a type of ant] 
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ktit k�'tif to sting 
kacit ka'c�f to rattle 
jit 'lif to collect/gather 
kit 'kif bottom; buttocks 
kit kt�? 'kif k�'t�? sun 
kit t�m 'kif bbm mouth of river 
ktkit bCkif to fart 
ksit k�'sit' birthmark 
hit 'hit' to rattle; to tremble 
mit 'mit' eye; eLF: small objects 
mit taji? 'mif ta'li? blade of knife 
mit kt�? 'mif k�'t�? sun 
mit knajil 'mif bna'jil fishing hook 
mit ?h�j 'mif ?�'h�j seed 
hnit h�'nif [a type of fruit] 
bIJit m�'IJif NEGATIVE MARKER 
rIJit �'IJif sandfly 
plit �'lif to fade away; to extinguish by itself 
ktlit bClif to feel the sharpness of e.g. a knife 
krtwit k�r3f'wif wrinkles 
wtwit w�fwif [a type of red bird] 
?mpet ?�m'pcrf [a type of cobra] 
kbet k�'bcrf old woman 
kbet clah k�'bC;f c��'lah old bachelor 
puket* pu'kC;t' pocket 
?aIJket* ?aIJ'kc;f to get; to take 
get 'gC;f to cut 
1get 1�'gC;f mountain pass 
?t?et ?�f'?crf to know 
pahet pa'hc;f [a type of fruit] 
plet �'IC;f to be denselheavy 
wet 'wC;f to flow (of river); to run (of e.g. trail) 
lumpet* lum'pef to jump 
bet 'bet' to lash; to slither 
lbet l�'bet' to be heavy (of rain) 
rbet �'bet' to tie 
kaltet kal'tef to flip with one's finger 
plapcet �lap'c�et' mouse deer (Tragulus) 
ket 'kef to cut 
?iket* ?i'kef to lash 
?aket ?a'kef PROHIBITIVE 
tmket t�m'ket' to be cold (of weather, objects etc.) 
hlaIJket h�laIJ'kef [a type of ant] 
ha?et ha'?et' bad smell/stench 
baet oof'?et' to be beautiful/fine/good 
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?t?et ?;)f'?ef to stretch oneself 
set 'set' to pour 
setset sef'set' sunbird (Nectarinia; Anthreptes) 
stset s3t"sef to pick one's  teeth 
laJ1set* laJ1'sef langsat (Lansium domesticum) 
fJ1set r;)J1'set' to sob 
bhet ro'hef to be sweet 
kmet k;)'met' [a type of frog] ; vulva 
grinet* g;)ri'nef grenade 
?iI:Jet* ?i'I]ef to believe; to think; to remember 
bulet bu'lef to slither 
bnolet m�no'let' many 
hrtlet h;)'nf'let' to be tired 
paret pa'rel' [a type of large insect] 
baret ba'rel' Malay tapir (Tapirus indicus) 
jaret la'rel' [a type of small grasshopper] 
soret* so'ref letter 
stwet s3t"wef [a type of fruit] 
hwet h�'Wef to stain 
jet 'jel' to ogle 
sit jet sif'jel' to blow (of wind) 
pit 'pil' to blow (of person and wind); 
to extinguish fire 
ktit k;)'til' egg 
ddif d;)'dif [a type of bird] 
jit 'lil' to wipe 
bkit ro'kif to be light; to be warm; to be hot 
bI]kit m�IJ'kil' sweat 
hrkit h;)r'kil' evening; night 
b?it ro'?il' to be sweet 
sit 'sil' honeycomb 
slt - ?otslt 'sll' - ?of'sll' to rub oneself 
bhlt ro'hll' bamboo 
jhlt l;)'hil' to smoke; to suck 
blhlt rol'hlf to be tasteless 
kmit k;)'mlf gall-bladder; knee-cap 
mit t;)'nil' lower lip 
ktlit k;)f'lil' glow-worm 
hrnfit h;)m'fil' mythical cannibals 
pt�t p;)t"'�f to place one's  hand on something 
tm�t* t;)m'�l' place 
sitk;)t sit"k;)l' to laugh 
ck;)t cC;)'k;;,l' to kill/slash 
rag;;,t ra'g;)l' to carry on one's  back 
h�t 'h�f to sting (of mosquito) 
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cnh�t c�3n'h�f to be short 
tt1�t t3f'I�f to stare 
kl�t b'l�f to swallow 
�t 'mf to tie 
waw�t wa'w�f rat 
lktw�t l;)k;)f'w;)f to be fast; quickly 
j;)t 'j;)f to watch/see 
j�t 'j�f to hurt 
?mpat - ?m�t* ?;)m'paf - ?;)m'�f four 
bat 'baf to sit (of bird); to roost; [sound of bird 
landing on a branch] 
cat* 'c�af to paint 
sikat* si'kal' comb 
hakat ha'kaf to rub; to scratch 
pukat* pU'kaf large net 
gat 'gal' to waylay 
?at '?af stick 
sat 'sal' to leave poisoned blowpipe dart to dry 
rihat* ri'haf rest; to rest 
phat* � 'hal' to hammer 
Jahat* la'hal' to be bad 
hamat* ha'mal' to roll something 
slamat* s;)la'mal' safety 
kilat* ki'laf lightning 
calat c�a'laf [a type of lizard] 
barat* ba'ral' west 
karat* ka'ral' dirt 
kawat* ka'wal' to march 
kwat* k;)'waf to be strong 
swat s;)'waf to build a hut 
siput* si'puf snail 
rumput* rum'puf grass 
but 'buf to eat 
dut 'duf navel 
hJ1JUt h;)J1'luf to be heavy 
?ilt '{ill' to argue 
sut 'suf to sob 
prasut p;)ra'suf to lose hair 
hUt 'hUl' to reveal oneself 
JaIJut* l'a'IJul' beard 
?IJut ?;)'IJuf throat 
parut* pa'rul' scar 
surut* su'ruf to push 
pot 'pol' to suck 
klutbot k;)luf'bof [a type of larvae] 
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?ikot* ?i'kof to follow 
sa?ot sa'?of to call someone 
jt?ot l�f'?of [toponym] 
sot 'sot' to carve/cut; straight 
kasot* ka'sot' shoe 
slot s�'lo( to drown 
lawot* la'wof sea 
kajot ka'jof to be pregnant 
db:>t d�'b:>f to climb a tree (of bear) 
cb:>t c<;�'b:>f to devour 
d:>t 'd:>f vulva 
bt 'k:>f to take 
hak5t ha'k5f [a type of tuber] 
?5t '?5f dog 
?t?5t ?�f'?5t' to stroke an animal 
h5t 'Mf to perceive taste 
krt15t k�'r3t"'15f kidney 
smut15t s�mut'15f brain 
w5t 'W5( to bend something down (e.g. a tree) 
kaw5t ka'w5t' bird (generic) 
kaw5t batu?* ka'W5f ba'tu? broadbill; pitta (Psarisomus; Pitta) 
raj5t raj5( [a type of small animal] 
/-c/ 
hic 'hic' to rain 
btec �'tc;ic' to be long 
lwec l�'wc;ic ' to ascend; to climb up 
rmpec rnm'peic' hardwood tree (Turtur tigrinus) 
kbec k�'beic' to spit slowly to the ground 
kec 'keic' to cut 
gec 'geic' to scratch (of thorns) 
?ec '?eic' belly; excrement; to defecate 
sec 'seic' meat 
knec k�'neic' comb 
IJec 'IJeic' to tickle 
lec 'leic' to miss target; to be wrong 
ta?ic ta'?iic' [a type of large bird] 
kr?ic k�r'?iiC' to heat 
trhic t3r'hiic' [a type of small bird] 
sic 'siic' to sting 
grsic g�r'SiiC ' to feel 
pimic pi'mlic' to take back 
?IJic ?�'IJlic' to burn 
?alic ?a'Hic' to pass 
haric ha'riic' [magic word uttered to stop rain] 
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t�c '�iC' to follow 
hchoc hic"h�iC' to whistle 
cm�c cC�'m�ic' boil; wound 
pl�c �'l�ic' to disappear 
klcbac k�lic "baic' [a type of millipede] 
kac 'kaic' to scratch 
kn?ac k�n'?aic' father-in-law 
bclac bic"laic' to be smooth; to be slippery 
srac s�'raic' [magic word uttered to stop rain] 
bawac ba'waic' pig-tailed macaque (Macaca nemestrina) 
kwac k�'waic' to swim 
huc 'huic' to drink 
muc 'mnic' to eat fish or meat 
kmuc k�'milic' ghost 
siruc si'ruic' to slurp 
grilc g�'rilic' slender-toed gecko (Cyrtodactylus) 
poc 'pOiC' [a type of terrapin] 
scboc sic"boic' to lick one's lips 
t?oc b'?OiC' to ask for something 
soc 'SOiC' to wash 
hoc 'hoic' [a type of fruit] 
poc 'pOiC' to collect small objects 
?mpoc ?�m'poic' salt 
boc 'boic' to tell a lie 
toc 'toic' to tickle by poking one's  finger 
coc - �c 'CCoic' _ 'CC�iC' scar 
bc 'kOiC' to gnaw 
lbc l�'bic' fontanel 
t?oc b'?OiC' to climb 
soc 'SOiC' to be finished; to be gone; to stop 
poc 'p5ic' to move snout (of monkey) 
bc 'bic' bow 
snbc s3n'bic' blowpipe dart 
canwoc cCan'woic' collared scops-owl (Otus lempiji) 
/-kJ 
tik 'tik' [sound of raindrop] 
mudik* mu'dik' to return 
cik 'ccik' [sound of blowpipe dart hitting muscle 
of prey] 
hgik h�'gik' to fear 
lanik la'nik' lielhaunt (of animal) 
palik pa'lik' [a type of small animal] 
clik cC�'lik' to keep a good lookout sideways while 
walking 
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ririk ri'rik' bee-eater (Merops) 
brik* tr.!'rik' to brake 
grik - grit g�'rik' - g�'rif [toponym: Gerik] 
tek 'tcrk' to lie down; to marry; to sleep 
lntek 13n'tcrk' tongue 
kdek k�'dcrk' squirrel 
kdek ?abu? k�'dcrk' ?a'bu? Provost's squirrel (Callosciurus prevosti) 
kdek ereh k�'dek' el:;)'rcrh plantain squirrel (Callosciurus notatus) 
eek 'el:crk' to stab; to throw a spear 
plek �'lcrk' to fall (of tree) 
klek k;)'lcrk' quill of porcupine 
wek 'wcrk' to go back 
piwek pi'wcrk' to lift 
wikwek wik'wcrk' to tum around; to move around 
pek 'pek' to split; to chop 
pek 'pek' to prick (of thorns) 
lapek la'pek' mud 
bek* 'bek' bag 
ckbek c��k'bek' to spear 
hrkbek - h�rnk'bek' - to sink to the ground (of animal shot) 
hrkbak h�rnk'bak' 
tek 'te:k' [ethnonym: other group of Jahai]; 
[sound of snails (?)] 
bate:k ba'te:k' [ethnonym: Batek] 
baltek bal'tek' friend 
kktek k�k" tek' to click (with the tip of the tongue 
towards the palate) 
hnte:k* h�n'tek' to hit; to pound 
kde:k b'de:k' to be bitter 
?J1ce:k ?�J1'cl:ek' [a type of tree] 
?ek '?ek' to give 
sksek s�k'sek' to devour quickly 
hek 'hek' to snap and fall (of e.g. tree-branch) 
hkhek h�k'hek' to be ragged/tom (of cloth) 
?ane:k ?a'nek' girl 
lanek* la'ne:k' [a type of porcupine] 
tulek* tu'lek' to push someone or something 
ble:k b;;,'le:k' to lick 
snre:k s3n,d1ek' to go out 
tawek ta'Wek' butterfly (generic) 
lajek la1ek' to tread 
eik 'c�ik' to wade across a river 
JkJik l;;,k'lik' to breathe 
bkik b;;,'kik' pigeon (generic) 
sik 'sik' to be caught 
hlk 'h1k' to breathe with difficulty 
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rhik rn'hik' red 
lik 'lik' to swallow (of snake) 
klik k:l'lik' [sound of a person walking) 
sklik s:lk'lik' to bind 
rik 'rile' to stab 
?awik ?a'wHk' [a type of small tree-dwelling mammal) 
ckwik c�:lk" wHk' to crackle; to bellow (of e.g. macaque, 
gaur, rhinoceros); to talk/chat 
pk�k p:lk'¢)k' to smack 
�k '�k' to untie 
kk�k k:lk't�k' to click (with the tip of the tongue 
towards the alveolar ridge) 
carnk* c�a'f;)k' stream-bed 
pak 'pak' to clap 
napak na'pak' wild boar (Sus scrota) 
clapak c�:lla'pak' boar/male pig 
dkdak d:lk'dak' fish-trap 
p?ak p:l'?ak' to cook 
krhak k:lr'hak' to clear one's nasal cavity 
lak 'lak' to have sore eyes 
calak c�a'lak' lizard (generic) 
klak k:l'lak' [sound of something falling) 
krak k:l'rak' [a type of plant/fruit] 
kujak ku'jak' to butcher; to tear into pieces 
kapuk ka'puk' flying squirrel (Petaurista) 
tbuk* t:l'buk' to peck (of bird) 
duk 'duk' to pounce upon 
taduk ta'duk' [a type of tree] 
dkduk d:lk'duk' chest 
pucuk* bc pu'c�uk' 'bic' arrowhead 
tkuk t:l'kuk' [a type of hornbill] 
?uk '?uk' to blow 
suk 'suk' to light up 
sla]uk s:lk'l)uk' [a type of frog] 
haluk ha'luk' [a type of lizard] 
JUluk lu'luk' to keep a fire burning 
lkluk l:lk'luk' to laugh 
rkruk rnk"ruk' to go along a watercourse 
trjuk t3r'juk' [ethnonym: different group of Jahai] 
pok 'pok' to break open; to stride; [sound of an 
animal falling to the ground] 
cok 'c�ok' to tear apart 
ckcok c�:lk" c�ok' Diard's trogon (Harpactes diardii) 
jok 'lok' to move from one place to another 
krkok br'kok' casque of hornbill 
chok c�:l'hok' [sound of running water or waterfall) 
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planok* �la'n5k' mouse deer (Tragulus) 
p;,k 'p;,k' round object 
lump;,k lum'p;,k' [a type of tree] 
cmalpJk cC�mal'PJk ' [a type of millipede] 
btJk �'tJk' malkoha; cuckoo (Phaenicophaeus; 
Cuculus); papaya (Carica papaya) 
kluktJk k�luk'tJk ' [a type of large terrestrial gastropod] 
pktJk �k'tJk' to cook meat in its own juice 
dJk 'dJk' ipoh poison 
CJk 'cc:>k' bag 
ku'c5k ku'c5k' [a type of bird] 
ckcJk cC�k'cc;,k ' banded palm civet (Hemigalus derbyanus) 
bk 'bk' [sound of a hornbill] 
crik5k cC�ri'k5k' to jabber/chatter (of monkey) 
habk ha'bk' to throw 
hok5k ho'k5k' to bum off fur/feathers from a killed animal 
h;,k5k hJ'k5k' [sound of a leaf-monkey] 
kikbk kik'bk' to sit with one's knees pulled up 
t:I]bk t�I)'bk' nape of the neck 
?Jk '?;,k' [sound of boiling] 
jU?Jk lu'?:>k' tiger (Panthera tigris) 
SJk 'sJk' hair 
SJk kaw5t 'sJk' kii'w5f feather; plumage; down 
SJk kuj 's;,k' 'ku] hair of the head 
sks5k s�k's5k' to suck out (e.g. a snail from its shell) 
rksJk rnk'sJk' keelback (generic) (Xenochrophis, 
Amphiesma) 
hJk 'hJk' to throw 
bbk �'hJk' to vomit 
Ipk 'I)5k' to sit; to stay; to reside 
sI)Jk s�'I)5k' [a type of bird] 
bIIJ5k �r'I)5k' [a type of toad] 
mabk* ma'bk' to be embarrassed 
WJk 'wJk' to dig tubers 
wawJk wa'wJk' to have a sad expression on one's face 
jJk 'jJk' to undress; to stretch someone's arm 
tj5k - tkj5k ti'j5k' - t�k"j5k' to point 
tkjJk t�k"jJk' to pull; to pluck 
/-?/ 
jampi?* lam'pi? to heal 
labi?* la'bi? [a type of soft-shelled turtle] 
hobi?* ho'bi? root-crop; tuber (generic) 
hatT? ha'ti? tail 
pti?* �'ti? box 
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bldi?* b;}l;}'di? bucket 
cit 'cCi? to flare up; louse 
tacit ?a'c"i.? dog 
cuci?* cCu'cCi? to clean 
kuJlci?* kuJl'cCi? key; to mend 
biji?* bi'li? seed; CLF: small objects 
taji?* tali? knife 
bJlji? m;}Jl'li? to be distant (horizontally) 
pagi?* pa'gi? morning 
lagi?* la'gi? again; also; moreover; still; yet 
sit 'sit number 
mej sit 'me:j 'si? how many? 
?isi?* ?i'si? to put inside; to insert 
nasi?* na'si? cooked rice 
bsi?* oo'si? iron 
bhi? oo'hi? to be full/to have had enough to eat 
mil 'mil PRONOUN 2S.INT 
tani? ta'n1? that (away) 
?ani? ?a'ni? there (away) 
skali?* S;}ka'li? all; together 
hali? ha'li? leaf; CLF: small flat objects 
hali? gadiI] ha'li? ga'di9I] [a type of leaf] 
bli?* oo'li? to buy 
jli? l;}'li? [toponym: Jeli] 
jari?* la'ri? finger 
mnri? m;}n,d.Ii? [ethnonym: Menriq] 
wi? 'wi? left (side) 
dwi?* d;}'wi? money 
m?wi? ma?wi? left-handed person 
ji? 'ji? to cry (of infant); to dislike; to refuse; 
to reject 
kaji? ka'ji? bat 
kaji? kii1i? little finger 
haji? ha'ji? also 
tel 't€}? earth; ground; soil 
?ite?* ?i't€}? duck; water-fowl 
ste?* S;}'t€}? to shoot with slingshot 
de? 'd€}? to make; to do 
tase?* ta's€}? lake 
he? 'h€}( PRONOUN IP.INCL 
male? ma'I€}? brown hornbill (Ptilolaemus tickel/i) 
cole? cCo'I€}? cannibal 
jIe? l;}'l€}? thorn 
ti?le? ti?l€}? to point (with one's finger, hand or lips); 
to show 
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tare?* ta'rlt? to pull 
we? 'Wit? to exist; to be found; to be present; 
to occur; to be available 
pe? 'pe? older sibling 
pce? JY.)'c�e? to be wet 
joh wal)ke? jowal)'ke? tree-branch 
sise? si'se? to dance 
prise? p;::>ri'se? to keep 
gase? ga'se? [a type of tree] 
brase? b;::>ra'se? to remain; to stay behind 
tahe? ta'he? [a type of salty tuber] 
cuM? c�ii'M? to flow; to spread 
me? 'me? female child 
lime?* li'me? five 
game? ga'me? to halt/stop 
same?* sa'me? with; likewise 
erne? cC;::>'me? to be sharp 
cine?* cCine? [ethnonym: Chinese] 
trine? t;::>ri'ne? height 
bane? ba'ne? to give birth 
bne? m�'ne? size 
kne?* k;::>'ne? to score a bull's eye 
tape?* tape? to ask 
pupe?* pupe? to have 
p?pe? pa?pe? to kill an animal 
si1]e? si'l)e? [toponym: Singor] 
bUl)e?* bU'l)£? flower 
brile? b;::>ri'le? to pull off (e.g. a mat from the ground); 
to roll (of animal); to tum around 
li?le? li?le? to call for somebody; to rub against 
(of e.g. cat) 
lu?le? lu?le? to roll (of animal) 
g?le? ga?le! to say no; to decline 
sle? s;::>'le? [a type of snake] 
ciwe? c�'we? to open one's eyes 
?awe? ?aWe? [a type of tortoise] 
mawe! maW£? gibbon (Hylobates) 
smwe?* s;::>m'we? all 
jet 'jet PRONOUN IS 
haje? ha1e? house; hut 
hapi? ha'p�? bag 
bi? 'b�! mother 
bi? mas;::>j 'b�? ma's;::>j sow 
kbi? k;::>'b�? fruit; eLF: animals, several objects 
kbi? ?ntep k;::>'b�? ?;::>n'tep' testicles 
knbi? k;::>n'b�? [a type of rattan] 
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tic 't�? to pound 
tic siriI) 't�? si'ri9I) [a type of tree-dwelling mammal] 
pti? �'t�? forehead 
kti? k;:,'t�? skin 
ati? ta?t�? old; grandparent 
ji? 'l�? to bum; to make fire; to roast 
jaji? - jaja? la'l�? - la'la? old woman 
bJlji? m�Jl'ls? to be distant (vertically); to be high; 
to be deep 
ki? 'b? to vomit 
pi?i? pi'?5? to put a child to sleep 
ha?i? ha'?s? yes; right; correct 
c?i? cC;:,'?s? to pour fluid 
bill? b;:,'hs? to hug 
mami? ma'm5? [a type of colourful larvae] 
bani? ma'n5? quiver for blowpipe darts 
tp.i? t;}'.J15? that (beyond you) 
?Jli? ?;:"Jl5? there (beyond you) 
bli? b;:,'ls? upper leg 
pij�? pi'l5? to fly up 
?ik;:,? ?i'k;:,? fish 
ja1)b? jaI)'b? jaw/mandible 
sipa?* si'pa? to kick 
hapa? ha'pa? to die 
l?pa? la?pa? [ethnonym: unidentified easterly group 
of Semang] 
nampa?* nam'pa? to see 
jUmpa?* lum'pa? to meet 
cuba?* cCu'ba? to taste 
kba? k;}'ba? [a type of tuber] 
rba? f;)'ba? rotten wood 
ta? 'ta? ancestor; ancestral spirit; father's father 
mata? ma'ta? spear 
lata?* la'ta? waterfall 
knta? - gnta? k;:,n'ta? - g;:,n'ta? [ethnonym: Kintaq] 
bada?* ba'da? Sumatran rhinoceros (Dicerorhinus 
sumatrensis) 
lada?* la'da? pestle 
kuda?* ku'da? horse 
Ida? l;:,'da? armpit 
baca?* ba'cCa? to talk 
ci?ca? cCi?cCa? gecko 
c?ca? cCa?cCa? common kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) 
saja?* sa'la? only 
pja? �'la? to hide oneself 
krJa?* k;}r'la? to work 
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luka?* lu'ka? to hit a target; to wound 
paI)ka?* paI)'ka? to hit; to throw 
jaI]ka?* laI]'ka? to go 
slaIJka?* s�laIJ'ka? collar-bone 
bI]ka? m�I)'ka? molar tooth 
tiga?* ti'ga? three 
jaga? la'ga? only 
dahaga?* daha'ga? to be thirsty 
raga?* ra'ga? basket 
tga?* �'ga? to flex muscle 
t?a? ta'?a? vegetables 
t?a? p:>k ta'?a? 'p:>k' [a type of mushroom] 
pasa? pa'sa? to live 
kasa? ka'sa? sambar deer (Cervus unicolor) 
brasa? �ra'sa? many 
piha? pi'ha? to be separate 
tuha?* tu'ha? to ripen 
cnha? c3n'ha? to jest 
rna? 'rna? mother 
lma?* l�'ma? intestines 
la? 'la? penis 
hala? ha'la? to fly 
tula?* tu'la? to push someone to go somewhere 
mula?* mu'la? to begin 
bla? �'la? to be alone 
kira?* ki'ra? to count 
pihira? pihi'ra? to rear animals 
cara? c�a'ra? to talk 
pra? JYc)'ra? to live/reside 
bra? �'ra? NEGATIVE MARKER 
pnra? JYc)n,d1a? [a type of sweet-smelling flower] 
mnra? m�n,dla? human being; people; person 
?awa? ?a'wa? elder 
lawa? la'wa? to collect/gather 
duwa?* dU'wa? two 
duwa? puloh * dU'wa? pu'loh twenty 
brwa? �I'wa? wind 
ja? 'ja? grandmother 
caja? cCa'ja? to believe 
laja? la'ja? leech 
sraja?* s�ra'ja? [a type of tree (Shorea)] 
buja?* bu'ja? crocodile (Tomistoma, Crocodilus) 
hrja? h�I'ja? [a type of tuber] 
mapu? ma'pu? when? 
?ampu?* ?am'pu? to convey 
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kabu? ka'bu? [a type of tuber] 
?abu?* ?a'bu? dust 
?abu?* ?:'>s ?a'bu? '?:'>s ashes 
labu?* la'bu? bottle 
batu?* ba'tu? stone 
pintu?* pin'tu? door 
bantu?* ban'tu? to catch something that is falling 
hantu?* han'tu? ghost 
bradu? �ra'du? to rest 
prdu?* �r'du? eLF: cluster 
cfi? ,ceil? to be blind 
baJU?* ba'j�? clothes 
taJU? ta'j�? snake (generic) 
sJU?* s;:)'j�? to be cold (of weather, objects etc.) 
paku?* pa'ku? Filex fern 
taku? - ?aku? ta'ku? - ?a'ku? to steal 
blakii? �la'kii? to be brown 
buku?* bu'ku? book 
pusu?* pu'su? tennite mound 
M? 'hil? to make hooting sound 
prahu?* �ra'hu? boat 
jM? l�'M? tree 
bamu?* ma'mil? bamboo 
somu? so'mil? tapir's snout; horn of rhinoceros (?) 
gmu?* g;:)'mil? fat/grease 
lmu?* l;:)'mil? cattle 
sanu? sa'nil? ghost 
j1aj1u? j1apil? to die 
baru?* ba'ru? again; anew; until 
babo? ba'bo? female; woman 
tabo? ta'bo? big digit (thumb or big toe) 
lobo?* lo'bo? plunge-pool beneath waterfall 
to? 'to? ancestor; grandparent; [ethnonym: To']  
blato? �la'to? crimson-winged woodpecker (Picus 
puniceus) 
jO? 'lo? [toponym] 
koko? ko'ko? to crow (of cock) 
pgo? �'go? to cook 
?o? '?o? PRONOUN 3S 
s?o? s;:)'?o? a little; just 
so? 'so? cubit (measurement) 
s?so? sa?so? blood vessel 
tumo?* tu'mo? t6 fight 
tano?* ta'no? fin; horn 
?i?I)o? ?i?I)o? to lean one's head 
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bulo?* bu'lo? brunboo; brunboo tube 
si?ro? si?ro? to decline 
lawo?* l a'wo? fish/meat 
jOt 'jOt outer shaft of blowpipe; to carry on 
one' s  shoulders 
p:>? 'p:>? mountain-top 
kap:>?* ka'p:>? axe; cheek 
b?b:>? ba?b:>? to carry on one's  back 
kt:>? b't:>? day; sky 
kt:>? �h k�'t:>? 't;)h today 
d5? 'd5? [toponym: Dok] 
tad:>? ta'd:>? to wait 
cund:>?* c�un'd:>? to rest one's chin on something 
c5? 'cC5? to sting 
ka]1c:>? ka]1'cc:>? grandchild 
?aj:>? ?a'i':>? a little; to be small 
P]1P? �]1'i':>? blanket; fabric 
ci'k5? cCi'k5? long-tailed shrike (Lanius schach) 
bab? ba'b? trap/snare 
tab? ta'b? cup; glass 
mab? ma'b? egg 
malJk5? malJ'k5? to conceive; to be pregnant 
tl)b? �l)'b? [a type of bird] 
klb? k�l'b? nail 
s:>? 's:>? to burn 
?]1s:>? ?�]1's:>? rotten (of wood) 
h:>? 'h:>? Jar 
m:>{ 'm3? younger sister of parent 
tim:>? ti'm:>? hard surface (stone, paved road, 
brick wall etc.) 
cam:>? ca'm:>? day after tomorrow 
km:>? k�'m:>? fruit; pumpkin; eLF: animals, 
several objects 
tal):>? ta'l):>? [a type of short millipede] 
jlp?* i'�'l)5? to look down 
b? b? [toponym] 
Jab?* lab? casting-net 
kal5? ka'15? [a type of large freshwater gastropod] 
lab? lab? and; with 
jb? l�b? hole 
sar::>? sa'r:>? corpse 
cr:>? cC�'r:>? to be hungry 
kr::>{ k�'r:>? back (of person) 
karw:>? kar'w:>? [a type of terrapin] 
pi?j:>? pi?j:>? to roar (of tiger) 
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f-�f 
ci� 
kici� 
hi� - Mcp 
licp - lcplicp 
cifi� 
pri� - picpricp 
c�� 
cn£� 
Jlief> 
riq> 
jill> 
ja� 
tu� 
?u� 
su� 
Jlucp 
lu� - rucp 
crucp 
kocp 
kt�� 
c�� 
b� 
bs�� 
h�� 
b� 
tib� 
p15� 
jb� 
r�cp 
I-sf 
lipis* 
tpis 
cbis* 
kbis 
tis bataI] * 
britis* 
ptis 
ktis* 
cscis 
kis 
'cCicp 
ki'ccicp 
'hi� - 'Mcp 
'licp - l;;>p'licp 
ci'ticp 
p;;>'ricp - pip "ricp 
'cc�cp 
cC;;>'nEcp 
jllql 
'riq> 
'jill> 
'jacp 
'tucp 
'?u� 
'sucp 
'Jll1� 
'lucp - 'rucp 
e;;>'rucp 
'kocp 
k;;>'t:>cp 
'cc:>� 
'b� 
b;;>'s:>� 
'h:>� 
'bcp 
ti'bcp 
p;;>'15cp 
l;;>'b� 
'r:>cp 
li'pis 
t;;>'pis 
cC;;>'bis 
k;;>'bis 
'tis ba'ta9I) 
b;;>ri'tis 
p;;>'tis 
k;;>'tis 
cis'ccis 
'kis 
to hiss (of e.g. bamboo in fire) 
to crackle/explode from heat 
to whistle shrilly (with one's fingers in 
one's mouth); to blow a fire 
fontanelle 
to extinguish; to fade away; to put out fire 
with water 
to flicker 
to fan fire 
tail feathers 
to blow smoke 
[sound of flapping] 
to shake something (e.g. a piece of paper) 
[sound of flying or leaping] 
to spit 
to blow (e.g. a fire) 
to attack 
to haunt 
[sound of dashing] 
to descend 
[sound of blowpipe dart hitting 
stomach of prey] 
to spit/splutter horizontally 
to cause a blister (of fire) 
[sound of small object falling to the ground] 
to be quick 
to prick a hole in something (e.g. a leaf) 
to leak 
to dig 
[sound of a blowpipe being fired] 
to whiz 
[sound of a blowpipe dart hitting canopy] 
to be thin 
to blow away; to wash away 
to cleave 
to die 
[a type of insect] 
[ethnonym: British] 
to hurt; pain; sickness 
to break/snap 
to scratch oneself 
to dig 
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kis 'kis ghost 
ciTls ci'Tls to ask for something 
his 'his to blow one's  nose; to snuffle 
jIlis* l�'nis kind/sort 
maIJis* ma'IJis mangosteen (Garcinia manggostana) 
klaIJis bla'IJis heart 
tI]is t�'IJis [a type of fish] 
piris pi'ris to go across a watercourse 
hiris* hi'ris to cut 
wis 'Wis to split/to go different ways 
bliwis �li'wis to get out of bed 
cawis c�a'wis [a type of small animal] 
rwis �'wis to cut grass 
tjis t�'jis to bounce back; to kick something to pieces 
tsdes tis'dt;s to stumble 
ges 'gt;S fragrance; odour; smell; stench 
jces l�'ct;s root 
hampes ham'pes to live/reside 
kmpes k�m'pes [a type of tree] 
tbes* t�'bes to cut 
lintes* lin'tes to go across 
des 'des to go and get 
csces c�is'c�es to tear 
kes 'kes to put together 
bakes ba'kes to grow up; to be adult 
ges 'ges to descend; to go downhill 
'les '?es ice 
mes* 'mes gold 
pIes �'le:s to smear poison on blowpipe dart 
pIes p�'les [sound of blowpipe being fired] 
res 'res to fall 
wes 'Wes frontal tuber (on forehead) 
ciwes c�i'we:s [toponym] 
tawes ta'we:s [a type of tree] 
kwes k�'wes to sweep with one' s  fingers 
lwes l�'we:s to be wide 
pjes* pi'jES R.P.S. (Rancangan Pengumpulan Semula; 
site of regroupment program) 
pis 'pis to sweep/wipe 
tpis t�'pis valley 
jkis l�'kis [a type of porcupine] 
taIJkis taIJ'kis ? 
gis 'gis to descend/to climb down/to go down; 
to apply make-up 
prgis �r'gis [a type of tree] 
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cis 'cis to die 
la?is la'?is to be bad 
rus 'rus mat 
lajis lajis [a type of palm leaf used for thatching] 
l�s* l�'�s after; to leave 
k5s 'k5s to kill (?) 
g;}S 'g�s to carve 
l?�s l�'?�s fatty tissue 
kipas* ki'pas to wag tail 
bas* 'bas bus 
tas 'tas to cleave 
kas 'kas to pinch somebody 
gas - g£s 'gas - 'gES [a type of skin disease] 
hagas* ha'gas mosquito 
cas 'cas to believe; to have faith 
has 'has to steam (intransitive) 
lanas* la'nas pineapple (Ananassa) 
tronas* �ro'nas [toponym: Petronas petrol station at 
Banding] 
balas* ba'las to answer 
sblas* s;}�'las eleven 
tlas t;}'las [a type of tree] 
bras* �'ras husked rice 
kras* k;}'ras to be tough (of meat) 
was ' 'was to split; fork/junction 
was t;)m 'was 't;,bm river confluence 
puwas* pu'was to be satisfied 
?uswas ?us'was to meet (of ri vers) 
cjas ci'jas hand 
?imbus* ?im'bus to ambush 
rus - tmus 'rus - �'mus to grub; to grunt (of pig) 
tsrus tis'rus to lose hair 
gus 'gus to be together 
nus 'nus upper lip 
tanus ta'nUs boar's snout 
barus* ba'rus camphor 
kurus * ku'rus thin 
pos* 'pos post 
sratos* s;}ra'tos hundred 
dos 'dos to owe (?) 
gos 'gos belch 
phos �'hos to blow (of person) 
hamos ha'mos to blow (of person) 
ros 'ros liver 
tros* �'ros at once; straightaway; straight 
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tp:>s t�'p:>s [a type of fruit] 
c:>s 'cc:>s [toponym: Banun] 
k5s 'k5s to scratch 
9:>s 'g:>s to live/exist 
?:>s '?:>s fire 
lan?:>s lan'?:>s door 
cn:>s - cnus cC�'n:>s - eC�'niis ring 
lsbs lis'bs to gnaw 
cnr:>s cC3n,dl:>s nail; phalange 
/-hJ 
pipih pi'pih [a type of rattan] 
ctih cC�'tih to be easy 
titih* ti'tih bridge 
didih* di'dih to boil (intransitive) 
eih 'ccih to shoo away 
gcTh g�'c� to be black; to be dark 
ha?th ha'?Th yes; right; correct 
sih 'sih to pound 
gunih* gu'nTh gunny bag; sack 
malih* ma'lih [a type of palm-tree] 
tlTh t�'ITh to fall to the ground 
wih 'wih PRONOUN 3D 
tujih tu'jih that (down) 
?ujih ?u'jih there (down) 
Ibeh l�'b�h honey 
puteh* pu't�h to be white 
thteh tah't�h oriental pied hornhill (Anthracoceros 
albirostris) 
tadeh ta'd�h that (beyond me) 
?adeh ?a'd�h there (beyond me) 
pihdeh pih'd�h to summon; to call for 
seh 's�h to be good 
kneh k�'n�h wife 
haleh ha'l�h to be hungry 
boleh* bo'l�h ROOT POSSIBll.ITY; to be able to 
koleh ko'l�h cup 
ciweh ci'w�h to climb up 
J:>weh J:>'w�h [a type of bird] 
rajeh ra'j�h to beat (e.g. a pillow) 
klipe::h k;)li'pe::h to flay/skin 
japeh - peh ja'peh - 'peh PRONOUN IP.EXCL 
be::h 'be::h younger brother of parent 
dibe::h di'be::h wallet 
te::h* 'te::h tea 
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ceh 'c�eh [sound of a blowpipe dart hitting a vine] 
trJeh t3r'leh to fly up (of bird) 
maneh ma'neh to be long (of time); to be old 
lEh* 'lEh to go together; EMPHATIC PARTICLE 
?alEh ?a'leh girl; virgin 
bnaleh m�na'leh to breastfeed 
kraleh k�ra'leh giant squirrel (Ratufa affinis) (?) 
pleh �'lEh [ethnonym: Temiar] 
tureh tu'reh to tap poison from ipoh tree 
weh 'weh to cut off/to pick 
weh 'Weh [sound of blowpipe] 
jeh 'jeh PRONOUN lD.EXCL 
pihpill pih'p�h to wake up somebody 
titill ti't�h that (up) 
?itill ?i't�h there (up) 
kdill k�'d�h to say 
cill 'cc;�h to fell/to cut down trees 
jill 'l�h PRONOUN 2D 
kjill k�'l�h boy 
tkih b'k�h behind; backside 
rig ill ri'g�h to break 
p?ill �'?�h fluid 
sill 's�h [a type of tuber (sweet potato?)] 
rwill rn'w�h [toponym] 
kla�h k�la'�h shoulder 
sru�h* s�ru'�h same 
�h 't�h this 
plit�h* �li't�h small fire; lamp 
kribh* k�ri't�h car 
pd�h* �'�h to be near 
k�h 'k�h to lie down 
pok�h po'bh [a type of gecko] 
?�h '?�h here 
p?�h �'?�h to cook/heat in a fire 
s�h - sihs�h 's�h - sih's�h to meet 
h�h 'h�h to whistle with one's mouth open 
maIJ�h ma'IJ�h [toponym: Mangga] 
gul�h* gu'l�h sugar 
bl�h b�'l�h to enter 
klapah sawit* k�la'pah sawif oil palm 
japah ja'pah [ethnonym: group of Jahai] 
cpah cc;�'pah wood shavings from carving or scraping 
kbah k�'bah to glare 
lbah l�'bah where? 
lbah lwej l�'bah l�'wej honeybee 
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mutah* mU'tah mortar 
gtah* g�'tah rubber 
kdah* k�'dah [toponym: Kedah] 
cah 'cah [a type of tree] ;  to cut 
?acah* ?a'c�ah to scold 
pcah* �'c�ah to break; to move from one place to another 
gajah* ga'lah elephant (Elephas maximus) 
tikah ti'kah to travel by air; to spring 
prihkah �rih'kah to chatter (of macaque, people etc.) 
laIJkah* lal)'kah to step over 
bl)kah - ffil)kah (?) m�l)'kah [toponym] 
gagah ga'gah to walk 
p?ah pa'?ah to kneel; to sit by fire 
sisah* si'sah remains 
gamah* ga'mah photograph 
lmah l�'mah to find; to meet 
mah* �'nah to be low (of height, voice etc.) 
kalah* ka'lah to lose (e.g. a fight) 
hmalah h;)ma'lah young pig 
blah* �'lah to chop; to wane (of moon) 
clah c��'lah childless person 
llah l�'lah oriole (Oriolus) 
rah 'rah to vomit 
darah* da'rah blood 
carah c�a'rah barbet (Megalaima) 
marah* ma'rah to be angry; to forbid 
buwah* bU'wah eLF: spherical/cubical objects 
sapuh* sa'puh to clean/to sweep/to wipe 
sribuh* s�ri'buh thousand 
sltuh S31'tuh to attack 
duduh du'duh [a type of bird] 
suduh* su'duh to scrape 
jUh 'luh to blow away smoke 
khkuh kah'kuh [a type of hornbill] 
susuh* su'suh milk 
bunuh* bu'nuh to kill 
jnuh* l�'nuh too many/much; enough 
jnuh - jniih (?) l�'niih [a type of small bird] 
kaluh* ka'luh if 
haluh ha'luh to shoot 
pUl)huluh* pUl)hu'luh headman 
rub 'rub [a type of wasp] 
plurub* �lu'rub bullet 
biruh* bi'rub blue 
krjuh k�r'juh to slither 
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boh 'boh to place/put 
jatoh i'a'toh to move; to wander 
ctoh cl:�'toh phlegm; snot 
coh 'cl:oh to refuse 
tUjoh* tu'i'oh seven 
paI]koh* paI]'koh to hold 
saI]koh saI]'koh wreathed hornbill (Rhyticeros undulatus) 
goh 'goh manchild 
pgoh �'goh to boil (transitive) 
?oh '?oh to cough 
soh 'soh game animal 
jnoh i'�'n6h [a type of tree] 
spuloh* s�pu'loh ten 
ruroh ru'roh to shed leaves 
woh - woh 'woh - 'woh to call (of bird) 
joh joh crown of tree; tree branch 
poh 'poh to fan; to hit with a flat hand 
tap5h ta'p5h pelvis 
boh 'boh fruit (generic) 
bruboh b�ru'boh yellow-vented bulbul (Pycnonotus goiavier) 
tboh* t�'boh to beat/to hit 
mantoh man'toh Malay person 
lant5h lan't5h porcupine (Hystrix, Atherura) 
klihd5h blih'd5h to meander (of river) 
coh 'cl:oh to bite (of snake, bird etc.) 
chcoh cl:ah'ccoh to mince 
kalc5h kal'cl:5h to crack 
joh 'i'oh to ascend; to go uphill 
nhph nah'i'oh height 
bh 'bh [a type of tortoise] 
taI]g5h taIJ'g5h to ring 
kuh?5h kfih'?5h [a type of turtle] 
moh 'm5h nose; PRONOUN 2S.FAM 
moh tom 'm5h 'tobm headwater/source of river 
krunoh bn'm5h name 
kanoh ka'noh to grow (of plants) 
lanoh la'n5h [ethnonym: Lanoh] 
proh �'roh [a type of tree] 
sroh s�'roh to gi ve birth 
roh 'roh to cut; to clear 
rawoh ra'woh [a type of frui t tree] 
joh 'joh to drop 
kajoh* ka'joh to paddle 
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elm 'cc--un to sizzle (of meat being roasted) 
jim 'libm to cry/weep 
bnim m�'nim [a type of tree] 
smsim s�m'sim silver-eared mesia (Leiothrix argentauris) 
harim ha'ribm quill of porcupine's tail 
kmJlln k�m'Jim to taste 
sbem s�'b�bm to be full 
tern 't�bm right (side) 
mmtem m�m't�bm right-handed person 
Imtem l�m't�bm to arrive; to become 
tmdem t�m'd€fbm to go into the jungle and stay there 
overnight in search of food 
musem* mu'sebm season 
slem* s�'l€fbm coin 
jrem* l�'r�bm rapid 
krem k�'r€fbm to play an instrument 
dem* 'dem lake 
lkEm 1�'kEbm brain 
?em '?em breast; to drink 
?em kaji? '{em ka'ji? [a type of thorn] 
pi?em pi'?em to breastfeed 
masem* mc1'sem to be sour 
krhEm - krh1m k�r'hEbm - k�r'h1m to clear one's throat 
nEm* 'nem six 
tanEm* ta'nem to plant 
J1Em 'j1em to eat 
gulem gu'lebm to carry on a stick 
karEm* ka'rEbm to sink 
sabim sa'bibm [ethnonym: Sabiim] 
patim pa'tibm to pound 
ktim k�'tibm to hit with side of fist 
cm cC�'kibm lump; chip 
ck'im cC�,k'im peacock-pheasant (Polyplectron) 
gim 'gibm to deliberate 
19im l�'gibm valley floor 
bh1m b�'h1m blood 
trhim t3r'hibm [a type of large beetle] 
kmim k�'mlm to smoke with the cigarette inside 
one's mouth 
trnim t3r'nibm to shoot 
lim 'libm to be big; [toponym: Long] 
�m ,�bm to sit (of bird) 
kat�m* ka't�bm to cut rattan 
tmt;)m t;)m't�bm to buzz (of insect) 
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k�m 'k�bm to rub one's hands 
kmk5m k�m'k5m ankle 
(�m - (im(�m ,(�bm _ (im,(�bm to hug 
m�m 'm5m mother's milk 
garnm* ga'rnbm salt 
pam* 'pabm to pump 
lampam* lam'pabm [a type of carp (Puntius)] 
kbam b'babm to smoke with the cigarette the wrong 
way round 
padam* pa'dabm to close one's eyes 
jam* 'labm hour; wristwatch 
tkam t�'kabm [toponym: Tekam] 
sam 'sabm to go hunting 
paham* pa'habm to understand 
mam 'mam to drink milk from mother's breast 
tamam ta'mabm [a type of small animal] 
lam 'labm to squeeze 
warn 'wabm [a type of rattan] 
sjam si'jabm Thailand 
hajam* ha'jabm pOUltry 
pipjam* pip'jabm to borrow 
prj am p�r'jabm time; when 
pum 'pubm to lie face down 
kutum ku'tubm flower bud 
cdum c��'dubm to carry in one's anns 
rdUm - rdup rn'dum - rn'dup' to be cloudy 
kmum k�r'num [a type of tree] 
blum �'lubm [toponym: Belum] 
jarum* ja'rubm needle 
tom 'tobm tree-base; eLF: vegetation 
tom kt:)( 'tobm k�'t:)( east 
ptom �'tobm day before yesterday 
lantom lan'tobm to sting 
mPJlom* m5pl�lobm [toponym: Mendelum] 
hajom ha'jobm young green tree python (Chondropython 
viridis) 
t:)m 'tobm fluid; river; water 
t:)m mit 'tobm 'mil' tear 
c:)m 'c�:)bm to burn something; to make fire 
bm 'kobm many 
bm '(obm to want 
j(:)m l�,(:)bm to be dirty 
kr(:)m k�r'(obm to cook in ashes or fire 
s:)m 'sobm bird's nest 
smsom s�m'sobm to buzz around a nest (of birds, bees) 
hmh�m 
kmm 
rbm 
kj�m 
/-ni 
pimpin* 
bin 
tin 
?acin 
gin 
risin* 
masin* 
brsin* 
jamin* 
mnmin 
JlDJlin 
jilin 
tanrm 
lajin* 
ben 
haden 
?Jleen 
ken 
bnken - mnken (?) 
mUIJken* 
kawen 
blawen 
pEn 
ben 
taben 
krnten 
ken 
sriken 
maken 
gen 
bag en 
tomen* 
tahanen 
pmen 
len 
doren* 
hawen 
tmwen* 
kin 
h;:)m'h�bm 
k;:)'n5m 
rn'bbm 
k;:)'j�bm 
. ·d plm'pl n 
'bidn 
'tidn 
?a'c(:idn 
'gidn 
ri'sidn 
ma'sidn 
�r'sidn 
la'min 
m�n'min 
Jl�nJtin 
li'rm 
tan'rm 
la'jidn 
'b�dn 
ha'd�dn 
?;:)Jl'c(:�dn 
'kedn 
m5n'kedn 
mfu]'k�dn 
ka'wedn 
�la,��dn 
'pen 
'bedn 
ta'bedn 
k;:)rnn'tedn 
'kedn 
s;:)ri'kedn 
ma'kedn 
'gedn 
ba'gedn 
to'men 
taha'nen 
�r'nen 
'ledn 
do'redn 
haWen 
t;:)mWen 
'kidn 
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to like 
urinary bladder; urine; to urinate 
[toponym] 
below; lower side; underside 
to guide 
to sleep on one's  stomach 
to kick open 
how? 
PRONOUN 213P 
ration 
to be salty 
to sneeze 
to guarantee 
to play (games) 
to hop on something 
to jump over a high obstacle 
[a type of civet] 
to be different 
to tie around 
tomorrow; near future; soon 
to cook 
to hear 
to astonish 
maybe 
to plant 
mango 
to hit with an object 
to wrap a blanket around one's body 
[a type of fruit] 
wrinkles 
child; eLF: human 
[a type of leaf] 
who?; whose? 
[a type of tree] 
[a type of monitor lizard (Varanus)] 
snakehead (Channa micropeltes) 
[a type of rattan] 
to refuse to give 
loincloth; to wear a loincloth 
durian (Durio zibethinus) 
wild boar (Sus scrota); pig 
[ethnonym: Temuan] 
hole 
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gin 'gidn to pour 
rin 'ridn to sit down 
hmirin h;}mi'ridn to extinguish (by itself) 
win 'wudn to crawl 
jin 'jidn to hop on something to test its supporting 
capacity 
Jill Till to stop 
d;}n 'd;}dn to run short/to run out 
hnh;}n h;}n'h;}dn to devour 
papan* pa'padn plank; wall; [a type of snake] 
lapan* la'padn eight 
sampan* sam'padn boat 
dan 'dadn to take a hit 
can 'ccadn foot 
jan 'ladn to throw something to the ground 
1ikan* 1i'kadn fish 
bokan* bo'kadn NEGATIVE MARKER 
bagan ba'gadn [a type of fruit] 
tagan ta'gadn adult green tree python (Chondropython 
viridis) 
tasan ta'sadn flying squirrel (Petaurista) 
tahan* ta'hadn to endure 
pi.r.Jan* pi'IJadn helping; serving (of food) 
lUIJan IU'IJadn binturong (Arctitis binturong) 
smilan* s;}mi'ladn nine 
bolan* bo'ladn moon 
blan �'ladn [toponym] 
hiran hi'radn to be surprised 
daran da'radn [a type of tuber] 
lawan* la'wadn to kill 
tUn 'tOn that (you don't know) 
dun 'dudn to cover; to fill 
?On '1On there (you don't  know) 
banun* ma'nOn [toponym: Banun] 
gnun g;}'m1n bamboo 
kriun k;}tludn to retreat 
run 'rudn to fall to the ground (of e.g. fruit, leaf) 
pon* 'podn like; also 
JPon* l;}'podn [ethnonym: Japanese] 
sabon* sa'bodn soap 
ton 'todn that (you know) 
ton - tnton 'todn - t3n'todn to climb up (e.g. a rope); to balance 
10n 'Codn there (you know) 
pan10n pan'10dn [a type of tree] 
Ion 'lodn to push 
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talon ta'lodn reticulated python (Python reticulatus) 
tawon* ta'wodn year 
b:m 'b:>dn [a type of fruit) 
d:>n 'd:>dn great grandparent 
I-pi 
tawiJl ta'wi1Jl [a type of small spider] 
twiJl b'wi1Jl headache 
peJ1 'p�ilJ1 daylight; sunshine 
hrj1.peJ1 hariJ1'p�ilJ1 goose bumps 
teJ1 't�iJJ1 to plait; to make a net 
peJ1 'pei1J1 to shoot (with bow or slingshot) 
bl?eJ1 bal'?eiJJ1 green 
seJ1 'seiJJ1 before; front 
seJ1 kt:>? 'sei1J1 ka't:>? west 
heJ1 'MJ1 tooth 
smeJl sa'meJ1 to ask for; to request 
treJ1 ta'rei1J1 to climb 
IJlfeJ1 riJ1'rei1J1 to cause pain 
.iJ1jeJ1 j iJ1Jei1J1 to dream 
tpiJ1 ta'piilJ1 part of honeycomb (?) 
tagiJ1 ta'giilJ1 wood (material); firewood 
tgiJ1 ta'giilJ1 to tear something apart with one's teeth 
hmiJ1 ha'mii1J1 [magic word uttered to redress broken 
taboo] 
dariJl da'rii1J1 termite; small worm causing tooth decay 
hJ1jaJ1 hiJ1'lai1J1 to rise; to stand 
mamuJ1 ma'muJ1 to beg 
bOJ1 'boiJJ1 [a type of tree) 
gOJ1 'goi1J1 [a type of outgrowth on trees) 
raJ]goJ1 ral)'goi1J1 mouth harp 
trp"J1 t3r'p:>ilJ1 [a type of tree) 
g5J1 'g5J1 to refuse to gi ve something 
?5J1 '?5J1 to smell something 
pJ1bJ1 piJ1'bi1J1 to sing 
1-1)/ 
kpiI]* ka'pi91) portion; piece; eLF: flat objects 
PIJpiI] pal)'pil) Philippine glossy starling (Aplonis 
panayensis) 
krpiI] kar'pi91) above; top; upper side 
cuntil) cun'til) temple 
gadiI]* ga'di91) boar's tusk; elephant's tusk 
taciI] * ta'cCi91) worm 
cl)ciI] cCal)'c<t1) biorbital area; spectacle 
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jiI) 'j� to take 
?asiI]* ?a'si9I) to be different; other 
masiI]-masiI]* masi9I)-ma'si9I) each 
pusiI] * pu'si9I) to move in circles 
kJlsiI] k�Jl'si9I) banded palm civet (Hemigalus derbyanus) 
cliI]lfu:J c � �liI]'lfu:J to tum head (of bird) 
kamiI] * ka'mi9I) goat 
baniI]* man'i9I] [toponym: Banding] 
kuniI]* ku'niI] yellow 
pniI]* �'niI] headache; confusion 
baliI] ba'li9I) tiger (Panthera tigris) 
maliI]* ma'li9I) to steal 
bliI] �'li9I] upper arm 
kliI] k�'li9I] language; sound 
ciI]nI) ciI]'rlI) to look over one's shoulder 
gfU1JliI] g�ruI)'li 9I) to roll down 
kI]liI] k�I)'li9I) to make sound: e.g. howllcroaklbark 
brrlI) �r� long-tailed parakeet (Psittacula longicauda) 
bariI] ba'ri9I) [toponym: Baring] 
kriI]* b'ri9I) to be dry 
clliiI] c3ndoliI] to hold one's wrist 
cawiI] di'W'iI] eyebrow 
riI]wiI] riI]'w'iI] to dangle one's arms when walking 
kalwiI] ka}'wi9I) [a type of fruit] 
saj'iI] saJiI] friend 
h:lrjiI] h:lrjII) [a type of small animal] 
tbeI) t�'b�9I) bamboo slat 
?nteI) ?�n't�9I) ear 
kuceI)* kU'C��9I) cat 
kjeI) k�'t�9I] to hear 
keI) 'k�9I) to pull 
paI)keI]* paI)'k�9I) chair 
j?eI) t�'?�9I) bone; skeleton 
pl?eI) �I'?�9I) fluid 
bar?eI) bar?�9I) [a type of tortoise] 
kI]seI) k�I)'S�9I) to dance 
lheI) 1�'h�9I) phlegm; saliva 
jleI) t�'1�9I) to put inside 
jreI) t�'r�9I) soul 
peI) 'pe9I] to chop vegetables 
tampeI) tam'pe9I) to ascend 
bateI) * ba'te9I) [a type of rattan] 
binte:I) * m�m'te9I) star 
tuI)t£I) tilI]'tEI) to slither 
jeI) 'te9I) whiskers 
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JI)JEI] l;;lI)'le91) to be wide 
pgEI]* JY.)'ge91) to hold 
glul]?el] g;;llilI]'?el) to be in pain; to scratch (of monkey hit by 
blowpipe dart) 
PI]SEI] JY.)I)' se9 I) to say; to speak; to talk; to tell 
sl]sel] s5I)'sel) to walk or run with a limp 
?amEI] ?a'mel) siamang (Hylobates syndactylus) 
pinEl] * pi'nel) betelnut 
trinEI]* t;;lri'nEI) training 
?anEI] ?a'nEI) [a type of tree] 
bnEI) * m5'nel) thread 
snEI] * S;;l'nEI) to be easy 
mnEI] * m5'nel) to win 
bilEI] * bi'le:91] to count 
tol£l] to'le:91) [a type of tuber] 
klEI] k;;l'le91] inside 
klEI] b'lel) bird of prey 
kleI) hip b'lel) 'hip' crested serpent-eagle (Spilomis cheela) 
klEI) siwah k;;l'leI) si'wah brahrniny kite (Haliastur indus) 
tI]lEI] t;;lI)'le91) to see at a distance 
prEI) JY.)'rE 91] egret (Egretta); [a type of cobra (Naja)] 
grEI] g;;l'rE91) [a type of monitor lizard (Varanus)] 
?nrEI] ?;;In,d1e91) [a type of fruit tree] 
WEI] - WiI)WEI] 'we9I) - wiI)'we9I) to lean one's  head 
lawEI] la'we91) [a type of python (Python)] 
PW€I] l5'Wel] scorpion (generic) 
bW€I) b5'Wel] great hornbill (Buceros bicomis) 
cl)w€1] C(51)'WEI) to be awake 
kI]jEI] k;;lI]'je91] to flap wings 
diI] 'di91] big permanent house 
cl]ciI] CC;;lI)'cci91) to stretch something 
llI]kiI] n;;lI]'ki91] small hut 
?iI] '?i91) [a type of wasp] 
c?iI] cC;;l'?i91] [a type of tuber] 
bliI] b;;l'li91) to think of someone 
rnajiI] rnna'ji91) to be blunt (of knife) 
cjiI] ci'ji9I) [toponym: Chiong] 
sjiI] si'ji91) to burn 
�I) k;;lr'p;;l9I) [a type of insect] 
tab;}1] ta'b;;l91) leaf monkey (Semnopithecus) 
lab;}1] la'b;;l91] skull 
Pfl]9;;)I) JY.)rnI)'g;;l9I) pharynx 
f;;)1] 'rn9I) [a type of small animal] 
srampal]* s;;lram'pa91] fish spear 
cliI)paI) cC;;lIiI)'pa9I) to turn head (of bird) 
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cabalJ* c<:a'ba9lJ branch 
cabaI]* t:Jm c<:a'ba9I] bbm tributary 
kabaIJ ka'ba9I] [a type of fruit] 
kobaIJ* ko'ba9I) mud 
bataI] * ba'ta9I) CLF: oblong objects 
gantaI]* gan'ta91) potato 
tI)taI] t"I)'ta 91) greater racket-tailed drongo (Dicrurus 
paradise us ) 
bidaIJ* bi'da91) CLF: large flat objects 
padaIJ* pa'da9I] field 
cadaI] * c<:a'da91) to be ready to do something 
sladal)* s.,la'da91) wild ox/gaur (Bos gaurus) 
paJ1cal) - paJ1col) paJ1'c<:a91) - to light up; to shine 
paJ1'cc091) 
ciI]caI] * c<:iI]'c<:a91) to mince 
kqkaIJ k"I)'ka 91) Asian homed toad (Megophrys monticola) 
pisal) * pi'sa91) banana 
lasaIJ la'sa9I] taste 
maIJ 'mal) to prevent something from falling 
simal)* si'ma91) to make magic (?) 
bramaI) �ra'ma91) [a type of tree] 
kmaI]* k.,'ma91) to swell 
?nal) ?.,'na91) side 
paIJaI]* pa'lJa91) to roast 
hIJaI]* h"'I]a91) rhinoceros hom bill (Buceros rhinoceros) 
hilaIJ* hi'la9I] to spin; to whirl 
balaI] * ba'la91) bottle 
knalaIJ k.,na'la91) [a type of tree] 
blalaI]* �la'la91) [a type of large grasshopper] 
baral) * ba'ra91) thing 
karaI] ka'ra91) [a type of tree-growing fern] 
saraIJ* sa'ra91) roof 
praI] * �'ra91) to shoot 
kraI] k.,'raI] [sound of carving] 
siI]ral) siI]'ra91) to chatter 
tI)raIJ t"I)'ra91) [a type of fish] 
swaI] s.,'wa91) to go around 
tI)wal) t"I)'wa91) blue coral snake (Maticora bivirgata) 
klwal) k.,!'wa91) flying fox 
jal) jaI] RELATIVE MARKER 
?uI]jal) - ?uI]jiI] ?uI]'ja9I] - ?ul)'ji9I) to shake something 
II]pul) 1"I)'pu91) to beat (of heart) 
tUI] 'tu91) to fell; to bring down 
katUI] ka'tu91) [a type of tree] 
cantfu] c<:an'tfu] to stamp one's  feet; to play bamboo tubes 
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gantuI)* gan'tu9I) to hang 
t1Jtfu] t�I)'tfu:] [a type of large poisonous spider] 
tudUI)* tu'du9I) to cover one's  eyes from the sun 
gl)gUI) g�I)'gu9I) [a type of civet] 
k?UI) k�'?u9l) [a type of tree] 
lsUI) 1�'su9I) mortar; [toponym] 
gahUI)* ga'hu9I) cave 
siJ1UI) si'J1ul) to move ears before attacking (of predator) 
baliiI) hajam* ba'liil) ha'jabm [a type of fruit] 
talUI) ta'lu9l) [a type of millipede] 
tulUI)* tu'lu9I) to help 
julUI) ju'lu9I) flat-headed cat (Felis planiceps) 
baWUI]* ba'wu91) [a type of catfish (Mystus planiceps)] 
lir]wuI) liI]'wu9l) to move in circles 
pajUI) * pa'ju9I) umbrella 
cjUI)* ci'ju9I) myna (Acridotheres) 
sjUI]* si'ju9l) fang 
pIJjUI) �l)'jU91) to play flute 
kampol)* kam'p09l) village 
lamp0I)* lam'p09l) to float 
criI]pOI) c 1:�riI]'p09I) to roll oneself 
t1Jtol) �1)'t09l) collared kingfisher (Halcyon chloris) 
kaltol) kal't09l) knee 
tdol) �'d09l) [a type of snake] 
kOl) 'k09l) honey (?) 
riI]kol) riI]'k09l) [a type of frog] 
kr?OI) k�r'?09l) to trumpet (of elephant) 
jhoI) l�'hogl) to bark 
ha1JhoI) hal)'h09l) to blow (of person); to whistle 
samoI)* sa'm09I) to put something together 
gnoI) g�'nogI) wooden material 
rIOl) �'109I) [a type of snake] 
taroI) ta'r09I) [a type of lizard] 
WOl) 'W09l) to build a house 
kawol) ka'w09I) great argus (Argusianus argus) 
tal)woI) tal)'w09l) to carry on one's shoulder 
lajol) la'j09I) [a type of tree] 
P:)I) 'p:)9l) to tap poison from ipoh tree 
?mp:)I) ?�m'p:)9I) hole 
?mp:)I) kit ?�m'p:)9I) 'kif anus 
SI)P:)l) S�I)'p:)91) leafbird (Chloropsis) 
kat5l) ka't5l) claw; nail 
kat5l) cjas ka't5l) ci'jas finger nail 
kat5l) can ka't5I) 'cl:adn toe nail 
c5l) 'cI:5l) to hit from above (e.g. of falling fruit) 
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kajlc::>l) kajl'c�::>91) [a type of insect] 
jI)j::>1) l;:)1)'l::>91) to smell (of rotten wood) 
b1) 'b91) to plait 
?51) '?51) water 
p?::>1) p::l'?::>91) to heat poisoned blowpipe dart in fire 
pah51) pa'h5I] thrush (Zoothera) 
rIJh5I] ?::>s rn1)'h5I] '?::>s charcoal 
lam::>1) la'm::>91) [a type of fruit] 
tan::>1) ta'n5I] neuropteran (generic) 
ran::>l) ra'n5I] [a type of snake] 
cn::>1) cC;:)'n5I] beak/bil1lnib 
?i15IJ ?i'15IJ masked civet (Paguma larvata) 
bab1) ba'bYI] [a type of tree] 
dabI] da'b91) [a type of lizard] 
cl::>1) C�;:)'b91) wild dog (Cuon alpinus) 
gbIJ g;:)'b91) wide path; way 
snb1) s3n'b91) to remain in one place to make a fire for 
a returning hunting party 
bar::>I] ba'r::>9IJ Malay tapir (Tapirus indicus) 
manr::>I] man,d1::>9I] skink (Emoia) 
W::>1) 'w::>9IJ child; offspring 
kW::>l) k;:)'W::>91) dove 
brw51) b;:)r'w5I) [a type of frog] 
j5I) 'j5I] [a type of salty tuber] 
pj5I) pi15I) [a type of turtle] 
kaj5I) ka15I] elbow 
brj::>I] b::lr'j::>9I) to burn 
/-11 
kpil k;:)'pil [a type of turtle] 
tampU tam'pTI slow lori (Nycticebus coucang) 
knabil k;:)na'bil [a type of large spider] 
til 'til to be hot 
cantil cCan'til to lose one's  footing 
bdil* b::l'dil gun; to shoot with gun 
kiwI k�I'di1 [a type of snake] 
cil 'ccil  to blink 
wakil wa'kil younger sibling 
sa1)ldl saIJ'kil to peck (of bird) 
cilkil cil'kil to look around 
kulkil kul'kil to fall 
tigil ti'gil to go along a mountain-side 
sil 'sil [a type of tortoise] 
rajlsil rajl'sil [a type of tree] 
khil b'hil to pound; to hit somebody with one's elbow 
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karil ka'ril paradise tree snake (Chrysopelea paradisi); 
[a type of high grass by the river] 
kiil k;}'iil ankle-joint; wrist 
klwI1 k;}I'wI1 to come 
kajil* ka'jil to fish 
pel 'p(fl to cook 
tel 'terl track 
mhel m;}'herl to astonish (?) 
weI 'werl again 
pd 'pd to drip 
tabd ta'bd to be thick 
cntd c�3n'td seat bone 
bdd* �'dd to shoot with blowpipe 
gd 'gd waist 
?d '?d to look; to see 
rasd ra'sd [a type of small animal] 
psd �'sd to sprinkle something along one's path 
ksd k;}'sd to fill 
hd 'hd to pant 
ghe:l g;}'he:l to be tired 
mhe:l* m;}'hd to be expensive 
taI)d* ta'I)d to fall 
kld k;}'le:l to rub (e.g. ointment on skin) 
hnrel h;}n,dld [a type of small animal] 
weI 'WeI to wax (of moon) 
crilwd cC;}ril'wd to curl 
kjd ki'jd [toponym: KL (Kuala Lumpur)] 
karjd kaI'jd [a type of krait (Bungarus)] 
tampil tam'pil [a type of large ant] 
bi! 'bil to cover the ground with mats 
til 'til to pound 
pitil pi'til to touch 
tItil t;}l'til to pull blowpipe apart 
dldil d3l'dil heel 
cil 'ccil to tattoo 
kil 'kil to rest 
gil 'gil tualang tree (Koompassia excelsa) 
jl?il l3l'?il to descend/to go down 
jil 'jil to finish 
?ip;}l* ?i'�l apple 
kmar�l k;}maI'�l [a type of insect] 
k;}l 'k;}l to tie 
taI)k;}l taI)'k;}l to carry on one's back 
m;}l 'm�l to roll leaf (for smoking) 
gim;}l gi'm;}l to slither 
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mlm;}l m;}l'm�l to wind/swaddle 
bal;}l ba'l;}l small stone 
kapal* ka'pal aircraft 
smpal s;}m'pal blue-eared kingfisher (Alcedo meninting) 
gibal gi'bal to fall 
bdal* �'dal to throw 
kal 'kal to lick 
tmkal t;}m'kal man; male 
haJ)kal hal)'kal to cover 
fl)kal f;}l)'kal [a type of fruit] 
kpral* b�'ral corporal 
buwal* bu'wal to chat/to converse/to talk 
JUwal* lu'wal to sell 
kwal k;}'wal white-rumped shama (Copsychus 
malabaricus) 
kilwal kil'wal to sit with one's legs crossed 
trbul* t3r'bul [a type of carp] 
tul 'tul summit/top 
kul 'kul to call; to summon 
caI]kul* cCaI]'kul to hoe 
gul 'gul pestle 
timul* ti'mul to float 
tul)ul tU'l)ul fireplace; stove 
sjul  si'jul cobra (Naja) 
brul �'rul [a type of small bird] 
critol CC;}ri'tol to carry on one's neck 
btol* �'tol true; to be straight; to aim with blowpipe 
or gun 
dol - pidol 'dol - pi'dol to hide something 
kol 'kol to lie down 
klkol k;}l'kol to kneel 
gol 'gol to rest with one's arms behind one's  neck 
prl?ol - prl?il �f;}l'?ol - �rnl'?il to pluck 
bisol* bi'sol boil ;  wound 
?j1s01 ?;}j1'sol to be embarrassed; to feel shame 
brol �'rol [a type of tree] 
jol 'jol to tell someone to leave; to throw 
but:> 1* bUbl bottle 
dad5l da'd5l [a type of reed snake (Macrocalamus)] 
c:>1 'cc:>l to tell 
hpi h;}'l:> 1 to raise something to an upright position 
snk5I s3n'k51 circumcision 
tUl)k51 tul)'k51 stone; eLF: spherical/cubical objects 
g:>l 'g:>l  to carry on one's back or shoulder 
p?:>l �'?:>l to bake in fire; to roast 
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bh:>l oo'h:>l muntjac (barking) deer (Muntiacus 
muntjac) 
jlm:>l l3l'm5l mountain 
braw:>l oora'w:>l thick-billed pigeon (Treron curvirostra) 
hilj:>l hil'j:>l to hop 
I-rl 
prpir - prpir JY.)r'pir: - JY.)r'pir: to flicker 
pikir* pi'kir: to think/to cogitate 
sir 'sir: side 
srsir s�r'sir: to go along the side of something 
hir 'hir: to be frightened 
prhir JY.)r'hir: to frighten 
samir sa'mir: water strider (Gerridae) 
cfI)ir - cnpr C3r'1)ir: - c3r'1)�r: to scent 
ger taji? 'g�r: ta'li? knife handle 
her 'h�r: to pull 
trwer t3r'w�r: to look up into the canopy to spot game 
tamper* tam'per: to claw; to scratch 
?amper ?am'per: [a type of tree] 
ber 'ber: younger sibling 
Mr 'Mr: to tell a lie 
prber JY.)r'ber: lower arm 
jader ja'der: [a type of tree] 
paJlcer* paJl'c<:er: to spit horizontally 
mUl)ker mUl)'ker: to wake (up) 
krker k�r'ker: to yell 
pher JY.)'her: to walk slowly 
tmer �'mer: [ethnonym: Terniar] 
jawer la'wer: Pacific swallow (Hirundo tahitica) 
kwer* k�'wer: to sweep 
pIT 'pir: to secretly call for someone at night 
crbir c<:3r'bir: to come out (of leaves) 
tir 'tir: to play instrument 
gir - gar 'gk: - 'gar: to roll (of thunder); to vibrate 
higir hi'gir: to sink 
sagir sa'gir: [a type of tree] 
grgir g�r'gir: to shiver 
bla?ir oola'?ir: [a type of green viper (Trimeresurus)] 
sir 'sir: to slide forward on one's  behind 
bhir oo'hir: to be overgrown 
hawir - haw::>r ha'wur: - ha'w:>r: buttock; tail 
taJY.)r ta'JY.)r: bat 
t�r 't�r: to pluck a bird 
sit�r - hit�r si't�r: - hi't�r: to look for something 
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hant)f* han'br: to send 
?ak�r ?a'k�r: [a type of snake] 
kanar* ka'n�r: to carry on one' s  shoulder, e.g. an animal 
saj�r sa'jar: flocklherd 
sj�r si'j�r: to swim 
prj�r �r'jar: to accompany 
tapar* cjas ta'par: ci'jas palm of hand 
star sa'tar: [a type of fruit] 
gntar* gan'tar: to shake; to vibrate 
cicar ci'ccar: [a type of tree] 
?ajar* ?a'lar: to learn 
kjar b'lar: [toponym: Kejar] 
tukar* tu'kar: to exchange 
har 'har: small path/trail 
kmar* ka'mar: twins 
laIJar* la'IJar: to crash 
war 'war: plaintive cuckoo (Cacomantis merulinus) 
gugur* gu'gur: to lose hair 
pir?ur pir'?ur: to growl (of stomach) 
brhur bar'hur: [a type of snake] 
simur* si'mur: east 
smur* sa'mur: to spray water 
dor 'dor: to balance 
dapor* ?em da'por: '?em nipple 
gor 'gor: lower leg 
hor 'hor: striped tit-babbler (Macronous gularis); 
to have a running nose 
smIor sam'lor: [toponym: Semel or] 
p::>r 'p::>r: tiger shrike (Lanius tigrinus) 
kub::>r* ku'b::>r: grave 
slant::>r salan't::>r: [a type of snake] 
d::>r 'd::>r: to spread something 
tac5r ta'cc5r: treeshrew (Tupia) 
?ibr* ?i'br: eLF: animals 
tg::>r* b'g::>r: to allow (?) 
?::>r '?:>r: to order; to request 
s:>r 's:>r: [a type of cockroach] 
bs:>r ba's:>r: [a type of tree] 
h::>r 'h:>r: to drill  or carve a hole 
Jl:>r 'Jl5r: coconut palm 
sI):>r sa'I)5r: silence; to be silent 
15r '15r: to hiss 
w:>r 'w::>r: to go around 
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I-wI 
bgiw \Y.)'giw wind 
knsiw k�n'siw [ethnonym: Kensiw] 
hwhiw h�w'hiw crested wood-partridge (Rollulus rouloul) 
?iwIJiw - ?iwIJ�w ?iw'IJiw - ?iw'IJ�w to gaze; to look 
putew pu't�w tiger (Panthera tigris) 
pew 'pew different; other 
jritew l�ri'tew to squat 
sew 'sew [a type of small mammal] 
hew 'hew to eat (vegetables, fruit) 
mew 'mew [a type of civet] 
?amew ?a'mew cat 
jew 'jew to have a runny nose 
�w '�w [sound of a shotgun] 
\Y.)w '\Y.)w to be big 
jWPW luw'l�w Achilles tendon 
g�w 'g�w to go along the crest of a ridge 
b?�w \Y.)'?�w whip snake (Ahaetulla) 
h�w 'h�w [a type of tuber (Discorea pentaphylla?)] 
m�w 'm�w to make sound (of monkey) 
pr.}w �'�w - p'r.}w [sound of an animal fleeing from one 
tree to another] 
paw 'paw side of body 
rabaw ra'baw [toponym: Raba] 
hntaw h�n'taw petai fruit 
daw 'daw to reach (of e.g. tree branch) 
cdaw c��'daw rainbow 
kakaw ka'kaw [a type of monitor lizard (Varanus)] 
bukaw bu'kaw flower (generic) 
gaw 'gaw wild boar (Sus scrofa) 
mJlsaw m�Jl'saw daughterlson-in-Iaw 
blaw \y')'law blowpipe 
wi'iw 'Wi'iw [a type of civet] 
kawaw ka'waw bird (generic) 
rjaw ri'jaw [a type of wasp] 
snow s�'now [a type of cobra] 
ramp:>w ram'p:>w long-tailed macaque (Macaca fascicularis) 
krb:>w* k�r'b:>w buffalo 
lit:>w li't:>w boy; young bachelor 
kac:>w* ka'c�:>w to work 
hij:>w* hi'l:>w to be green 
kpw k�'l:>w to take off; to fly up 
sibw si'bw to roar; to meow (of leopard, cat) 
babw ba'bw [a type of tree] 
tmak:>w* t�ma'k:>w tobacco 
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man�w* ma'n5w manau rattan 
kabw* ka'bw if 
salow sa'low to split 
habw* ha'bw to scare 
pubw* pu'low island 
pubw tujoh* pu'bw tu'loh [toponym: Pulau Tujuh] 
bar�w ba'r::>w oriental white-eye (Zosterops palpebrosus) 
gur::>w* gu'r::>w to joke/to jest 
smr::>w sam'r::>w to heal 
c::>wr�w c(:::>w'r::>w [a type of bird] 
j::>w 'j::>w to take 
/-j/ 
lamij la'mij sisterlbrother-in-law 
gej 'g�j to eat 
prgej par'g�j to feed 
?j?ej ?::>s ?ij'?�j '?::>s smoke 
?j?ej t::>m ?ij'?�j 't�bm steam 
sej 's�j to raise something 
lej 'l�j body 
pantej; pan'tej sand 
lantej* lan'tej bed; floor 
krtej kar'tej [toponym] 
dej 'dej to ascend to a mountain pass 
padej* pa'dej rice in the husk; unharvested rice; 
[a type of small green snake] 
kdej* ka'dej shop 
kej 'kej such; [a type of tuber (yam?)] 
ckej c(:a'kej to be big 
caIJkej c(:aIJ'kej [a type of frog] 
sraIJkej saraIJ'kej [a type of large spider] 
?ej '?ej father 
sej 'sej to shovel 
hej 'hej PRONOUN lD.INCL 
mej 'me] what? 
mej - mej (?) 'm€] to comb 
kmej ka'me] [a type of larvae] 
smej sa'mej [ethnonym: Semai] 
nej 'n€] one 
manej ma'nE] otter (Lutra sumatrana) 
bralej - blalej* bara'le] - bala'lej elephant's trunk 
gulej gu'le] to whirl 
karej ka'rej thunder; an evil human-like mythical being 
bcrej* bac(:a're] to repudiate one's wife 
sorej so'rej [a type of tortoise] 
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morej* batu?* mo'rej ba'tu? magpie robin (Copsychus saularis) 
wej 'wej past 
gawej* ga'wej to play; to work 
?awej ?a'wej rattan; root; rope; string; vine 
lawej la'wej leech 
lwej l;;)'wej honey 
jrwej l3r'wej [a type of tree] 
jej 'je] fly 
kapij ka'pfj to fly 
tij 'oj thunder; river source 
sdij s;;)'dfj vomit 
hljdij h;;)lij'mj flat ground 
hakij ha'kfj to be slow 
gij 'gfj to producelblow smoke 
sij 'sfj to abound (of game) 
ksij b'sfj husband 
chij CC;;)'hfj moon 
brij �'nj late afternoon 
jij 'jfj to carry in one's hand; to drive (a car); 
to transport 
�j '�j to producelblow smoke 
mant;;)j man't� pangolin (Manis) 
j:}j i:}j cave 
?h;;)j ?�'h� to be small 
hjh;;)j hij'h�j to yawn 
paj 'pal new; PRONOUN 2S.DIS 
baj 'baj to dig 
lambaj* lam'ba] to wave 
jaj 'laj banana 
kjaj k;;)'lal [a type of tree] 
kaj 'kaj to heal 
pakaj* pa'kaj to eat a lot 
crjkaj cC3rij'kaj [toponym] 
gaj 'gal to tum/roll over in one's sleep 
tw)gaj tuIJ'gaJ headman 
?aj 'ta] game animal 
c?aj cC�'?aj to sing 
pljsaj �lij'saj antenna (of fish) 
haj 'hal to follow 
jahaj - jhaj (?) la'haj [ethnonym: Jahai] 
rmaj �'ma] [a type of fruit] 
?naj t�'nal to bathe 
blaj b:}'la] to look upwards 
slaj s�'lal clearing; swidden 
caraj ca'ra] gliding frog (Rhacophorus) 
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manraj ,d � man laJ [a type of tuber] 
waj 'waj to cut 
rwaj rn'waj soul 
duj 'duj to go hunting/gathering late afternoon 
kuj 'klfj head 
kuruhuj kuru'huj [a type of owl] 
?nuj ?�'ntIj soon 
taI)uj ta'I)iij rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum) 
pruj �'ruj to sprinkle food to animals 
toj 'toj older brother of parent 
toj bi? toj 'b�? older sister of parent 
?oj '?oj to open; to pull off (e.g. clothes) 
huroj hu'roj to become full 
p:)j 'p:ij to dry in the sun 
ha'p:)j ha'p:)j hut 
smp:)j mit s�m'p:)j 'mit' eyelid 
bjb:)j bij'b:ij [a type of insect] 
bt:)j �'t:)j to be red 
kad:)j ka'd:)j [a type of long-snouted insect] 
tabj ta'bj sail-fin lizard (Hydrosaurus) 
rg:)j rn'g:ij to be red 
?:)j '?:)j INTERJECTION: hey! 
th5j t�'h5j to be red 
cnh5j c"3n'h5j noon 
n:)j 'n:)j to copulate 
laI):)j la'I)5j' shadow 
bj 'bj to run; to flee; to hurry 
prbj �r'bj star 
f:)j 'r:)j to leave 
w:)j 'w:)j banded kingfisher (Lacedo pulchella) 
tw5j �'W5j evening/night 
kw:)j k�'w:;J [a type of tuber] 
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able, be 
abound (of game) 
accompany 
Achilles tendon 
adorn 
after 
afternoon 
again 
aim (with blowpipe or gun) (v.) 
aircraft 
all 
allow (?) 
alone 
also 
ambush (v.) 
ancestor 
and 
angry 
animal (game) 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
209 
boleh* 
sij 
prj�r 
jWPW 
kse:p 
l�s* 
brij 
weI 
btol* 
kapal* 
smwe:?* 
tg:Jr* 
bla? 
haji? 
?imbus* 
to? 
?ab? 
marah* 
soh, ?aj 
ptpit 
raj5t 
parlk 
?awik 
ti? siril) 
cawis 
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animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
animal, type of 
ankle 
ankle-joint 
answer (vo) 
ant, type of 
ant, type of 
ant, type of 
antenna (of fish) 
anus 
apple 
argue 
arm, lower 
arm, upper 
armpit 
arrive 
arrowhead 
ascend 
ashes 
Asian homed toad (Megophrys monticola) 
ask 
assemble 
astonish 
attack (vo) 
awake 
axe 
babbler (Malacopteron) 
bachelor, old 
back (body part) 
backside 
bad 
bag 
balance (vo) 
bamboo 
bamboo slat 
banana 
banded kingfisher (Lacedo pulchella) 
banded palm civet (Hemigalus derbyanus) 
barbet (Megalaima) 
bark (vo) 
basket 
tamam 
h:lrjiI] 
r.:lI) 
rasd 
hnrd 
sew 
kmk�m 
kill 
jawap*, balas* 
bit 
hlaI)ket 
tampil 
pljsaj 
?mp:lI) kit 
?i�l* 
?fit 
prber 
bliI) 
Ida? 
lmtem 
pucuk* bc 
ph, tampeI), dej 
?abu?* ?:lS 
kI]kaI) 
tloc, tape?*, ci?is 
ctip - ctip 
bnken - mnken (?), mhel 
sucp, sltuh 
cl)w£l) 
kap:l?* 
cprep 
kbet c1ah 
kr:l? 
tkih 
jahat*, la?is 
bek*, c:lk, hapi? 
ton - tnton, dor 
kar:lp, bhit, bulo?*, bamu?*, gnun 
tbel) 
pisaI)* , jaj 
w:)j 
ckc:lk, kpsiI] 
carah 
jhoI) 
raga?* 
bat 
Batek (ethnonym) 
bathe 
beak 
bear (Helarctos maZayanus) (n.) 
beard 
beat (v. tr.) 
beat (v., intr., of heart) 
because 
bee-eater (Merops) 
beetle, type of 
beg 
begin 
belch (n.) 
believe 
belly 
bend (v.) 
betelnut 
big 
big toe 
bind (v.) 
binturong (bearcat; Arctitis binturong) 
bird 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird, type of 
bird's nest 
bird of prey 
birthmark 
bite (v.) 
bitter 
black panther (Panthera pardus) 
blade (of knife) 
blanket 
blind 
blink (v.) 
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kaji?, taJY.)r 
batEk 
?naj 
cn:'>I) 
kawip 
jaIJut* 
rajeh 
lI]pUIJ 
sbap* 
ririk 
trhim 
mamuJ1 
mula?* 
gos 
ha�p*, caja?, las 
?EC 
w5t 
pinEIJ* 
lim, �w, ckEj 
tabor 
sklik 
IUI)an 
kaw5t, kawaw 
wtwit 
ddif 
ta?ic 
trhic 
ku'c5k 
sI):'>k 
tI)b? 
pweh 
duduh 
jnuh - jnOh (?) 
brul 
c:'>wr:'>w 
s:'>m 
kl£IJ 
ksit 
kap, c:'>h 
kdEk 
rap tmtum 
mit taji? 
PJ1P? 
cO? 
cil 
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blood darah*, bh1m 
blood vessel 
blow (of person) 
blow (of smoke) 
blow (of wind) 
blowpipe 
blowpipe dart 
blowpipe, shaft of 
blue 
blue coral snake (Maticora bivirgata) 
blue-eared kingfisher (Alcedo meninting) 
blunt 
boat 
body 
boil (n.) 
boil (v., intr.) 
boil (v., tr.) 
bone 
book 
borrow 
bottle (n.) 
bottom (body part) 
bow (n.) 
box (n.) 
boy 
brahminy kite (Haliastur indus) 
brain 
brake (v.) 
branch (n.) 
break (v. ,  intr) 
break (v., tr.) 
breast 
breastfeed 
breathe 
bridge (n.)  
British (ethnonym) 
broadbill (Psarisomus) 
brother of parent, older 
brother of parent, younger 
brother-in-law 
brown 
brown hornbill (Ptilolaemus tickelli) 
bucket 
buffalo 
s?so? 
pit, ?uk, ?ucp, phos, ham os, Juh, 
hal)hol) 
J1i4>, gij, p�j 
sit jEt 
blaw 
snbc 
jOt 
biruh* 
tl)wal) 
smpal 
majiI] 
prahu?*, sampan* 
lej 
cm;}c, bisol* 
didih* 
pgoh 
pel) 
buku?* 
pipjam* 
labu?*, balal) * , but::>l * 
kit 
bc 
pti?* 
kJih, libw 
klEl) siwah 
smutl5t, !kern 
brik* 
cabal)* 
ktis*, pcah* 
rigih, pok 
?tm 
bnaleh, pi?tm 
JkJik, hile 
titih* 
britis* 
kaw5t batu?* 
toj 
beh 
lamij 
blaki1? 
male? 
bldi?* 
lab::>w* 
build (a house) 
build (a hut) 
bullet 
bum (v.) 
burp (v.) 
bus 
butcher (v.) 
butterfly 
buttock 
buy 
buzz (v.) 
call (v.) 
call (v., of bird) 
camphor 
cannibal 
car 
carp, type of 
carp, type of (Puntius) 
carry (in one's  anns) 
carry (in one's hand) 
carry (in one's mouth) 
carry (on one's back) 
carry (on one's neck) 
carry (on one's shoulder) 
carry (on stick) 
carve 
casque (of hornbill) 
cassette 
casting-net 
cat 
catch (v.) 
catfish, type of (Mystus pZaniceps) 
cattle 
caught 
cause a blister (of fire) 
cause pain 
cave 
centipede, type of 
chair 
charcoal 
chat (v.) 
chatter (v.) 
cheek 
chest 
chew 
wol) 
swat 
pluruh* 
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?l)ic, hok5k, ji?, s:)?, sjil), brj:)l), c:)m 
kr?�p 
bas* 
kujak 
tawek 
hawir - haw:)r 
bli?* 
tmt�m, sms:)m 
sa?ot, li?le?, kul, pir 
woh - w:)h 
barus* 
cole?, hmnt 
krit�h* 
trbul* 
lampam* 
cdum 
jij 
ktep 
bp, rag�t, b?b:)?, tal)k�l, g:)l 
critol 
jo?, tal)wol), kan�r* 
gulem 
g�s, sot 
krkok 
tep* 
jab?* 
kucel) * , ?amew 
CE:P, bantu? * , mal) 
baWUIJ* 
lmu?* 
sik 
c:)cj> 
IJlIE:]l 
gahUl)*, pj 
k?ep 
pal)kel)* 
rl)h5l) ?:)s 
buwal* 
siqral), prihkah, crik5k 
kap:)? 
dkduk 
]l:)P 
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child 
childless person 
Chinese (ethnonym) 
chop (vo) 
circumcision 
civet, type of 
civet, type of 
civet, type of 
ci vet, type of 
clap (vo) 
claw (no) 
claw (vo) 
clean (vo) 
clear (one's nasal cavity) 
clear (one's  throat) 
clear (vo) 
cleave 
eLF: animals 
eLF: cluster 
eLF: large flat objects 
eLF: oblong objects 
eLF: spherical/cubical objects 
click (vo) 
climb (down) 
climb (vo) 
climb up 
close one's  eyes 
clothes 
cloud 
cloudy 
cobra, type of 
cobra, type of 
cobra, type of 
cobra, type of 
cockroach, type of 
coconut palm 
coin 
cold 
collarbone 
collared kingfisher (Halcyon chloris) 
collared scops-owl (Otus lempiji) 
collect (vo) 
comb (no)  
comb (vo) 
come 
ken, w�I] 
dah 
cine?* 
peI], blah* 
snk51 
tanlin 
gIJgUIJ 
mew 
wclw 
pak 
klk�?, cnr�s, kat5IJ 
tamper* 
cuci?* 
krhak 
krhem - krhlm 
r�h 
cbis*, tas 
tibr* 
prdu?* 
bidaI] * 
bataIJ* 
buwah*, tUI]k5l 
kkt5k, kktek 
gis 
db:>t, t?�c, treJ1 
lwec, ciweh 
padam* 
bajU?* 
sagup 
rdum - rdup 
sjul 
?mpet 
snow 
preIJ 
s:>r 
J1:>r 
slem* 
tmkEt, Sju?* 
slaIJka?* 
tI)tOIJ 
canw:>c 
p:>c, jit, lawa? 
sikat*, knEC 
mej - mej (?) 
kIwil 
come out (of leaves) 
common kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) 
convey 
cook (vo) 
copulate 
corporal 
corpse 
cough (vo) 
count (vo) 
cover (vo) 
cover one's eyes 
crack (vo) 
crash (vo) 
crawl (vo) 
crested serpent-eagle (Spilornis cheela) 
crested wood-partridge (Rollulus rouloul) 
crimson-winged woodpecker (Picus puniceus) 
crocodile (Tomistoma, Crocodilus) 
crouch (vo) 
crow (vo) 
crunch (vo) 
cubit 
cuckoo (Cuculus) 
cup 
curl (vo) 
cut (vo) 
dance (vo) 
dangle (one's arms) 
dark 
daughter-in-law 
day 
day after tomorrow 
day before yesterday 
daylight 
decline (vo) 
deep 
defecate 
deliberate (vo) 
dense 
descend 
devour 
Diard's trogon (Harpactes diardii) 
die 
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crbir 
cccac 
campuc* 
pcak, pktok, pgoc, p?�h, kr?om, 
cpeen, pel 
noj 
kpral* 
saro? 
coh 
jep, kirac*, bilel)* 
dun, bi!, hal)kal 
tudUIJ* 
kalc5h 
lal)ar* 
win 
kl£1) hip 
hwhiw 
blato? 
bujac* 
kr?ip 
koko? 
raI)ip 
soc 
btok 
koleh, talcoc 
erilwd 
get, ket, kec, hiris*, tbes*, eab, waj, 
rwis, kat�m* 
sisec, kI]sel) 
riI]wiI] 
gem 
mpsaw 
ktoc 
eamoc 
ptom 
pep 
g?lec, sicroc 
bpjic 
cee 
gim 
plet 
cru<j>, jlcil, ges 
cbot, SkSEk, hnh�n 
ckcok 
slap, hapac, papuc, kbis, cis 
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different 
dig (v.) 
dirt 
dirty 
disappear 
do 
dog 
door 
dove 
dragonfly 
dream (v.) 
drill (v.) 
drink (milk from mother's breast) 
drink (v.) 
drip (v.) 
drop (v.) 
drown (v. intr.) 
dry 
dry (v. tr.) 
duck 
durian (Durio zibethinus) 
dust 
each 
ear 
earth 
east 
easy 
eat 
egg 
egret (Egretta) 
eight 
elbow 
elder 
elephant (Elephas maxim us) 
eleven 
embarrassed 
EMPHATIC PARTICLE 
endure 
enough 
enter 
every 
exchange (v.) 
excrement 
exist 
expensive 
lajin*, ?asit:J* 
w:>k, tib<p, kis, baj 
karat* 
jbm 
pl�c 
de? 
?5t, ?aci? 
pintu?*, lan?:>s 
kW:>I) 
tan:>!) 
jpjEJl 
h:>r 
mam 
?em, huc 
pel 
j:>h 
slot 
kriI)* 
sat, p:>j 
?ite?* 
dorEn* 
?abu?* 
masit:J-masiI)* 
?nteI) 
te? 
tom kt:>?, simur* 
ctih, SnEI)* 
but, muc, Jlem, hew, gej, pakaj* 
ktit, mab? 
prEI) 
lapan* 
kaj5I) 
?awa?, t?ti? 
gajah* 
sblas* 
mabk*, ?Jls01 
lEh* 
tahan* 
jnuh* 
bl;}h 
tjap-tjap* 
tukar* 
?EC 
we? 
mhEl* 
explode 
extinguish (vo intro) 
extinguish (vo tro) 
eye 
eyebrow 
eyelid 
fall (vo) 
fan (vo) 
fang 
far 
fart (vo) 
fast 
fat (no) 
father 
father's father 
father-in-law 
fear (vo) 
feather 
feed 
feel 
fell (vo) 
fern (Filex) 
fern, type of 
field 
fight (vo) 
fill (vo, intr.) 
finger 
fingernail 
finish (vo) 
finished 
fire 
fireplace 
fish (no) 
fish (vo) 
fish, type of 
fish, type of 
fishing hook 
fish spear 
fish trap 
five 
flap (wings) 
flat 
flat ground 
flat-headed cat (Felis planiceps) 
flee (vo) 
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kici<j> 
hmirin 
plit, eiri<j> 
mit 
eawiI) 
srnp:lj mit 
plek, rES, tfih, run, kulkil, tal)EI*, gibal 
ee:<j>, p:lh 
sjUI)* 
bpji? 
ktkit 
lktw�t, bS:l<j> 
gmu?*, l?�s 
?Ej 
tat 
kn?ae 
hgik 
s:lk kaw5t 
prgej 
grsie, ktlit 
eih, tUI) 
paku?* 
karaI) 
padaI) * 
tumo?* 
ksd, huroj 
Jari?* 
kat5I) ejas 
jil 
S:lC 
?:lS 
tuI)ul 
?ik�?, ?ikan* 
kajil* 
tI)is 
tI)raI) 
mit knajil 
srampaI)* 
dkdak 
limE?* 
kI]jEI) 
tip - tip, jup 
hljdij 
juluI) 
bj 
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flex (v.) 
flicker (v.) 
flip (v.) 
float 
floor 
flow (v.) 
flower 
flower bud 
flower, type of 
fluid 
fly (n.) 
fly (v.) 
fly up 
flying fox 
flying squirrel (Petaurista) 
fold (v.) 
follow (v.) 
fontanelle 
food 
foot 
forehead 
forest 
forget 
fork (of river) (v.) 
four 
friend 
frighten 
frightened 
frog, type of 
frog, type of 
frog, type of 
frog, type of 
frog, type of 
front 
frontal tuber 
fruit 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
fruit, type of 
tga?* 
pricp - picpricp, prpir - prpir 
kaltet 
lampoI]*, timul* 
lante:j* 
wet, sjip, cuM? 
bUIJe:?* , bukaw 
kutum 
pnra? 
p?ih, pl?eI] 
jej 
hala?, kapij 
pij5?, trje:h, kpw 
klwaI] 
kapuk, tasan 
lep 
?ikot*, t5c, haj 
lkoc, licp - lcplicp 
bap 
can 
pti? 
hip 
krlep 
was 
?mpat - ?m�t* 
balte:k, sajiI] 
prhir 
hir 
kmet 
skI]uk 
riI]koI] 
brw51) 
caI]kej 
seJl 
wes 
sip, boh, kbi?, kmo? 
hnit 
pahet 
stwe:t 
hoc 
tpos 
taben 
bagan 
bon 
kalwil) 
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fruit, type of kabaI] 
fruit, type of balfu] hajam* 
fruit, type of lam:>IJ 
fruit, type of rI)kal 
fruit, type of star 
fruit, type of rmaj 
fruit tree, type of raw:>h 
fruit tree, type of ?nr€l) 
full cukop*, bhi?, sbem 
gall-bladder kmit 
gastropod, type of hawap 
gastropod, type of klukt:>k 
gastropod, type of kal5? 
gaur (Bos gaurus) sladal)* 
gaze (v.) ?iwIJiw - ?iWIJ�W 
gecko, type of ci?ca? 
gecko, type of pobh 
get dES 
get out (of bed) bliwis 
ghost kmuc, hantu?*, sanu?, kis 
giant squirrel (Ratufa affinis) (?) kralEh 
gibbon (Hylobates) mawe? 
girl ?anEk, mE?, ?alEh 
give (v.) ?Ek 
give birth banE?, sr:>h 
glare (v.) kbah 
gliding frog (Rhacophorus) caraj 
glow-worm ktlit 
gnaw bc, ls1:>s 
go (across) piris, lintES* 
go (along crest of a ridge) g�w 
go (along mountain-side) tigil 
go (along watercourse) rkruk 
go (alongside) srSlf 
go (around) swal), w:>r 
go (back) wek 
go (out) snrEk 
go (together) lEh 
go (v.) cip, jal)ka?* 
goat kamiI] * 
gobble (v. ) kh:>p 
gold mEs* 
good bt?e:t, seh 
goose bumps lu]1pe]1 
grandchild ka]1c:>? 
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grandmother 
grass 
grass, type of 
grasshopper, type of 
grasshopper, type of 
grave 
great argus (Argusianus argus) 
great grandparent 
great hombill (Buceros bicomis) 
greater racket-tailed drongo (Dicrurus 
paradiseus) 
green 
green tree python (Chondropython viridis) 
grenade 
grow (of animates) 
grow (of plants) 
growl (of stomach) 
grunt (v.) 
guarantee (v.) 
guide (v.) 
gun 
hair 
halt (v.) 
hammer (v.) 
hand 
hang 
hard surface 
hardwood tree (Turtur tigrinus) 
haunt (v.) 
have 
have a running nose 
have a sad expression on one's face 
have sore eyes 
head (n.) 
headache 
head-hair 
headman 
headwater 
heal (v., tr.) 
hear 
heart 
heat (v.) 
heat poisoned blowpipe dart in fire 
heavy 
heavy (of rain) 
ja? 
rumput* 
karil 
jaret 
blalal)* 
kubor* 
kawol) 
don 
bW£1) 
tl)tal) 
bl?EJl, hipw* 
hajom, tagan 
grinEt* 
bakES 
kanoh 
pir?ur 
tiis - tmus 
jamin* 
pimpin* 
bdil* 
sok 
gamE? 
phat* 
cjas 
gantul)* 
timo? 
rmpEc 
Jlu<p 
PUJlE?* 
JEW 
wawok 
lak 
kuj 
twiJl, pnil)* 
sok kuj 
pUI]huluh*, tul)gaj 
moh tom, tij 
jampi?*, simal)*, smrow, kaj 
ken, kjel) 
klaI]is 
kr?ic 
p?OI] 
hJlJUt 
IbEt 
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heel crkip can, dl(m 
height trine? 
help (v.) tulU1)* 
helping pir:Jan* 
herd saj�r 
here ?5h 
hey! ?:>j 
hide (v. intr.) PJa? 
hide (v. tr.) dol - pidol 
high bJ1ji? 
hiss (v.) cicp, l5r 
hit (v.) lulca?*, tb:>h*, ktim, pen, c51). khil 
hoe (v.) cal)kul* 
hold pal)koh*, pgel) * 
hold (one's  wrist) cnriI] 
hole jb?, kin, ?mp:>l) 
honey lbeh, kOl), lwej 
honeybee lbah lwej 
honeycomb sit, tpiJ1 
hop (v.) J1llJ1in, jin, hilj:>l 
hom tano?* 
hornbill, type of tkuk 
hom bill , type of khkuh 
horse kuda?* 
hot bkit, til 
hour jam* 
house diI] 
how many? mej sir 
how? ?acin 
hug (v.) bill?, ?�m - ?im?�m 
human mnra? 
hundred sratos* 
hungry cr:>?, haleh 
hunt (v.) sam, duj 
hurry (v.) bj 
hurt (v., intr.) j5t, ptis 
husband ksij 
hut haje?, lll)kil), ha'p:>j 
ice ?es 
if kaluh*,  kabw* 
insect, type of paret 
insect, type of tis batal)* 
insect, type of �l) 
insect, type of kaJ1c:>l) 
insect, type of kmar�l 
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insect, type of 
insect, type of 
inside 
intestines 
ipoh poison 
iron 
island 
Jahai (ethnonym) 
Japanese (ethnonym) 
jar 
jaw 
jest (vo) 
jump (vo) 
just 
keelback (Xenochrophis, Amphiesma) 
keep (fire burning) 
keep (vo) 
Kensiw (ethnonym) 
key 
kick (vo) 
kidney 
kill (vo) 
kind (no) 
Kintaq (ethnonym) 
knee 
knee-cap 
kneel 
knife 
knife handle 
know 
krait, type of (Bungarus) 
lake 
lamp 
langsat (Lansium domesticum) 
language 
Lanoh (ethnonym) 
larvae, type of 
larvae, type of 
larvae, type of 
lash (vo) 
laugh 
lay (a floor) 
leaf 
leaf monkey (Semnopithecus) 
leaf, type of 
bjb:>j 
kad:>j 
kleI) 
lma?* 
d:>k 
bsi?* 
pubw* 
Jahaj 
JPon* 
h:>? 
jaI)k�? 
cnha?, gur:>w* 
lumpet*, Jilin 
s?o? 
rks:>k 
Juluk 
prise? 
knsiw 
kuJlci?* 
sipa?*, tjis, tin 
krt15t 
ck�t, J1?Jle?, k�s, bunuh*, lawan* 
Jnis* 
knta? - gnta? 
kaltoI) 
kmit 
p?ah, klkol 
taJi?* 
ger taji? 
?t?et 
karjd 
tase?*, dem* 
plit�h* 
laJlset* 
kliIJ 
lan:>h 
klutbot 
mami? 
kmej 
bet, ?iket* 
sitk�t, lkluk 
grlip 
hali? 
ta�I) 
hali? gadiI) 
leaf, type of 
leafbird (Chloropsis) 
leak (v.) 
lean (one's head) 
learn 
leave (v.) 
leech 
left (side) 
left-handed person 
leg, lower 
leg, upper 
leopard (Panthera pardus) 
letter 
lick (v.) 
lie (of animal) (n.) 
lie down 
lift (v.) 
light (of weight) 
light (v.) 
lightning 
like (prep.) 
like (v.) 
limp (v.) 
lip, lower 
lip, upper 
little 
little finger 
live 
liver 
lizard 
lizard, type of 
lizard, type of 
lizard, type of 
lizard, type of 
loincloth 
long 
long-tailed macaque (Macacafascicularis) 
long-tailed parakeet (Psittacula longicauda) 
long-tailed shrike (Lanius schach) 
look (v.) 
lose 
lose (hair) 
lose (one's  footing) 
louse 
sriken 
SI)p::>I) 
1::><1> 
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?i?I)o?, weI) - wir]weI) 
?ajar* 
r::>j 
laja?, law£j 
wi? 
m?wi? 
gor 
bli? 
tap ?awej 
soret* 
scboc, blek, kal 
lanik 
tek, k�h, pum, bin, kol 
piwek 
hat5p 
suk, paJlcaI) - paJlcol) 
kilat* 
pon* 
hmh::>m 
SI]S£I) 
tnit 
nus 
tap?, ?h�j 
kaJi? 
pasa?, g::>s, pra?, hampes 
ros 
calak 
calat 
haluk 
taroI) 
da1::>l) 
len 
btec 
ramp::>w 
brllI) 
ci'k5? 
clik, jI]::>?*, cil)rll), cilkil, ?d, trwer, 
sit�r - hit�r, blaj 
kalah* 
prasut, tstiis, gugur* 
cantil 
cit 
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low 
lump 
lung 
magpie robin (Copsychus saularis) 
make (v.) 
make sound 
Malay 
malkoha (Phaenicophaeus) 
man 
manchild 
mango 
mangosteen (Garcinia manggostana) 
many 
map 
march (v.) 
masked civet (Paguma larvata) 
mat 
maybe 
meander (v.) 
meat 
meet 
mend (v.) 
Menriq (ethnonym) 
milk 
millipede, type of 
millipede, type of 
millipede, type of 
millipede, type of 
mince (v.) 
miss (v.) 
molar tooth 
money 
monitor lizard, type of (Varanus) 
monitor lizard, type of (Varanus) 
monitor lizard, type of (Varanus) 
moon 
morning 
mortar (household utensil) 
mortar (weapon) 
mosquito 
mother 
mountain 
mountain pass 
mountain-top 
mouse deer (Tragulus) 
rnah* 
clam 
sop 
morej* batu?* 
de? 
hii?, lo]liI], m::lW 
m ant:>h 
bt:>k 
tmkal 
goh 
blawen 
maI)is* 
bnolet, brasa?, bm 
mep* 
kawat* 
?i15I) 
nis 
mUI)ken* 
klihd5h 
sec, lawo?* 
.fUIl1pa?*, roswas, s;Sh - sihs;Sh, lmah 
kuJlci?* 
mnri? 
susuh*, m::lm 
klcbac 
cmalp:>k 
taI):>? 
talUI) 
ehe:>h, eiI]eaI)* 
lee 
bI)ka? 
dwi?* 
bagen 
greI) 
kakaw 
bolan*, ehij 
pagi?* 
IsuI) 
mutah* 
hagas* 
bi?, rna? 
j1m:>1 
1get 
P:l?, tul 
plaJlcet, planok* 
mouth harp 
move (ears) 
move (in circles) 
move (snout) 
move (v.) 
mud 
muntjac (barking) deer (Muntiacus muntjac) 
mushroom, type of 
myna (Acridotheres) 
nail 
name (n.) 
navel 
near 
neck, nape of 
needle 
NEGATIVE MARKER 
net (n.) 
new 
night 
nine 
nipple 
noon 
nose 
nothing 
number (n.) 
ogle (v.) 
oil palm 
old 
one 
only 
open (one's  eyes) 
open (v.) 
opposite side 
order (v.) 
oriental pied hornbill (Anthracoceros albirostris) 
oriental white-eye (Zosterops palpebrosus) 
oriole (Oriolus) 
other 
otter (Lutra sumatran a) 
outgrowth (on tree) 
outside 
overgrown 
overnight (in forest) (v.) 
owe (?) 
owl, type of 
ral)goj1 
sij1ul) 
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pusiI]* , liI]wul) 
j1::>c 
bp, Jok, Jatoh 
lapek, kobal)* 
bh::>l 
t'la? p::>k 
cjUI]* 
klk::>?, cnr::>s, kat51) 
krun::>h 
dut 
pd�h* 
tl)bk* 
jarum* 
bl)it, bra?, bokan* 
pukat* 
paj 
tw5j, hrkit 
smilan* 
dapor* ?em 
cnh5j 
m::>h 
blap 
sit 
jet 
klapah sawit* 
maneh 
nej 
saJa?*, Jaga? 
ciwe? 
?oj 
titep 
?::>r 
thteh 
bar::>w 
llah 
pew 
manej 
gOj1 
hip 
boo 
tmdem 
dos 
kuruhuj 
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Pacific swallow (Hirundo tahitica) 
paddle (v.) 
pain (n.) 
paint (v.) 
palm (of hand) 
palm leaf, type of 
palm, type of 
palm, type of (Arenga obtusifolia) 
pangolin (Manis) 
pant (v.) 
papaya (Carica papaya) 
paradise tree snake ( Chrysopelea paradisi) 
pardon 
pass (v.) 
past 
path 
peacock-pheasant (Polyplectron) 
peck (of bird) (v.) 
peep (v.) 
pelvis 
penis 
people 
pestle 
petai fruit 
phalange 
pharynx 
Philippine glossy starling (Aplonis panayensis) 
photograph 
pick (one's  teeth) 
pick (v.) 
pig 
pigeon 
pig-tailed macaque (Macaca nemestrina) 
pinch (v.) 
pineapple (Ananassa) 
pitta (Pitta) 
place (n.) 
place (one's  hand) 
plaintive cuckoo (Cacomantis merulinus) 
plait (v.) 
plank 
plant (v.) 
plant, type of 
plantain squirrel (Callosciurus notatus) 
play (games) 
jawe:r 
kaj;,h* 
ptis 
cat* 
tapar* cjas 
lajis 
malih* 
laI)kap* 
mant�j 
he:! 
bt;,k 
karll 
ma?ap* 
?alic 
we:j 
gbI), har 
cldm 
tbuk*, saI)ktl 
pdep 
tap5b 
la? 
mnra? 
lada?*, gul 
hntaw 
cnr;,s 
PrIJg�I) 
PI)PiI] 
gamah* 
stse:t 
we:h 
napak, clapak, hmalah, hawen, gaw 
bkik 
bawac 
kas 
lanas* 
kaw5t batu?* 
tm�t* 
pt�t 
war 
teJ1, bI) 
papan* 
tane:m*, kawen 
krak 
kdek creh 
mnmin, gawe:j* 
play (instrument) 
pluck (v.) 
pocket 
point (v.) 
pool (n.) 
porcupine (Hystrix, Atherura) 
porcupine, type of 
porcupine, type of 
portion 
post (military) (n.) 
potato 
poultry 
pounce upon 
pound (v.) 
pour 
pregnant 
prick (v.) 
PROmBITIVE 
PRONOUN lD.EXCL 
PRONOUN lD.INCL 
PRONOUN IP.EXCL 
PRONOUN IP.INCL 
PRONOUN IS 
PRONOUN 2/3P 
PRONOUN 2D 
PRONOUN 2S.DIS 
PRONOUN 2S.FAM 
PRONOUN 2S.INT 
PRONOUN 3D 
PRONOUN 3S 
Provost 's  squirrel (Callosciurus prevosti) 
pull (blowpipe apart) 
pull (v.) 
pump (n. , v.) 
push 
put 
put (inside) 
put (to sleep) 
put (together) 
python, type of (Python) 
quill (n.) 
quiver 
raft (v.) 
ragged 
rain (v.) 
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krem, eantuI), pI]jUI), tir 
tkj:>k, prl?ol - prl?il, t�r 
puket* 
tj5k - tkj5k, ti?le? 
lobo?* 
lantoh 
lanek* 
jkis 
kpi.I)* 
pos* 
gantaI]* 
hajam* 
duk 
sntip, hntek*, ti?, sih, patim, til 
set, e?i?, gin 
kajot, maI]k5? 
pek, h:><j> 
?aket 
jeh 
hej 
japeh - peh 
he? 
je? 
gin 
jib 
paj 
m:>h 
mil 
wih 
?o? 
kdek ?abu? 
tItH 
tare?*, keI], her 
pam* 
surut*, tulek*, tula?*, Ion 
boh 
jleI], ?isi?* 
pili? 
samoI)*, kes 
laweI] 
klek, harim 
bani? 
halep 
hkhek 
hie 
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rainbow 
raise (v.) 
rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum) 
rapid (n.) 
rat 
ration 
rattan 
rattan, type of 
rattan, type of 
rattan, type of 
rattan, type of 
rattan, type of 
rattan, type of 
rattle (v.) 
raw 
reach (v.) 
ready 
rear (v.) 
red 
reed snake, type of (Macrocalamus) 
refuse (v.) 
RELATIVE MARKER 
remain (v.) 
remains 
remember 
repudiate 
request (v.) 
rest (v.) 
reticulated python (Python reticulatus) 
retreat (v.) 
return (v.) 
reveal 
rhinoceros (Dicerorhinus sumatrensis) 
rhinoceros hornbill (Buceros rhinoceros) 
rice (cooked) 
rice (husked) 
rice (in the husk) 
right (side) 
right-handed person 
ring (n.) 
ring (v.) 
ripen 
river confluence 
river-mouth 
roar (v.) 
cdaw 
hpl, sej 
taI)uj 
jfem* 
waw�t 
risin* 
?awej 
man:lw* 
knbi? 
pipih 
warn 
tahanen 
bateI)* 
kacit 
]1ep 
daw 
cadaIJ* 
pihira? 
rhik, bt:lj, rg:lj, th5j 
dad51 
coh, ji?, prnen ,  g 5]1 
jaI) 
brase?, snbI) 
sisah* 
kakep, ?iI]et* 
berej* 
sme]1 
rihat*, bradu?, eundo?*, kil, gol 
talon 
krlun 
mudik* 
hUt 
hagap, bada?* 
hI]aI)* 
nasi?* 
bras* 
padej* 
tern 
mmtem 
enos - enus 
taI)g5h 
tuha?* 
was tom 
kit tom 
pi?j:l?, sik:lW 
roast (v.) 
roll (of thunder) (v. intr.) 
roll (v. intr.) 
roll (v. tr.) 
roof 
root 
root-crop 
rope 
rotten (of wood) 
round object 
rub (v.) 
rubber 
run (v.) 
run short 
SabUm (ethnonym) 
sack (n.) 
safety 
sail-fin lizard (Hydrosaurus) 
saliva 
salt 
salty 
sambar deer (Cervus unicolor) 
same 
sand 
sandfly 
satisfied 
say 
scar 
scare (v.) 
scent (v.) 
scold (v.) 
scorch (v.) 
score (v.) 
scorpion 
scrape (v.) 
scratch 
sea 
season 
seat bone 
see 
seed 
sell 
Semai (ethnonym) 
send 
separate 
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pW]aIJ*, p?ol 
gir - gar 
lu?le?, grllI)IiI], criI]pOI) 
hamat*, m�l 
saraI) * 
J?es 
hobi?* 
?awej 
?J1so? 
pok 
sit - ?ots1t, bm, kId 
g tah* 
!oj 
d�n 
sabim 
gunih* 
siamat* 
takoj 
lheI] 
?mpoc, garnm* 
masin* 
kasa? 
srup�h* 
pantej* 
fIJit 
puwas*  
kdih 
parut*, coc - c�c 
ha!ow* 
CfIJir - cfIJ�r 
?acah* 
pkip 
kne?* 
pweI] 
suduh* 
hakat, gec, kac, cscis, k5s, gIuI)?eI) 
lawot* 
musem* 
cnteI 
j�t, nampa?*, tI)le:I), ?d 
biJi?*, mit ?h�j 
JuwaI* 
smej 
hant�r* 
piha? 
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settle 
seven 
shadow 
shake (v., tr.) 
sharp 
shaving (from carving) 
shed (v.) 
shiver (v.) 
shoe 
shoo (v.) 
shoot (v.) 
shop (n.) 
short 
shoulder 
shovel (v.) 
siamang (Hylobates syndactylus) 
sibling, older 
sibling, younger 
side 
side (body part) 
silence 
silent 
silver-eared mesia (Leiothrix argentauris) 
sing 
sink (v.) 
sister of parent, older 
sister of parent, younger 
sister-in-law 
sit 
sit (of bird) 
six 
size 
sizzle 
skin (n.) 
skin (v.) 
skin disease, type of 
skink (Emoia) 
skull 
sky 
sleep (y.) 
slender-toed gecko (Cyrtodactylus) 
slide 
slither 
slow 
ttap* 
tujoh* 
laIJ:>j 
jicp, ?uqjal) - ?uI)jiI), gntar* 
cme? 
epah 
ruroh 
grgir 
kasot* 
eih 
ste?*, haluh, trnim, pep, praI) * , bdil * ,  
bdel* 
kdej* 
enh�t 
kla{Yclh 
sej 
?ameIJ 
p�? 
wakil, ber 
?naI), sir 
paw 
sI):>r 
sI):>r 
smsim 
ppbp, c?aj 
hrkbek -hrkbak, karem*, higir 
toj bi? 
m:>? 
lamij 
kikbk, I):>k, rin, kilwal 
{YcIm, bat 
nem* 
bne? 
cim 
kti? 
klipeh 
gas - ges 
manr:>I) 
la�I) 
kt:>? 
tek 
griie 
sir 
bulet, krjuh, tUI)tel), gim�l 
hakij 
slow lori (Nycticebus coucang) 
slurp (v.) 
smack (v.) 
small 
smear (v. ) 
smell (n.) 
smell (v.) 
smoke (n.) 
smoke (v.) 
smooth 
snail 
snake 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snake, type of 
snakehead (Channa micropeltes) 
snap (v.) 
sneak (v.) 
sneeze (v.) 
snot 
snout ( of boar) 
snout (of tapir) 
snuffle (v.) 
soap (n.) 
sob (v.) 
son-in-law 
soon 
soul 
sound 
sound (animal fleeing from one tree to another) 
sound (blowpipe dart hitting a vine) 
sound (blowpipe dart hitting canopy) 
sound (blowpipe dart hitting muscle of prey) 
sound (blowpipe dart hitting stomach of prey) 
sound (blowpipe) 
sound (blowpipe) 
sound (blowpipe) 
sound (boiling) 
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tampil 
siruc 
pk¢lk 
lap?, ?h;}j 
pIes 
ges 
?5Jl, JI]joIJ 
?j?ej lOS 
Jmt, kmim, kbam 
bclac 
siput* 
taJu? 
papan 
pade:j* 
sle:? 
tdoIJ 
rloIJ 
ranoIJ 
kldil 
?ak;}r 
brhur 
slantor 
tome:n* 
h£k 
dop 
brsin* 
ctoh 
tanus 
somu? 
his 
sabon* 
l]1set, sut 
mJlsaw 
?nuj 
JreIJ, rwaj 
kliI] 
PT;}W 
c�h 
ro<\> 
cik 
ko<!> 
pI5<\> 
pIes 
w�h 
?ok 
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sound (carving) 
sound (dashing) 
sound (falling) 
sound (flapping) 
sound (flying or leaping) 
sound (hornbill) 
sound (leaf-monkey) 
sound (muntjac deer) 
sound (raindrop) 
sound (running water or waterfall) 
sound (shotgun) 
sound (small object falling to the ground) 
sound (walking) 
sour 
sow (no) 
speak 
spear (no) 
spear (vo) 
spectacle 
spider, type of 
spider, type of 
spider, type of 
spider, type of 
spit (v 0 ) 
split (vo) 
spray (vo) 
spread (vo) 
spring (vo) 
sprinkle (vo) 
squat (vo) 
squeeze (vo) 
squirrel 
stab (vo) 
stain (vo) 
stand (vo) 
star 
stare (vo) 
steal 
steam (no) 
steam (vo, intro) 
stench 
step over 
stick (no) 
sting (vo) 
stomach 
kraq 
luq, - ruq, 
klak 
ricp 
jaq, 
bk 
h:>k5k 
rap 
tik 
chok 
�w 
bq, 
rop, klik 
masem* 
bi? mas;:,j 
PI)se:I) 
mata? 
ckbe:k 
cl)ciI] 
tawip 
tI)tilI) 
knabil 
sral)ke:j 
kbe:c, tuq" kt:>q" papce:r* 
stap, pe:k, wis, was, sabw 
smur* 
hap - hiphap, d:>r 
tikah 
pse:1, pruj 
jrite:w 
cpit, lam 
kdek 
cek, rik 
hwet 
hpjap 
binte:I) * , prbj 
pde:p, ttl;:,t 
taku? - ?aku?, maliI)* 
?j?ej t:>m 
has 
ha?et 
IaI)kah* 
?at 
ktit, h�t, sic, c5?, Iantom 
?e:c 
stone 
stop (vo) 
straight 
stranger 
stream-bed 
stretch (vo intro) 
stretch (vo tro) 
striped tit-babbler (Macronous gularis) 
stroke (vo) 
strong 
stumble 
such 
suck (vo) 
sugar 
summon 
sun 
sunbird (Nectarinia; Anthreptes) 
surprised 
swallow (vo)  
sweat (no) 
sweep (vo) 
sweet 
swell (vo) 
swidden 
swim (vo) 
tail 
tail feathers 
take (a hit) 
take (back) 
take (vo) 
talk (vo) 
tap (poison) (vo) 
tapir (Tapirus indicus) 
taste (no) 
taste (vo) 
tasteless 
tattoo 
tea 
teach 
tear (no) 
tear (vo) 
tell 
tell a lie 
Terniar (ethnonym) 
temple (body part) 
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batu?*, bal;:,l 
?op, Jill 
tros* 
gop 
car;)k* 
?t?et 
cl)cir] 
hor 
?t?5t 
kwat* 
tsdes 
kej 
jhit, pot, sks5k 
gul;:,h* 
pihdeh 
kit kto?, mit kto? 
setset 
hiran 
kl�t, lik 
bl)kit 
kWEs, pis, sapuh*, kwer* 
bhet, b?it 
kmaIJ* 
slaj 
kwac, sj;:,r 
hati? 
cne<jl 
dan 
pimic 
bt, ill), ?al)ket*, jow 
ckwik, baca?*, cara? 
tureh, pOI) 
baret,barol) 
lasal) 
h5t, cuba?*, kmjim 
blhit 
cil 
teh* 
pipjep 
tom mit 
cok, csces, tgiJl 
col 
boc, bEr 
ple:h, tmer 
cunfll) 
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Temuan (ethnonym) 
ten 
termite 
termite mound 
terrapin, type of 
terrapin, type of 
testicles 
Thailand 
that (away) 
that (beyond me) 
that (beyond you) 
that (down) 
that (up) 
that (you don't know) 
that (you know) 
there (away) 
there (beyond me) 
there (beyond you) 
there (down) 
there (up) 
there (you don't know) 
there (you know) 
thick 
thick-billed pigeon (Treron curvirostra) 
thin 
thing 
think 
thirsty 
this 
thorn 
thorn, type of 
thousand 
thread (n.) 
three 
throat 
throw (v.) 
thrush (Zoothera) 
thumb 
thunder 
thunder-spirit 
tickle (v.) 
tie (v.) 
tiger (Panthera tigris) 
tiger shrike (Lanius tigrinus) 
time 
tmwen* 
spuloh* 
darip 
pusu?* 
poc 
karw:>? 
kbi? ?ntep 
sjam 
tani? 
tadeh 
tpi? 
tujih 
titih 
tUn 
ton 
?ani? 
?adeh 
?pi? 
?ujih 
?itih 
ron 
?on 
tabel 
braw:>l 
lipis*, kurus* 
baraI]* 
bliI], pikir* 
dahaga?* 
t5h 
Jle? 
?em kaji? 
sribuh* 
bnel)* 
tiga?* 
?l)ut 
habk, h:>k, pal)ka?*, jan, bdal *, jol 
pah51) 
tabo? 
tij 
karej 
l)ec, t:>c 
rbet, r;)t, ben, k;;,l 
?ap, ju?:>k, baliI], putew 
p:>r 
prjam 
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tired ghd, hrtlE:t 
toad, type of bl1J5k 
tobacco tmak:>w* 
today kt:>? t�h 
toe nail kat5IJ can 
together skali?*, gus 
tomorrow haden 
tongue lntek 
tooth hEJl 
tortoise, type of ?awe? 
tortoise, type of bh 
tortoise, type of bar?eIJ 
tortoise, type of sil 
tortoise, type of sorej 
touch (v.) pitH 
tough (of meat) kras* 
track (n.) tel 
training trineIJ* 
trap (n.) babe 
tread (v.) lajEk 
tree jhil.? 
tree, type of ?Jlcek 
tree, type of taduk 
tree, type of lump:>k 
tree, type of gase? 
tree, type of kmpes 
tree, type of tawes 
tree, type of prgis 
tree, type of tlas 
tree, type of jnoh 
tree, type of pr:>h 
tree, type of bnim 
tree, type of krnum 
tree, type of gen 
tree, type of pan?on 
tree, type of bOJl 
tree, type of trp:>Jl 
tree, type of ?aneIJ 
tree, type of bramaIJ 
tree, type of knalaIJ 
tree, type of katUIJ 
tree, type of k?uIJ 
tree, type of lajoIJ 
tree, type of babIJ 
tree, type of raJlsil 
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tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of 
tree, type of (Shorea) 
tree-base 
tree branch 
treeshrew (Tupia) 
tremble (v.) 
tributary 
true 
trumpet (of elephant) (v.) 
trunk (of elephant) 
tualang tree (Koompassia excelsa) 
tuber 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tuber, type of 
tum (v. tr. and intr.) 
turn head (of bird) 
turtle, type of 
turtle, type of 
turtle, type of 
turtle, type of 
tusk 
twenty 
twinkle (v.) 
bral 
?amper 
jader 
sagir 
cicar 
bs:)r 
babw 
jIWej 
kjaj 
cah 
sraja?* 
tom 
joh, joh waI)ke:? 
tac5r 
hit 
cabaIJ* t:)m 
btol* 
kr?OI) 
bralej - blalej* 
gil 
hobi?* 
kej 
klep 
hak5t 
tah€? 
kba? 
hrja? 
kabu? 
daran 
sill 
tokI) 
c?iI] 
j5I) 
h;)w 
manraj 
kw:>j 
wikwek, brile?, gaj 
cliI]hiI), cliI]paI) 
labi?* 
kuh?5h 
pj5I) 
kpil 
gadiI] * 
duwa? puloh* 
piple:p 
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twins kmar* 
two duwa?* 
umbrella pajuI] * 
underside kj:>m 
understand paham* 
undress j:>k 
untie Mk 
until baru?* 
upper side krpiI) 
urinary bladder knom 
urinate knom 
urine kn:>m 
valley tpis, lgim 
vegetable tfa? 
village kampoI]* 
vine ?awej 
viper, type of (Trimeresurus) bla?ir 
vomit (n.) sdij 
vomit (v.) bhok, ki?, rah 
vulva dot 
wade (across) cik 
wag (v.) kipas* 
waist (body part) gel 
wait (v.) tado? 
wake (up) (v. intr.) mUI]k£r 
wake (v. tr.) pihpih 
walk (v.) rop, gagah, pher 
wallet dibeh 
wane (v.) blah* 
want (v.) ?:>m 
wash (v.) soc 
wash away tpis 
wasp, type of ruh 
wasp, type of iiI] 
wasp, type of rjaw 
water t:>m, ?5IJ 
water strider (Gerridae) samir 
waterfall lata?* 
wave (v.) lambaj* 
wax (v.) weI 
waylay gat 
weep (v.) jim 
west barat*, sej1 kt:>? 
wet pce? 
what? mej 
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when? 
where? 
whip snake (Ahaetulla) 
whirl (v.) 
whiskers 
whistle (v.) 
white 
white-rumped shama (Copsychus malabaricus) 
whiz (v.) 
who? 
whose? 
wide 
wife 
wild boar (Sus scrofa) 
wild dog (Cuon alpinus) 
win (v.) 
wind 
wind (v.) 
window 
wing 
wipe (v.) 
with 
woman 
woman, old 
wood (material) 
wood (rotten) 
work (v.) 
worm 
wrap (v.) 
wreathed hornbill (Rhyticeros undulatus) 
wrinkle (n.) 
wrist 
wrong 
yawn (v.) 
year 
yell (v.) 
yellow 
yellow-vented bulbul (Pycnonotus goiavier) 
yes 
yet 
mapu? 
lbah 
b?;}w 
hilaI)*, gUlEj 
JEI) 
hch;}C, hi<l> - he<l>, h;}h 
puteh* 
kwal 
jh<l> 
makEn 
makEn 
lWES, jIJjEI) 
kneh 
napak, clapak, hmalah, hawen, gaw 
chI) 
mnEI)* 
brwa?, bgiw 
mlm;}l 
tiI]kap* 
sajap* 
jit 
samE?* 
babo? 
kbet, jaji? - jaja? 
tagip, gnol) 
rba? 
krja?*, kac:>w*, ga'wEj* 
taci.I]* 
bEn 
sal)koh 
krtwit, krntEn 
1mi 
lec 
hjh;}j 
tawon* 
krkEr 
kuni.I]* 
brub:>h 
ha?i?, ha?ih 
lagi?* 
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